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Abstract 

The search for a lost person on land has been the subject of relatively little research to 

date in comparison to other search problems. This thesis addresses this imbalance by 

examining the search for a stationary object that does not attempt to avoid detection. 

The problem is defined as a synthesis of the coverage, routing, and allocation problems 

that exist in the literature, and its complexity and unique aspects are discussed. 

A physical model of the search terrain is developed using a Triangulated Irregular 

Network (TIN) .  This model incorporates the vegetation and natural features of the ter

rain, and is extended to model access paths and traversal speeds between any two points. 

A visibility model is developed over the TIN in order to define a detection model for 

both a human subject and any clues placed by him. Correction factors are used to model 

visibility and traversal speeds under different search environments. 

Methods to define search regions as components of the elements of the TIN are de

scribed. Heuristic resource allocation methods are then developed for both the reconnais

sance and general phases of a search operation. These methods allocate search tasks to 

resources individually or in parallel, and in real-time. Dynamic heuristic search strategies 

to respond to changing search conditions and the discovery of new information are then 

developed. 

A Discrete Event Simulation (DES) model of a Search and Rescue (SAR) operation 

is developed. This model incorporates: siting a search base; search resource deployment 

and searching; clue and subject detection; communication between resources and search 

management; flooding and resource deployment under adverse weather conditions; and 

responsiveness of the subject over time. 

The simulation model is used to perform some preliminary computational experiments 

on a restricted set of resource allocation methods and search strategies. Initial trends 

indicated from these experiments are: the general superiority of methods which do not 
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restrict the set of regions to be allocated for searching to an initial primary search area; 

the dominance of a night searching strategy; the dominance of using a sound detection 

method when a subject is responsive; and the benefits of applying diversifying search 

strategies. 
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Glossary of Terms 

The following specific terms are referenced throughout this thesis: 

Binary Search A search method used to eliminate areas that the subject has not passed 

through. 

Coverage (C) The ratio of search effort to the size of the search area. 

Critical Separation The spacing of ground search resources at a distance equal to two 

times the visibility measure of that terrain. 

Double Strip Search A form of grid searching where a region is searched twice from 

two different angles. 

Hot Spots Likely places for physical clues to be detected. 

Lateral Range (x) The perpendicular distance between a search resource and the search 

object at the point on the resource's path which is closest to the object. 

Lateral Range Curve A curve depicting the cumulative probability of detection for a 

given search resource as a function of x, with one pass. 

Mattson Consensus Technique A technique which guides search management to a 

consensus decision in defining POA values for search regions. 

PDEN The Probability of Density. A measure used to rank search regions calculated 

on the POA value divided by the size of the search region. 

Perimeter Cut A search technique where resources search along the boundaries of the 

search area for clues. 
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PLS The Point Last Seen represents the last known location of a search object. 

POA The Probability Of Area. 1 The probability that the search object is located within 

a given search region. 

POD The Probability Of Detection. The conditional probability that if the search object 

is in the search region it will be detected by the search resource. We use the word 

detection in the context of detection with recognition. 

PODcum The cumulative probability of detection over a number of successive searches 

of a search region. 

POS The Probability Of Success of a search as measured by the detection of the search 

object and calculated as POA x POD. 

POScum The cumulative probability of success over the search operation. 

Priority Search Area (Gp) The subset of the search region graph which is identified 

as having the highest likelihood of containing the subject and on which searching is 

concentrated. This area is of a size that is able to be searched by the search effort 

on hand within one search period. 

Probability Map A map of the search area depicting POA values in each subarea. 

PSR The Probable Success Rate. A measure of the rate of POS increase to be expected 

when searching a region. 

Repeated Expansion A search technique which begins by searching a small area cen

tred on a specific reference point, and then successively re-searching this area in 

incremental expansions in an outwards direction. 

Risk Map A visual map identifying hazards over a given region. 

Roe Relevance Of a Clue to the search operation. 

ROW The Rest Of the World. A pseudo-region representing any area outside of the 

defined search area. 

Search Priority A myopic planning tool which ranks search regions for searching based 

on their contribution to POS and the time taken to achieve this. 

Search Effort (Z) The area which can be effectively swept by a given search resource 

given its sweep width and the distance travelled by the resource. 

1 Also referred to in the literature as the Probability of Containment. 
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Search Object The object of a search. This includes human subjects as well as organic 

and inorganic clues. 

Search Path The path of edges and/or triangular regions that a search resource is 

assigned. 

Search Region A well-defined region assigned to a search resource for searching. 

Search Region Graph (G )  The 2-D graph derived from the TIN. 

Search Resource A resource assigned to the search area to search for the search object. 

Such resources include human searchers, aircraft, dogs, and mechanical or electronic 

devices. Also referred to as a sensor, we refer particularly to a human searcher when 

using the term search resource within the body of the thesis. 

Sector Stripping A method which removes search resources from one search region in 

favour of searching an alternative region in order to increase POS. 

Sector Laddering A method which ranks search regions in a ladder formation with the 

top-most region having highest priority and regions being placed at the bottom of 

the ladder upon search completion. Regions whose priority is adjusted throughout 

the operation are moved to appropriate positions on the ladder. 

Sound Sweep A search technique where search resources moving in a grid formation 

aim to detect a responsive subject by calling out at regular time intervals and 

listening for a response. 

Sweep Width (W) The area under the lateral range curve - "a measure of the amount 

of 'detecting' being done" [150, page 4-4]. The sweep width differs for different 

search objects, search resources, and search conditions. 

TIN Triangulated Irregular Network. A digital terrain model which geometrically par

titions the terrain into triangles by a triangulation generated over a representative 

set of data points. 

Track Traps Ground cleared for the purpose of observing if fresh tracks are laid . 

Trail-Based POA A method of assigning POA values to a search area based on the 

possible behaviour of a subject initially known to have followed a marked path. 

POA values are estimated from the findings of a team who follow this path identi

fying and ranking decision points where the subject may have left the path. 
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The following variable definitions are utilized in the algorithm descriptions: 

startk = the starting position (vertex) of resource k 

resources = number of search resources 

pathk,j = vertex at position j on the nodepath of resource k 

numk = number of vertices in the path of resource k 

timek = amount of time required to complete the path of resource k 

path.1imit = the duration limit of any search path assignment 

path[,j = vertex at position j in the intended path of the subject 

num[ = number of vertices in the intended path of the subject 

time[ = amount of time needed to complete the intended path of the subject 

Ci,j = time cost of traversing edge (i,j) 

stpathi,j = shortest path from vertex i to vertex j 

Di,j = time length of shortest path from vertex i to vertex j 

P LS = point which the subject was last seen at 

POSi,j = POS value predicted from the search of edge (i , j ) 

base = search base 

limitk = 1 if resource k is at their search hour limit, = 0 otherwise 

POAi = POA of region i 

PODi = POD level at which region i is to be searched at 

PODcum,i = cumulative POD of region i 

areai = area of region i 

nregions = number of regions in the search region graph 

find_team = resource which detects the subject 

urgency = urgency level of the search 

period-start = commencement time of the next search period 
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period_end = time at which the current search period will be completed 

down_time = amount of non-searching time between consecutive search periods 

weather _level = level of current weather conditions 

new_weather = predicted weather level arising at weather _clock 

flood_time = the time at which regions of the TIN susceptible to flooding will flood and 

become impassable 

losLregion = the region of the TIN in which the subject is located 

cosLchange = array which monitors the fraction of the current search task completed 

under differing environmental conditions, for each active resource 

periodct = index of search periods 

recall = indicator of whether or not resources are being recalled to the search base 

suspend = indicator of whether or not the operation is being suspended 
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C H A P T E R  1 

Introduction 

"Now" said the rabbit. "This is a search and I've organized it . . .  " 

"Done what to it?" said Pooh. 

"Organized it. Which means . .. well it's what you do to a search, 

when you don't all look in the same place at once . . .  " 

- A.A.MILNE, 1928 

New Zealand as a country has a reputation for beauty and ruggedness - expansive 

national parks of forested canopies, tussocked slopes and crystal streams, and a people 

who "get out there and do it" . Whether to tramp or climb, orienteer or hunt, the 

outdoors draws many to explore its freedom. However, at times experience can be too 

limited for the conditions, disaster or accident can strike, the conditions can turn hostile, 

or the route can be lost , and Search and Rescue (SAR) operations are called into place. 

The aim of this thesis is to model such operations and examine differing decision tools 

and planning methods as an initial investigation towards the provision of efficient search 

management techniques for New Zealand conditions. 

The SAR problem, in its most generic sense, is that of search resources traversing a 

physical terrain in search of a number of objects whose whereabouts are unknown. The 

most familiar instance of this is a SAR operation undertaken to locate missing persons. 

Other types of search may take the form of searching for missing craft, or physical 

evidence in a criminal investigation. The terrain which the search is to cover may be  

urban, mountainous, bush or snow covered, consist of an expanse of water, or involve 

such specialist features as caves. 

Specifically, the definition of a SAR operation within New Zealand Police policy is as 
follows: 

"A search or rescue operation which is commenced with the aim of saving 

1 
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life, preventing injury, or removing a person from a situation of peril and 

includes any operation mounted solely for the purpose of recovering bodies 

from a remote location" , [121, section 102] . 

Analytical approaches to searching were developed in response to military require

ments during World War 2, with particular application to the search for enemy sub

marines. Since that time the original detection models and solution methods have been 

further developed and extended to incorporate: other search applications; the evolution 

of computers and advancement in computing power; and real-time responses to changes 

in the information on which the search is planned. 

Of the specific search problems addressed, military applications, and particularly 

Naval applications, have received much of the research attention over the years. Searching 

for a lost person on land has, in comparison, been the subject of little research and it is this 

imbalance which this thesis aims to, in part, address. In particular, we seek to synthesize 

current techniques used in land SAR, classical search theory, terrain modelling, and 

dynamic routing heuristics, to develop a prototypical Discrete Event Simulation (DES) 

model of a SAR operation and solution approaches to the problem of allocating resources 

throughout the operation. 

1.2 Thesis Objectives and Approach 

1 .2 .1  Objectives 

Stone [153] states that: 

"Planning a search is not solely an analytical exercise. Since subjective judge

ments are crucial to good search planning, search will always, to some degree, 

be an art. Nevertheless, applying good analytical techniques will improve the 

art and provide better search planning. Applying analytical techniques to 

those parts of an operational problem which can benefit from analysis is the 

heart of practicing operations research." 

The aim of this thesis is to address a selection of those components of a land SAR 

operation which can benefit from the application of analytical techniques, with a partic

ular emphasis on practical implementation rather than theoretical analysis. Specifically, 

the main objectives are fourfold, namely: 

1 .  to develop a physical model of the terrain of a search area that captures the physical 

features of the region in such a way that enables the calculation of traversal speeds 
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and shortest time access paths between any two points under different weather and 
light conditions; 

2. to develop a visibility model that is inherently linked to this terrain model and 
which responds to environmental changes, and to then extend this to develop a 
model for search object detection;! 

3. to develop search strategies and analytical methods for search resource allocation 
which are capable of responding in real-time to the dynamically changing environ
ment that typifies a search operation; and 

4. to develop a flexible simulation model which allows varying search strategies and 
resource allocation methods to be evaluated under different search scenarios, and to 
use this to conduct an initial investigation into a subset of the resource allocation 
methods developed. 

In order to meet these objectives we limit the scope of this thesis to that of the 
search over land for a single stationary human subject who does not attempt to avoid 
detection. The search application is civilian rather than military and search resources 
are limited to human ground searchers of identical skill. The major thrust of the study 
is the modelling of different aspects of a SAR operation, the development of resource 
allocation methods and dynamic search strategies, and the development of a simulation 
approach which enables different search strategies and solution methods to be tested; 
consequently the computational experimental component of the study is only cursory, 
creating a foundation for future research. 

1 .2.2 Content Outline 

The study begins by reviewing the development of search theory, and the statistics and 
current methods used to predict: subject movement and final location; subject detection; 
and overall search success. Chapter 3 then presents the organizational structure, decision 
tools and search methods currently used in executing land SAR operations, including 
computer applications available to assist search management in their decision-making. 
The limitations of these methods and strategies are discussed, together with the potential 
of greater incorporation of developing technology, such as the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) .  

Chapter 4 examines the research field of terrain modelling, reviewing the advantages 
and disadvantages of existing digital terrain models in terms of their applicability to 

lWhen the word 'detection' is used within the body of the thesis it refers to detection associated with 
identification. 
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modelling the search area. As a result of this investigation a Triangulated Irregular 
Network (TIN) is selected to develop a terrain model of the search area on which to 
model the movement of both the subject and the search resources, and enable definition 
of individual search regions. This basic model is then enhanced to incorporate vegetation, 
specific terrain features such as ridges and streams, and traversal speeds. A visibility 
model is then defined, and correction factors are incorporated to adjust both visibility 
limits and traversal speeds, in response to changing search conditions. 

The study then reviews subject detection models described in the literature and 
compares these to the experimental field results available. A subject detection model is 
then developed to operate over the TIN representation. Two types of subject movement 
are considered and these are modelled as paths over the terrain model. Clue placement 
is simulated as the subject moves. Chapter 5 concludes with the development of a clue 
detection model and a method to update the subject location probability distribution 
on the discovery of a clue. This chapter completes the components needed to physically 
model the search environment and search process. 

Having developed the physical search model, the next section of the thesis concen
trates on the development of resource allocation methods. Chapter 6 explores the funda
mental aspects of the SAR problem and how it relates to existing coverage, routing and 
allocation problems in the Operations Research literature. The problem is shown to be 
NP-complete and unique in many respects. Mathematical formulations are presented for 
different search phases, for completeness, rather than for implementation. 

The initial reconnaissance phase of searching is addressed in Chapter 7, and heuristic 
methods are developed to mimic current search practices and objectives. Additional 
methods are then proposed to allocate resources to search regions, in order to meet 
objectives that are different from those currently followed. In particular, the objective 
of hedging the current search strategy against incorrect subject location assumptions 
is addressed. Further methods are developed to construct reconnaissance search paths 
for a number of search resources simultaneously, adapting routing methods from the 
literature. A selection of different ways in which the spatial coverage of search regions 
can be achieved in the general search phase of the operation are examined in Chapter 8. 

The problem of defining the boundaries of search regions is also considered and heuristic 
methods are proposed to accomplish this. The general problem of effort allocation in this 
search phase is then addressed and solution approaches are presented. 

The specific dynamic and stochastic components of a search operation are discussed 
in Chapter 9 within the framework developed by Seguin et. al. [146] for real-time decision 
problems. Dynamic real-time strategies for solving the SAR problem under changing 
knowledge and search conditions are presented. 
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The development of a model to simulate a search operation is presented in Chapter 10. 

Discrete event simulation is used due to the nature of the problem, with the response to 
each event that may occur being governed by a set of rules outlined in Chapter 1 1 .  Further 
heuristic methods are developed within this chapter to implement the simulation of each 
stage of a SAR operation. These include such decisions faced by search management as: 
where to locate the search base; how to redeploy resources already searching in the field; 
and how to coordinate the retrieval of an injured subject. 

Chapter 1 2  concludes the study by using the physical and simulation models devel
oped in the preceding chapters to conduct some preliminary computational investigations 
into the relative performance of four resource allocation methods under three represen
tative search scenarios. The results of the experiments are analysed and conclusions 
presented. The contributions that the different components of the study makes toward 
solving the problem of detecting a single, stationary human subject lost on land are 
summarized in Chapter 13, and avenues for future research are outlined and discussed. 
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C H A P T E R  2 

Search Concepts 

"The theory of search, as a scientific discipline uniting physical and 

operational facts through mathematical concepts and theorems, may 

fairly be said to date from World War 2, and to have received its 

major impulse from various phases of the war at sea, in particular, 

those involving the submarine. At the centre of the development of 

this new branch of operations research was the group of scientists 

assigned during 1942-1945 to the Commander in Chief, US Fleet, 

designated first by the name Anti-Submarine Warfare Operations 

Group (ASWORG); later, Operations Research Group (OR G). " 

- KOOPMAN [100, PAGE 1] 

2 . 1  Search Theory 

Four eras in search theory are identified by Stone in 1989 [154] . The first era from 1942 
to 1965 is described as the Classical Era, followed by the Mathematical Era from 1965 
until 1975. The Algorithmic Era then followed, up until 1985 where it was superseded 
by the Dynamic Era. 

The Classical Era gained momentum with the work by Koopman and other members 
of ASWORG who, at the close of the war, collaborated to compile and publish the search 
theory developed during the war years, illustrated by applications [100] . These applica
tions drew largely upon the search for hostile submarines and as such concentrated on 
passive searching, i. e., searching which does not alert the search object, in comparison 
to active searching where the presence of searchers can alert the subject that it is being 
searched for. A theoretical mathematical framework for the search of an object was de
veloped, including models of object motion and location, and detection. Effort allocation 
techniques were also described and illustrated with military examples, with the emphasis 
being placed on the passive search of hostile targets in motion. 

7 
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Stone [152] presents the major results in the field of search theory through to the 
end of the Mathematical Era. The main emphasis of the Mathematical Era was to 
seek to understand the mathematical nature of search problems, with necessary and 
sufficient conditions being found for a general class of optimization problems involving 
a stationary subject. Results during this period tended to be "presented in a classical 
theorem-proof format" , [154, page 502] . Most results centred around a stationary subject 
with an extension to models of limited subject motion, for example, two-celled Markovian 
motion and conditionally deterministic subject motion. The problem considered was that 
of allocating search effort optimally to detect a subject when a prior subject location 
distribution was known along with an effort-related detection function. Pursuit and 
evasion problems were not considered. Results were presented for problems where the 
search space was continuous or discrete, where the search effort applied was continuous 
or discrete, and where the detection function was regular! or non-regular. 

The Algorithmic Era focused mainly on expanding the understanding of and ap
proaches to solving moving subject problems via algorithms, which drew upon the greater 
availability of computing power. One-sided search problems were mainly studied, where 
the subject does not react to the searcher. Stone [154] divides such problems into two 
classes: optimal search density problems and optimal searcher path problems. The first 
class of problems are where the search effort is infinitely divisible and where "the appli
cation of search in one place and time does not constrain the location of effort at any 
other time" , [154, page 502] . Location of search effort is constrained by the search effort 
previously expended in the optimal searcher path problem. This problem class can be 
further divided into discrete and continuous, time and space problems. 

Of particular interest are the complexity results shown by Trummel and Weisinger 
[166] in 1986 for the optimal searcher path problem involving a stationary subject in 
discrete time and space. Trummel and Weisinger considered the search for a stationary 
subject over both a finite and infinite search time. The search was conducted over a 
finite, connected graph and the subject was located at a single vertex on the graph. Two 
versions of the problem were examined by Trummel and Weisinger. In the first, the search 
was carried out within a fixed time limit, and the effectiveness of the search was measured 
by the probability of detecting the subject. The authors showed that this problem is NP
complete by transforming the NP-complete hamiltonian path problem to it. The second 
version of the problem had no time limit on the search, with the measure of effectiveness 
being the mean time to the detection of the subject. This problem was shown to be of 
NP-hard complexity. Due to their complexity these problems require heuristic solution 

1 A regular detection function b is defined by Stone as one whose derivative is continuous, positive, 
and strictly decreasing, and where b(O) = 0 [152]. 
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methods, thus further extensions to the problems which consider searches conducted over 
a more complex representation than a finite, connected graph and which use more than 
one searcher, also require such solution methods. 

Unlike the previous eras where the search plan was followed until the subject was 
detected, the Dynamic Era began to incorporate subject and environmental information 
which arose as the search unfolded. Dynamic search planning systems were developed 
for Naval applications and utilized further computational advances; such systems modify 
search plans by maintaining a real time estimate of the subject's location based on all 
available information. 

2 . 2  Application t o  Land SAR 

Mathematical techniques and computing technology have been used successfully for many 
years in marine and aviation searches, but have only been seen in the domain of land 
SAR operations since the early 1970s. In 1975 Syrotuck [159] introduced the application 
of a mathematical approach to land search by adapting tools used in searching for lost 
ships and aircraft . His work is described by the USA National Association for Search and 
Rescue (NASAR) [159, page i) as providing "the basis for modern search and rescue man
agement philosophies and providing a useful tool for strategy and tactics planning." Since 
this time there has been a gradual increase in the application of mathematical, statistical 
and psychological sciences to decision-making, with mathematics becoming "firmly en
trenched into the theory, if not necessarily the practice, of search planning" in the 1980s 
[24] . The development of these approaches has largely been seen and documented in 
the United States of America (USA) , Canada and the United Kingdom. However, more 
recently there has been a gradual introduction and discussion of many of these principles 
and techniques internationally, including New Zealand. This has been particularly seen 
in the the form of training courses run by the Emergency Response Institute (ERI), USA, 
which accumulates new research and data from around the world. The content of these 
courses is referred to by Swombow [158, page 27] as a "system of search management, 
which is now accepted as an international standard." 

However, the management procedures developed have revealed a "disconnect between 
the science of search theory and practice of searching in the inland environment" [58] 
due to this development occurring largely independently of the classical search theory 
literature. Hence, a re-education of practitioners has occurred in the last couple of years 
via conferences and Internet communications to correct incorrectly held assumptions. In 
particular, Frost has compiled introductory search theory articles with the purpose of 
establishing a correct and common understanding of definitions and theories amongst 
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land search managers [62, 63, 64, 65] . 
While the utilization of a scientific basis for searching is gaining momentum and 

is strongly advocated by many, its validity in the field is debated by others. This is 
especially true among those used to previous "tried and true" methods. Roberts [137, 
page 1 1] cautions that "any attempt to saturate everyone with science will kill it before it 
starts." He advocates teaching the skills and working knowledge of the science to the level 
of detail that those working in the field require. Perk ins [134, page 49] considers "that 
simplification and demystification are important steps in the overall process of gaining 
general acceptance within [his] Team of the importance of Search Management per se." 

Generally, acceptance of the science is occurring as the evidential proof of successful 
results is attested to, and where, in countries such as the USA, accountable decision
making is called upon when search outcomes result in litigation. 

Syrotuck [159, page 43] states that: 

"Search and rescue is both an art and a science. There are theoretical ap
proaches and practical ones. As one must compromise between optimum 
and realistic planning, one should also compromise between the art and the 
science. Search directors should never become slaves to the computers, nor 
should they be slaves to tradition." 

The elements of an optimal search as defined by Koopman and cited by Stone [154, 
page 501] comprise: 

"a prior distribution on target location, a function relating search effort and 
detection probability, a constrained amount of search effort, and the optimiza
tion criterion of maximizing probability of detection subject to a constraint 
on effort." 

These elements of a search are now detailed - predicting subject movement and 
location, resource detection, and ultimately search success. 

2 . 3  Subject Movement and Location 

The probable location of a search object is described by a probability density distribution. 
This distribution is generated from known subject information, local information and 
historical statistical data. If the subject is assumed to be in motion then the location 
distribution is developed in consideration to a model of subject motion. Due to varying 
terrain structure and the presence of terrain barriers in land-based search operations, 
standard probability density distributions, such as those employed in marine SAR, are 
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not applicable. Hence, the best approach to generating a location probability density 
distribution for such operations is to divide the search area into logical regions and assign 
each an estimated probability of containing the search object [150] . A probability map 

can be created for a given time in the operation by overlaying a grid onto the search area 
and computing probabilities of containment for each grid cell, based on the assumption of 
a uniform probability density within each region [150] . The term Probability oJ Area 

(POA) is used to define the probability that the object being searched for is located in 
a given region. 

Although establishing POA values is a critical step of planning upon which later 
search strategy is dependent, Colwell [27] describes it as "one of the weakest aspects of 
search planning" which "remains a somewhat subjective and poorly substantiated 'black 
art' " .  The process is further complicated by the difficulties people have in estimating 
probabilities. Tversky and Kahneman [168] overview studies researching how people 
estimate probabilities via a set of heuristics. In particular they identify three heuristics 
used: representativeness; availability; and adjustment-and-anchoring. 

Representativeness estimates the probability that an event A belongs to a class B by 
how much A resembles B. This heuristic is shown to be insensitive to: the prior proba
bility outcomes; the size of the sample; and predictability. Further it is also influenced 
by misconceptions that the person may have, particularly regarding the role of chance 
and regression. Additionally, if the information they are basing their estimation upon is 
limited in accuracy, this is often overlooked if there appears to be a strong match between 
A and B. This bias is termed 'the illusion of validity'. 

The availability heuristic is employed to estimate the probability of an event occur
ring and is based upon how easily such occurrences can be remembered. This technique 
can lead to biases due to the ease at which instances of the event can be retrieved. More 
familiar, salient or recent occurrences are shown to result in higher estimations of prob
abilities. The estimation of the probability of the event occurring is also affected by how 
the person searches for occurrences of such events. The ability to imagine or construct 
events also leads to biases, with those events more easily imagined leading to higher 
probability estimates and an underestimation of those events which are "either difficult 
to conceive of, or simply do not come to mind," [168, page 13] .  ' Illusory correlation' 
is also another bias associated with availability, where events with strong associations 
are determined as frequently co-occurring, often being given greater weighting than is 
deserved. 

The third judgement heuristic examined is that of adjustment and anchoring. Here 
a quantitative prediction is derived by adjusting an initial value (the anchor) . Differing 
initial values are shown to lead to differing estimates. 
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Tversky and Kahneman [168, page 20] conclude by stating: 

"These heuristics are highly economical and usually effective, but they lead to 
systematic and predictable errors. A better understanding of these heuristics 
and of the biases to which they lead could improve judgements and decisions 
in situations of uncertainty." 

In reference to these biases, Stone [154, page 504] notes that : 

"If these biases are indeed characteristic of how people operate, then an expert 
system, which is designed to mimic what a person does, is doomed to be a 
poor estimator of probabilities and to produce poor search plans." 

The heuristic of availability is perhaps the most utilized in developing search scenarios 
and POA values, with imaginability, familiarity, recency and saliency impacting on such 
estimates. Conclusions drawn from the subject profile and statistical history of the area 
would also be influenced by the representativeness heuristic and its associated biases. By 
estimating POA values via a consensus method and utilizing experienced decision-makers 
it would be hoped that some of these biases are 'diluted'. However, the rigidity to which 
any derived POA values are adhered to should be cautioned, and the uncertainty of the 
situation should be reduced by utilizing as much available information as possible before 
making any initial estimates. 

Methods of assigning POA values that attempt to address the weaknesses of proba
bility estimation are now examined. 

2.3 .1  Consensus-Based Probability Of Area 

Swombow identifies the three elements which impact on the success of a search as: re
sources; strategy and tactics; and most crucial, the function of management. Swombow 
[158, page 28] advocates "never plan alone" but to instead form consensus a�ongst a 
search management team. Hill [88] concurs with this, stating that "consultation requires 
discussion, and discussion facilitates a rational and systematic approach to search plan
ning, where ideas are analysed and re-evaluated through dialogue." 

Recent approaches have advocated that POA values be determined by combining the 
joint expertise of the search managers on a particular operation, in preference to sole 
reliance on historical analysis or one decision-maker's judgement call. One such method 
is the Mattson Consensus Technique2 presented in [103] . In this method the search area 
is divided into search regions and each person on the management team independently 
assigns a POA value to each search region. This value relates to their perceived likelihood 

2The method was named after Bob Mattson who applied the technique within the USA Air Force. 
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that the subject will be  in that area - a decision that is made on the basis of known 
information, experience, local knowledge and intuition. The assigned values must sum 
to 100 over all the regions, including an additional region which represents the Rest Of 

the World (ROW) - any area not inside the defined search area. These individually 
established POA values are then averaged over the search managers to give a POA value 
for each search region. 

Colwell [27] describes the consensus decision method as: 

"a semi-subjective blend combining the previous incident history for the re
gion, local terrain evaluation and a judgement of the expected mental and 
physical condition of the subject ." 

The complexity of this approach increases with the number of search regions and 
decision-makers. Some practical criticisms of this approach have been raised by Perkins 
[134] . Perkins [134, page 45] states that the scale of 0 to 100 becomes unmanageable, 
observing participants who "tended to simplify the values into steps of 5% and then fill in 
the leftover sectors with values which typically added up to 10%." In addition he states 
that having to ensure that these decisions sum to 100 leaves the participants "being asked 
to do two things at the same time" , [134, page 45] . This second concern was evident in 
observing those involved in following the Mattson technique at an exercise at the New 
Zealand SAR training course, April 1996. 

Perkins [134] presents a consensus region weighting method which addresses these 
concerns. The essential difference in approach is that each decision-maker is required to 
give each region a value between 0 and 10 to indicate the likelihood that the subject will 
be in that region, with 0 representing an opinion of no likelihood and 10 representing an 
absolute opinion of the subject's location in that region. The scale is also an indicator of 
relative importance. Totals are then found for each region over all the decision-makers 
and used to rank the regions for searching. To assign POA values to each region in 
order to measure how much priorities change between search phases, a ROW region is 
established and its POA value determined by consensus among the decision-makers. The 
values of the remaining regions are then normalized to arrive at actual POA values for 
each region. Perkins emphasizes that the approach should be simple and meaningful for 
those not familiar with POA terminology. 

2.3. 1 . 1  ROW 

Cornell [31 ]  recommends that search managers examine statistical records of search his
tories to obtain empirical estimates for the POA value assigned to the ROW region. In 
particular, he cites the research into 163 search operations conducted in wilderness areas 
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of South Western Alberta, Canada. In 131 of these operations the subject was found 
in the search area defined in the initial operational period indicating an appropriate 
initial ROW estimate to be 20%. Cornell states that such information (when recorded 
over multiple operational periods) can be used to guide resource deployment in extended 
operations. 

In reply, Tate [ 161] states that "I can't recall any searches where the subject was 
outside the search area and still lost (several where the person was outside the search 
area in, say, another town) ." Tate questions Cornell's analysis of the ROW POA and 
queries whether search managers were more inclined to create search areas which were 
too small or too large in the operations studied. He also considers that if the ROW POA 
value is approaching 10% this would require a serious look at the operation "to see why 
we thought that there was a real probability that the subject wasn't in the search area." 

Swombow [ 158] uses the value of the ROW region to monitor search progress with 
possible justification for an extension of the current search area or a suspension of the 
operation if it reaches a significantly high value. 

2.3.2 Scenario Analysis 

Conducting a search operation under conditions of uncertain or contradicting information 
will generally result in search management considering a number of scenarios of what 
may have taken place, and, in particular, direction options which the subject may have 
chosen. Such alternative scenarios result in differing probability density distributions and 
hence different POA values being assigned to individual search regions. Hill [90] presents 
an approach which integrates "competing scenarios into a single plan" . The approach 
considers the problem of locating missing persons on land and adapts procedures utilized 
by the USA Coast Guard towards analysing the possible causes behind the disappearance 
of vessels and their subsequent movements. 

The mathematical procedure derives a single set of POA values and draws upon 
Bayesian probability analysis by allocating a weight to each possible scenario. This weight 
is then multiplied to the POA value of a search region (this POA value being determined 
for that specific scenario) and summed over all scenarios considered. This results in a 
single POA value for that region which can be utilized in planning search strategies. The 
ROW region is also evaluated for each scenario. The resulting POA values are updated as 
search regions are searched without success, and the initial weights assigned to individual 
scenarios may also 'shift' as the search progresses and new information comes to hand. 

The POA value of a search region i is calculated as: 
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where wn=weight (as %) assigned to scenario n and sumn= the sum of POA values over 
all regions for that scenario. Effectively the approach normalizes POA values for each 
scenario with respect to the scenario weight. 

The scenario analyzer computing software written by Hill to compute POA values by 
this method assigns each search region a likelihood rating of 1 to 9 under each scenario. 3 
A rating of 1 represents a low possibility of the region containing the subject and a rating 
of 9 represents a high possibility of containment. The weightings of each scenario are also 
input into the program as a rating of 1 to 9.  The rating scheme simplifies the process 
of assigning POA values and the software assigns a uniform probability distribution to 
this qualitative scheme. For example, a small problem with two scenarios rated 6 and 4, 

a ROW region rated 1 under both scenarios, and two search regions assigned the ratings 
7 and 4 under the first scenario, and 5 and 8 under the second scenario, have their POA 
values calculated as: 

Region Scenario One Scenario Two P�A Value 
1 0.6 x 7/12  0.4 x 5/14 49% 

2 0.6 x 4/12  0.4 x 8/14 43% 

ROW 0.6 x 1/12  0 .4  x 1/14  8% 

If multiple decision-makers are involved then the POA values are averaged over all 
planners . As each decision-maker estimates the likelihood of the possible scenarios and 
then evaluates POA values conditional on these, the approach circumvents the problems 
which arise with the Mattson consensus method of POA definition when several scenarios 
may be discussed among the planners before individual POA ratings are assigned. The 
method also avoids the difficulties that people have in estimating conditional probabilities 
and does not require the decision-maker to sum region POA values to 100 as part of 
the process. Hill recommends that the order in which individual decision-makers analyse 
scenarios be varied and that any scenario having a "non-trivial possibility of being valid," 
e.g., a 10% criterion, be included. 

The simple and systematic approach aids decisions on strategy and resource deploy
ment by avoiding decisions such as how long should one scenario be followed before 
considering alternative possibilities. Frost [64] defines the term scenario lock to such 
instances where search management fixes on one scenario to the exclusion of others. In 
particular he cautions against planning on assumptions where "an assumption, if re
peated too often and questioned too seldom, will gradually take on the appearance of 
fact ." 

3 A variation of the O'Connor method, named after its originator. 
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2.3.3 Statistically-Based Probability of Area 

Colwell [24] refers to the accurate prediction of the subject's movements as the " 'Holy 
Grail' of SAR planning" . He recommends that more detailed information be gathered 
from search operations to form a database on which to determine "new Rules of Be

haviour" . With a large number of operations and hence statistics gathered, patterns can 
emerge within the data which allow predictions to be formed as to the possible movements 
of a lost person in a newly initiated search - drawing upon the profile of the subject. In 
addition to statistical databases there exists the expert knowledge of local people who, 
from their own experience and local terrain knowledge, are able to offer invaluable insight 
into the probable movements of different categories of subjects. However, unfortunately 
these people take their knowledge with them when they move out of the region. Statistics 
from SAR operations conducted in the USA [103, 159] have collected information on the 
lost person's age, sex, fitness, experience, activity, mental condition and their movements 
if known, including the distance and direction that they travelled from the initial track 
or separation point . 

Within New Zealand the number of SAR operations conducted within any one region 
is significantly less than those in the USA and statistics for each region are scant. Cur
rently the only knowledge base which exists in this form are collective statistics for the 
country as a whole. These statistics are collected by the Police staff co-ordinating each 
operation, and are forwarded to Police National Headquarters where they are incorpo
rated once a year into a national set. Since 1994 there has been an attempt to generate 
a more comprehensive database than in previous years and the statistics produced now 
contain many of the elements gathered in American statistics. However, there are cur
rently no statistics available on the actual movement of subjects. In response to this, 
Meads states in the 1997/98 SAR statistical report that future report forms will include 
a field to measure the distance between where the subject was found and the point where 
they were last seen [ 122] . This had not yet been actioned by the 1998/99 report. With 
greater resource investment in both the collection and analysis of such statistics trends 
could be analysed, particularly at a region-specific level, with the increased potential for 
predictive modelling. 

La Valla and Stoffel [103] recommend that regions be assessed before the event of 
a SAR operation with the aim of identifying potential search situations, based upon 
demographic information, geographic features, historical statistics, seasonal activity and 
available resources. This is primarily a planning tool and can be specifically applied to 
produce risk maps. These visual maps identify hazards and risks in specific regions. Such 
maps can be useful in identifying locations where, due to a lack of distinguishing terrain 
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features, people become disoriented and lose their way, with similar incidents occurring 
over a period of time. 

McDonald [ 117] ,  of the National Search and Rescue Secretariat (NSS) , Canada, con
siders the feasibility of developing a national ground and inland water SAR database. 
She proposes over the Internet a rationale and overview of the design of such a database, 
inviting comment by potential users [ 1 1 7] .  

The data elements of the proposed database fall into three groupings: information on 
the incident; the subject; and the response. The database would collect data to address 
questions applicable to SAR operations internationally, such as: 

• what differences exist between various geographic regions? 

• what seasonal effects exist and do they vary geographically? 

• what incidents result in serious outcomes and could these outcomes be improved 
by changes in the SAR response? 

• which people are most at risk of becoming the subject of a SAR operation, and 
which types of activities being undertaken are more likely to result in SAR opera
tions? - are prevention methods effective? 

• should those undertaking high risk activities carry communication equipment or 
transmitter beacons? - to what extent are these currently utilized and how does 
this impact upon the outcome of the operation? 

• what level of impact do weather conditions have on the operation and its outcome? 
- and are some regions more affected than others? 

Sweere [155] defines a stereotype as: 

"a set of pre-determined values for variables describing an area, a lost subject, 
command post, or a situation . . .  Stereotypes assist in rapid preprocessing of 
probabilities, are based upon many prior searches, and can be tailored to the 
search group's specific area of operations." 

The specifics of stereotypes can be modified to meet the current situation. Sweere con
siders, as a future possibility, the use of stereotypes and algorithms to define POA values. 

We now look at the specifics of statistical information gathered on the behaviour of 
subjects in New Zealand and the USA. 
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2.3.3 .1 Lost Person Behaviour - New Zealand Statistics 

In New Zealand, land SAR operations are initiated as a result of a number of causes. 

These are detailed in Table 2 . 1  for the years 1994-1999. The category for 'psychological 

disorder' was introduced in the 1996/97 period, as was 'attempted suicides' (combined 

in the table with suicide fatalities) .  However, in subsequent years the 'psychological 

disorder' category was instead represented in the type of subject tabulation. 

Table 2. 1 :  The cause of NZ land SAR operations. 

1 Cause 1 1994/95 1 1995/96 1 1996/97 1 1997/98 I 1998/99 

Medical 159(31%) 1 18(24%) 1 17(24%) 128(30%) 104(26%) 

Navigational 130(25%) 104(22%) 92(19%) 93(22%) 81 (20%) 

Weather 44(9%) 37(8%) 35(7%) 33(8%) 35(9%) 

Rivers 43(8%) 2 1(4%) 14(3%) 6 ( 1%) 25(6%) 

Inexperience 18(4%) 2( < 1%) 1 1 (2%) 9(2%) 6(2%) 

Suicide and attempts 16(3%) 17(4%) 1 1 (2%) 17(4%) 10(3%) 

Equipment 7(1%) 15(3%) 16(3%) 10(2%) 7(2%) 

Avalanche 4(1%) 8(2%) 5(1%) 4( < 1%) -

Alcohol 2«  1%) - 3( < 1%) 6( 1%) 2« 1%) 

Homicide 1 «  1%) - 1 (  < 1%) - 2( < 1%) 

Flares negative - 1 (  < 1%) - - 1 « 1%) 

Engine failure - - 2(  < 1%) - -

Psychological disorder - - 25(5%) - -

Overdue - 1 1 (2%) 48(10%) 43( 10%) 32(8%) 

Non-specified 87(17%) 149(31%) 101(21%) 74(17%) 93(23%) 

1 Total I 511  1 483 1 481 1 423 1 398 

A large percentage of operations arise from navigational problems. In particular, as 

stated in the New Zealand Bushcraft Manual [75, page 92]' these occur when a party: 

• "picks the wrong spur4 when coming off the topsS
,,

; 

• "drops into the bush when caught out in bad weather on the tops, without knowing 

which watershed6 is below" ; and 

• "mistakes a j unction 7 and travels up the wrong creek" . 

Many areas have specific places where confusing navigational references exist and 

people lose their way time after time. In particular "trampers and hunters are more 

4 A projection from a mountain or mountain range. 
S Above the bush line. 
6The line of separation between waters flowing to different rivers. 
7 A point where more than one stream or track meet. 
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likely t o  lose tracks when going downhill than uphill. When going uphill, all spurs and 

ridges tend to converge, whereas coming downhill they diverge" , [75, page 70] . In addition 

many hazards exist within the bush itself such as natural terrain features, eg. ,  waterfalls, 

gorges, fallen logs, algae-covered rocks and wasp nests .  

Those activities leading t o  the greatest number of land SAR operations over the 

previous nine years are recorded in Table 2.2 and the subjects of land SAR operations 

for the years 1994-1999 are defined in Table 2.3 . The group making up the largest 

number of search subjects was males aged 20 to 29 years, consistent over the nine year 

period ( 1 990-1999) .  Statistics were not available for the breakdown of groups and ages 

for specific activities. The largest injury categories for those same years ( 1994-1999) are 

presented in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.2: The activities resulting in NZ land SAR operations. 

I Activity I 90/91 I 91/92 I 92/93 I 93/94 I 94/95 I 95/96 I 96/97 I 97/98 I 98/99 I 
Tramping 152 163 134 181 1 79 166 138 140 1 24 
Hunting 79 48 54 61 65 63 59 58 55 
Walking 63 40 56 61 92 59 80 73 69 
Climbing 47 29 22 24 33 30 36 32 37 
Skiing 10 2 1  20 17 23 24 21 13  5 
Aircraft accident 13 13 1 1  17 16 19 9 9 7 
Lost Children 1 1  1 1  15 14 21 27 30 17 16 

Table 2.3 : The subjects of NZ land SAR operations. 

I Type I 1 994/95 I 1995/96 I 1996/97 I 1997/98 I 1998/99 
Private group 223(44%) 175(36%) 185(38) 169( 40) 171 (43%) 
Solo 157(31%) 159(33%) 160(33%) 164(39%) 1 14(29%) 
Recreational club 30 (6%) 16(3%) 10 (2%) 9(2%) 16(4%) 
School group 26 (5%) 14(3%) 18(4%) 1 1 (3%) 10(3%) 
Children 2 1  (4%) 27(5%) 30(6%) 17(4%) 16(4%) 
Commercial group 2 1 (4%) 26(5%) 12(2%) 1 1 (3%) 9(2%) 
Senior citizens 1 6 (3%) 22(5%) 37(8%) 1 1 (3%) 15(4%) 
Youth group 1 3 (3%) 12(2%) 9 (2%) 6(1%) 6( 1%) 
Psychological disorder - - - 15(4%) 14(3%) 
Other 4( 1%) 32(7%) 20(4%) 10(2%) 27(7%) 

I Total 1 5 1 1  1 483 1 481 1 423 I 398 

The number of occasions in which satisfactory equipment was carried by the subjects 
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Table 2.4: The highest rating categories of injuries received by subjects of NZ land SAR 
operations. 

I Injury 1 1994/95 1 1995/96 1 1996/97 1 1997/98 1 1998/99 1 

Fracture 54 (20%) 28 ( 1 1%) 25(12%) 39(17%)  47(24%) 
Fatal 51  (19%) 61 (25%) 38(18%) 27(12%) 35(18%) 
Sprain 27 (10%) 15 (6%) 18(8%) 26(12%) 18(9%) 
Medical condition 25 (9%) 26 (10%) 18(8%) 18(8%) 16(8%) 
Hypothermia 23 (8%) 18 (7%) 20(9%) 20(9%) 12(6%) 
Leg 12 (4%) 20 (8%) 13(6%) 5(2%) 2(1%) 
Multiple - 12(5%) 18(8%) 32( 14%) 21 ( 1 1%) 

was recorded8 and is given in Table 2.5. The number of operations where the subject 's 

intentions were known was also recorded and is given in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.5: The status of equipment carried by subjects of NZ land SAR operations. 

I Equipment status 1 1994/95 1 1995/96 1 1996/97 1 1997/98 1 1998/99 

Equipment adequate 570 (63%) 474 (65%) 275(56%) 255(61%) 223(56%) 
Equipment not adequate 342(37%) 259(35%) 121 (25%) 82( 19%) 74(19%) 
Equipment unknown - - 19(4%) 21 (5%) 30(7%) 
Not applicable - - 73( 15%) 6 1 (15%) 71 ( 18%) 

Table 2.6: The intention record left by subjects of NZ land SAR operations. 

I Intentions record 1 1994/95 I 1995/96 I 1996/97 I 1997/98 I 1998/99 

Intentions record left 540 (59%) 454 (62%) 425(60%) 232(55%) 216(54%) 
Intentions record not left 372(41%) 279(38%) 197(28%) 1 14 (27%) 82(21%) 
Unknown - - 23(3%) 20(5%) 31 (8%) 
Not applicable - - 60(9%) 57(13%) 69( 17%) 

The prevailing weather conditions at the time of each alert are recorded in Table 2.7 
and the total number of operation hours used over all land SAR operations are given in 

Table 2.8. 

8 Additional categories of 'unknown' and 'not 'applicable' were introduced from the 1996/97 period. 
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2.3.3.2 Lost Person Behaviour - USA Statistics 

La Valla and Stoffel [103] give the main factors which effect a person's behaviour when 

lost as their general state of health, experience, biological cycles and the physiological 

effects of the environment. They describe the general behaviour exhibited by categories 

of subjects, as revealed by search statistics. These categories include children of various 

age groups, the elderly, the mentally disabled and the emotionally depressed, with addi

tional classifications by activity type eg. ,  hunters, trampers, climbers, berry pickers and 

photographers. 

Analysis of USA statistics [103, 156] reveal some interesting generalizations which 

may be transferable to New Zealand conditions. In particular, the behaviour exhibited 

by different classifications of subjects is now outlined. 

• Trampers generally rely on tracks and travel aids for navigation with 33% travelling 

at night, 10% travelling for more than 24 hours, 55% descending in elevation, 49% 

being found by a reconnaissance search, and 40% being well equipped. The majority 

are young with little experience. 

• Hunters tend to move off-tracks, with greater concentration on their game rather 

than navigation. They may often move at night, and most are communicative and 

mobile. Of those lost, 45% find their own way out and 66% are found within 3 km. 

• Climbers generally remain on or near designated tracks. 

• Children aged 1 to 3 years old will wander aimlessly with no sense of direction, 

finding convenient places to sleep. 

• Children aged 3 to 6 years old will try and find their way to a familiar place and 

may not respond to their name being called, due to a fear of strangers. 

• Children aged 6 to 1 2  years old will often become confused in a strange environment, 

and may not respond to their name being called if they have run away or are afraid 

of getting into trouble. 

• Mentally disabled people will often not respond to their name being called, and 

may hide or remain in one location for some days. 

• The emotionally depressed will often be found within sight and sound of civilization 

or a prominent location, and may be unresponsive, preferring solitude. 

• Skiers are generally communicative and mobile, 45% will travel at night with 50% 
finding their own way out and most are found within 8 km. 
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• Berry pickers, photographers and other hobbyists are often misled by subtle terrain 

changes and become disoriented as their attention is focused elsewhere. They are 

likely to wander, be communicative and carry no survival equipment or clothing; 

90% are found within 8 km. 

In general: 

• most people are found within 8 km of where they were last sighted, and many 

within 3 km; 

• approximately 90% of subjects do not keep moving for more than 24 hours; and 

• the majority of lost people will travel in a downhill direction. 

From experience, as a search advisor in New Zealand, Dittmer states that most people, 

unless injured, will not remain in one place but will keep moving for warmth [42] . 

Syrotuck [159] collected statistics from the Pacific Northwest but considers that the 

'average' probabilities obtained could be applicable to other regions. He presents tables 

of POA distribution patterns from statistics gathered and analysed from 100 searches 

under varying circumstances. The statistics indicate strong trends and Syrotuck [159, 

42] considers that they "can be used with a certain amount of confidence" despite the 

relatively small sample. The tables give POA information for general cases as well as for 

different categories of subjects. These are then further analysed over flat and mountain

ous terrain to give probabilities that the subject will remain at a similar elevation, or 

choose to move up or downhill, from the position that they were last seen or predicted 

to be at. 

Syrotuck gives the following statistics for level terrain: 

• the average probability that a person will be within 1 .6 km of the point they were 

last seen at is 45%; 

• the average probability t hat a person will be between 1 .6 km and 3 .2 km of the 

point they were last seen at is 37%; 

• the average probability that a person will be between 3.2 km and 4.8 km of the 

point they were last seen at is 13%; and 

• the average probability that a person will have travelled beyond 4.8 km of the point 

they were last seen at is 5%. 

Syrotuck [159, page 18] states that "terrain basically influences the direction of travel 

and distance from the last seen point to where they are found." 
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In Table 2.9 Syrotuck [159] provides generalities from the statistics collated, which 

are unaffected by the terrain type. 

Additional research into the behaviour of children lost in urban and suburban envi

ronments was conducted by Cornell and Heth [32] , behavioural scientists. Cornell and 

Heth observed children aged 3 to 12 years walking from their home to "the farthest 

place" that they thought that they could walk to. Observations on the children's rate of 

walking, their chosen path and the total distance covered were recorded and analysed. 

Their analysis gives results as percentiles for differing age groups which could be used 

as probable performance estimates for travel by lost children and as a decision tool for 

search management. In particular their research gives information on time-based travel 

and dispersion which was not previously available. 

2 .3.3.3 Predicting Subject Position 

Predicting the position of the subject is a way of attempting to increase the POA value 

and provides a strategic place to centre the search. Predicted positions are found based 

upon available statistics relevant to the subject, terrain and conditions. Searching is then 

conducted in both upward and downward directions from this position. Syrotuck [159] 

advocates searching from a predicted position rather than from the Point Last Seen(PLS) 

as this uses the power of statistics to place searchers into areas of higher probability. For 

example, statistics show that 28.94% of people are located within 1 km of the PLS, but 

81 .25% are found within 1 km of the predicted position [159] . Syrotuck cautions that, 

in cases where the subject is lost in flat terrain with no direction of travel indicated, 

it is preferable to search from the PLS. Swombow [158] uses the term Initial Planning 

Point to represent either the position where the subject was last seen, or their last known 

position that can be identified by a definitive clue. 

2.3.4 Trail-Based Probability of Area 

Colwell [27] gives the main disadvantage of the consensus approach to POA value de

termination as the subjective opinions involved, which could "simply be wrong or per

haps unconsciously biased" . He considers that the utilization of statistics, from previous 

searches, in assigning POA values is more rigorous than the subjectivity of consensus 

decision-making but is only useful when relevant to the geography, subject and environ

mental conditions present . Colwell [27] states that: 

"Both consensus-based and statistically-based POA estimations have intrin

sic advantages. In practice SAR planners will frequently tend to choose 
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Table 2.7: The weather conditions of NZ land SAR operations. 

1 Weather 1 1994/95 1 1995/96 1 1996/97 1 1997/98 1 1998/99 

Good 233 (45%) 104 (21%) 227(47%) 211 (50%) 219 (55%) 
Fair 127 (25%) 248 (51%) 162(34%) 126 (30%) 100(25%) 
Poor 101 (20%) 80 ( 17%) 82 (17%) 67( 16%) 69(17%) 
Extreme 39 (8%) 18 (4%) 10 (2%) 19(4%) 10(3%) 
Not specified 1 1  (2%) 36 (7%) - - -

Table 2.8: The total operation hours of NZ land SAR operations. 

1 1 1994/95 1 1995/96 1 1996/97 1 1997/98 1 1998/99 1 
1 Hours 1 4125.2 1 3051.5 I 2618.5 I 2666.8 I 3147.8 I 

Table 2.9: Generalities for USA land SAR operations. 

1 Attribute 1 Children 1 Trampers 1 Hunters 1 Elderly I 
Not concealed in good weather 75% 82% 83% 58% 
Not concealed in bad weather 57% 60% 66% 10% 
Move upwards 36% 8% 0% 0% 
Stay at the same elevation 9% 4% 24% 25% 
Move downwards 55% 88% 76% 75% 
Survive (good weather) 95% 87% 91% 58% 
Survive (bad weather) 29% 30% 50% 2% 
Use a path or trail 71% 73% 59% 48% 
Dressed brightly 44% 73% 37% 46% 
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whichever approach appears to have the greatest quantity of useful support 

information available for developing the POAs." 

When data on comparable incidents is unavailable or insufficient, a new terrain-based 

method for developing POA values is proposed by Colwell [27] - that of trail-based 

probability of areas. This tool can be utilized in situations where the subject has, initially 

at least, followed a recognized path from a known origin to an expected destination. 

The assumption of the method is that this path was followed for some distance before 

the subject moved away from it . As many trampers, in particular, leave details of an 

intended path at the outset of their trip (a practice strongly encouraged by Department 

of Conservation (DOG) staff in national parks and in SAR education) this method is 

very applicable to the New Zealand search environment. 

The method of trail-based POA determination begins during the initial search phase 

of a search (the reconnaissance search) . D uring this search a team of searchers will follow 

the intended path of the subject, recording in detail any possible point on the track where 

there exists a likelihood that the subject may have been tempted to leave the track. Such 

points are termed decision points and may include such geographical features as apparent 

shortcuts, minor intersecting tracks, points where off-track attractions are visible and 

"enticing 'natural routes' " .  The team estimates the relative probability that the subject 

may have left the track at each decision point. This is done using a descriptive scheme 

of 'very unlikely' to 'very likely' .  The associated quantitative measures are detailed in 

Table 2.10. 

Table 2 . 10:  Probability decision data for determining trail-based POA values. 

I Probability description I Numerical value I 
Very likely 9.0 
Likely 7.0 
Even chance 5.0 
Unlikely 3.0 
Very unlikely 1 .0 

The searchers are able to define any numerical value falling within this range. Each 

team member's individual assessment is averaged over the team for consistency. Colwell 

notes that for additional consistency and accuracy it is preferable, if possible, that only 

one team assesses a track, and that they follow the track in the same direction as the 

subject and under similar conditions that the subject may have experienced. Collection 

of data on decision points can be done as training exercises prior to any search operation. 
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The search manager then partitions the track into numbered segments defining search 

areas by natural features. These areas are further partitioned into regions able to be 

searched within one day. (Alternatively search regions which have been defined for the 

area in pre-planning sessions can be utilized.) Within each search region the numerical 

probability ratings, assigned to each decision point falling within that region, are summed 

to give a relative POA value for each region. All POA values for search regions comprising 

the path, including the POA value assigned to the ROW region, are then normalized. 

If more than one track could have been initially followed by the subject, or if the main 

track branches into definite side tracks, then a multiple track method can be applied. 

Essentially this method follows the same approach as for a single track but weights the 

POA values of each search region by a weighting factor9 assigned to each track. The 

weighting factor represents the probability that the subject followed that track and the 

factors sum to one over all the possible tracks. 

Colwell [27] states that the consideration of both the number and likelihood value 

of decision points along a track in determining the POA value of regions adjacent to 

the track, is the main advantage of the method. He also considers it an advantage that 

the method requires the searchers "to think much more like the subject" .  The method, 

however, is limited in that it is unable to provide much useful information on tracks which 

have only few low probability (or no) decision points, and where physically recognized 

main tracks are not present. 

2 .3 .5  Composite POA method 

Colwell (27] further proposes a method for obtaining POA values based on all information 

available. The approach weights the POA values determined by the trail-based method, 

the consensus approach and the statistical data available, to balance all available infor

mation. The degree of weighting used emphasizes the approach considered most relevant 

by the search manager for the current scenario faced. Colwell considers that this ap

proach can balance theoretical and practical methods, and can be used to "reinforce and 

fine-tune" information from other techniques. 

Stone [153,  page 209] describes the process of arriving at a subject location distribu

tion as: 

" . . .  a blend of objective and quantified subjective inputs. One cannot say 

the result is right or wrong in the traditional scientific sense. However, the 

resulting distribution does provide the foundation for rational planning based 
9Termed the scenario Probability Factor by Hill (in [27]) .  
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on the search planner's best understanding, both subjective and objective, of 

the search problem. Moreover, there is no good substitute for this combined 

subjective/objective approach. To leave out the subjective information is to 

throw away valuable information because there is no unique or 'scientific' way 

to quantify it." 

All the approaches to POA estimation described here have some advantages. The 

consensus method, if utilizing experienced decision-makers and eliminating as many pre

conceived biases as possible, promotes discussion on all available information and provides 

a good approach to integrating a number of possibilities into probabilities. The multi

ple scenario analysis method promoted by Hill provides a simple way of ensuring that a 

number of scenarios are considered when allocating POAs in an approach that does not 

require decision-makers to implicitly incorporate more than one scenario into their POA 

calculations, as required by both the Mattson and Perk ins techniques. The trail-based 

POA method of Colwell is novel in approach and attempts to arrive at more objective 

probabilities. Both this method, Perkins' consensus technique, and Hill's scenario anal

yser, all reduce the level of probability estimation to a simple weighting scheme to reduce 

the complexity of the decisions required yet still maintaining the relative importance of 

one search region to another. 

However, all these approaches are enhanced when the information that decision

makers draw upon is supported by statistical information concluded from significant 

sample sizes. The statistical approach alone, however, is vulnerable to incorrect analysis 

and application if not carefully fitted to the local terrain and subject profile, and in any 

operation the subject may respond in an unpredictable way. 

In conclusion, a balanced approach that involves consensus, statistical input, local 

experience, and the consideration of multiple scenarios in a well managed approach elim

inating biases as much as possible, will provide a set of initial POA values which will 

withstand scrutiny and, if updated with changing information, should provide a sound 

basis for developing search strategy. It can only be an advantage to further incorporate 

research into subjective decision-making into this step of establishing the subject's initial 

location distribution. 

2 . 4  S earch Object Detection 

The Probability of Detection (POD) is a conditional probability and relates to the 

likelihood that, if the search object is in the region searched, it will be detected by 

the search resource searching that region. It can be defined as "a measure of sensor 
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performance in a particular search or, alternatively, a measure of how well an area has 

been searched" , [150, page 2-2] . 

The POD of a lost person or clue, given that they are in a particular region, is 

affected by a number of factors. These include: varying terrain; weather; light; season; 

the fatigue level of the searchers; the size, position and colour of the object being searched 

for; and a subject 's level of responsiveness. POD must also be determined for the type of 

searching resource, detection sense and search tactic being employed. A search pattern 

can simultaneously give varying POD values for differing search objects, e.g. a responsive 

or non-responsive person, and a clue left by them. These can be recorded as 'multiple 

POD levels' [22] . 

In general the value of the POD can be increased for a given search resource by 

searching a region using a more accurate pattern, e.g. by decreasing the spacing between 

ground searchers. Hence, the POD level attained will be influenced by the number of 

resources available for the search at hand. 

Frost states [59] : 

"1 think many people, at their first exposure to the idea of measuring de

tectability, overestimate the difficulty of obtaining reasonably accurate, ob

jective approximations of detectability for a reasonably comprehensive set of 

environmental situations, search objects and sensors, and underestimate the 

accuracy and objectivity having and knowing how to use such detectability 

measures will bring to their POD estimates." 

A distinction is drawn between predictive POD, the estimates prior to searching, and 

retrospective POD, the estimate by the search resource as to their actual performance 

level. However, due to the range of influencing factors and the mathematical complexity 

involved in estimating POD values, along with the confusion that appears to exist among 

SAR personnel in relation to POD as recognized by Hill [89] , we agree with Perkins and 

Roberts that "to ask search group leaders to estimate a POD value retrospectively is 

fraught with danger" [138] . 

Goodman [77, page 60] promotes what he sees as the more meaningful use of recording 

search information for linear features, such as roads, in terms of "searched x number of 

times" , in preference to explicit POD values. 

Syrotuck [159, page 5] advocates the use of POD determination to avoid what he 

sees as a common fault , "to re-search an area over and over again not realizing to what 

extent it has been covered." He also warns against being too thorough and over-utilizing 

resources in one area to the detriment of other areas, without sufficient justification. 
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Cumulative POD can be calculated as 

PODcum = 1 - (1  - PODr) ( 1  - POD2) . . . . ( 1  - PODn) 

where the PODi values correspond to the independent searches over that region. 

2.4 . 1  Lateral Range and Sweep Width 

The lateral range (x) of a sensor is defined as "the perpendicular distance from the sensor's 

relative track to the object" , [150, page 4-1] , assuming straight line relative motion 

between the sensor and search object. The lateral range of a sensor is usually expressed 

as a signed quantity where a negative value indicates that the object is positioned to the 

left of the sensor. The curve which depicts the cumulative probability of the detection 

of the object by the sensor as a function of x, with one pass, is termed the lateral range 

curve of the sensor and is denoted as p(x) . Lateral range curves can be used as a means 

of classifying sensors. 

The sweep width (wjIo of a sensor is distinguished from the width of the swept area, 

and is defined as the area under the lateral range curve. 

w = i: p(x)dx 

Alternatively, W can be calculated as [63J : 

W = 
number objects detected per unit time 

(number of objects per unit area) x (searcher speed) 

Frost [63J describes sweep width as "a basic, objective, quantitative measure of de

tectability" which is valid for visual searches where a resource's view is "relatively unob

structed . . .  or situations where obstructions are common, such as searching in or over 

forests" . 

The sweep width of a sensor depends on many, often interdependent factors, impacting 

on detection. These factors are described by Frost's detection triangle which he defines as 

having three sides: sensor characteristics, search object characteristics and environmental 

factors [60J . 
The detection factors that Frost considers are significant to visual searching are [59J : 

• sensor characteristics - type, speed, night vision potential, light power, training 

and experience, navigational capability, time on the task and fatigue level. 

• search object characteristics - size, colour and brightness contrast to the surround

ings, potential for attention-getting movement, behaviour, signaling device and the 

ability to make fire, smoke, etc. 
1 0  Also termed the effective search width [100]. 
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• environmental factors - visibility and weather, vegetation, terrain, season and 

lighting conditions. 

In general, larger sweep widths are attributed to larger search objects, better weather 

conditions, easier terrain with less vegetation, and rested search resources [150] . The 

amount of 'dwell time' spent looking at a region and the positioning of an object , will 

also effect the recognition of t hat object (Frost citing a talk by Ken Hill on the visual 

detection process) [59] . 

2.4.2 POD Data for Search Resources 

"An important part of effective search and rescue (SAR) planning is the 

accurate prediction of the detection performance of SAR units. On the one 

hand, an underestimate of detection performance can result in an unnecessary 

extension of search in a particular area. On the other hand, an overestimate 

can produce the premature termination of search in a particular area. In both 

cases, the SAR resources are not being effectively used" , [49, page 651] . 

While some field experiments have been conducted to estimate POD values under 

different operational conditions, and hence develop lateral range functions for different 

sensors, constructing accurate instantaneous detection functions "may not be practical" 

due to the large number of dependent factors [150] . Marine experiments by the V.S. Coast 

Guard Research and Development Centre, cited in [ 150] , attempted to directly infer a 

lateral range curve under differing conditions as less data is needed for this process than 

to develop an instantaneous detection model. 

Colwell [22] gives his opinion that "the only good POD is the 'measured' POD" -

the POD values which are derived from field experiments conducted under the same 

conditions as those which can be experienced in the search area that the data is to be 

applied to. He accepts that in the 'real world' POD values are not always known; he 

therefore ranks POD reliability and credibility in the following order: 

1. field-measured POD 

2 .  adjusted POD - field-measurements are adjusted for the current conditions 

3. team estimated POD 

4. ' fudge' factor adjustments of POD estimates 

Col well [22] also considers that search teams cannot accurately estimate their own 

POD as they have "no frame of reference against which to compare" . He is particularly 
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sceptical of any 'fudge' factors utilized. He includes within this category the extrapolation 

from other factors such as the time taken to conduct the search or the 'visibility distance' ,  

when this is not applied to measured POD values. He states that the type of subject and 

terrain can not be "easily translated into simple 'fudge' factors" . 

Currently there are not many POD data sets available for different search resources 

searching for varying objects, in varying terrain under different environmental condi

tions. This is especially true for New Zealand conditions. Internationally the largest 

contributor of published land POD data sets has been Colwell, who has conducted field 

experiments for ground resources searching in Canadian dense coniferous forest and sub

alpine forest under differing environmental conditions and search patterns [20, 2 1 ,  25] . 
One of the earliest recorded field trials to determine POD values for ground searchers 

was conducted by Wartes in moderately dense underbrush, in 1974. These are given in 

[159] and reproduced in Table 2 . 1 1 .  

Table 2. 1 1 :  Wartes' field trial POD data for ground searchers in  moderately dense un
derbrush. 

Spacing in feet (metres) 

100 (30.48) 
60 ( 18.29) 
20 (6.10) 

I POD % I 
50 
70 
90 

Syrotuck [159] derives the following formula from this data, using linear interpolation, 

to determine POD values for differing search resource spacings: 

POD % = 100 - (0.5 x searcher spacing in feet) 

However, no correction factors for varying terrain density are utilized. 

The above field trials led to Wartes reaching a conclusion which is now referred to as 

Wartes Theorem. That is, 

"repeated sweeps of the same area with wide spacing will be more efficient 

than a single sweep with close spacing" , [103, page 1 16] . 

While this conclusion has long been adhered to by the land SAR community, Frost [62] 
states that "there is no theoretical basis for the claim that two successive low-coverage 

( i. e . ,  low POD) searches of a region will produce a higher cumulative POD for the same 

effort as a single higher-coverage ( i. e. higher POD) search would. In fact , search theory 

suggests the opposite effect is far more likely." In particular, he states that two sweeps 

of a region at one half of the coverage of one sweep can produce results no better than 
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the single sweep and may in fact produce poorer results due to the difficulty of executing 

two independent parallel searches [65] . 
For air-based search resources Syrotuck [159] gives POD data for helicopters as vary

ing over the range of 20-80%; 80% given for open, flat terrain in good weather, with 

a mobile victim wearing bright clothing. While Tristram [165] indicates that the POD 

from a helicopter is very dependent upon the terrain and can range from a possible 90% 
on a ski slope in good conditions, to an approximate 5% in dense bush. In practice 

POD will also vary with respect to environmental conditions, the subject's position and 

responsiveness, and the observers' training and level of fatigue. Keane [95] cites POD 

data for air searchers for lost persons that he received from the USA AFRCC. ll  This 

information is tabulated in Table 2.12. 

Table 2.12: USA AFRCC POD data for air searches of lost people. 

I Terrain type 

Flat terrain with limited vegetation 
Hilly terrain with moderate vegetation 
Mountainous terrain with heavy vegetation 

I POD I 
49% 
29% 
19% 

Keane considers this data to be consistent with searches by helicopter, from his own 

experience, but not with searches from fixed-wing craft. He is unaware of POD data 

available for air searchers which utilize infrared equipment. 

Syrotuck [159] allocates a POD rating to search dogs of 70%. 

2.4.3 Critical Separation 

Perkins [137] addresses the trade-off between POD values and searcher spacing by in

troducing the concept of critical separation, developed out of a general theory which 

links POD to the spacing between searchers in the field. This model is considered by 

Gordon [80] to be more appropriate to the terrain of the United Kingdom (where it was 

developed) where larger areas of the same terrain type are found, than for the usual New 

Zealand terrain which varies considerably over small areas. 

Critical separation is defined as the distance between two searchers such that an 

"object placed midway between them would be on the limit of visibility for both of 

them" , [137, page 15] ,  i. e . ,  "their visibility horizons coincide" , [137, page 16] .  Perkins 

describes this measure as elastic - being a dynamic parameter reflecting differing terrain 

and search conditions. 

1 1  Air Force Rescue Coordination Center. 
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Roberts [137] ,  Team Leader for the Northumberland National Park Rescue Team, 

outlines the practical determination of critical separation which is carried out by the 

search teams who will be implementing it, in the area they will be searching. The process 

involves the team locating an area representative of their search region, then placing an 

object on the ground, of similar size and colour as the search object . Two searchers 

then circle this object determining the limit of their visibility. The distance between the 

searchers is then taken as the critical separation for searching that area under the present 

conditions. If these conditions alter, then the distance is re-determined. This process can 

be done without introducing the specific terminology involved and can also be conducted 

at night with torches. It should also be conducted with consideration to the direction 

that the team will be searching in when unusual terrain features exist. 

It is assumed that a searcher's visibility will decrease linearly over their visibility 

range, having a value of 100% POD if the search object is on the searcher's path, and 

a value of 0% POD if the object is just past their limit of visibility. Perkins recognizes 

that this graph is not a "strict representation" of reality but uses it as a theoretical base 

model. Theoretically, spacing searchers conducting a parallel sweep search of a region at 

critical separation will result in a POD of 50%. 
Perk ins extends the results to give POD values for given searcher spacings, where 

spacings are defined as non-integer units of critical separation: 

5J N "2 1  
50(2 - N) N < 1 

where N = the number, or fraction, of critical separations, and constant spacings are 

assumed. These POD values are applicable to any terrain and conditions and agree 

with Wartes' published field data for moderately dense underbrush (Table 2 . 1 1 ) ,  which 

is widely accepted, giving greater credibility to the theory. 

2.4 .3 .1  Purposeful Wandering 

Perkins and Roberts [137] emphasize the ease and practicalities of the critical separation 

approach, along with its increased effectiveness. An effectiveness which has shown by 

experience to be further increased by purposeful wandering, where the "searcher wanders 

about as he moves through the terrain rather than attempt to maintain a constant 

spacing" , [137, page 9] . The searcher stops regularly to look around, particularly in 

difficult terrain and to search possible places of concealment. As Perk ins [137, page 24] 
states: 

"searching is a positive activity; it entails much more than just walking for

wards along an imaginary line - a searcher must move around within his strip 
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of ground to look in likely hiding places and to gain good vantage points, and 

must stop at frequent intervals to look back." 

Field observations by Perkins and Roberts indicate that employing this tactic with ex

perienced searchers increases the POD when using critical separation from a theoretical 

50% to approximately 75-80%. This measures to some extent the effect and importance 

of purposeful wandering. 

Another method which is assigned the name of purposeful wandering is a method 

which was adapted in Germany during the Second World War. In this instance purposeful 

wandering involved sending additional people into the search area to wander through the 

area following their gut instincts and known information on the lost person [81] . 

2 . 5  Success o f  a Search Operation 

The Probability of Success (POS) of a search in a region i, z. e. the probability of 

the detection of the subject in region i ,  is found by the multiplication of POA and POD 

values. 

POSi = P(subject in region i and detected) = POAi x PODi 

POS is used as a predictive measure of how effective one choice of search resource and 

search technique will be in comparison to another. As POS values for each search region 

are independent, they can be summed to give a total POS measure for a given phase 

in the SAR operation. POS is a useful planning tool in determining the overall search 

strategy. However, as it depends upon POA values which are subjective; "any notion of 

obtaining 'an exact solution' is unreasonable" , [136, page 51] . 
Cumulative POS (POScum), measuring the likelihood of detection based on all search

ing on the operation up until the current time, can be calculated by three methods [150] : 

1 .  POScum = �fll regions POAi x PODcum,i 
where PODcum,i represents the PODcum value for search region i 

2. POScum = �fll searches POSi 

3 .  POScum = 1 - �fll regions POAi 

The first method uses the initial POA values assigned to the search regions. The 

method is not recommended as the assumptions underlying the formula are not usually 

valid in reality [150] (those assumptions are that the only influence on the subject's 

location probability distribution are the actual searches) .  Both the second and the third 

method of calculation are valid under any search situation provided that the POA values 
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of each search region are adjusted to account for non-detection on the completion of each 

search. The methods also assume that POA values are not normalized when updated 

after each search. 

The calculation of the POScum can be used to monitor whether or not search effort is 

being allocated to the correct area. A high value, indicating a continued lack of success, 

could indicate that the wrong region is being searched [150] and that the current scenario 

being followed is incorrect [62] . However, Stone [153] cautions that the definition of 'high' 

is subjective. POScum can also be used as one decision factor when search suspension is 

under consideration. 

2 . 6  Location Probability Distribution Update 

"Most searches take place sequentially, or over a long enough period of time, so that the 

search planner can receive feedback from the search and adjust his plan accordingly" , 

[153, page 227] .  The subject location probability distribution, and hence POA values, can 

be updated to account for all of the information gained during searching up to a given 

point in time. If a region is searched without subject detection then the probability 

that the subject is in another region may be increased, taking into consideration the 

level at which the region was searched, i. e., the possibility that the subject may have 

been missed. As more regions are searched the current POA value of previously searched 

regions may be high enough to warrant those regions being re-searched. These probability 

calculations can be time consuming (although much less so with advances in computing 

power) ,  but Syrotuck [159] emphasizes their utility as an aid to monitoring the progress 

of the operation and the likely position of the subject. 

The subject's prior probability distribution is replaced by a posteriori probability 

distribution by a Bayesian update of the POA values. Bayes' theorem for mutually 

exclusive events Bl , B2 , . . .  , Bk , of which one must occur, is given on page 150 of [55] as: 

which is equivalent to: 

If we describe the event Bi as the event that the subject is located in region i ,  we can 

see that the Bi events for i = 1 , 2 . . . or k, for k regions, are indeed mutually exclusive; 

the subject cannot be located in more than one region at any given time. If the ROW 

region is included, say as event Bk, then it is also true that one of the Bi events must 

occur. Hence, it is valid to apply Bayes' theorem to calculate the probability P(Bi IA), 
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namely the probability that the subject is located in region i, given that region i has 

been searched and the subject was not detected. This is equivalent to finding the updated 

POA value for region i, PO Ai · 

Decomposing the right hand side of the equation we can see that the probabilities 

can be individually expressed as: 

P(A) the probability that region i was searched without detection, which is 

equivalent to the probability that the subject is in region i and was 

missed or that the subject is not in region i 
= POAi . (1 - PODi) + (1 - POAi) 

P(Bd the probability that the subject is located in region i 
= POAi 

P(AIBd the probability that region i was searched without detection given that 

the subject is located in region i 

Therefore, 

= ( 1 - PODi) 

OA* _ 

POAi · ( 1  - PODi) 
P . - -__ ------:,-----___ --:-=--:---:----'-::--::--. t POAi . ( 1 - PODi) + ( 1  - POAi) 

This equation can be simplified to: 

POA! = 
POAi · (1 - PODd 

t 1 - POAiPODi 
To ensure that all subject location probabilities sum to one at any time the POA values 

of the other search regions can be normalized . For such a region j the updated P�A 

value is then: 

POA* = 
POAj . ( 1  - P�Ai') 

J 1 - POAi 
Substituting the simplified expression for PO Ai into this equation yields: 

* 
POAj 

POAj = 1 - POAiPODi 
Clark [19] refers to the term ( l-POAiPODd as the probability of "non-success" as this 

is equivalent to ( 1  - POSi) .  

However, Cooper [30] states that the most effective and undisputed way to  adjust 

POA values upon the receipt of substantial new information is to obtain a new consensus, 

this approach being "superior and simpler to alternative methods of either subjectively 

or mathematically adjusting P OA in similar situations." 

2 . 7 Search Measurements 

Hill [88] states that "using resources efficiently means getting the most coverage from the 

resource for the number of man hours expended, and, ultimately, finding the lost person 
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sooner rather that later." 

A number of quantitative measurements exist to monitor the effectiveness of the 

search operation. These are largely contained in the classical search theory literature 

[100 ,  150] and consist of the following. 

Effective search or sweep rate is calculated as: 

Effective Search Rate = W x searchspeed 

The area effectively swept is then defined as: 

Area Effectively Swept = Effective Search Rate x t 

where t represents the time spent in the search region. 

Search effort, Z, is defined in search theory as the area which can be effectively swept 

[150] and is calculated as: 

Z = W x L  

where L represents the distance travelled by the sensor in the search area. Or, alterna

tively, it may be defined as: 

Z = W x V x T  

where V is the search speed and T the hours spent in the search area. This definition 

of effort is different to the searcher-hour definition commonly used by the land SAR 

community. 

The coverage, C, 12 of a search area is determined as a ratio of the search effort and 

the size of the search area. 

c = Z 
A 

For straight, equally spaced, parallel sweep searches, the coverage can equivalently be 

defined as: 

c = W 
S 

where S denotes the track spacing. Where k equivalent search resources are searching 

simultaneously in one area, C is calculated as [65] : 

c =  Z x k 
A 

Overall search effectiveness is measured by the cumulative POS and search efficiency 

is measured by the rate of POS growth over the search operation [62] . 
1 2  Also referred to as effort density [152]. 
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2 .7 .1  Searcher Utilization 

Perkins [137J gives three parameters by which to measure searcher utilization for ground 

searchers conducting a visual sweep search: POD value; the number of searchers; and 

the width of the search corridor (given in standardized units of critical separation) . He 

places these in the following formula, 

utilization = (corridor width x POD) / number of searchers, 

where the search corridor is the total width covered by the searchers spaced in a line, 

from end searcher to end searcher, and also includes the outer distance searched by the 

end searchers. The corridor width is calculated as (M - 1 )N + 1 critical separations if 

N > 1 or as 2N + 1 if N � 1 ,  where M represents the number of searchers and N equals 

the spacing in critical separations. 

Perkins investigates differing values for the search parameters, finding that spacing 

searchers at critical separation gives the best searcher utilization for larger search teams. 

Perk ins claims that, theoretically, critical separation between searchers results in the 

best utilization of searchers, as the entire area between any two searchers is covered and 

no area is covered by more than one searcher. Any other search spacing "will result in 

either a lower POD or a lower utilization" , [137, page 23J . Particularly, the use of a wider 

spacing will produce no gains but higher priority areas may require a closer spacing to 

increase the POD. However, Frost [62J cautions against jumping to the conclusion "that 

the overlapping of detection profiles from adjacent searcher tracks is to be avoided under 

all circumstances . . .  with realistic detection profiles, some overlap is often required to 

achieve a practical approximation to the optimal search plan." 

Perkins also identifies an effect on searcher utilization for smaller teams which he 

terms the 'end man effect '. This effect identifies that the search terrain covered at either 

edge of the team's search corridor by the outside searchers, as a proportion of the entire 

corridor, is larger for smaller teams. In this instance the searcher utilization is a maxi

mum when searchers are spaced at 0.7 critical separations. 

These concepts, predictive statistics and search measures comprise the fundamentals 

of effective search management. We now review how these concepts are currently in

corporated in the procedures followed by land SAR managers, examining the decisions 

required in initiating a SAR response, allocating search resources and executing specific 

search techniques. 
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Current Search Methods 

"No hard and fast criteria can be laid down for the functions, tasks, 

staffing, accommodation or equipment. Each operation will build 

from a nucleus as the factors dictate. " 

- LEE [121 ,  SECTION 106] 

In particular, when organizing a SAR operation, the following must be considered: 

• type of incident and available information; 

• level of urgency and subsequent priorities; 

• weather and climatic conditions, and weather forecast; 

• terrain - including access, and any features which require specialist skills or equip

ment eg. ,  caves, rivers, swamps or cliffs; 

• available search time and search resources; 

• the definition of a primary search area and the segmentation of this into search 

regions; 

• the allocation of search resources and, in particular, the type of search techniques 

to utilize; 

• search base location, transport, food and equipment; and 

• communications. 

We now examine the details of these search considerations. 

39 
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3 . 1  New Zealand SAR Organization 

In New Zealand, SAR is divided into three classes, dependent upon the seriousness and 

scale of the search operation. Class One searches are Police controlled and employ only 

Police resources. Class Two searches are managed as a combined effort between the Police 

and civilians. Class Three searches cover wide areas and usually involve missing craft 

such as boats and planes. This class of search is coordinated by the centralized National 

Rescue Co-ordination Centre, and involves the military working alongside civilians. 

The New Zealand Search and Rescue organization was officially set up in 1948 [99] . 

Currently land SAR in New Zealand is coordinated by the New Zealand Land Search 

and Rescue network. This network is comprised of police, Department of Conservation 

(DOC) staff, and mountain and caving experts [1 15] . Jack McConchie [50, page iii] , 

Convenor of the New Zealand Land SAR Committee, reports that: 

"Search and Rescue in New Zealand is internationally unique in that it op

erates entirely in the absence of full-time paid professionals involved solely 

in SAR. The fact is that the population and financial base are too small 

to support a 'professional' system, and a 'centralized unit' could not effec

tively cover the wide area and diverse terrain. The real strength of the 'New 

Zealand system' is its ability to call, from a wide range of skills in the com

munity, those that are needed for a particular operation. It is however not a 

club or organization, but a collection of individuals who apply their skills "in 
the best interest of the victim. " " 

However, Martin [115 ,  section Cl] reports on "a fragmented rescue system heavily 

reliant on volunteers" with only the Police and Defence Departments, and the Civil A vi

ation Authority receiving government funding. This problem was highlighted in January 

1997 when DOC, which had previously received government funding, had this source of 

finance removed and consequently removed their SAR services. (Although DOC staff 

may still participate in SAR operations in a volunteer capacity. ) Statistics gathered 

from New Zealand SAR operations [122] indicate the high utilization of volunteer search 

resources and the low proportion of paid reimbursement. This is evident from Table 3 . 1 .  

Financial grants are given to community-based SAR teams by the police, but as 

these are non-representative of the full costs of an operation, these teams struggle. This 

is highlighted by Martin, where the rescue of a lost and sick tramper in one region cost 

$13000, $3000 more than their Police grant for a full year. When there is a chance that a 

lost person may still be alive, however, no real monetary restrictions exist in attempting 

to rescue them in time [165] . 
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Table 3 . 1 :  The utilization of volunteers in NZ land SAR operations. 

1 1994/95 1 1995/96 1 1 996/97 1997/98 1 1998/99 
Number 2858(64%) 3954(68%) 3 139(65%) 2829(68%) 2108(63%) 
Hours 21669(53%) 22011 (69%) 15812(63%) 20147(66%) 14368(54%) 
Payment $38 363(2%) $8 388« 1%) $1 748« 1%) $2 921 « 1%) $40« 1%) 

3.2 Urgency 

SAR differs from some other operations in being "time critical" , with the strength of the 

response being related to the perceived urgency of the situation. A statement on urgency 

is somewhat subjective and La Valla and Stoffel [103, page 13] consider it often difficult 

to justify "because a certain percentage of lost people, if left on their own, would survive 

and walk out." Marin County Sheriff's Department SAR team [114] point out that "time 

and weather may well make any search an emergency as they destroy clues ." 

Swombow [158, page 28] expresses the need for "documented analysis of the deter

mination of search urgency which will stand up to later scrutiny." Meeting this need is 

a system devised by Wade [86] which assigns a quantitative value to measure relative 

urgency. This is achieved by working through an urgency chart which assigns specific 

values to such attributes as the subject 's age, medical condition, experience, equipment 

carried, number in the group, terrain hazards, area incident history, 'bastard search' ,  1 
and weather conditions. These values are then added together and different levels of re

sponse are actioned depending on the sum attained. This method provides a defendable 

approach, which clarifies a decision that can otherwise be influenced by external factors, 

especially when conducted under pressure. It has been trialled in New Zealand and found 

to be particularly helpful in deciding upon initial actions [42] . 

3 .2 . 1 Initial Response 

The initial response calls upon available local search resources as the situation requires. 

In New Zealand, lists of available personnel are maintained with their fitness, skill and 

leadership rating, and contact number [165] . Volunteers can often be contacted at work, 

resulting in a good response time, although it is difficult to initiate searches during 

commuter hours in the larger cities. A shortage of resources is not usually encountered 

as resources from other centres can be called in. Currently there is a move towards 

having smaller, highly trained teams with resourcing from nearby centres, if necessary. 

IThe occasion when a subject has returned home without informing anyone. 
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Additionally there exists the objective that, by the year 2000, all searchers within New 

Zealand will be trained in clue awareness and be of similar ability and skill [81 ] .  

3 . 3  Definition of the Search Area 

An initial search area, or possibility area [150] , is found by deciding upon the potential 

maximum distance that the subject may have covered. The distance covered is calculated 

with respect to the length of time which the subject has been missing, and their estimated 

search speed as impacted by the terrain, weather and light [155] . This decision involves a 

number of other considerations including lost subject behaviour patterns, natural terrain 

barriers, any clues that may have been found, the search history of the region, significant 

features such as sources of water or shelter, and a profile of the subject that includes 

any physical and mental limitations. The decision will involve a certain amount of 'gut 

feeling' and deductive reasoning as a management team, and will lead into discussion on 

possible POA values. The search area should also include the subject's home, in order to 

search for clues and to ensure that they do not return there unknown to searchers. The 

search area is then divided into search regions for physical searching. Particular division 

techniques are discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 
La Valla and Stoffel [103] state that the chance of success of the search is directly 

related to the size of the search area - a smaller area being significantly easier to search. 

To aid in this, confinement tactics are used - although this may not be possible in every 

instance. Such tactics establish a search perimeter by using road or trail blocks, track 

traps,2 lines of string with attached arrows indicating the direction of help, and personnel 

positioned at observation points or camping at particular spots within the search area, 

such as streams. Decisions must necessarily be made as to whether resources would be 

better used in constricting the search area or in actively searching. 

If the search area is large and not enough information exists on the possible locations 

or intentions of the subject, then a search will not be mounted until more information 

becomes available. Police will alert the public to the disappearance and anybody going 

into that particular area will be asked to keep an eye open for the subject, or signs of 

them [165] . 
Keane [96] emphasizes the need to base search planning on more than just information 

but also on search intelligence. He states that what is required is a 

"method to acquire, compile, verify, analyse and disseminate information 

about the subject, the events surrounding the search and the natural factors 

present in the search area." 
2Pieces of cleared ground which are regularly checked for clues to the subject's movements. 
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Misinformation and disinformation should be avoided or detected if at all possible. This 

involves evaluating both the sources and information received. 

Information which is identified and processed in planning the search operation in

cludes [103] : 

• subject profile - age, physical and mental condition, experience, personality, equip

ment and clothing worn; 

• position where the subject was last seen (PLS) ; 

• circumstances triggering the alert, eg. ,  amount of time over-due; 

• alternative trip plans; 

• weather; 

• terrain analysis eg. ,  barriers, confusion factors, vicinity to civilization, possible 

short cuts and hazards; and 

• available resources. 

Much of this information gathering requires an initial interview with friends and family of 

the subject , and any eyewitnesses. Such investigation continues throughout the entirety 

of the operation until the subject is found or the operation is suspended. 

Interactive subject profiles need to be considered when more that one lost person are 

involved. The person with the dominant personality is likely to affect the others' decisions 

and possible actions. Swombow [157, page 67] introduces the notion of a changing subject 

profile when it is realized that "another person is influencing or controlling the movements 

of the missing person" , as would be seen in an abduction case. Here the subject profile 

of the abductor is the key factor for search planning rather than the subject profile of 

the victim. 

3 . 4  Search Base Location 

The search operation is coordinated from a central base, and standby personnel are both 

based and deployed from there. The location of the search base should be chosen with 

consideration to the terrain, accessibility, communication transmission, distance to the 

search area and the closest water supply. 

Gallas [66] states that a permanent building for a search base location is preferable, 

if available, and that use of Police or Armed Forces command vehicles may serve well 
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as part of the search base in the field. Gallas states that sub-bases3 may be a necessity 

when searching a topographically divided region. He gives as an example a mountain 

range which is simultaneously searched from both sides. 

3 . 5  Search Resources 

A search requires "cooperation and coordination among diverse multi-skilled responders" 

[103J with a commonality of purpose. Each type of initial response team has its advan

tages and should be applied to the areas that best suit its expertise. Before assigning 

resources to the field, their capability and training must be assessed to ensure that they 

are safely and efficiently matched to their tasks, and that those tasks are well defined. 

Search resources are pulled out of the search area if adverse conditions arise. 

Syrotuck [159J states that there is often a need for compromise due to fewer resource 

numbers available than what would be optimal. Such compromise usually impacts the 

size of the search area, POD, time and quality of coverage. 

3.5 .1  Search and Rescue Personnel 

Within the New Zealand Police Department are police personnel who are Police SAR 

Squad members. These members are called to assist volunteers in SAR operations which 

arise in their district. The person coordinating the New Zealand SAR operation at the 

search area, is titled the Field Controller. The Field Controller manages the physical 

SAR operation with advice and assistance from a local civilian expert, a SAR advisor. 

They are responsible for [50J : 

• defining search objectives and urgency; 

• defining the search area and the search base location; 

• prioritizing the search area into regions for searching, and the search method to be 

employed; 

• defining the searcher resources required, both in number and skill requirements; 

• determining search backup and supplies; 

• coordinating search tasks of the search teams with constant reassessment of the 

situation; 

• determining communication schedules for teams; 
3Sub-bases, alternatively termed spike camps or semi-fixed bases [103], are smaller bases designed to 

service a portion of search personnel located in a set area. 
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• communication with the Police Search Controller; 

• recommending search suspension; and 

• conducting debriefing at the search conclusion. 

In the New Zealand environment searchers are initially fairly independent in their 

decision-making; given an area to search, they can make judgment calls as to how they 

will search it . This independence moves to a greater dependence upon the search manager 

as the search progresses [165] .  

Syrotuck [159, page 5] states that of all search resources, people are the ones that are 

"least affected by external factors . . .  they can search in most weather condi

tions and terrain and are not influenced by the colour of the victim's clothes. 

Furthermore, they are the most available resource across the country." 

Searchers should have a high degree of fitness and competence in the bush with Sweere 

[156] extending this to the requirement that 

"All searchers entering the search area must be prepared to survive on their 

own, search for the lost subject, navigate over varied terrain, communicate 

with other searchers, direct assistance to (their) position, and assist in first 

aid and extraction of the subject." 

Perkins and Roberts [137] prefer a basic search unit comprising three searchers, over 

larger teams previously used. They consider that a team of three is the most easily 

managed, and allows for easier movement and communication between the searchers. 

Teams appear to work more efficiently due to psychological factors such as a greater 

feeling of personal responsibility in their searching. Perkins and Roberts reduce this 

number to two searchers when this is deemed more appropriate for the terrain being 

searched eg. ,  when searching either side of a ridge. One searcher, alone, can be assigned 

to search a tributary if other searchers are close by to ensure their safety. New Zealand 

search teams comprise four members in most instances [165] as this is practical when 

using four person tents when searching over several days. One is selected as the leader 

and usually one team member will be a Police SAR squad member trained in disaster 

victim identification. This is to meet legal requirements in reporting to a coroner if a 

fatality is encountered (New Zealand National Search and Rescue Course, April 1996) . 

However, this number will be dependent upon the stage and nature of the search. 

The leader of a search team is responsible for coordinating the team's activities, and 

monitoring the mental and physical condition of the members of his team. The time 

limit of usefulness of a search team in the field will depend upon the nature of the search 
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- generally this will be four days or less. In particular, experience has shown that more 

than six hours of continuous searching will give rise to fatigue induced errors [121] .  Gallas 

[66] describes this performance factor as each team having an "operational ceiling." If 

the operation is prolonged, reserves will be put into the area to replace 'forward teams' .  

Perkins and Roberts [138] state: "it is our contention that the search manager del

egates responsibility for the operational control of the search plan to the search group 

leaders, and they manage the search plan." Hence, training of these leaders is key to the 

success of a search operation. 

Jones [93 ,  page 68] states that: 

"An aspect that separates leadership requirements in Search and Rescue as 

opposed to that required in other outdoor activities is that it is largely applied 

in crisis under pressures of all sorts and under considerable time constraints." 

Due to the pressures faced, maintaining the morale of the search resources is an impor

tant factor. Hill [88] gives the following as a selection of factors which could detrimentally 

effect searcher morale: 

• insufficient briefing; 

• "not being properly utilized in the field" ; 

• not having their needs considered; and 

• being assigned tasks which are lengthy or unrealistically difficult. 

3.5.2 Aircraft 

In New Zealand searches there is a high utilization of helicopters. Due to their ability to 

hover and land in quite restricted areas, they can be specifically utilized in a number of 

roles. In particular, helicopters are used to collect and transport teams or team leaders, 

to search areas or the base; perform reconnaissance searches; deliver equipment and 

supplies; arrange the siting of temporary communication equipment; recover victims; or 

lift out any evidence found. Often a helicopter will be used for body retrieval as this is less 

distressing for searchers. Commercial helicopters are used along with Air Force Iroquois 

helicopters. lroquois helicopters are able to carry three crew and nine other people [99] , 

but their pilots are known to be more reluctant to fly into regions or conditions which 

may be hazardous (New Zealand National Search and Rescue Course, April 1996) .  

Jennex [92] states that "aircraft are best used when the missing subject wants to 

be found." Colwell [22] stresses that "air support is fast and efficient - and may be 

far more cost-effective than many days of ground searching" - but suggests that the 
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patterns used in air searches could be re-examined in terms of efficiency, particularly in 

light of the significant costs involved. 

Helicopters and fixed-wing craft are most useful in searching less dense areas and can 

be utilized to fly up and down main tracks to indicate their location to the subject. If the 

conditions are cloudy helicopters are preferable to fixed wing craft due to their hovering 

ability [165] . Aircraft that are fitted with a Global Positioning System also have the 

capacity for the direct input of longitude and latitude coordinates, for map references. 

The maximum flight time of a helicopter is approximately two hours unless loaded with 

extra fuel and the slowest flying speed of a fixed-wing aircraft is approximately 80 knots 

(New Zealand National Search and Rescue Course, April 1996) . 

Factors which limit the use of aircraft, both rotary and fixed wing include [50] : 

• strong wind; 

• air temperature and/or pressure; 

• altitude; 

• poor visibility eg. ,  low cloud; 

• fuel capacity; 

• thick bush canopy; 

• aircraft weight capacity; and 

• size, position, and terrain or other hazards, at the landing site. 

Obviously if the size of the object being searched for can not be easily detected from the 

air, search by air is impractical. 

3.5 .3  Search and Tracking Dogs 

Syrotuck [159] advocates the effectiveness of search (or air-scenting) dogs, especially in 

dense terrain, as they can cover large areas more quickly than people. Search dogs can 

search one square mile (1 .6 km sq) in four hours, but they are not generally placed into 

hazardous regions or adverse conditions. The dogs run ahead of their handler using air 

currents to locate a subject, hence they are not affected by time or weather and can be 

effectively used after several days, and after rain or snow. Such air-scenting dogs differ 

from tracking dogs (who follow a person's footsteps [156]) and are able to be used after 

other people have been in the area. Dog teams are generally given more freedom of 

movement than other search teams. 
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Currently in New Zealand, trained search dogs are a scarce commodity except in 

alpine snow conditions where teams are available. Currently both the dog and its owner 

must pass tests in the field to be listed and used. Their usefulness in a bush setting is a 

subject of debate among search management and personnel. There exists a limited use 

of police dogs in locating subjects along clearly marked tracks. 

3 . 6  Communication 

New Zealand SAR operations utilize the resources of the Amateur Radio Emergency 

Corps (AREC) to handle communications from the search base. Radio contact is required 

from the search base to search teams, sub-bases, town base, road-end base, and any 

aircraft. In the field each search team will carry portable radio equipment. New Zealand 

SAR teams will primarily carry High Frequency (HF) radios but will also use Very High 

Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) radios. VHF radios utilize dedicated 

SAR frequencies [50] . 

HF radios have the advantage that they can cover a range of thousands of kilometres at 

a low cost. Due to the ionospheric reflection used, HF radios give very good coverage over 

mountainous regions, though they do not always work well if searchers are close together. 

HF radios utilize separate channels for day and night communication, transmitting at 

3MHz during night hours and 5MHz during the daytime. 

One of the main disadvantages of these radios is that large aerials are required (with 

nighttime aerials twice as long as daytime aerials, and aerials up to 45m in length) , 

which should be completely unravelled for optimum use and strung up high, straight 

and parallel to the receiver's aerial, i. e. ,  perpendicular to the direction of transmission. 

Aerials should also be strung away from hut rooves or wet bush, which absorb the radio 

waves resulting in transmission problems. For this reason, dew first thing in the morning 

can also lead to transmission difficulties. Due to these requirements, use of HF radios 

requires more training than other types and larger clearings to operate in. They can also 

suffer from fading, and can be subject to overseas interference and solar activity. HF 

radios' batteries have an approximate life of four days. 

In practice, however, the use of the aerials with HF radios does not necessarily have to 

follow the guidelines set out for successful transmission or reception. Aerials can be used 

in more confined spaces, damp conditions and strung over hut rooves, and communication 

can still be achieved (New Zealand National Search and Rescue Course, April 1996) . Such 

preparation can be done very quickly if the need arises. 

VHF and UHF radios have advantages and disadvantages over the HF radios. They 

are not affected by overseas interference, solar activity or fading, and are easy to operate 
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with a small aerial {20cm}. VHF and UHF radios are smaller and easier to carry. They 

can also be used for ground to air communications, while HF radios can only be used in 

this capacity if the aircraft is especially equipped. However, the radios have only a short 

range cover {line of sight} and transmission is prevented by obstacles such as ridges, 

unless repeaters are used. Because of these short range capabilities they are ideal for 

communication in contact searches. 

HF radios use simplex operation - all searchers use the same frequency for both 

sending and receiving. This means that every searcher can hear one another directly 

and are able to relay transmissions to another searcher who is experiencing reception 

difficulties. As repeaters cannot use simplex operation, one of the main problems of their 

use is that unless another channel is available a station out of range of a repeater cannot 

communicate, even with searchers close by. 

3.6.1  Reporting Schedules 

Reporting schedules between the search teams and the search base may follow either 

a fixed or flexible schedule. A fixed reporting schedule involves search teams reporting 

at fixed intervals. The main advantage of this schedule is that radio time is managed 

efficiently and operations from the base can follow an organized routine. A flexible 
reporting schedule is generally more convenient for the searchers in the field who report 

at regular intervals during the day, but at times practical to them. This system can 

result in communication bottlenecks occurring at the search base and it can take some 

time to amend the tasks of teams currently searching. Fixed and flexible schedules may 

be used at differing stages of the search [66] . 
When radio communication is not possible other forms of communication can be 

utilized instead. These may include: cell phones, loud hailers, whistles, rifle shots, flares, 

smoke, or mirrors [50] . In addition a recall signal of four evenly spaced signals repeated 

after five minute intervals can be employed, with the signal used to communicate distress 

being three evenly spaced signals repeated after at least one minute [50] . 

3.6.2 Briefing and De-briefing 

Everyone involved in the search should be briefed - "failure to do this will compound itself 

in terms of deficiencies and gaps in the search plan implementation" , [103, page 1 18] . In 

particular the briefing of team leaders should include, [103] : 

• a description of the current situation along with information on the subject and 

any concerns; 

• the objectives of the search and specific search strategies; 
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• information on the terrain, any existing hazards, and the predicted weather; 

• required equipment, communication and reporting procedures; and 

• transportation and tactical assignments, including explicit instructions on search 

configurations, region boundaries, adjacent teams, etc. 

Perkins and Roberts [137] , unlike other search managers, do not inform their search 

teams of the priority of the search region assigned to them. They reason that this reduces 

the possibility of the region being 'over' or 'under searched'. 

De-briefing is used primarily as a means of evaluating the components of the operation 

as a foundation for future planning. As search resources complete their assignments they 

are questioned as to their actual coverage; any difficulties or hazards encountered; any 

clues found; their estimated POD (by some search managers); and their recommendations 

for future efforts [103] . 

3 . 7  Resource Allocation 

With a given search effort "there are infinitely many possibilities, assuming both the 

search effort and search object location probability distribution are infinitely divisible (a 

luxury not available to search planners in the real world but nevertheless quite useful to 

theorists) . The question optimal search theory tries to answer is, 'Which combination of 

area and coverage will produce the highest POS?,
" ,  [150, page 6-1] . 

Determining just how to allocate a limited number of search resources to the field 

throughout the operational periods of a search is the crux of search management. Not 

only is it necessary to determine which resources to employ, but also which sequence of 

search regions to assign these to and by which search pattern. Search strategies must be 

developed and then adjusted to respond to changing information and search conditions. 

The term uniformly optimal was introduced by Arkin [152] and describes a search 

plan which dominates another search plan for every time period such that: 

POSt � POSt \It � 0 where POSt is the optimal POSt ·  

A uniformly optimal search plan is described by Frost [62] as one which "increases 

POS at the maximum possible rate for the effort that's available." He states that the 

next most desirable plan is a T-optimaZ search plan which attains the same final POS 

for effort as a uniformly optimal search plan over time T, where T is larger or the initial 

POS growth rate is less than for the uniformly optimal plan. 

Koopman [100] distinguishes between a single-try search and an iterated or progressive 

search. One search only, committing the total available effort, is executed in the instance 

of a single-try search, whilst effort is allocated over time in an iterated search with 
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revision of the operation over this time. A single-try search is generally required when 

there exists only one chance at a successful conclusion to the search, eg. ,  the case where 

an undetected subject would perish before another search could be executed. 

Stone [152] shows that for iterated searches for a stationary subject employing a regu

lar detection function, an optimal search effort allocation in each increment of the search 

will result in an optimal search plan when the posterior subject location distribution is 

utilized in each increment. Frost [150, page 6-10] refers to this result as the Additive 
Principal of Optimal Search and states it as follows: 

"Given an amount of search effort Z, the maximum cumulative probability 

of success may be obtained by either a single optimal search using all of Z or 

by smaller, individually optimized searches using effort Zi , where Z = L Zi , 
provided each of the searches is optimized with respect to an updated version 

of the search object location probability density distribution which accounts 

for the effects of all previous searching." 

Stone [153 , page 228] notes that this result "means that the search planner need not con

sider the time horizon in planning stationary searches, but need plan only each increment 

optimally." For a moving subject problem, however, the optimal effort allocation at each 

search phase is dependent upon the duration of the search. Stone [152] also shows by 

example that a uniformly optimal plan may not exist for a non-regular detection function 

over a discrete search space. 

Stone [152] presents an adaptation of Charnes and Cooper's 1958 algorithm to opti

mally allocate effort over a finite number of cells when the detection function is exponen

tial. The algorithm assumes that there is no restriction on effort allocation. Stone then 

extends this solution method to consider restricted effort allocations, where the optimal 

plans are approximated for practical realization. Solution techniques based on Lagrange 

Multipliers are also presented to solve the resource allocation problem when searching 

for stationary subjects. 

Often what would constitute a uniformly optimal search plan is not practical or 

feasible in application. In particular, Frost [150, page 6-19] notes that in some situations 

it may be necessary to sacrifice POS "early in the search effort in order to maximize the 

cumulative POS." 

To create an optimal search plan it is necessary to either, first select the desired 

level of POS and then calculate the minimum search effort needed to achieve this, or 

given a level of search effort determine the optimal search task allocation [150] . The 

second method is usually necessitated as search effort is not generally under the search 

management's control. 
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Syrotuck [159] recommends that, prior to an actual search, various search combi

nations be evaluated for each region for the searching conditions most likely to be en

countered. Syrotuck [159, page 8] advocates the use of a payoff table to determine the 

combination "which yields the highest, but reasonable POS payoff." 

La Valla and Stoffel [103] , supported by others, recommend that the first resources to 

ideally commit to an area are those skilled in clue awareness or tracking. Tracking dogs, 

if used, should be sent in first before the confusion of other searchers' tracks complicates 

the search. Secondly, search dogs and clue-aware "hasty teams" should be utilized. 

Subsequently, searchers and volunteers, whose primary job is to search for the subject, 

are sent in to the field, together with helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft if the conditions 

allow. Colwell [26] states that a search resource's predicted POD should be related to 

the priority given to that resource. 

Sweere [155] comments on those computer programmes which recommend search 

resource distribution by computing all permutations of resources and task allocation. He 

states that: 

"Their greatest weakness lies in the massive amounts of scenario-specific in

formation needed and the limited number of areas and resources that can be 

considered in a reasonable amount of time." 

The problem of effort allocation in land SAR is currently addressed by a number 

of solution approaches, mainly comprising heuristics. These solution approaches are 

outlined below. 

3.7. 1  Probability of Density 

Generally search effort is concentrated on those areas of highest probability density [150] . 
To this end the measure, Probability of Density (PDEN) is defined. PDEN is measured 

as the POA value of a search region divided by its size. Hence a higher PDEN value 

indicates that there is a greater likelihood of discovering the subject faster. The PDEN 

concept is a 'greedy' indicator which recommends first searching the smaller of two search 

regions of equal POA value, as this requires less searcher effort. A weakness with the 

PDEN statistic identified by Colwell [26] is that, if the size of the search region is not 

accurately calculated, "virtually any PDEN value can be obtained." 

3.7.2 Sector Laddering 

In the United Kingdom the visual sector laddering approach is currently used to rank 

regions for search allocation [80] . This method does not explicitly rely on POA, POD 
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and POS calculations. Sector laddering is a dynamic list method which ranks sectors4 

in a ladder formation with the sector at the top of the ladder being the one with highest 

priority. Once the sector at the top of the ladder has been searched it is moved to the 

bottom rung and the sector now at the top is searched. Sectors can be inserted at the 

top of the ladder if new clues or information come to light that result in a higher priority 

rating. 

Perkins and Roberts [138] state that they "have serious doubts about the validity of 

POS as a tool for management control" due to the high dependency on numbers where it 

becomes "all too easy for the search manager to lose sight of what is going on in the field." 

They instead advocate this sector laddering approach which does not rely on numbers 

and is simple to use. However, while the approach is simple to use it still relies on the 

subjective determination of the relative priority of the search regions and does not take 

into account the relative superiority of one region compared with the next region on the 

ladder, particularly when considering the time needed to search the regions and the rate 

at which information can be gathered. 

3.7.3 Sector Stripping 

Perkins [136] proposes a simple approach, which can be used under pressure, to deter

mine which resource allocation to employ to optimize the total POS value at a given 

resource allocation stage i. e . ,  for one shift .  The method performs an initial allocation 

of resources and then seeks to improve the POS value resulting from this allocation via 

heuristic improvements. These improvements are achieved by the application of simple 

rules derived from a restricted solution space of resource allocations. 

Perkins develops the approach by limiting the number of possible solutions, assuming 

that search teams are spaced at critical separation to give a theoretical POD value of 

50% for a single sweep of any area. Computer trials of a small model with three search 

regions (where a region was defined to be equal to one shift's worth of searching for a 

team of searchers) and three teams resulted in the identification of simple rules which 

could be applied to determine a resource placement which maximized POS. One such 

rule was that if 

highest POA > 2 x lowest POA 

then a higher POS value was gained if two teams were sent to search the region of greatest 

priority and no teams were sent to the region of lowest priority. Furthermore, the second 

highest priority region should not be searched, in favour of all three teams searching the 

highest priority region if 

4In the United Kingdom the search regions are defined as sectors, rather than regions or segments. 
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highest POA > 4 x second highest POA 

These rules were derived from considering the maximum POA value for lower priority 

regions which could be tolerated before an increase in POS was seen by not searching 

that region in preference to one of higher priority weighting. Such simplified rules are 

removed from physical calculations and are easy to implement. 

Perkins identified the term sector stripping to this method where search teams initially 

tasked to search those regions of lowest priority are re-allocated to the regions of highest 

priority if this move results in a greater total POS - hence stripping the lowest priority 

regions of searchers. The initial allocation of resources is made by ranking search regions 

in order of their POA values and allocating each of the k available search teams to the 

top k ranking regions. The ROW region is not included in the sector stripping as it is 

not a region which is physically searched due to insufficient resources. Perkins advises 

discretion in applying the method due to the subjective nature of POA values, the method 

itself being reliant upon these estimates. 

It is for this reason that we advocate no reallocations of resources in situations where 

a reallocation will result in an equal POS measure. In such instances it would be prefer

able to achieve some coverage of the lower priority area which would otherwise remain 

uncovered. 

Perkins' analysis of this small problem, though practically unrealistic in size, indicates 

the usefulness of formulating simple rules that utilize comparison of the POA values of 

regions to determine search resource placement. 

Application of the sector stripping approach to maximize the total POS for a given 

assignment is translated into stripping region i of search resources, to reassign to search 

region j ,  if 

or equivalently, 

leading to 

POSi < POs; - POSj 

(POD; - PODj ) 
POAi < PODi 

POAj 

where POD; = the POD level of region j if reallocation of resources occur, and PODj = 
the POD level of region j under the current allocation. This generalizes the rules of 

Perkins. 

Instead of just applying the approach in a static manner at the commencement of 

each search phase, such rules could also be invoked in a dynamic application to reallocate 

additional resources during an operation to regions whose POA values have moved beyond 

some threshold. 
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3.7.4 Search Priority 

Colwell [26] introduces the concept of search priority to provide an integrated planning 

tool which realistically takes into account the limited number of search resources avail

able and the search effort required to achieve a set level of coverage. Search priority 

is described by Colwell [22] as an "holistic approach" which prioritizes and ranks the 

possible search resource assignments. 

Colwell gives two definitions of search priority. The first is area-based and is identical 

to PDEN, defined as 

h . . POA 
se arc PrIOrIty = 

h ( k ) searc area sq. m 

This equation indirectly incorporates the search effort required as a factor of area. 

The second equation presented defines search effort more accurately as the manpower 

needed to search an area to a given POD level. Here search priority is defined as 

. . POA x POD 
search pnonty = . 

number of searchers x (access hours + search hours + eXIt hours) 

i. e. the probability of success divided by the total searcher-hours required to achieve 

that level of success. The total searcher-hours is a measure of total resource utilization 

rather than the linear time between resources moving to the search region and returning 

upon the completion of the search task. In essence, search priority is a cost-benefit 

analysis of the available search options. Each search option is ranked according to the 

associated search priority value, with the options scoring highly being searched first. 

Col well [26] proposes that a tentative search priority list can be calculated as part of 

the pre-planning process, and modified to reflect information available for an actual 

operation. Search priority values are updated with changing POA values after each 

region has been searched. 

In comparing the theoretical search results obtained when applying the search priority 

method to those obtained in actual search operations, Colwell [26] concludes that "the 

mathematical Search Priority model quite closely mirrors, and may help justify, the 

intuitive decision-making of experienced search managers." Colwell views the ease of 

applying this method to be advantageous in facilitating the fast deployment of resources. 

Colwell [28] subsequently standardizes the search priority formula to apply to both 

grid and trail searches and regards them as search assignments of different sizes, the only 

change being to replace the number of searchers in the denominator with the value of one 
when the region to be searched is a trail. Colwell reasons that, when searching a trail 

with a team of searchers, the POD achieved is only a marginal increase over searching 

the trail with one searcher as "they are all searching along exactly the same very narrow 
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area, in the same direction and at the same time." Hence the team can be viewed as 

"one effective searcher." In fact Colwell [28] assumes a default POD value of 100% along 

a trail being searched by a team of searchers. 

3.7.4.1 Multiple Resource Deployment 

Colwell [23] proposes a four step procedure to determine the most efficient and best 

sequence of resources to deploy to one search region, when multiple search resources are 

considered. The approach draws upon search priority and updates POA values as searches 

are executed. The approach considers the multiple resources as a total deployment entity. 

The four step procedure is described as follows: 

1 .  Calculate the cumulative POD for the combined resources, i. e. , the probability that 

the subject is detected by one of the resources. 

2. Sum the total search effort required by these resources to obtain this cumulative 

POD, where the total search effort incorporates the search hours along with the 

time needed to access and exit the region. 

3. Update the region's POA value after each resource has been deployed at its pre

dicted POD level. 

4. Calculate the search priority value for the combined resources. 

The formula for calculating the search priority for a sequence of resources to one 

search region is defined as 

. .  POA* x PODcum search pnonty = ------...:..;;....;.;,... 
total resource hours 

where PGA* is the updated POA value of the search region after the penultimate resource 

has completed their search of the region, and PODcum is the POD level achieved by the 

sequence of resources, assuming independent searches. 

The procedure works on the basis that a list of alternative deployment sequences is 

available, hence reducing the size of the solution space and the computational require

ments of determining the best solution. 

It could be argued however, that the search priority value resulting from the search 

of the region by the multiple resource deployment could be more accurately expressed as 

where 

h . . PGS 
searc pnonty = -------

total resource hours 

POS = POAo X POD1 + PGA1 x ( 1  - POD1 )POD2 + . . .  
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and k resources are deployed consecutively. In this formula the probability of detecting 

the subject with each search is determined by the adjusted probability that the subject 

is in the region, where this is adjusted to reflect all searching to date. 

An alternative strategy that presents itself, which has lower computational require

ments and is myopic in nature, is to originally rank (with respect to search priority) all 
available search resources as single deployment entities. The resource having the highest 

ranking would then be allocated to the search region producing that ranking. The POA 

value of that region would then be updated to account for non-detection by that resource 

and search priority values for remaining resources available to search that region would 

be adjusted to represent the updated POS. The resource now having the highest ranking 

would be allocated the associated search task and the process would continue until all 

resources had been allocated to search regions. This method independently calculates 

a search priority for each prospective resource of a multiple deployment and sequences 

these individually. 

3.7.5 Probable Success Rate 

The Probable Success Rate (PSRj [62] for a search region estimates the rate of POS 

growth which could be achieved by searching that region and is calculated as 

Probable Success Rate = Effective Search Rate x P DEN = _W_x_s-.:;p_e_e_d_x_P_O_A_ 
area 

Both the PSR and Colwell's search priority measure are examples of harvesting rates, 

measuring the POS returned from a given effort. Both equations have units of the 

probability of detecting the subject per unit of time. The main difference between the 

two approaches is that Colwell directly incorporates the time needed to access and exit 

the search region as well as the total hours needed to search it, while the PSR formula 

indirectly incorporates the search effort required and the time needed to search the region 

in the variables speed and area. Detection is measured specifically by W in the PSR 

formula. 

Frost [62J proposes a resource allocation strategy which searches the region having 

the highest PSR value at each stage of the search operation. This strategy seeks to search 

a region until its PSR is reduced to that of the region with next highest PSR, then both 

these regions are searched together. Frost provides small numerical examples to show 

that, in comparison, searching by the simplistic strategies of: 

• searching regions in decreasing order of POA; 
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• searching regions in decreasing order of PDEN; and 

• searching all regions with a uniform distribution of resources; 

are unreliable and can result in sub-optimal search plans. In particular the uniform 

distribution of effort strategy was shown to be the worst performer. 

3 .7.6 A Lagrangian Technique 

Sweere [155] resolves the problem of resource allocation by applying Lagrangian tech

niques. The approach is based upon a new definition of the POD value as a polynomial 

function, there being one function for each resource assigned to a specific search task. 

The coefficients in the function are determined from field-tests and statistics of past op

erations with "limited on-scene modifications." Using these definitions of POD a new 

definition of POS is obtained which considers the time taken to access and search a re

gion by a resource, the re-searching of regions and the search of a region by multiple 

resources. Specifically: 

POSa = POAa x 100 ( 1  - (1 - (PODa,l x (timea,l - TacceSSa,olda,l ) ) )  x 

( 1  - (PODa,l x timea,l )Ya,l ) x 

where 

. . .  x 

( 1  - (PODa,b x (timea,b - Taccessa,olda,b ) ) )  x 

( 1  - (PODa,b x timea,b)Ya,b) )  

Ya,b is the number of times resource b re-searches region a; 

timea,b is the time that is needed by resource b to search region aj 

Taccessa,olda,b is the time it takes for resource b to travel from their current 

location, olda, to a new region a. 

Furthermore, POAa is the POA value of region a and PODa,b is the POD level used 

to search region a by resource b, and is defined below for ground searchers performing a 

sweep search. 

where 

da,b = peoplea,b/width of search area - representing the inverse of the 

searcher spacing (or distance between sweeps) for resource b in area a; 

peoplea,b = the number of resource b performing the sweep in region a; 

Cl , C2 , C3 and C4 are the coefficients of the equation. 
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The site, areaa , resourceb and teama,b variables comprise further multiplicative factors 

affecting the POD level. These factors include the experience and speed of the searchers; 

the subject's detectability; terrain, weather and light effects; the distance sound travels; 

searcher fatigue; the impact of controlling large number of searchers; and the quality 

of management and communication. Sweere [155] envisions that terrain and vegetation 

effects could be analysed by software routines which "analyse digitized topographic maps 

and choose the appropriate values for each area." 

The best placement of resources (peoplea,b) is found by creating one POS equation for 

each search region, given the resources available to be used. Adding these equations gives 

an overall POS equation for the operation at the current point in time. A Lagrangian 

function is then created by incorporating a number of constraint equations, but we omit 

the details here. Sweere considers such constraints as the speed of the search resources, 

the minimum number comprising a team, and limits on the number of resources, including 

radio operators, and the time they are available for. Sweere solves a sample problem on 

MAPLE consisting of four search regions and ground resources performing two types of 

search pattern. 

Sweere recommends the utilization of an initial heuristic phase to select starting 

points so as to reduce the running time involved in solving problems consisting of a 

larger number of regions and resources. He also suggests that determining the best three 

resource distributions would allow the search manager to select what he considered to 

be the best resource allocation - allowing him to consider these solutions in the light 

of other decision factors and on the weight of his own experience. In this respect the 

solution obtained by the method does not guarantee an optimal resource allocation. 

Sweere considers that this tool is best used in large searches where computer support 

people are available. He recommends that the solution be updated in response to changing 

POA values "after a significant number of areas have been searched and/or during a lull 

in the operation." 

Sweere hopes that the future will see an algorithmic approach to mathematically 

defining POA values for a search region (based on subject stereotypes) ,  and that this 

would be incorporated into search software with an optimization approach to resource 

allocation. 

Sweere proposes a mathematical framework for resource allocation which incorporates 

search pattern, environmental and human factors that impact upon subject detection. 

These are incorporated into the solution procedure along with practical contraints. Like 

Colwell, in his search priority method, Sweere incorporates the access and search times 

required to achieve a given level of coverage directly into the objective function. The 

framework proposed is well considered in its inclusion of realism in a way that utilizes 
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stereotypic information that is able to be gathered primarily from past experimentation 

and experience. However, it would appear that no scientific detection model, as such, 

is incorporated within the polynomial functions. Also, the solution approach grows in 

processing time with each additional set of variables required, resulting in a process that 

will become unmanageable for problems of a realistic size. 

3 . 8  Clue Detection 

Searching is becoming increasingly clue oriented. As One subject can leave thousands of 

clues, it is a more efficient procedure to search for these clues than it is to search solely for 

the lost person. Gathering clues to the subject's past movements or intentions enables 

informed calculations to be made as to possible positions, behaviour, and the current 

mental or physical state of the subject. Clues can reduce the size of the search area 

by providing physical evidence of a previous position, along with additional information 

such as a direction of travel. 

Clues can take many forms: physical disturbances, scent, found belongings, travel 

intentions recorded in hut log books, visible lights or smoke, and character behaviour 

observed by other people. Such clues are used to build up a profile of the lost person 

that is continually updated as new information is gathered. Clues detected are rated On 

their relevancy to the subject and hence to the search itself, and are used to construct 

a time sequence of movements and events. Often search dogs and trained trackers will 

be employed if available, and if the weather and other conditions are favourable. It is 

important to prevent the search area from becoming contaminated by the presence of 

too many people who may obscure clues or create confusion [103] . A trained searcher 

can often ascertain the approximate time that a clue was left by considering such factors 

as its location and past weather conditions. 

One search approach utilized is that of binary search. Binary search attempts to 

eliminate regions that the subject has not passed through. Perimeter cuts are carried 

out along search boundaries in an attempt to detect any signs of disturbance - entry 

or exit points - which may have been made by the subject, and any clues which may 

have been left behind. Often the technique will cut across the subject's proposed route 

at right angles to determine whether or not they have passed that way [103] . Cuts are 

also performed around specific signs of the subjects past positions. Track traps are used 

in a similar way. Ground is cleared at specific points, with these points being checked 

at intervals to determine if anyone has passed through the area, and in which direction. 

Recently developed devices can be placed to record the actual time of these events [81 ] .  

These methods are used to eliminate large regions from initial searching by confining the 
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presence of the subject to a particular, bounded region. 

Particular hot spots where physical clues are often detected more easily are in wet 

mud, especially along stream and river banks; alongside the subject's car (if parked at 

the entrance to the region of interest) ; around obstacles across the path of traversal; 

and sandy areas (Emergency Management Ltd. Introductory Track and Clue Awareness 

Course, May, 1996 and [170) ) .  If a clue is detected in these places, an area is marked off 

around it to avoid distubance, and a more thorough investigation of the site is conducted. 

In particular, a thorough examination should be conducted of any hut or campsite that 

the searchers encounter. 

Unfortunately time and adverse weather destroy clues, so quick action is required. 

The probability of detection of clues is also influenced by the level of clue awareness 

training undertaken by the searchers and the searchers' level of fatigue. Some clues can 

be detected more easily if viewed from a particular direction, and the use and angle 

of light can be effective in detecting things previously unseen (Emergency Management 

Ltd. Introductory Track and Clue Awareness Course, May, 1996) . Due to this fact night 

searching can often be more effective than daylight searching, as light, and the direction 

it is cast, can be more easily controlled by a torch beam. 

The Relevance Of a Clue (ROC), in the current search is used as an input into 

redetermining the POA of a search region upon clue discovery [77J. ROC is given as a 

percentage, subjectively defined by search personnel. To be used as an accurate planning 

tool as much information as possible about the clue must be gathered. The ROC value 

is then used to update the POA value of the region that the clue was found in, viz: 

POA* = RGC(1 - PGA) + PGA 

3 . 9  Search Methods and Tactics 

Weddle [170J advocates that there is "no one "Best Method" 

niques is typically used when conducting a wilderness search." 

a combination of tech-

La Valla and Stoffel [103J define a search action plan as needing to be dynamic, and 

they cite their preference for only one plan, which is updated for each operational period. 

Hill [88] states that such an action plan "provides a framework for search strategy and 

tactics" , which encourages proactivity rather than reactivity, and anticipates and plans 

for unforeseen events. Hill advocates the use of a preplan to guide decisions and actions 

needed to respond to such events. 

La Valla and Stoffel advocate 12 hour shifts from 6am-6pm, when the night shift comes 

on to search the next shift through to 6am. There should be an overlap (approximately 

one hour [88)) between shifts to transfer information to oncoming teams such as new 
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tasks, etc. La Valla and Stoffel recommend planning at least 12 hours in advance and 

partition the search operation into specific phases. The first phase consists of the initial 

response to regions of high probability - here speed is considered the crucial objective. 

The next phase of the operation counts speed and efficiency as priorities and targets 

regions of high probability. This phase usually comprises the first 1 2  hour shift with the 

second shift looking at new high probability regions, and regions previously searched. 

This second shift is focussed primarily on efficiency and thoroughness. Subsequent shifts 

consider regions of high and low probability simultaneously. 

La Valla and Stoffel [103, page 55] consider that initial priority should be made to 

investigate "the potentially most life-threatening or serious" possibilities, with less urgent 

responses to other possibilities. Search objectives will define an acceptable level of search 

thoroughness in relation to the time available. 

3.9.1 Passive and Active Search 

La Valla and Stoffel [103] advocate the combined use of a passive and active search mode. 

A passive search involves the utilization of tactics aimed at confining the subject to a 

particular area. It uses methods of attraction such as sirens and smoke to alert the lost 

person of the direction of help, if they are able to make their own way out. The active 

search mode is where the searchers get out into the field and try and locate the subject. 

Decisions as to the most appropriate balance and use of the two modes need to be based 

on the perceived urgency of the circumstances surrounding the operation, the available 

search resources and any hazards. 

Currently within New Zealand SAR, active rather than passive search is strongly 

advocated with a "go out there and get 'em" mentality. However, some confinement 

techniques are used in the physical placement of search teams in active search [165] . 
The active mode of searching consists of three methods, executed in the following 

order: 

1 .  A hasty or reconnaissance search, quickly responding to regions of high probability 

where speed is the objective. Also referred to as a Type I search. 

2. A fast,  systematic search of segments with high probability where efficiency is the 

objective. Also referred to as a Type 11 search. 

3 .  A slower, highly systematic search where thoroughness is the objective. Also re

ferred to as a Type III search. 

We now examine each of these three search methods in more detail. 
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3.9.2 Reconnaissance Search 
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The Reconnaissance Search is the initial search phase and its purpose is to either find 

those lost, or if unsuccessful in this, to narrow down the search area by either eliminat

ing regions already searched, or by discovering information as to probable locations or 

movements of the subject. If time factors are against a thorough planned reconnaissance 

search, then decisions must be made as to what level of initial search will be undertaken 

and in what form. 

La Valla and Stoffel [103] stress the importance of clue-consciousness in the initial 

search phase with a preference for sending in searchers who are trained in this, together 

with trackers, dogs, and aircraft - if the circumstances allow. Generally it is assumed 

that the subject is responsive at this stage. In particular the physical search concentrates 

on the position where the subject was last seen or the path they were known to have 

taken, checking specific locations and routes eg. ,  tracks, streams, huts, water sources, 

campsites, ridges, advantage points, and local hazards. Generally the path taken is that 

of least resistance. 

Within New Zealand, helicopters are used to fly in and check huts in the area. He

licopters or fixed-wing aircraft will search regions of high probability if the conditions 

permit, making a return pass along the initial path to maximize the possibility of an 

individual or group attracting attention [66J . Teams are placed into areas where the 

most serious harm to the lost person could occur. Often a public backlash results if the 

person is later found close to a path and the searchers did not search the most "obvious" 

locations first [165J . Attempts are also made to minimize the physical searching effort 

of teams, such as that involved in searching up and down valleys. One way to achieve 

this is to split a team of competent searchers so that one half searches up one valley and 

the other half up the next, with both meeting at the top to continue searching from that 

point [165J . Sweere [156J recommends that, when searching trails, searchers should be 

transported to "the outermost edge" of the search region and then search inwards from 

this point. 

"Rapid search groups" are initially deployed by Perkins and Roberts [137J as personnel 

arrive at the scene. They are instructed to search along known routes, probable exit routes 

and locations of high probability. This initial searching employs the critical separation 

technique and follows terrain features to reduce navigational demands [135J. 

Syrotuck [159J also advocates the use of 2-3 searcher teams for the reconnaissance 

phase of the search and indicates that for a moving subject, likely to be following a track 

or stream, it may be advisable to send teams in from either end in the hope of more 

quickly detecting the subject . 
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Within New Zealand it is considered that "except where timing is a critical issue ad-
. 

equate reconnaissance will be a key factor towards the successful conclusion of a search" , 

[ 121 , page 2.1] . The time taken for this phase will be dependent upon the urgency of the 

operation. 

3.9.3 Efficient or General Search 

This search approach is also used under the assumption that the subject is still responsive 

and may be the first method employed if the area to be searched is heavily vegetated 

[103] . An efficient search is described by LaValla and Stoffel [103 , page 101] as one "using 

techniques that produce high probabilities of detection per search-hour of effort." The 

methods are applied to specific regions, highlighted from the reconnaissance search or 

other information, as having the highest priority. The regions are then searched using 

a sweep search technique with a wide spacing between searchers. A sweep search is 

performed by a line of searchers moving in parallel, with a grid search being produced 

when these searchers complete one sweep and return in the opposite direction, offset from 

their original track.5 The form of search undertaken is dependent upon the denseness and 

type of terrain composing the search area, as well as the size of the object being searched 

for. In New Zealand's virgin bush, if there exist a number of ridges and valleys these are 

searched by moving from one ridge, down to the valley and up to the next ridge. Searchers 

will be guided in their search by compass bearings, grid references and/or features of the 

terrain. 

Current Police practice in New Zealand is to allocate search regions by overlaying 

grids upon topographical maps or aerial photographs. Boundaries are defined by nat

ural boundaries such as ridges and streams. If no natural boundaries occur, artificial 

boundaries are constructed as the region is searched, by laying down tape, twine or 

spray-painting trees. Careful instruction is needed to ensure that region boundaries are 

searched in the instances where neighbouring search regions are searched by two differing 

search teams. In New Zealand operations, search boundaries are usually only marked in 

thorough searches. However if several teams are searching in close vicinity they may in

dependently decide to lay markers to indicate where they have searched. These may take 

the form of signs on tracks such as stones or branches [165] . Sweere [ 156] recommends 

marking regions with survey tape including a marker which informs of the area covered, 

the time, leader and search spacing utilized. 

Syrotuck [159] points out that spacing between searchers can only ever be approximate 

5This definition of a grid search differs from the traditional grid search in New Zealand used to describe 
the search of crime scenes or scenes of major disasters, such as aircraft crash sites. This search divides 
the area into grids, which are marked out and searched meticulously by an individual searcher. 
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as it is difficult to maintain a fixed spacing accurately in the field, especially for larger 

distances. This means that POD values can also only ever be considered as approximate ,  

and consequently the measure for POS. However, he considers that "the system tolerates 

errors in spacing that are most likely to happen . . .  and deviations of 30 ft (9. 14  m) less 

or beyond do not seriously affect the overall outcome of success." 

Syrotuck further addresses some of the practical problems faced in search operation 

planning. In particular he recommends that sweep teams should contain groups of 1D-15 

searchers (any larger number and a straight line cannot be easily maintained) spaced 

across the base line of the search region. He recommends that their departure be stag

gered with the outside searchers of each team marking their path with biodegradable 

material, for the following teams to follow. Colwell [21] recommends that "multiple, 

small-area search zones" be employed to attain reliable coverage. He gives as an exam

ple, strips of a width equal to three times the required searcher spacing. Colwell also 

recommends that teams of three search resources be despatched with staggered starting 

times, following a specified compass bearing. He states that "multiple sweeps may be 

performed simultaneously, preferably at right angles to each other." 

3.9.4 Thorough Search 

La Valla and Stoffel [103, page 102] promote this phase only as "a last resort" , as it has a 

significantly lower cost/benefit return than other search methods and generally destroys 

clues. The techniques used in this phase are a closed grid or sweep search, requiring a 

larger number of personnel spaced closely together. Hill [88] states that such a search 

is "slow, inefficient, and hazardous to the lost person's health. However, it may be the 

method of choice when it is suspected that the subject may be unconscious or otherwise 

unresponsive, such as with Alzheimer's patients and small children." Generally non

thorough methods are employed when time is critical or the available search personnel 

are small in number, relative to the area required to be searched [103] . 

3.9.5 Specific Search Techniques 

Within New Zealand another search technique employed is that of Double Strip Searching, 

depicted in Figure 3 .1 .  This method is employed during the efficient phase of a search and 

searches a region in strips by sweeping twice over the region from two different angles. 

The double sweep action allows for a "technique (that) is very efficient in that it 

incorporates a second complete search of the scene from a different angle of observation" , 

[12 1 ,  page 4.2] . 
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Figure 3 .1 :  Double strip search. 

Jennex [92] describes how aircraft searches utilize a variety of search patterns de

pendent on the conditions and the subject of the search. In particular a Sector Search 

pattern is utilized when searching for missing persons. The sector search is centred on 

the point of highest probability and is conducted in the formation of three equilateral 

triangles that are centred on this point. Such a search is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2: Sector search by an aircraft. 

Each turn is 120 degrees deviation to the right of the current path and the distance 

of each path movement (representing a triangle edge) is found in relation to the subject 

- this is usually 4.8 km. If the search is conducted without success the pattern is offset 

by 30 degrees and repeated. Two highly trained spotters are employed and the airspace 

covered by one search pattern is 80 km. 

Syrotuck [159] adapted the search method of Repeated Expansion, used by the USA 

Coast Guard, to land searching. The method is centred on a specific point of reference, 

eg. ,  the subjects predicted position, and consists of multiple sweeps over an extending 
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area. The immediate area is searched and then this area is re-searched, expanding the 

initial area outwards to achieve an incremental area expansion with each re-searching 

of the previous region. A repeated expansion search is depicted in Figure 3.3 for three 

searches. 

Figure 3.3: Repeated expansion search after three searches. 

A variety of searcher spacings and direction may be used for the search of each 

expanding area and sweeps can be started shortly after one another for speed, if resources 

are available. Syrotuck [159, page 27] gives the main advantages of this method as the 

accommodation of increasing numbers of personnel which caters to "the natural buildup 

of personnel as the search progresses." He considers that the method is also economical 

with respect to searcher numbers and time, and plans ahead for an increasing search area 

which is usually necessary as the operation progress. However, Syrotuck notes that the 

technique may not be suitable for all terrain types. 

3.9.5 .1  The Sound Sweep 

Colwell [20] introduced the concept of a sound sweep in 1993 as an effective and simple 

search technique. In a sound sweep the searchers, equipped with a radio, compass and 

whistle, maintain a line with a set spacing between each searcher. This spacing, to 

achieve a desired POD level, is determined from field trials conducted over the given 

terrain. Often the spacing will be such that searchers will be out of visual contact with 

other searchers. The searchers move forward at a constant speed for a set time interval. 

This time interval is derived from field trials in that terrain and season, and corresponds 

to the maximum distance that can be travelled which results in 100% success of a searcher 

hearing a subject's voice-response. At the end of the time interval searchers are stopped 
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by a coordinated signal via radio from the search base and together create a noise, eg. ,  a 

whistle blast. The searchers then stop to listen for any possible subject response before 

continuing forward along a pre-assigned compass bearing. For increased POD values 

additional sweeps can be made at right angles to previous sweeps. The technique is 

dependent upon maintaining clear radio contact throughout the search period. 

The sound sweep search method utilizes what has been seen to hold true in experience, 

that audible contact is usually established between the subject and searchers before visual 

contact is made, as long as the subject is responsive. Colwell [20] states that : 

"Experience on searches has frequently indicated that in many, if not the 

majority, of cases where persons are lost in forested terrain these subjects are 

heard by the rescue teams long before they are seen." 

Canadian field trials conducted in forested terrain by Colwell and search volunteers, 

found that this search method successfully located 'victims' and allowed 3-5 times the 

searcher spacing than that required when searching visually. Colwell claims that the 

area coverage by sound sweep in a sub-alpine forest in winter, is up to 23 times greater 

than the historical field trials by Wartes of visual grid searching methods [25] . Colwell 

applied these findings to show that such an efficiency saving equated to the physically 

searchable area being up to 5 times greater than current visual sweep search methods. 

Hence fewer searchers would be required to achieve the same POD level. This then 

opens up options to the search manager to either expand the search area, or utilize the 

additional manpower by deploying excess searchers to increase the POD in other search 

regions. 

Night trials of the sound sweep have shown that this technique is very practical for this 

environment, allowing time-critical searches to proceed throughout the night. Colwell [25] 
also advocates a similar method for initial reconnaissance trail searches, with the search 

team being prompted by radio as to when to create their audible signal. Colwell states 

that this method, "for a normal voice-response person, approximately doubles to triples 

the width of the trail-searched 'corridor' compared to standard visual searching." He 

provides data that supports a 100% POD on the actual trail, decreasing to 20% POD 

at the edges of the search corridor either side of the trail. Field data are given for 

corridor widths over differing terrain. As searchers usually perform this period of hasty 

searching at faster speeds, the timing between whistle blasts is less, eg. ,  20 seconds for 

dense coniferous forest. This can be viewed as an inconvenience by some searchers ,  as 

stopping to detect any response also reduces the team's speed - a key attribute of this 

initial search phase. 

Colwell [22] states that when an initial sound sweep of an area has been conducted 
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and the operation reaches a stage where it is assumed that the subject is unresponsive, 

the initial sound sweeps are reassigned POD values relating to visual sweeps. 

This search method has suffered criticism primarily on the grounds that not all those 

who are being searched for are responsive to sound, for reasons such as being: uncon

sciousness; a fatality; a person who is hard of hearing; or a child who is afraid that if 

found they will be in trouble. In defense of these criticisms Colwell [20] gives search 

statistics from Vancouver, Canada, which show that more than 90% of those lost were 

found alive within 1 or 2 days, and "were usually responsive to sound." Colwell [25] 

notes "that sound sweeps should be conducted within the first few days, and preferably 

within the first 48 hours, of search notification." There has also been some international 

skepticism of Colwell's experimental field trials by practitioners who refer to Heisenberg's 

Principle, which states that the mere act of measuring affects the measurement [80] . 

New Zealand trials of the sound sweep have seen a mixed response from searchers, 

ranging from positive to negative. In particular, some searchers complain of ringing in 

the ears after the combined team's whistle blast so that it is not possible to hear any 

response that a subject may make (Colwell [25] recommends plugging ears during the 

whistle blast) .  There have also been suggestions for a more practical prompting device 

that does not rely upon radio communication, eg. ,  an egg timer. 

3.9.6 Night Searching 

Within the New Zealand context, night searching is generally performed only in cases 

of extreme urgency, such as the lost person being a small child or having known life

threatening injuries - particularly if they are lost in adverse weather conditions. Search

ing is conducted by torchlight and usually on tracks or stream beds to reduce the danger 

to searchers [165] . It is also recognized as an effective technique in searches carried out 

on ski-fields as, once the mountain has been vacated, sound usually carries well. 

In the USA, however, night searching is seen as a valid tool in itself. One reason for 

this is that the lost person will often remain stationary throughout this time enabling 

searchers to constrict the search area. Wed die [169] states that "while I can well accept 

that there may be some situations where darkness adds to the risks sufficiently to rule 

out night-time operations, I've yet to encounter such a situation." 

Gordon [79] also strongly advocates this approach for a number of reasons. These 

include: 

• maximizing the time available to search during the long nights over winter; 

• that the subject is usually immobile, alert and motivated to actively assist the 

searchers; 
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Table 3.2: Matching of sweep search technique to subject type. 

I Subject category I Search type 

Voice-responsive to sound. Sound sweep 
Subject wearing normally coloured outdoor clothing. Standard sweep 
Subject likely to shelter beside a tree or bush under 
winter conditions. 
Adults wearing high visibility clothing. High visibility sweep 
Subject likely to move into open areas under winter 
conditions. 
Unconscious person. Low visibility sweep 
Subject wearing camouflaging colours. 
Infants or toddlers in dense forest . 
Subject presumed to be a fatality. Body sweep 

• a response which is critical in urgent cases; 

• that there is less contamination of the area, as untrained searchers and members 

of the public are unlikely to be in the region; and 

• provision of a continuous momentum to the search operation, throughout a 24 hour 

period. 

The main search resources used at night are track-and-clue aware searchers, and 

search dogs. Helicopters can also be used advantageously, in favourable weather condi

tions, as most carry specialized infrared night vision and heat sensory equipment [163J. 
Similar equipment and technology is available to ground searchers. Weddle [169J stresses 

the importance of training searchers at night and ensuring that sufficient light sources, 

including replacements, are carried. Sweere [156J considers the greatest difficulty of night 

searching to be that of accurate navigation and recommends that searchers should allow 

20 minutes for their eyes to adjust before searching is commenced. 

With the increased availability and development of night vision technology and spe

cialist training, it would appear that this view of night searching being both practical 

and vital will become more widely accepted within the New Zealand SAR environment. 

3.9.7 Search by Subject Category 

Colwell [21 J defines five subject categories and the type of sweep search appropriate for 

each. These categories and recommendations are recorded in Table 3.2. 

The high visibility, standard, low visibility, and body sweep searches are all visual 

searches and are characterized by decreasing searcher spacing. 
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3.9.8 Re-searching an Area 

In New Zealand it is considered that a thorough search of assigned search regions should 

be conducted as regions "will not be revisited unless there is a special reason" , [66, 
page 37] .  When re-searching does occur, different search techniques or search resources 

are applied, and preferably with a different search resource starting from a new angle. 

3 . 1 0  Rescue 

Factors which must be considered in rescuing a victim include their condition (which 

should be stabilized if possible) ; the current weather and limitations of rescue resources, 

including the number of available personnel and their physical and mental condition; 

the time of day; and the easiest route which can be followed. La Valla and Stoffel [103, 
page 128] state that the victim should be moved out in the "shortest time consistent with 

safety and simplicity." A deceased victim should only be removed from the scene if this 

causes no risk to the rescuers. 

If a helicopter is unable to execute the pick-up of an injured victim, a stretcher carry 

is used to transport them out of the search area. If the distance involved is not far and the 

terrain is good, this can usually be executed by four people. However, in New Zealand if 

a long carry is required a Tararua stretcher and rope system are used, requiring 32 people 

forming two teams of 16 [165] . This is a very slow process, especially over rough terrain 

where pulley systems may be required to manoeuvre around obstacles such as waterfalls. 

Additional experienced people are required to clear a path before the carriers. La Valla 

and Stoffel [103] recommend that 6-8 people should carry a stretcher for periods of no 

longer that 20 minutes before being relieved and that three teams of lifters is a minimum 

requirement. Feeney [50] recommends that a long carry is executed by three teams of 

8-12 stretcher carriers, who each carry for 10 minutes before rotating. 

Rescue by helicopter, where possible, is preferable for the victim and at approximately 

$500 for an average rescue is an efficient use of resources compared to the time spent in 

a stretcher retrieval [165] . 

3 . 1 1  Search Suspension 

In New Zealand the term suspension is used in preference to termination as it is less final 

to relatives. Under suspension, if further information comes to light, searching will be 

recommenced in some form [165] . 
The decision to suspend an operation when attempts at locating the subject have 

been unsuccessful is usually decided by group consensus after considering a number of 
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factors. Such factors include [103] : 

• is the subject most likely to be living or deceased?; 

• is the subject most likely to be still within the search area?; 

• the level of coverage of the search area, including the number of search regions 

re-searched; 

• pressures from the family and media; 

• predicted weather; 

• the presence of any unresolved clues; 

• pressure on search resources, eg. ,  another incident; and 

• the cost of the operation. 

In summary, such a decision is both time-and clue-dependent. Possibilities for a limited 

continuous search of the area are often evaluated, eg. ,  intermittent flights over the region. 

Future training exercises for the area may also be scheduled, missing person notices are 

posted, and the media is utilized to alert people who may be in, or travelling into, the 

search area. If suspension of the operation is decided upon, a post-operation critique 

should be conducted as soon as possible, evaluating the decision-making processes and 

results. 

Gallas [66] gives examples of New Zealand survivors who were lost for some days in 

adverse conditions, including one tramper who survived for 29 days before being found. 

3 . 1 2  The Global Positioning System 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) has been described as "a huge step forward in the 

development of navigation" , (cited in [123] ) .  This is particularly due to their size and 

user-friendly operation, in addition to their proven reliability and accuracy when used 

by the USA and French military in the Gulf War [91 ] .  
A GPS receives signals from multiple satellites and can give the user's position in 

real-time, at any time. As well as informing the user of their actual position, it is also 

capable of giving information on their current course, speed, and computing a course to 

any given destination - warning the user if they deviate from this. GPS units can also 

be programmed with specific coordinates [91 ] .  These may relate to hazard areas or other 

locations such as an injured victim. The unit audibly warns the user if they are within 

a set distance of these locations. The only restriction on the use of a GPS is that the 
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sky must be visible for a reading to be obtained. Programmes are currently available to 

convert a GPS reading (latitude and longitude) , to a map reference or a map grid, for 

greater accuracy (New Zealand National Search and Rescue Course, April 1996) . 

GPS units are accurate to approximately 6Q-100m when in motion ( [91 ] ,  New Zealand 

National Search and Rescue Course, April 1996) . The size of the error is introduced by 

the United States Department of Defence to ensure that civilians do not use them for 

military purposes. Hill and Bower [91] do not consider this a concern in relation to their 

application to SAR as "studies have shown that even a lOOm error is tolerable for most 

navigational functions." 

As portable GPS units decrease in size and price, becoming more affordable for the 

average tramper and hunter to carry into the bush, land SAR itself could change focus 

and role in many instances. This has already been seen in marine SAR when lost craft 

have carried satellite detectable, Emergency Position Indicator Radio Beacons (EPIRB) .  

The role of the searchers then becomes one of detecting the beacon's signal and locating 

the vessel by aircraft. The following comments made in relation to the usage of electronic 

emergency beacons in marine SAR would seem to be directly applicable to the use of 

beacons and cell phones in land SAR: 

"Although the relative number of SAR incidents where significant searching 

is required may go down, it is highly unlikely that the need for searching can 

be completely eliminated in the foreseeable future. Searching will remain an 

essential element of SAR for some time to come" , [150, page 1-2] . 

A firm based in Christchurch, New Zealand has been researching and developing a 

personal locator beacon to be carried by those on outdoor recreational activities. The 

Human Emergency Location Positioner (HELP) can be activated manually or remotely 

if the person is unconscious or disabled. If remotely activated and the holder is not in 

need of assistance a reset button can be pressed to communicate this fact .  The activated 

beacon can be detected by aircraft or from the ground. Schemes where it is possible to 

rent such devices may see them more accessible for the average budget, however, there 

will always be those who do not take such precautions and who get into difficulties. 

It has recently become popular to carry cell phones into the bush for use in emer

gencies. There have been a number of cases now where through accident or misfortune 

people have been in difficulty and have used their cell phones as a means of communicat

ing to emergency personnel, with a successful outcome. However, due to terrain features 

and the range of cellular networks such contact cannot always be established. Some of 

the same disadvantages exist as with marine beacons, including that they may not be 

where they are needed, they may not survive in working order, being battery powered 
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they have a limited life, and they may not survive an accident [150] . 
GPS units can also be carried by individuals to relay their exact positions back to 

a centralized base. This is currently being implemented by the New Zealand Police 

Department in respect to the movements of their patrol cars [87] . Fischbeck [52, page 45] 
predicted such real-time location information for routing applications as a progressive 

area for Operations Research, with information being " relayed back to a Geographic 

Information System from a service vehicle in the field allowing for optimal routing." 

There is becoming an increased interest in utilizing GPS units in SAR as a means of 

improving the efficiency of the operation. By requiring searchers to carry a GPS unit, 

more accurate positional information would be provided and be available to search man

agement to aid in future decision-making. This is highlighted by Hill and Bower [91 ]  who 

envision that GPS will be used in land search operations not only as a navigational aid 

but "a much more comprehensive application of GPS, with full integration into search 

management." This would include the ability of the GPS units to relay the locations of 

search resources directly to computer equipment at the search base, enabling translation 

to graphical displays - visualizing the movements of each search resource - and pro

viding analysis information after the conclusion of the operation. Colwell [24] determines 

that the use of GPS in updating team locations will enable "more precise route and grid 

searching and much more accurate debriefings." Hill and Bower consider that, in addition 

to removing much of the current effort and lack of precision in updating the positions 

of searchers, victims and clues, navigational errors which presently occur in determining 

directions to particular search regions and maintaining sweep direction coordinates will 

be avoided. 

A concern highlighted by Hill and Bower [91] that requires further research is the 

determination of "whether GPS accuracy is affected by wet ,  heavy foliage or other pos

sible sources of interference, such as narrow ravines" - conditions found in many SAR 

operations. 

3 . 1 3  Computerized Search Planning 

3 .13 .1  Marine SAR Computer Software 

One of the first computerized planning systems developed for SAR was the Gomputer

Assisted Search Planning (GASP) system developed for the United States Coast Guard 

(USCG) . Richardson and Discenza [143] detail this system which became operational in 

1974 and was designed upon a modular system to enable the later addition of further 

enhancements. 
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The CASP system utilizes Monte Carlo simulation, in a multiple scenario approach, 

to generate the initial subject location probability distribution and to update this distri

bution to incorporate drift. Subject motion is assumed to be Markovian. A hybrid ap

proach utilizing Monte Carlo simulation of the subject's movements and analytic methods 

to compute detection probabilities was favoured as many mathematical models "tended 

to force the facts to fit the mathematics to an undesirable extent" , [143, page 662] . The 

system utilizes an M-Beta detection model with uncertainties in navigation being mod

elled by assuming that "each sweep is a random parallel displacement from the intended 

sweep" , [143 , page 668] . 
CASP generates initial subject location probability distributions from three scenario 

generators, where the generator chosen depends on information known of the subject's 

movements. A weighted scenario approach is utilized over k scenarios having subjectively 

assigned normalized weights. The first of the three generators is Position. Position is 

used when there exists information as to the whereabouts of a subject 's position at the 

time of the distress. The subject's initial position and displacement are modelled by 

probability distributions with displacement ranges input by the user. When an initial 

position is not known, but the general region that the subject may be located within 

can be determined, the generator Area is utilized. The Area generator determines the 

location probability distribution of the subject based upon a uniform probability density 

over a convex polygon. 

The third generator Trackline is utilized when there exists known information on the 

track taken by the subject. It assumes a definite point of departure and an intended 

destination. Trackline simulates possible tracks taken, by sampling from three circular 

normal probability distributions placed at the initial, mid-point, and end point of each 

track segment. When distress is most likely to have occurred at a specific point along 

the track, e.g. , due to bad weather being experienced at that point, then the probability 

distribution can be adapted to have a higher density in that area. 

Search effort allocation is optimized by CASP by utilizing two programmes; Map and 

Multi. Map assumes an exponential detection function and does not impose a constraint 

on the type of search pattern. Under these assumptions, Stone's [152] adaptation of 

the Charnes-Cooper algorithm is utilized. The procedure Map combines cells with equal 

probability density to form a collection of equi-density search regions. Regions are then 

ordered with respect to probability density and the region with highest density is searched 

first. Ek is defined as the total search effort which should be expended before searching 

the kth region and is given as: 

k-l 
Ek = Ek-l + (In dk-l - In dk) L Am 

m=l 
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for k � 2 ,  with El = 0, dk = the probability density of region k and Ak= the area of 

region k. The procedure quickly defines the area to which to apply search resources. 

The second optimization procedure Multi takes into consideration further operational 

constraints when multiple search resources are allocated to search the same area, with 

each resource uniformly searching a non-overlapping rectangle. The dimensions of the 

optimal search rectangle are calculated with the associated probability of detection based 

on a normal subject location probability distribution. These are evaluated over the dif

fering assignment possibilities with the assignment being selected which gives maximum 

probability of detection without overlap. If more than one resource is assigned the same 

rectangle to search, the rectangle is subdivided so that it can be uniformly covered. 

The information generated by the CASP system is output in the form of a sequence 

of probability maps for each time period. The maps are displayed two dimensionally 

by a grid representation with the subject location probability displayed for each grid. 

Equal probability contours can then be drawn upon the map to enhance visualization 

or symbols can be used to represent probability ranges to enable a fast appraisal. The 

CASP system is also capable of outputting an ordered list of the highest probability cells 

along with the amount of search effort which should be assigned to each cell. 

The current planning system used by the USCG is the Improved Search Planning 

Method (ISPM) , [150] . The system has enhanced flexibility to handle differing types 

of subject location probability distribution, two types of search conditions (ideal and 

poor),  and differing levels of available search effort. The ISPM takes advantage of the 

advances in computing power to create optimal search plans via an iterative algorithm 

which increments the size of the search area until the POS declines. At this stage the 

algorithm goes back two steps, halving the increment size and proceeding. These steps 

are repeated until the size of the increment becomes very small [150] . 
The USCG approaches the decision of search task allocation based on the assump

tions of equally spaced, parallel sweep searches over one contiguous area with a uniform 

distribution of search effort. 

3. 13.2 Land SAR Computer Software 

Syrotuck [159] in his 1975 paper discusses in concept form what he foresaw as the future 

utility and usefulness of computerized search planning. In particular he considered fea

tures of the CASP system and its possible application to land SAR. Syrotuck discussed 

a system which would ideally have the ability to: incorporate all initially known subject 

details; allow statistical generation of the victim's possible locations and actions; de

velop and output scenario descriptions and applicable probability distributions; generate 
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maps; output detailed search plans; utilize the particular terrain and weather conditions 

present; optimally plan - utilizing available resources; update plans as new information 

comes to hand; summarize information and subsequently update a statistical data base 

at the conclusion of the operation, to enable "the computer to gain 'experience' " ,  [159, 
page 33] .  He pointed out that the "experience" gained would be greater if it were a 

centralized system used by many agencies. Syrotuck considered that the main stumbling 

block towards developing such a system would be the cost of designing the system and 

staffing it for the 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, that would be necessary. 

Syrotuck proposed a map output consisting of a grid of numbered reference squares, 

referenced by longitude and latitude. The concept was that the computer would generate 

several search plans for possible victim positions. Correction factors would be incorpo

rated for the effect of differing terrain, visibility and searcher fatigue on POD calculations, 

and different parameters would also be used for night searching. Since this time a number 

of software solutions to aspects of the land SAR operation have been developed, of which 

we will now overview a selection. 

One of the most comprehensive programmes to be developed, and currently under 

further development, is the Search Manager Program designed by Colwell of SAR Tech

nology Inc., Canada. This programme assists search management by providing a set of 

tools to enhance good decision-making in a SAR operation. The programme calculates 

such things as search priority, (theoretical) search area size based on travel speed, grid 

search logistics, and cumulative POD. It can also incorporate local area and statistical 

information, and it facilitates consensus decision-making and the construction of a sub

ject profile. The programme is designed to supplement, not replace, experienced search 

personnel. For accuracy, search managers are required to gather data specific to their 

region for input into the programme. 

PODSheet is a set of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets initially developed by Cames and 

then further modified by Cooke [14] . The spreadsheets execute search planning calcu

lations from data input by the user. In particular PODSheet determines the following: 

initial POA values via the Matson Consensus method; the number of personnel required 

to execute a grid search of given input parameters; the expected POD from a grid search 

of given input parameters; and updates POA values after the completion of a search or 

upon the discovery of a clue. PODSheet utilizes the critical separation theory of Perkins 

to determine POD values. Cames and Cook specify that the POD value resulting is the 

expected minimum value in light of Perkins and Roberts' field results. PODSheet does 

not have the ability to keep the records generated throughout the operation and it is as

sumed that users are familiar with POA and POD theory, with only minimal assistance 

being provided in terms of warning messages and some recommended input values. 
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The electronic SAR database SARDAT, developed by Downs and Dolan for the San 

Diego County Sheriff's SAR Bureau [43] , manages historical data from previous search 

operations. The information stored in the database is provided in a form which enables 

search managers to access information pertinent to the operation that they are currently 

involved in. 

SARDAT manages data to store informal local knowledge and experience in an easily 

accessible form. The data maintained includes subject profiles, resource and weather 

information. The database allows data queries to access relevant information in a timely 

fashion. SARDAT also provides documentation for a search operation in progress, adding 

search information to the database as it is generated. Downs and Dolan state that 

their intention is for SARDAT to be used as a predictive tool for search operations 

and to be used as "a tool in helping to suggest solutions to ongoing search problems." 

SARDAT can be used alone or in tandem with SARMAP to relate subject profiles with 

local terrain. SARMAP is a computer programme developed by Dolan which provides 

electronic topographic maps "combined with user-defined overlays." 

In 1995 Handel [86] developed the Relative Urgency Response Factors (R URF) soft

ware which runs on Windows and is an adaptation of Wade's method to measure the 

relative urgency of a search situation. The software is designed to assist search manage

ment in evaluating urgency at the interview phase of the search operation "when initial 

information is sketchy or inaccurate." The programme also guides management to an 

appropriate search response in light of the information gained. 

Tristram [165] favours a greater use of computers in New Zealand SAR. This includes 

the application of simulated computer programmes for training purposes, generation of 

computer tasking worksheets and the use of a modem to relay such data to remote 

locations e .g . ,  a laptop computer in a field vehicle. 

Colwell [24] emphasizes the need to integrate search variables into "a single, cohesive 

plan." He foresees that the emergence of new search software will result in the use of 

"integrated search mathematics within planning software with the ease that we currently 

use the basic calculator" , with the next step being an integration of these with graphical 

software. He identifies desirable features of such software to include: the update of team 

locations via GPSj the ability for management to 'draw' upon a software mapj search 

calculations including time, manpower requirements and PODj and ·probability areas 

being graphically defined by statistical and local information, input by the user. 

Colwell [24] concludes that such software, along with more detailed lost person be

haviour analysis, 
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"may transform the art of SAR into a genuine science. When the potent com

bination of science and technology is blended with effective, quantifiable field 

skills we will have produced a powerful new technology that will significantly 

improve our capability to find the subject, and therefore, to save lives." 

We consider that such a system will have the capacity to not only aid decision

making for a particular operation but to also simulate differing scenarios, outside actual 

operations, as a learning tool. Such simulations would consider differing behaviour and 

actions of the lost subject, differing terrain, weather conditions, and available search 

resources. Any such computerized system would need to be user friendly and be able to 

provide real-time data. The system would also need to produce successful outcomes for 

search personnel to place faith in its use. 

Future possibilities also exist in utilizing parallel processing applications to solve 

search problems. Stone [154, page 505] considers that parallel processing "holds much 

promise for improving the speed and capability of search planning algorithms" as many 

of these algorithms contain "natural parallelism." 

3 . 14 Limitations of Current Land SAR Approaches 

Colwell [26] in reference to such concepts as POA, POD and POS, states that: 

"Each of these concepts have improved the theoretical effectiveness of the 

search process. However the implementation of these techniques into actual 

search operations has been fairly slow, as certain aspects of these techniques 

have not been well matched to the realistic constraints of actual search con

ditions." 

Colwell outlines particular limitations which impact on the realistic utilization of POA 

values. These include: being unable to divide difficult terrain into realistic search regions; 

the large number of search regions required for larger search areas; and, difficulties in 

determining the size to make each region. 

Further limitations of current planning approaches to land SAR are included in the 

following list. 

• A lack of research into the detection functions of search resources searching for a 

subject or clues. This is needed to give meaningful POD values for a wide spectrum 

of search environments and search objects . 

• No correction factors for differing terrain and search conditions. 
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• A lack of rigour in search task allocation. Methods are needed which provide 

guidance in the allocation resources with respect to set operational objectives and 

dynamic planning is required to respond to events which occur. 

• A lack of utilization of available computing power to cater for changing information 

such as that resulting from clue discovery. Real time adaptation of search tasks 

and resource paths is required. 

• An apparent lack of real-time analysis of search options for the current conditions. 

• No consideration is given to searching performance as affected by searcher fatigue. 

• No modelling of subject responsiveness over time and incorporation of this into 

search planning. 

• A lack of realistic search time calculations, especially in a form which allows for 

ease of calculation of shortest time paths. 

• A lack of computer use in modelling the search terrain with incorporation of ac

cess times and subject movement data, including visualization capabilities and the 

simulation of possible subject movements. 

Frost [62] hopes that in the future a "practical search planning methodology based on 

search theory" would be developed for SAR operations. He considers that such a project, 

to be both scientifically rigorous yet practical, would need 

"a development team whose collective talents and knowledge covered the en

tire spectrum from the most mathematically esoteric aspects of search theory 

to the most practical aspects of planning and conducting search operations. 

Such an undertaking would also require significant amounts of time and re

sources. Tasks would include: 

• designing, developing and conducting sweep width experiments in inland 

environments; 

.. testing and evaluating different search tactics; and integrating material 

and knowledge from many diverse areas of expertise into a clear, concise, 

coherent, practical, and scientifically valid set of guidelines for planning 

searches." 

The last of the identified limitations, that of the need for an advanced computer model 

of the search terrain, is addressed in the following chapter. In particular, we examine the 

digital terrain models currently in use and their applicability in providing a model of the 

search area which provides adequate data for search management. 



C H A P T E R  4 

Modelling The Search Terrain 

The physical terrain over which the search is conducted requires a representation which is 

computationally manageable for real-time path planning and which is able to realistically 

capture the nature of the topography. As O'Rourke [128, page 270] , we desire a model 

where "details are abstracted away from a real-life application to produce mathematically 

'cleaner' versions of the problem" under the criterion that "if the abstraction is performed 

intelligently, the theoretical explorations have practical import." 

To this end we turn to developments in Geographical Information Systems. 

4 . 1  G eographical Information Systems 

The rapidly expanding and influential area of Geographical Information Systems (GIS ) 
is forging new links among a diverse range of disciplines, including Operations Research 

(OR) and Management Science (MS) . GIS are versatile and powerful tools which "focus 

on spatial entities and relationships, together with specific attention to spatial analyt

ical and modelling operations" , [1 1 1 ,  page 17] .  The systems can maintain storage and 

retrieval for not only geographical data but historical, statistical, economic and social 

data, related to specific geographic regions. Hence, they provide a platform for many 

diverse applications, including problems requiring multiattribute decisions. 

Potvin et al. [139] designed a computer system named ALTO which allows the user to 

test and evaluate heuristic solution strategies for complex vehicle routing and scheduling 

problems. ALTO is built upon a flexible 'general heuristic' which is capable of generating 

specific heuristic procedures - including those existing in the literature as well as user

defined approaches. This framework enables a dynamic approach to developing heuristic 

methods for problems where there is "an inability to deduce the kind of strategy that 
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will perform well given the (problem's) characteristics" , [139, page 451] .  ALTO provides 

a graphical, interactive interface where the user is able to explore the effects of different 

approaches to identify promising avenues for future development. The authors consider 

ALTO to be the first step towards the creation of an expert system for this field of 

problems. 

GIS can be linked with fundamental OR/MS techniques, including shortest path, ver

tex and arc routing algorithms, to develop powerful routing systems as seen in GeoRoute 

[101] . GeoRoute, inspired by the ALTO system [139] and designed by the Centre de 

Recherche sur les Transports de l'Universite de Montreal in cooperation with their cliEmts, 

provides software to solve complex routing problems over street networks. It incorpo

rates an application-dependent and graphically interactive approach, and has since been 

released by Kositzky & Associates Inc. for use on the Windows platform [3 , 85] . The 

designers [101 , page 83] state that the "main innovation of GeoRoute is the use and 

manipulation of the structure of the network" , the idea being "quite new in the GIS and 

operations research community" , where a trade-off between visual and structural prop

erties is often seen. Additional recent vehicle routing software that utilize GIS interfaces 

are surveyed by Hall and Partyka [85]. 
Emergency Information System (EIS) software is a leading crisis management tool 

developed in the United States to manage information in crisis situations. Situations 

that EIS has been used in include such events as toxic chemical spills, flooding, aircraft 

crashes, bombings, earthquakes and terrorism. EIS offers real-time decision support, 

powerful communication and visualization capabilities, and integration of geographical 

data. In particular the EIS/InfoBook brought out in 1995 combines EIS with GIS as a 

joint result of EIS International collaborating with the Environmental Research Systems 

Institute. 

EIS is linked with greater terrain mapping capabilities in a specific Search and Res

cue (SAR) operation application by Ketcham and Ketcham [98] . Ketcham and Ketcham 

linked EIS with digital orthophotographic map sets of high risk wilderness areas in What

corn County, Washington, USA. They also incorporated aerial photographs to enable eas

ier visualization of specific terrain features, particularly any that may have altered since 

the map's production. This inclusion enabled: the maps to be annotated with search in

formation as it came to hand; map sections to be printed and distributed to searchers on 

the ground; searched areas to be visually classified; and searchers' locations to be identi

fied with the aid of GPS units on the ground and plotted on the maps. The incorporation 

of the maps with the EIS software allowed search coordinators to track resources, and 

redirect them as necessary, from laptops at the scene. Ketcham and Ketcham state that 

"this application is extremely versatile so it can be adapted to fit any of the unique 
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circumstances posed by each SAR mission." 

"Traditionally, SAR management has been of a more reactive nature, modi

fying its approach days into a mission after consolidating notes and opinions. 

Now, SAR coordinators can take a more preemptive approach as well as track 

up-to-the-minute search progress" , [98, page 16] . 

As geographic information and data bases become more readily available - especially 

via the information highway - the full potential of such powerful systems will become a 

reality. In the USA there is already movement in this direction with the current TIGER 

files1 and the "national spatial data infrastructure" [52, page 45] called for by Vice 

President Gore in 1994. Currently New Zealand terrain elevation data is available in a 

20m contour set owned by Land Information New Zealand and distributed by Terralink. 

The copyright restrictions on this data are due to be lifted by the government in the near 

future. Pairman, of Landcare Research New Zealand, states the organization's intention 

to generate a nationwide digital elevation model, at a detail level of a 25 x 25m grid, 

from this data set early in the year 2000 [129] . 

Fischbeck [52, page 45] predicts that 

"within the next few years, a flood of data will be available that will allow 

for even more creative research opportunities for those merging OR/MS with 

the GIS technology." 

It is this form of geographical data stored in spatial network structures that lends 

itself to the SAR application. By enabling OR techniques to be performed upon data 

structures which permit the handling of real-time routing requirements and yet also 

accurately represent reality, the realistic modelling of search terrain and the coordination 

of effort allocation can occur. 

We consider now the specific constructs, known as Digital Terrain Models, which are 

used within GIS to model terrain. 

4.2 Digit al Terrain Models 

A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) is differentiated from a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

in that it not only digitally represents the elevation of the land surface but also repre

sents other topographical features. The DTM allows visualization and data storage of 

the shape, and attributes of the land surface to facilitate: interpolation of the terrain 

ITopologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Reference (TIGER) files that consist of USA 
Censor data containing geographical information on the entire country. 
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behaviour not explicitly represented; interpretation of available information; and iden

tification of features such as water networks. DTMs are also useful for classifying the 

terrain into multivariate characteristics, for example, terrain density [171] . 
A DTM is suited to a variety of applications due to its flexibility and adaptability, 

however, the usefulness of any DTM is limited by its accuracy. This is dependent upon 

the sampling method used to determine the initial data points, as well as the quality of 

the terrain data utilized. In most cases DTMs are generated and then examined for their 

accuracy of fit to the land surface in question. If the fit is not considered to be "good" , i. e . ,  

the approximated surface does not fall within a specified tolerance level, further points 

are sampled from regions of ill-fit until the error of the fit meets the tolerance level. 

A computationally more expensive approach is to model all available points, selectively 

removing points until the tolerance level will be violated by any additional removals [106] . 
DTMs are generally formed of simply2 connected surface models [ 171] and are de

scribed as being 2.5-D [171 , 162]' as there exists only one z coordinate for each (x,y) 

coordinate pair. 

Weibel and HelIer [171 , page 272] state that: 

"A variety of data structures for DTMs has been in use over time. Today, 

however, the overwhelming majority of DTMs conform to one or other of two 

data structures: rectangular grid (or elevation matrix) , or TIN (Triangulated 

Irregular N etwor k)." 

We now compare the characteristics of these two DTMs to determine the one best suited 

to modelling terrain for SAR operations. 

4.2.1  Triangulated Irregular Networks and Rectangular Grids 

Rectangular Grids (or Uniform Sampling Grids) approximate the topography by over

laying a grid structure onto the terrain. Each grid square is assigned a height value 

equal to the elevation value of the contour of the surface region enclosed by that grid 

square. Hence, the grids may be discontinuous at their perimeters, and approximations 

are necessary to smooth these inconsistencies when forming a path that moves from one 

grid square to an adjacent grid square. 

The Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) is a DTM where "2-D objects (triangles) 

are, strictly speaking, embedded in a 3-D space" , [67, page 125] . 

A TIN geometrically partitions the terrain into triangles by a triangulation generated 

over a set of representative data points. These points are given as an (x,y) coordinate pair 
2Simple in that non-adjacent segments do not intersect [128]. 
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with an associated spot height and are selected to provide an economical representation, 

i. e . ,  one which utilizes the least number of points yet still retains the required accuracy 

level of terrain information for the application at hand. To form such an accurate rep

resentation, a TIN must be created from points sampled from critical physical features, 

with areas of varying terrain being sampled more heavily. Critical physical features in

clude local minima and maxima, ridge lines and watersheds. As the selected points are 

irregularly positioned, an irregular network is created. 

Lee [105, page 414] defines a TIN as follows: 

"A TIN model approximates a topographic surface by connecting a set of 

irregularly spaced elevation vertices into triangular facets. The triangles share 

edges and vertices to exhaust the space as if they were a triangular mosaic." 
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Figure 4. 1 :  Triangulated Irregular Network (viewed from above). 

It is often advantageous to construct TINs from regular square grid DEMs as the 

elevation data of the gridded DEMs is generally widely available at reasonable cost. 

Hence, TINs can be constructed for specific terrains for particular applications, based on 

either a required tolerance level in the elevation difference of the approximated surface 

to the original, or a pre-specified TIN size. 

A number of procedures exist to construct TINs in this way, four methods in particular 

are examined by Lee [106] - the skeleton, filter, hierarchy and drop heuristic methods. 

The methods all select 'surface-significant' points from the grid DEMs to form the vertices 

and edges of the TIN but each differ in their definition of 'surface-significant' .  
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The skeleton method is a two phase approach of Fowler and Little (cited in [106] ) ,  
which begins by selecting significant structural points to  create an initial TIN. The TIN 

then has support points added to it , to obtain a surface approximation within the given 

tolerance bounds. The initial points are selected relative to their neighbouring points 

as being locally minima, maxima, potential ridge or channel points. The method is 

recognized as a complex approach, requiring line-thinning methods to reduce the points 

required to model ridge and channel lines. Significant storage is required. The skeleton 

method may also find peaks in flat areas where noise is present, and will select a large 

number of significant points in rugged areas. 

The filter method of Chen and Guevara (cited in [106]) defines 'very important points' 

as those whose elevation when approximated by their eight grid neighbours are the most 

different from their actual elevation. The least significant points are then discarded in 

such a way that the process terminates when the point set remaining is the desired size 

or the surface approximation falls within the tolerance target. These points form the 

vertices of the TIN. The method visits each point only once and is therefore both fast 

and relatively uncomplicated in its approach. Only local information is considered and 

the method does not guarantee a fit to the terrain which is globally best. 

The method of De Floriani et al. (cited in [106]) ,  the hierarchy method, is a trian

gulation approach which uses triangular patches to approximate the terrain surface in 

successively finer detail. The method has the advantage of a hierarchical data structure 

and guarantees that a prespecified elevation precision will be met. The approach begins 

with the grid being subdivided into two triangles; these triangles are then recursively 

subdivided into three triangles on the point within the triangle which has the largest 

elevation difference between its actual elevation and that interpolated from the triangle. 

The recursion ends when the precision level is achieved or a TIN of required size exists. 

The main drawback of the hierarchy method is that it tends to create long-thin triangles. 

The final method, which Lee [106] considers, is the drop heuristic method which Lee 

himself developed. This method is the only one of the four approaches which is based 

upon optimization. The objective is to determine the best set of points from the grid 

DEM to triangulate, so that the resulting TIN has the minimum elevation difference to 

the real surface. All the points are initially used to form the TIN with points then being 

dropped if they result in the least elevation difference when removed. This procedure 

continues, using the Delaunay triangulation to reconstruct the TIN after the deletion 

of the point, until the tolerance level or number of required points is achieved. As the 

method assesses all remaining points at each iteration, it is computationally expensive. 

Lee tests the latter three methods against one another to assess their individual and 

relative performance. He concludes that the drop heuristic method generally performs 
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better than the other two approaches, but has the greatest computational requirements. 

The filter method was the fastest approach of the three and the most suitable for local 

elevation changes, while the hierarchy method produced the most efficient data structure. 

Lee noted some distortion occurring in the TINs created by the hierarchy method due 

to its sampling approach. All methods resulted in better surface approximations when 

there was a greater number of points in the final TIN. 

As a TIN is formed by a number of carefully selected coordinates, it is more economical 

in its representation than the large number of fine Rectangular Grids needed to accurately 

represent the same varying topography. This is due to the uniform sampling structure 

of the grids. 

In a TIN the faces of the triangles give an approximate portrayal of the terrain fea

tures by capturing the slope of the terrain. The triangulation maintains the relational 

accuracy of the sampled points explicitly within the computational storage of the struc

ture. Proximity information such as neighbouring triangles and vertices are recorded, 

allowing straightforward retrieval of this information for algorithmic queries. TINs there

fore require greater storage requirements than the Rectangular Grids, whose proximity 

information is implicitly represented by their structure. 

Jones et al. [94] introduce a storage scheme termed the Implicit TIN which is compu

tationally more efficient than the traditional TIN storage structure, in that it stores only 

the vertices of the triangles and any linear constraints such as roads, ridge lines, fences 

or rivers. The authors apply the Implicit TIN to the application of a multiscale database 

where TINs of varying levels of detail are retrieved and reconstructed for specific queries. 

A spatially indexed, hierarchical quad tree structure is used to store the vertices and linear 

features. While the Implicit TIN structure is efficient in storage terms, there remains a 

significant computational effort to retrieve and reconstruct the TINs in response to each 

query. Hence, a trade-off between storage costs and retrieval time exists. 

While computationally more complex to handle than Rectangular Grids, TINs have 

a number of advantages over such a matrix structure. One advantage is that the TIN 

model contains no vertical discontinuities between neighbouring triangles, and paths 

between edges and/or faces in the TIN can therefore be found without another level of 

approximation. TINs are also advantageous in that triangles, by their very nature, are 

more effective at representing non-horizontal planes occurring naturally in the terrain, 

than are fiat grids. The TIN is able to model non-convex surfaces more realistically as 

"most interesting terrain is not convex, . . .  since it will usually have many mountains 

and valleys" , [1 19 ,  page 180] .  
DTMs allow data structures to be  associated with each triangle face, recording ter

rain attribute information such as bush coverage, and natural or man-made features. 
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The accuracy of the TIN model can be improved by incorporating additional terrain 

phenomena. Laurini and Thompson [102, page 247] state that: 

"a more realistic representation will be achieved if the spatial data units 

recognize natural surface changes in slope, at peaks, pits, passes, ridge lines, 

saddle points and course lines or discontinuities, rather than just be fitted 

arbitrarily. " 

In particular, the explicit modelling of structural features such as roads, rivers, ridges, 

tramping tracks and fence lines can be represented. Such features, and changes in terrain 

morphology and vegetation, can be modelled in the TIN by means of a constrained 

triangulation. In a constrained triangulation these features are represented as edges of the 

triangles, with the triangulation being formed around these prescribed edges. Modelling 

such features by Rectangular Grids is not possible without extending the initial model 

[171] . 
A TIN provides a means of interpolating characteristics of those points not sampled by 

fitting a suitable linear or polynomial function to each triangle face. Hence discontinuities 

between triangle faces are easily incorporated. Goodchild and Lee [76] show that a TIN 

is considered a good model for interpolation as there is a uniquely appropriate way of 

fitting a plane to the triangle face, unlike a Rectangular Grid where uniqueness does not 

exist. It is also possible to string contours through the triangles based on spot height 

information and subsequent interpolation within each triangle, as outlined in Gold and 

Cormack [71 ]  who achieve this by utilizing a contour tree. The tree is found by taking 

advantage of the structure of the triangulation and its spatial ordering properties which 

allow it to be traversed in a tree order.3 The authors [71 ,  page 148] state that "the 

intrinsic concept of ordering within a triangular network should be of value in many 

other applications." 

Telcik [162] defines a weighted- TIN as a TIN which has weights, relating to the cost 

of traversal, assigned to each triangle and edge. Telcik uses this construct in solving the 

cross-country problem. The problem incorporates routing over both fixed paths (road 

networks), and non-fixed (off-road) paths, in order to obtain the total route of least cost. 

The use of a TIN in representing the terrain enables paths to be determined along the 

edges of the triangles (roads) and across the face of the triangles (off-road) .  The TIN 

is also advantageous in other practical aspects. This can be seen in Goodchild and Lee 

[76, page 1 78] who state that the TIN is "particularly suited to the problem of visibility 

coverage" in its surface representation and discrete set of surface peaks (triangle vertices) .  

A disadvantage of the TIN construct is that it may produce adjacent faces which 

3 Any triangulation can be represented as a binary tree when using a fixed viewpoint [71 , 128] . 
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are sharply angled. A large number of triangles (which are often distended) may also 

be required to model the transition between two areas of different relief. A TIN is also 

incapable of directly representing the presence of caves or overhangs in the terrain, due 

to its 2.5-D nature. To incorporate such features special extensions to the model would 

be required. However, caves are not found in predominance in many regions of New 

Zealand and if people were to go missing while caving then models of the caves would be 

utilized rather than the above-ground terrain. In general, overhangs are not significant in 

number or size as to warrant special inclusion. Hence, there is not a great loss of accuracy 

and usefulness of the DTM in excluding these particular features for the application of 

modelling the search terrain. 

As Weibel and HelIer [ 171 , page 274] point out "no data structure is clearly superior 

for all tasks of digital terrain modelling." Nevertheless, in deciding upon a suitable phys

ical model to represent the terrain of the search region, we have selected the geometrical 

partitioning of the TIN for the advantages outlined above. We consider that for this 

application the TIN is particularly suitable for the following reasons: its continuously 

connected triangle faces; realistic visualization; ability to include existing physical fea

tures; accurately model the variability of the terrain; efficiently interpolate data; and 

provide explicit proximity information in its computational structure. 

A TIN representation is also attractive in its closeness to the visual guides presently 

used by searchers in the field. Searchers today currently navigate and plan their routes 

from both topographic maps of scale 1 :50 000 and aerial photographs of the area. A TIN 

can be considered as supplying similar visual information as the aerial photographs but 

with more of the physical information found in a topographic map. A TIN is, however, 

only a computationally tractable approximation of both and Weibel and HelIer [171 , 
page 275] caution "that any product which is derived from a TIN . . .  will be heavily 

dependent upon the quality of the TIN." 

To construct the TIN, which is the most suitable for the modelling of the search 

terrain, the most appropriate triangulation still needs to be determined. Laurini and 

Thompson [102, page 251] state that "a triangulation that produces Delaunay triangles 

is generally the preferred relatively straightforward method, producing triangles with 

a low variance in edge length" and Jones et.al. [94] consider it "common practice" to 

generate a Delaunay triangulation when no linear features exist. The following section 

outlines the Delaunay triangulation and its properties, describing why we feel that this 

particular triangulation best suits our purposes. 
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4.2.2 Delaunay Triangulation 

The Delaunay triangulation is the straight line dual of the Voronoi diagram, assuming 

that no four points within the Voronoi diagram are co circular. Under these conditions the 

triangulation produced is unique [16, 104] and non-degenerate [40] . The Voronoi diagram4 

is the locus of points which do not have a unique nearest neighbour [128] . Voronoi 

introduced the ideas behind the Delaunay triangulation for a lattice representation of sites 

in 1908, with Delaunay extending this in 1934 to sites which were irregularly positioned 

[7] . Both the Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay triangulation are tessellations; sets of 

non-overlapping polygons which cover a plane without gaps. 

The Delaunay triangulation is planar and constructed such that every vertex within 

the triangulation represents a site in the Voronoi diagram and each triangle face corre

sponds to a vertex in the Voronoi diagram. The edges in the triangulation are orthogonal 

to their Voronoi edges but do not necessarily cross those edges [7, 128] . 

The Delaunay triangulation is of order 0 (n) in the number of its triangles and edges, 

as implied by duality (104) , and the triangulation consists of [94, 104]: 

.. (3n - H - 3) edges; and 

.. (2n - H - 2) triangle faces. 

where H = the number of convex hull vertices and n = the number of vertices in to

tal. The convex hull of all the Voronoi sites forms the convex hull of the Delaunay 

triangulation. 

Lee and Schachter [104, page 237] state that: 

"The Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations have been extensively used to model 

spatial patterns in a wide range of fields including astronomy, biomathematics, 

computer science, geography, meteorology, metallurgy, numerical analysis, 

and packing and covering." 

The Voronoi diagram represents the proximity of sites to one another; this is also 

translated to its dual. If two sites in the Voronoi diagram are closest neighbours (Thiessen 

neighbours), then they are represented as an edge in the Delaunay triangulation. Due to 

this property, a Minimum Spanning Tree over the Voronoi sites need only be constructed 

using edges from the Delaunay triangulation. Two other subgraphs of the Delaunay 

triangulation are the Relative Neighbourhood Graph and the Gabriel graph. 

4 A Voronoi diagram is also known as a Dirichlet tessellation or Blum's transform [7), and Voronoi 
regions are also referred to as Thiessen polygons, Wigner-Seitz zones [7) , or 'proximal polygons' [140] . 
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The Relative Neighbourhood Graph is  the graph constructed by connecting two ver

tices by an edge, if and only if they are at least as close to one another as they are 

to any other point. The Gabriel graph is constructed by forming an edge between two 

vertices if a disk with the diameter of that edge contains no other vertices. This equates 

to a graph of the Delaunay edges which cross their dual Voronoi edges [7] . There is also 

evidence that suggests that the Delaunay triangulation in the plane is Hamiltonian with 

high probability [7], i. e. , there exists a cycle that passes through all its vertices. Such 

a cycle is of special interest to a SAR application if the vertices of the triangulation 

represent key points in the terrain, eg. advantageous viewpoints or huts. 

In particular, Whitney shows that any four-connected triangulationS is Hamiltonian, 

while Kantabutra shows that a degenerate Delaunay triangulation6 may not be Hamilto

nian and Dillencourt shows that a non-degenerate, two-connected Delaunay triangulation 

may not be Hamiltonian [39] . Whether every three-connected Delaunay triangulation is 
Hamiltonian remains an open problem [39]. Dillencourt [40] also shows by example that, 

if a Delaunay triangulation is non-degenerate and Hamiltonian, the triangulation does 

not necessarily contain a minimal length Hamiltonian cycle. He shows that this is also 

true of a minimum weight triangulation. 

Due to its dual relationship with the Voronoi diagram, the Delaunay triangulation 

possesses a number of interesting and useful properties. The most significant of these 

is that referred to as the "empty circle criterion" and is illustrated in Figure 4.2. This 

criterion states that a circle drawn through the two end vertices of any triangle edge will 

contain no other vertex within the triangulation. This is equivalent to stating that the 

circumcircle of any triangle in the triangulation will contain no other vertex. The criterion 

maximizes the smallest angle of any triangle, within that triangulation. A triangulation 

for which this holds true is defined as locally equiangular [147] .  

Sibson, in 1977 [147] , showed that the Delaunay triangulation is the only triangulation 

which is locally equiangular; this is further shown to be equivalent to the triangulation 

being globally equiangular by Edelsbrunner in 1987 (cited in [7] ) .  Jones et al. [94, 

page 43] describe this when they point out that the Delaunay triangulation "is charac

terized by providing the set of most equiangular triangles, a property which is desirable 

when interpolating within triangles." 

Interpolation of the elevation value of a point falling within a triangle is determined 

from the elevation values of the vertices of that triangle. As "a Thiessen polygon can be 

used to define the region of influence of any point in an areal context" , [94, page 43] , its 

5 A four-connected triangulation is one where each vertex is connected to at least four other vertices 
in the triangulation by an edge. 

6 A Delaunay triangulation is non-degenerate if its Voronoi dual has no more that three Voronoi regions 
meeting at any point, otherwise it is degenerate. 
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Figure 4.2: Empty circle criterion. 

dual is useful for interpolation purposes. Under equiangularity the interpolated values 

are more likely to be closer to the true point values as the interpolation is computed over 

those points spatially closer in reality. Laurini and Thompson [102, page 250] state that 

for this reason it is "especially important to avoid long narrow triangles." By selecting 

the Delaunay triangulation, bounded errors on interpolation can be ensured [ 1 10, 140] . 

The Delaunay triangulation, by the property of equiangularity, avoids the creation 

of narrow triangles with extreme angles. The triangles are described by O'Rourke [128] 

as being "especially good partitions" for this reason. The Delaunay triangulation is 

described by such words as "stable" [71] and "unique" [16, 104] . If only traversal of 

the triangle edges is to be considered, the Delaunay triangulation does not minimize the 

total edge length but "it is however, close to optimal on the average," (Lingas, cited in 

[7, page 358] ) .  

While the properties of  the Delaunay triangulation, specifically the circle criterion, 

hold in 2-D, they do not necessarily transfer to 2 .5-D, as the triangulation is calculated 

only on the consideration of the (x,y) values of the terrain points. Hence the maximization 

of the minimum angle may not be achieved for the spatial triangle when triangle edge 

lengths are determined under the 3-D Euclidean distance measure and the equiangularity 

of the triangles may not hold. Additionally, the adjacency information stored within the 

triangulation is made partially redundant. This is seen in the specification of closest 

neighbours (as measured by shortest paths) as traversal time is dependent not only on 

physical distance but also on the terrain type, and other factors such as the prevailing 

weather. However, despite the increase in dimension, the Delaunay triangulation does 

retain an important quality as defined by a measure of "roughness" . 

The Sobolev seminorm (cited in [7] ) is used as a measure of roughness for a trian

gulation performed over a set of points with (x,y) coordinates and an associated height. 

The seminorm is defined as: 
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where 

I 6 I is the area of the spatial triangle 6 
a!:::,. , {3!:::,. are the slopes of the plane containing 6 

(The spatial triangle is the triangular surface in 2 .5  D defined by the triangulation. ) 
Rippa in 1990 (cited in [7]) showed that this measure is minimized for the Delaunay 

triangulation. Aurenhammer states: 

"This result is somewhat surprising since the Delaunay triangulation - al

though itself clearly being independent of the height at each site - optimizes 

a quantity that depends on these heights" [7, page 374] . 

It is for this reason that the Delaunay triangulation is especially well-suited for use 

in terrain modelling and TIN construction in particular. 

As a TIN can be represented by a number of triangulations, one triangulation must 

be chosen and used consistently - we have selected the Delaunay for the reasons outlined 

above and because it is widely used and accepted for terrain modelling. 

The actual approach required in modelling a real terrain would require the utiliza

tion of a method that allows for alterations to any initial TIN representation, to ensure 

that the surface fit is within a pre-specified tolerance level. This in itself is a greater 

research area which falls outside of the scope of this thesis. (It is our intention that all 

heuristic methods developed within this thesis are applicable to a TIN constructed using 

any triangulation, and are not specifically constrained to the Delaunay triangulation in 

particular, although some alterations to storage structures may be necessary) . 

Lee and Schachter [104] consider an application to visual flight simulators which uti

lizes a piecewise planar surface terrain model. The authors [104, page 220] conclude that 

the Delaunay triangulation is "an excellent choice" for "fitting triangular faceted surfaces 

to digital terrain data" as it has good visualization capabilities due to the minimum angle 

of the triangulation being maximized, and the triangulation is computationally efficient 

to construct. 

In conclusion, the Delaunay triangulation is particularly suitable for the application 

of modelling terrain as it: produces triangles which are generally more representative of 

the actual topography, produces a good visualization of the land surface when linked by 

computer graphics and provides greater accuracy in interpolation. 
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4.2.3 The Constrained Delaunay Triangulation 

As introduced previously, a constrained triangulation is one formed upon a number of 

prescribed edges which represent linear structures. These structures are generally phys

ical but may also include non-physical boundaries such as political electorates. These 

linear features become edges in the triangulation with the remaining triangle edges be

ing formed around them in such a way as to construct a triangulation. A constrained 

Delaunay triangulation 7 is one which is formed by adding edges to the prescribed edges, 

so as to obtain a triangulation which matches as closely as possible to the Delaunay 

criteria. An example of such a triangulation is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (taken from [ 16] ) .  
Chew [16, page 100] states that "a  constrained Delaunay triangulation provides a natural 

way to retain the boundary information while producing a good triangulation." 

_....e::=----."L_\_ prescribed edge 

Figure 4.3: Constrained Delaunay triangulation. 

In the constrained Delaunay triangulation, the empty circle criterion is relaxed to 

the criterion that a circle drawn through the two end vertices of a non-prescribed edge 

will only contain a vertex if a line, drawn from that interior vertex to at least one of 

the end vertices, crosses a prespecified edge [16]. Lee and Lin (cited in [7] ) show that a 

constrained Delaunay triangulation still possesses the property of equiangularity. 

While the constrained Delaunay triangulation is no longer the straight-line dual of 

the Voronoi diagram, its dual is a type of Voronoi diagram which may overlap itself [16] . 
It also exibits similar spatial adjacency properties and has the Constrained Minimum 

Spanning Tree as a subgraph. The Constrained Minimum Spanning Tree is analogous to 

its unconstrained companion but contains a set of prespecified edges which may not be 

crossed by any other edges in the tree. 

7 A constrained Delaunay triangulation is also known as an obstacle triangulation or a generalized 
Delaunay triangulation [16). 
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A 

Figure 4.4: Lawson's local optimization procedure. 

4.2.4 Construction Algorithms for Delaunay Triangulations 

We now consider a selection of construction algorithms for the Delaunay triangulation 

- both the constrained and unconstrained versions. 

4.2.4.1 Unconstrained Delaunay Triangulations 

Lee and Schachter [104] present two construction algorithms for the Delaunay triangula

tion. The first is a divide-and-conquer technique with the asymptotically optimal running 

time of O(nlogn) . The algorithm sorts the vertices in ascending order of (x,y) coordi

nates. The vertices are then divided into two subsets and their Delaunay triangulations 

are constructed via the empty circle criterion. The triangulations are then merged using 

the common lower tangent of the two. 

The second algorithm has a worst case running time of O(n2) ,  although the authors 

state that it is comparable to the first algorithm in its average case performance. The 

algorithm is simpler in approach to the first, but is limited to a rectangular region. Here 

the Delaunay triangulation is constructed iteratively by first partitioning the rectangle 

into bins, ordering the vertices within each bin -and then inserting each vertex into the 

triangulation, based upon this ordering. The insertion process utilizes Lawson's local 

optimization procedure (cited in [104] ) to ensure that the resulting triangulation is De

launay. This procedure swaps the diagonal of any quadrilateral in the triangulation if 

by doing so the minimum angle is maximized. This is accomplished by determining the 

circumcircle of one of the triangles forming the quadrilateral. If the fourth vertex of the 

quadrilateral falls inside the circle, the diagonal of the quadrilateral is swapped with its 

opposite diagonalS as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

To globally meet this criterion, the diagonal swapping process may spread outwards 

80nly required exchanges are executed to avoid possible cycling at degenerate instances [147]. 
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over the triangulation, but the process will always terminate (as shown by Sibson [147] ) .  

Lee and Schachter consider that this iterative algorithm i s  especially suited to the appli

cation of terrain fitting as additional data points can be easily incorporated to create a 

surface fit closer to the actual terrain surface. 

Lee and Schachter's iterative method is extended to an arbitrary convex region by 

Macedonio and Pares chi [1 10] ,  who explore the utilization of a Delaunay triangulation 

applied to terrain modelling, especially the applications of approximating the volume 

of a given surface, and the interpolation of elevation data. They use, as their inputs, 

irregularly placed points with corresponding deposit thickness or elevation values. The 

authors' iterative approach to constructing the initial triangulation departs from Lee and 

Schachter's algorithm only in their initial step, where they first construct the convex hull 

of the region. All remaining points are iteratively added to the triangulation based on 

the bin ordering approach of Lee and Schachter. 

4.2.4.2 Constrained Delaunay Triangulations 

Chew [16] presents an O(nlogn) divide-and-conquer algorithm to construct the con

strained Delaunay triangulation upon a rectangular region. This region is vertically 

divided into strips with the constrained Delaunay triangulation being found in each strip. 

Adjacent strips are then linked together and the process is repeated until the entire region 

is triangulated. 

An alternative O(nlogn) algorithm is proposed by Jones et al. [94] who first find a 

Delaunay triangulation over all the vertices and then insert the prescribed edges. This 

insertion procedure is carried out by deleting the edges of the triangulation which intersect 

the prescribed edges, and then retriangulating the two polygons which are subsequently 

formed on each side of the those edges. 

Lee and Schachter [104] propose a method to determine a Delaunay triangulation 

from a planar set of points and line segments (where the set of line segments is sparse) 

for application to terrain fitting. The point set is defined as the set of local extrema 

of the terrain surface and the endpoints of ridge segments. The method ensures that 

the local extrema are vertices of the final triangulation and that the ridge segments are 

represented by edges of the triangulation. For any point in this set that lies within the 

smallest circumscribing circle of a ridge segment, a normal projection is constructed onto 

this segment, generating a projection point set. These projection points are added to 

the initial point set and a Delaunay triangulation is constructed over the point set. The 

terrain surface is represented by an elevation value being associated with each of the 

points in the triangulation. 
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4.2.4.3 The Selected Construction Algorithm 
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Within this thesis, artificial computer-generated topography data is utilized which con

tains characteristics of possible real terrain scenarios. The choice of using artificial to

pographies over real terrains was made, in part, due to the large variability of topogra

phy throughout New Zealand, even within particular regions. By choosing to perform 

experimentation over terrains which have been generated in a controlled way, problem 

characteristics relating to different terrain types can be isolated in such a way that the 

results obtained are more meaningful. Furthermore, in utilizing artificial topographies 

we are able to exploit the most desirable characteristics of both the unconstrained and 

constrained Delaunay triangulations by assigning specific linear features to a selection 

of triangle edges in the final unconstrained Delaunay triangulation, thus obtaining good 

terrain representation with inclusion of such features. 

We have chosen to construct the TINs of search terrains using the Delaunay trian

gulation. The particular construction algorithm we follow is the algorithm of Macedonio 

and Pareschi. 9 This approach was selected as it lends itself well to terrain modelling 

as shown by both Lee and Schachter and the applications presented by Macedonio and 

Pareschi. As the TIN is constructed only once at the outset of the modelling process, 

there do not exist any pressing time factors which would necessitate the preference of 

an O(nlogn) algorithm and in any case the selected algorithm is deemed as performing 

competitively in most instances. Macedonio and Pares chi provide their C code listings 

and it is these which we have utilized along with their computer storage representation. 

We have implemented additional array representations for those topographic features not 

considered by the authors. 

We forsee that in application to SAR operations, TINs would be constructed for all 

land surfaces falling within each SAR team's assigned area, ahead of any search being 

instigated. 

4.2.5 Projection to a Planar Graph 

A TIN can be easily and naturally transformed into a planar (triangulated) digraph by 

depicting the vertices of each triangle as the vertices of the graph, and the triangle edges 

as the connecting directed edges. We define the resulting digraph as the Search Region 

Graph. Instead of regarding the edge costs as isotropic we have developed a more realistic 

costing which reflects the height differentials and varying terrain difficulties present.IO 

Hence, an edge cost is determined in both the uphill and downhill directions for each 

9We assume that the search region can be defined as a convex area. 
laThe costing process is outlined further into this chapter. 
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directed edge, giving the required digraph property. The triangular regions defined by 

the edges are also assigned traversal costs, defining a weighted-region graph, similar to 

those addressed by Mitchell [ 1 19] and Telcik [162] . 

4.3 The Topography 

The features of the search terrain are represented on the TIN by a classification structure 

on the edges and faces of each triangle. In our model the vertices of the convex hull of 

the triangulation are assumed to be accessible by 4-wheel drive vehicle. 

Each vertex within the triangulation has a height characteristic by definition of its 

corresponding elevation (z-coordinate) . To realistically represent the terrain, the triangle 

faces are assigned density classifications categorizing the average bush cover over the 

terrain represented by that face. The following classification system is employed: 

1 .  no bush cover 

2. sparse bush cover 

3. moderate bush cover 

4. thick, tangled bush cover or thick scrub 

As we are concerned only with computer generated topographies, we have assigned 

each edge a specific feature type, rather than employ the constrained Delaunay triangu

lation to explicitly model the natural and man-made features. Each edge is identified as 

either a formed track; a ridge; a stream bed or river;l1  or, if the edge does not fall within 

any of these categories, the edge is classified as being untracked terrain. 

Additional classifications are added to represent the level of traversal difficulty of 

each edge type. The classification system parallels the bush cover classification system 

applied to the triangle faces, such that a classification of 2 under either system defines a 

similar level of traversal difficulty. 

1 .  a well-formed track 

2. a moderately upkept track or a predominantly shingle stream bed 

3. an overgrown track or a rocky stream bed 

4. untracked or a river 
1 1  We assume that stream beds are traversable in their length, and that both streams and rivers are 

crossable in good to moderate weather if there has not recently been any heavy rainfall .  
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Each untracked and ridge edge is assigned a density classification which is the average 

of the density classifications of its two adjacent triangle faces. The bushline is defined 

at 120G-1300m to mimic the New Zealand bush conditions [75] . The TIN generation 

process and classification distributions employed in creating a test terrain environment 

are described fully in Chapter 12. 

4 . 4  Cost Structure 

The cost of traversal over any sector of the TIN can be approximated by the height 

differentials, spatial distances, terrain density, and weather and light factors present. 

Telcik [162] ' in the costing of a weighted-TIN for the cross-country problem, attempts 

to incorporate the physical terrain characteristics represented by each triangle and their 

respective traversal difficulty. He uses the simplification that traversal in either an uphill 

or downhill direction is identical. Allowances are made however to represent impassable 

regions as obstacles, with a prohibitively high cost . This classification is also assigned to 

areas with a gradient too steep for the vehicles to handle easily. 

In an attempt to be as realistic as possible in assigning cost structure, we employ a 

more terrain-dependant cost structure, foregoing Telcik's simplification of identical uphill 

and downhill traversal times. We consulted current New Zealand texts on bushcraft and 

outdoor skills for realistic guides to walking times for this country's conditions. The New 

Zealand Mountain Safety Council [75] gives the following approximate traversal times for 

a party of average fitness and experience who are each carrying full packs: 

• 4 to 5km per hour on a smooth wide track; 

• 2km per hour on a rough track; 

• 300m height gain per hour when walking uphill; and 

• 400m height loss when going downhill. 

The Council also indicates that longer times will be recorded for: larger parties nav

igating obstacles, the use of sidle tracks12 over ridge or valley tracks, and the navigation 

of overgrown tracks. 

Graeme Dingle [41] ,  a well known New Zealand outdoor adventurer, gives the follow

ing rough guide for a tramper in New Zealand bush country conditions: 

• speed up to 5km per hour on a good track and relatively level ground; 

12Tracks which wind around. 
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• speed up to 3km per hour on untracked, but open and relatively flat bush; 

• speed up to 600-1 ,OOOm per hour in thick, tangled bush; 

• 300m height gain per hour of ascent; and 

• 600m height loss per hour of descent. 

Dingle discounts the British use of the well known Naismith's rule in calculating travel 

times, as "generally inaccurate in New Zealand bush" . He qualifies the above guide by 

stating that "there is no end to differences in rates between trampers of various levels of 

fitness and determination!" 

Searchers themselves will generally have fitness levels above average; however, as we 

are not explicitly regarding the factor of fatigue in this initial model, we will base their 

traversal times on those of the average tramp er . For the purposes of the model we 

amalgamate the times given in the two frameworks, with some factorization of ascent 

and descent values. 

• Terrain density measure of 1 :  

- 5km per hour on relatively level ground 

- 400m per hour of ascent 

- 600m per hour of descent 

.. Terrain density measure of 2: 

- 3km per hour on relatively level ground 

- 300m per hour of ascent 

- 500m per hour of descent 

.. Terrain density measure of 3: 

- 2km per hour on relatively level ground 

- 200m per hour of ascent 

- 400m per hour of descent 

.. Terrain density measure of 4: 

- O.6km per hour on relatively level ground 

- lOOm per hour of ascent 
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- 300m per hour of descent 
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We define "relatively level ground" as less than 500m ascent or descent over 10km. 

These traversal speeds are used when searchers are moving from one point to another 

and not searching at the same time. We refer to such traversal speeds as 'access only 

speeds' or, alternatively, 'deadheading speeds', in-line with arc routing literature which 

refers to an arc being 'deadheaded' if it is traversed without service. Research by Perkins 

and Roberts [137] has shown that searchers who are physically visually searching will 

take twice as long to traverse the same distance than if they were not searching. (This 

equates to a POD rate of 75-80% for experienced searchers who are spaced at critical sep

aration and are utilizing the purposeful wandering technique. )  Hence we model traversal 

speeds over the TIN for resources who are actively searching as half that of the above 

speeds. We also assume the same search speeds regardless of the search method in use. 

These speeds do not have to be maintained over long intervals as resources are rested 

regularly. It is envisioned that, for application to real search scenarios, search speeds 

would be found by field tests for particular search regions. 

4.4 .1  Forbidden Regions 

Any edge in the TIN which intersects or follows a non-traversable natural formation, such 

as a deep river or swamp, can be represented as a forbidden edge. This is realized by 

assigning a very large traversal time (00) to all such edges, ensuring that they are never 

chosen as part of a feasible path. 13 Terrain types requiring specialist skills for traversal 

may also be represented as regions forbidden to those searchers lacking the required skill 

attribute. 

4 . 5  Visibility and Sound Measures 

Visibility is a key element when attempting to model terrain. The modelling problem 

addresses such questions as; 'when located at a particular point, how much of the sur

rounding area is visible from that point?' The accuracy of the response is directly related 

to the accuracy of the terrain model employed. Visibility is defined by Goodchild and 

Lee [105, page 413] as "the location and size of area which can be seen from any given 

viewpoint ." However, Goodchild and Lee caution that no precise definition of visibility 

exists for real terrain due to the surface involved and the presence of obstacles such as 

trees. They also state that errors in elevation will result in large errors in visibility. 

13 Alternatively, these edges could be deleted from the graph entirely if only edge traversal of the TIN 
was being considered. 
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Goodchild and Lee [76] consider the aspect of visibility when employing a TIN repre

sentation of the terrain to identify suitable locations for such utilities as fire towers, used 

to monitor forests. The authors utilize the approximation that the surface within each 

triangle face can be represented by a plane passing through its three vertices. Visibility 

is modelled as a property of each triangle and Goodchild and Lee consider a triangle to 

be visible from a point on the TIN if and only if its three edges are fully visible. An 

edge is defined as being visible from the viewpoint if a line connecting the two vertices 

of that edge is totally visible. Vertices are visible to one another (inter-visible) if a line 

connecting them "lies entirely on or above the surface" , [76, page 178] . The visibility 

function is a Boolean function and the triangles adjacent to the viewpoint are defined as 

visible. 

Goodchild and Lee [76] present an algorithm to determine the subset of triangles 

visible from each vertex of the TIN with a worst case scenario of the complexity O(n3) .  

"The algorithm is executed fully for every vertex, as there appear to be no simple theo

rems which would allow information about one vertex's visible area to be derived from 

another" , [76, page 180] . Lee [105] later modifies this visibility algorithm by simplify

ing it and increasing the computation speed required to reach a solution. The modified 

algorithm sorts all edges of the TIN in ascending order of their distance from a given 

viewpoint. Each edge is then tested for its visibility from the viewpoint by calculating 

whether the edge is 'blocked' by any other edge positioned closer to the viewpoint. A 

visibility matrix between triangles and viewpoints is then obtained. 

We consider a simplified visibility model which is not as dependent upon the elevation 

accuracy of the TIN model and which takes into consideration the vegetation of the 

terrain. We model the visibility over the terrain as a characteristic of the triangles and 

edges of the TIN,  and directly correlate visibiity to the terrain density classifications of 

these entities. We utilize Perkins' [ 137] definition of the "limit of visibility" to define 

a visibility measure for a ground search resource. The visibility measure quantifies the 

distance to the limit of visibility under differing terrain and search conditions. Hence 

Perkins' critical separation distance can be expressed as 2 x visibility measure. We also 

extend the definition to include a measurement of how far sound travels through differing 

terrain in an analogous fashion, defining this measurement as a sound measure. 

In particular we stipulate that a searcher positioned on an edge can not see beyond 

that edge, unless they are situated on one of its end vertices. In this position the searcher 

can see down any adjacent edges, to the limit of the visibility associated with each edge. 

The visibility of the searcher on an edge is also restricted in that he can only see into the 

triangles adjacent to his current position, to the limit of the visibility measure of those 

triangles. 
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A searcher positioned on the face of a triangle can see only across the face of that 

triangle to the limit of the visibility measure of that triangle, ie., the searcher cannot see 

into an adjacent triangle. We justify this assumption by proposing that in reality the 

angle between adjacent faces may often be convex, preventing visibility into the adjacent 

triangle face. Similarly, for simplicity we assume that a searcher can not hear sounds 

beyond the edge or triangle they are positioned upon. 

While true 3-dimensional visibility is not modelled, the restrictions were considered to 

be reasonable by those experienced in search and rescue operations [81] . This is because 

searchers are generally assigned to search only the terrain closest to their position and, as 

such, their concentration of view is on this region. Additionally, there exist many cases 

where those being searched for may only be visible from a close proximity, especially if 

unconscious, injured or hostile weather conditions prevail. 

Visibility and sound measures are assumed to be constant throughout any triangle 

or edge, and all searchers are assumed to have identical visual and hearing capabilities. 

As terrain density classifications for edges are defined with consideration to the two 

adjacent triangles, sudden changes from very high visibility measures to very low visibility 

measures at the boundaries of the triangles are eased. 

Wartes' (cited in [137] )  field trials in moderately dense underbrush give a 50% POD 

level when searchers are spaced at 100 feet (30m) . Utilizing the theoretical 50% POD 

level attributed to critical separation by Perkins [137] we can conclude that the visibility 

measure for this terrain is approximately 15m. Goodman and Cowan [78] give values of 

critical separation over three differing classifications of search terrain. These result in a 

visibility measure of 25.4m for easy search terrain, 12 .7m for moderate search terrain and 

7. 1 1m for difficult terrain. No specific descriptions of these terrain types are provided. 

Colwell's [21] field experiments in dense coniferous forest in summer for a standard 

visibility sweep give a spacing of 47.2m for a 50% POD level. This equates with a visibility 

measure of 23.6m. A sound sweep conducted over this terrain resulted in a spacing of 

151m for the same POD level indicating a sound measure of 75.5m, approximately three 

times the visibility measure. 

Colwell [25] notes that while performing a sound sweep search "there is a high prob

ability of searchers finding a missing person at three to four times the searcher spacing 

required for a normal, visual grid search" , however we have chosen to err on the side 

of caution and factor the sound measures at three times that of the visibility measures. 

Colwell [21] also conducts sound sweep experiments which compare detection by a nor

mal and quiet voice response. Examining the results, the spacing to detect a quiet voice 

response is, on average, a factor of 0.548 that of the spacing to detect a normal voice 

response. We utilize these factors to approximate sound measures for each response 
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category. 

To determine visibility measures for each of the four vegetation types in the model, 

we infer distances from these international field data measurements, as we were unable 

to find data specific to New Zealand conditions. 

The visibility and sound measures utilized in this study are detailed in Table 4. 1 .  We 

define these measurements as those holding for ideal search conditions and for standard 

visibility sweep searches. 14 In real application, tests would be conducted in the field to 

determine accurate visibility and sound measurements for the specific terrain at hand 

over a variety of environmental conditions. 

Table 4 .1 :  Visibility and sound measures. 

Terrain Density Classification 
Detection Method 1 
Visual detection SOm 
Sound detection-normal voice response lS0m 
Sound detection-quiet voice response 82m 

4 . 6  Weather and Light Conditions 

2 3 4 
2Sm ISm Sm 
7Sm 4Sm ISm 
4Im 2Sm 8m 

Under New Zealand bush conditions "the weather can change dramatically in just a few 

minutes" and "wind and cloud conditions can change dramatically in just a few metres 

across an exposed windswept ridge" , [7S, pages 34-3S] . In particular, weather in the 

high country of New Zealand has its own peculiarities - often covered by cloud, and 

experiencing hail, thunderstorms, snowfalls and blizzards. The New Zealand Mountain 

Safety Council [7S] give the air temperature at the bushline to be about 8°C colder than 

that at the sea level, stating that the air temperature drops by 6.SoC-lOoC per lOOOm 

altitude. The snowline in winter will generally occur at an altitude of IOOQ-I500m [75] . 

To model the weather conditions and light levels under which the search is being 

conducted, we implement the following four descriptive levels: 

• level 1 - perfect weather and light conditions 

• level 2 - drizzling rain 

• level 3 - steady rain, blustery conditions or snow 

1 4If the subject is unconscious or a fatality, a low visibility sweep or body sweep, at a smaller spacing 
would be necessary to achieve a 50% POD level. From Colwell's data 50% POD is achieved at a spacing 
of 37.1m (a factor of 0.8 of a standard sweep) for a low visibility sweep and at 40.9m (a factor of 0.9 of 
a standard sweep) for a body sweep (21). 
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• level 4 - storm conditions 

Weather and Light Conditions 1 05 

The level of visibility is dynamic in nature - varying in dawn, dusk and night con

ditions, and decreasing with deteriorating weather conditions. To model this dynamic 

property of visibility we develop a visibility factor which correlates to the present weather 

and light conditions in the following way: 

• level 1 - visibility factor 1.0 

• level 2 - visibility factor 0.8 

• level 3 - visibility factor 0.6 

• level 4 - visibility factor 0.4 

In the previous section, the visibility measure is defined as the distance a searcher can 

see under perfect conditions for each terrain type. These conditions relate to a visibility 

factor of 1 .  Visibility factors for all other weather and light levels are then fractions of 

this measure. For example, a searcher moving in steady rain (level 3) through terrain of 

density classification 2 (Table 4.1) ,  will have their visibility measure of 25m updated to 

0.6 x 25 = 15m 

which equates to 60% of the visibility measure under perfect conditions. 

Light conditions throughout dawn and dusk are modelled as being one level more 

difficult than the current visibility conditions, and visibility at night is considered to be 

one level more difficult again. Sound measures are also assumed to decrease with chang

ing weather and light conditions in proportion to visibility measures. When visibility 

measures are altered, sound measures are adjusted to measure three times the visibility 

measure for a normal voice response and three times 0.548 times the visibility measure 

for a quiet voice response. If a resource is searching a region when a visibility change 

occurs the distance at which the team of searchers is spaced must also be updated to 

achieve the same level of POD. 

Mitchell considers the uncertainty prevalent in terrain models with respect to traversabil

ity, for example, changes due to weather conditions. Mitchell [119, page 197] proposes 

that it should be possible to update traversal probabilities in the light of known infor

mation: 

"A truly 'intelligent' planner should have information about the kinds of 

circumstances which potentially affect different types of terrain and be able 

to reason about it ." 
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With decreasing weather and light conditions, traversal times are affected as searchers' 

visual capability is decreased and the ground beneath becomes more difficult to move 

over and through, creating conditions which are not only more physically demanding but 

also more mentally demanding. Within the model we utilize a traversal factor, analogous 

to the visibility factor, to update traversal times. These factors are arbitrarily defined 

as: 

• improvement of weather and/or light 1 level - traversal factor 0.8 

• decrement of weather and/or light 1 level - traversal factor 1 .25 

• decrement of weather and/or light 2 levels - traversal factor 1.5 

• decrement of weather and/or light 3 levels - traversal factor 1 .75 

To update traversal data for the new conditions, the appropriate traversal factor is 

multiplied to the current traversal times. Within the simulation model the number of 

levels by which the weather or light alters at any stage is only one level. However, as 

the traversal costs input into the simulation are expressed for ideal conditions (visibility 

level 1 ) ,  if the starting weather level is level 4 a decrement of 3 levels is observed. This 

is the only time where an instantaneous level change greater than one occurs. 

When level 4 weather conditions are experienced, some presently traversable regions 

may become flooded, snow-bound, or impassable for some other reason such as a fallen 

tree. In such instances these regions will have their traversal cost updated to infinity (00), 
to ensure that no searchers are assigned to these regions as part of any feasible search 

pattern. We assume in the model that only edge regions representing water features may 

become flooded. In these conditions the level of urgency of the search is greater, as the 

risk of exhaustion, hypothermia and loss of life increases. Such conditions may require 

the withdrawal of searchers from the search region for their personal safety. Within the 

simulation model, we arbitrarily reverse the status of flooded regions to being traversable 

again, three days after an improvement in weather conditions (to level 3) occurs. 

4 . 7  Search Regions 

We consider each edge and triangle of the TIN as an individual search region, except for 

those edges which are typed as untracked. As these edges represent boundaries between 

triangles we do not view them as linear features requiring searching. The number of 

search regions is then given by 5n - 2H - 5 - untracked_edges, where n = the total 

number of vertices of the TIN and H = the number of convex hull vertices. 
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From this point we will refer to each search region as either an edge region or a tri

angular region. 

Having developed a model of the search terrain we now model the path taken by the 

subject over this terrain, including a model of clue placement. The visibility model is 

expanded upon to define a model for the detection of both the subject and the clues 

formed by him, when searching is conducted by human ground resources. An automated 

approach to the update of POA values when clues are detected is also developed. 
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C H A P T E R  5 

Detection And Clue Modelling 

5.1 Detection Models 

Frost [62] notes that "almost all detection profiles are at their highest close to the 

searcher's actual track and decline in some fashion as distance from the searcher's track 

increases" . We now examine a selection of lateral range curves for visual search resources 

with the intention of developing a visual detection model to simulate detection in a land 

SAR operation. 

5 . 1 . 1  The Definite Range Detection Model 

The definite range model of detection or 'clean sweep' [100] is the simplest detection 

model and is defined as: 

p(x} = 1 .0 -rdeJ ::; x ::; +rdeJ 

p(x} = 0.0 otherwise 

where p(x} is the probability of detecting a search object located at a distance x from the 

sensor and r deJ = the definite range over which the sensor can detect. The lateral range 

curve for the definite range detection model is depicted in Figure 5 .1  (adapted from [150, 

Figure 4-5] ) .  

For this detection model, TdeJ is equal to Tmax , the maximum range of detection, and 

the sweep width, W = 2rmax . While the model itself is not realistic for most sensors, 

theoretically the definite range model is a useful model of detection as it defines an 

upper bound on the probability of detection and provides an alternative definition of 

sweep width which can be defined as: 

109 
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Figure 5 .1 :  Lateral range curve of the definite range detection model. 

"the width a definite range sensor would have to sweep in order to detect 

the same number of objects per unit time in a uniform distribution of search 

objects" [150, page 4-5] . 

The definite range model is a special case of the M-Beta detection model, which is 

described below. 

5 . 1 .2 M-Beta Detection Model 

The M-Beta detection model is defined as: 

p(x) = M -rmax � x � +rmax 
p(x) = 0 otherwise 

where Tmax = f3/2. The lateral range curve is depicted in Figure 5.2 (adapted from [150, 

Figure 4-7] ) .  

The sweep width i s  equal to: 

W = M x f3  

5 .1 .3 Inverse Cube Detection Model 

The inverse cube model is an empirical model developed by Koopman during the Second 

World War for the US Navy, to visually detect enemy warships from an aircraft by 

sighting the ship's wake [100, 150J . 

The instantaneous probability of detection, 'Y, is approximated by 

kh 
'Y = -r3 
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Figure 5.2: Lateral range curve of the M - Beta detection model. 

where k is a proportionality constant consisting of search factors and an area dimension, 

h is the height that the searching aircraft is flying above the ocean, and r is equal to the 

horizontal range between the aircraft and the ship's wake. 

The lateral range function is given as: 

-2kh 
p(x) = l - e� 

where w is the relative speed, or in terms of sweep width (W) as: 

w2 
p(x) = 1 - e- 4n2 

The graph of the lateral range curve in ideal search conditions is illustrated in Fig

ure 5.3 (adapted from [150, Figure 4-10]) .  In theory the maximum detection range of the 

inverse cube model is infinite. 

Frost cites the main advantage of the inverse cube detection model in modelling 

human sensors in marine SAR is that "it is based on a physical model, however crude 

or inaccurate, of visual detection under operational conditions" [150, page 4-1 1] .  The 

inverse cube model has been used as the basis of detection calculations in marine SAR 

planning for over fifty years, even though not all the conditions under which the model 

was developed held for those searches and the model has never been verified. Frost 

also notes that "under ideal conditions involving parallel sweep searches for typical SAR 

search objects of moderate to large size, the inverse cube model often predicts the POD 

surprisingly well. However, for poor conditions or small search objects, the inverse cube 

model is a poor predictor of POD, being generally too optimistic" [150, page 4-12] . 
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Figure 5.3: Lateral range curve of the inverse cube model of detection under ideal search 
conditions. 

5 .1.4 Random Search 

The random search formula, or the exponential detection function, was also developed by 

Koopman [100] . The random search formula defines a lower bound on the probability of 

detection, and is used in this capacity to predict the POD of search resources in poor 

conditions by the marine search planning method, ISPM [150] . (The ISPM recommends 

the use of the inverse cube model under ideal search conditions.) The POD of a random 

search is derived to be: 

WL 
1 - e - -:;r- when n is large 

where L represents the length of the sensor's path, A is the size of the search area, and 

n is the number of equal length portions which the sensor's path is divided into. 

Hence POD = 1 - e-c when n is large, with C = �L being constant and consistent 

with Section 2 .7. 

Random search assumes "that search effort is randomly distributed over the search 

area according to a uniform distribution and that each small increment of search effort 

is positioned independently of the past search effort" [153, page 218] .  

Additional assumptions behind this derivation include: that the search object is 

stationary and has a uniformly distributed location probability density; that detection 

occurs within the definite range of W /2 either side of the sensor's path; and that the 

length of any portion of the sensor's path is small relative to the total path length and 

"decidedly larger" than the detection range [150] . Hence, the probability of non-detection 

over the total path is the sum of non-detection in each of the n independent path portions 

( (1 - �1' )n) .  
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Stone [153] shows that these assumptions differ from a sensor following a path de

termined by a random walk. Following a random walk may give a lower POD than the 

random search formula. 

Stone also notes that, although no search situation usually meets these underlying 

assumptions, the random search formula "provides a reasonable and conservative estimate 

for the detection function for a wide class of searches" [153, page 218] .  However, he shows 

that when the sweep width is uncertain this is no longer the case and the sensor's detection 

ability is not approximated well by the exponential detection function. 

Due to its dependence on C, the random search formula is "valid for virtually any 

reasonable detection model and certainly for any where p(x) is maximum at x = ° and 

decreases monotonically as Ix l  increases" [150, page 5-5] . Different detection models 

with a uniform effort distribution hence perform equally for equal values of C "whenever 

significant random variations in the search parameters are present" [65] . 

Randomness in a search operation can be caused by either random behaviour by the 

search subject, navigational error, or stochastic search factors such as weather changes. 

Frost notes that "almost all humanly planned endeavours are subject to unavoidable 

random factors and are rarely completed exactly as intended" [150, page 5-3] . 

5 . 1 .5 Comparison of Classical Detection Models 

For M-Beta models the POD value for a parallel sweep can be computed as 

POD = C  
c 

POD = 1 - (1  - M) M 

if C <  M 

if C 2: M 

For the inverse cube model the POD for a parallel sweep search is determined by 

POD = erf(V; C) 

where er f is the error function. 

When the different detection models are graphed displaying POD against coverage, 

for parallel sweep searches, Figure 5.4 is obtained. 

It can be seen that the definite range detection model forms an upper bound while the 

random search model forms a lower bound. Koopman observes that "all actual situations 

can be regarded as leading to intermediate curves" where "the inverse cube law is close 

. to a middle case, a circumstance which indicates its frequent empirical use, even in cases 

where the special assumptions upon which its derivation was based are largely rejected" 

[ 100, page 79] . Positioning sensor tracks closer than W provides no additional benefit 

for a definite range sensor as the maximum POD level has already been reached. As the 
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Figure 5.4: POD vs. coverage comparison of classical detection models. 

value of M decreases for M - Beta models, efficiency is lost and the curve approaches 

that of the random search curve [150] . 

"The amount of search effort required to achieve a certain POD with a parallel sweep 

search is highly dependent upon, and sensitive to, the nature of the sensor's lateral range 

curve" [150, page 5-13] .  Diminishing rates of return for expended effort are noted for all 

but the definite range detection model. 

It is recommended in marine SAR [150] to utilize the random search POD curve when 

the sensor is following a random path, with randomness represented in terms of "the size 

of the probable error of position relative to the search object" [150, page 5-14] ' or when 

the POD curve of the lateral range function is close to that of the random search POD 

curve [150] .  

Generally a lateral range function becomes "less peaked" when search conditions 

deteriorate, decreasing the sweep width. This is true for the inverse cube detection model. 

Greater research is called for by Frost in determining the POD curves to be utilized under 

differing searching conditions (rather than the current two choices in marine SAR - the 

inverse cube or random search models) due to the sensitivity of the level of search effort 

to changes in that curve [ 150]. However, Frost states that, due to other uncertain factors 

affecting search performance, "a case may still be made for the random search POD curve 

being the most realistic representation of the POD values which should be expected under 

operational conditions" [ 150] . 
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5 . 1 .6 Critical Separation Detection Model 

We now express the visual detection model presented by Perkins [137] to define the theory 

of critical separation, in search theory notation. This model has the lateral range curve 

depicted in Figure 5.5. 

p(x) 

____ � ____________ � __________ � __ _£> X 

-r max 0 +r max 
�I ------------------------�I 

2W 

Figure 5.5: Lateral range curve for the critical separation detection model. 

Here rmax is equal to the visibility limit of the search resource (defined as the "visi

bility horizon" by Perkins) .  

The lateral range curve has some similarities to  the inverse cube model of detection 

under ideal conditions, in that it defines a detection probability of 1 .0 if the search object 

is in the path of the sensor, diminishing towards a zero probability of detection as lateral 

range increases. The curve, in some respects, could be viewed as a 'linearization' of the 

inverse cube model, being slightly less optimistic of detection over small values of x but 

more optimistic of detection for larger values of x. 

The lateral range function is described as: 

p{x) = r-1xl + 1 .0 if -rmax � x � +rmax max 

p{x) = 0 otherwise 

with the sweep width, W = rmax. 
Perkins notes that the slope of the function is steeper in more difficult terrain and 

search conditions. This agrees with the decreasing sweep width relationship to deterio

rating conditions noted in [150] , however, Perkins does not propose that the lateral range 

function becomes 'less peaked' .  He instead assumes that the model will return a POD 

of 100% at x = 0, regardless of terrain or conditions. As Perkins' model is for ground 

searchers, it is realistic that if the subject lies on the resource's path detection will occur, 

unlike the inverse cube model which represents detection of a ship from the air. Perk ins 

[137] defines critical separation, for search resources conducting a parallel sweep search, 
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to be that spacing which results in an average POD of 50%. Diagrammatically this is 

represented in Figure 5.6.  

p(x) p(x) 

1 1 

__ � __________ � __________ � __________ � ________ ��-;� x 
one two 

critical separation 

Figure 5.6: Two searchers spaced at critical separation. 

Hence, the critical separation distance measure is equivalent to 2r max = 2W, and the 

coverage obtained at this spacing is W /2W = 0.5. 

When the POD obtained by this detection model (for parallel sweep searches) is 

graphed over differing levels of coverage (and track spacings) , the detection model is 

identical to the definite range model up to a coverage of 0.5, as depicted in Figure 5 .7. 

For greater coverage the detection model lies below that of the definite range model but 

above the random search model, falling below the inverse cube model for higher valued 

coverage. 
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Figure 5.7 :  POD vs. coverage comparison of the critical separation detection model. 
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In terms of searcher spacing in parallel sweep searches, the equivalence of Perkins' 

formula for POD is: 

POD = 1 .0 - 0.258 if 8 � 2 

POD = ISO if 8 � 2 

where 8 is the track spacing in units of W. 

Coverage can be expressed as a function of POD as follows: 

C = POD 

C = 4(1-�OD) 
if POD � 0.50 

if POD � 0.50 

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that doubling the search effort over a region previously 

covered to a 0.25 coverage returns double the coverage (0.5) and double the POD (0.5) .  

However, to double the search effort again to achieve a coverage of 1.0 does not double 

the POD. The resulting POD is 75% i.e. an increase of a factor of 0.5. Therefore, in 

terms of the level of POD returned for the amount of effort given, a coverage of 0.5 at 

a spacing of Critical Separation (CS) is most efficient, confirming the conclusion that 

Perkins reached via his utilization formula [137] . 

Table 5 . 1 :  Coverage and effort values for different searcher spacings for the critical sep
aration detection model. 

I Spacing I Coverage I Search Effort I POD I POD Increase I 
4W(2CS) 0.25 0.25A 0.250 
2W(CS) 0.50 0.5A 0.500 
W(0.5CS) 1 .00 A 0.750 
2/3W(1/3CS) 1 .50 1 .5A 0.833 
W /2(0.25CS) 2 .00 2.0A 0.875 

5 . 1 .7 Detection Model for a Land SAR Operation 

0.250 
0.250 
0.083 
0.042 

Frost [61] states that, "I think a key factor in planning and evaluating searches, whether 

for subjects or clues, is to have an objective handle on their respective detect abilities 

(sweep widths in the search theory world) so more objective POD estimates can be made 

from which to compute POS, etc." . Frost [59] questions the validity of generalizing the 

results of field experiments on detection to real search operations. In particular, Frost 

considers that results obtained are likely to be "significantly biased toward the high end 

of the scale." He defends this statement from the position that search resources in field 

tests have a high expectation of detecting search objects and are often shown the object 

that they are to detect prior to searching, creating an "intense search image" which acts 
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as a filter to the "visual stimuli" that they encounter as they search [56 , 59] . He also 

criticizes the measurement of POD in field experiments as the proportion of finds rather 

than the number of detection opportunities compared to those found [56] . Frost states 

that a similar bias was detected by the USCG when attempting to translate the use of 

empirical data collected from exercises, to normal operations [56] . 

Frost [56] calls for more research into defining PODs for land SAR based upon objec

tive, rather than the current subjective measures, observing, in particular, detection over 

differing conditions and search methods. Tate [56] points out the difficulty of classifying 

detection probabilities for terrain and vegetation which varies greatly. In particular he 

states that "we could spend a lifetime just cataloguing different levels of visibility in a 

year in just this county and our data would probably be useless to anybody else more 

then 50 miles away." Fowler's response [61] is to propose an experimentation process 

which first establishes which variables of land searches "have an appreciable effect on 

sweep width and POD." 

In light of these opinions and the fact that there is little research to date into the 

detection capabilities, and lateral range curves in particular, of ground search resources 

in New Zealand conditions, and indeed worldwide, we have chosen to utilize the critical 

separation detection model proposed by Perkins [137] for a number of reasons which we 

will proceed to outline. 

To begin with we considered published search detection models. We discounted the 

possibility of utilizing a definite range or M-Beta detection model, considering these 

models to be unrepresentative of human searchers. While the inverse cube model of 

detection has proven sufficient for planning marine searches under optimum conditions, 

the model itself was developed for search conditions where the search subject was large 

and to be detected from the air - conditions which are not true for land SAR. However, 

the idea of the probability of detection monotonically decreasing with increasing Ix l  is 

intuitively appealing for detection by the human eye and is also seen in the critical 

separation detection model of Perkins. 

The random search model is suitable when search conditions are unfavourable, and 

is utilized in this capacity by the USCG. In [150] a case is made for using this detection 

model to cater for the uncertainties present in search operations. However, being a lower 

bound on the probability of detection, the random search model is too pessimistic under 

ideal search conditions utilizing experienced searchers, especially when searching the lin

ear features of the TIN model. As we can control, via simulation, the stochastic factors 

encountered in a search operation (such as weather changes) ,  and we assume a stationary 

object (non-random behaviour) , identical, experienced searchers (less likely to make nav

igational errors) ,  and homogeneous terrain over each edge and triangle region in the TIN, 
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the advantages of the random search model are outweighed by its disadvantages. As the 

critical separation model is easily adjusted for differing vegetation or search conditions 

by altering the visibility horizon of searchers (and hence the sweep width of their search) ,  

stochastic search factors can be easily incorporated into the detection function. 

While Perkins and Roberts [137] note additional POD gains through the use of pur

poseful wandering, we do not directly model this; instead we calculate POD values based 

on the theoretical critical separation lateral range function. As it is difficult in most 

real terrains for a team of ground searchers to remain at a constant spacing, we consider 

that such navigational inaccuracies may off-set these observed gains along with other 

operational factors which Frost cites in his case for the use of the random search model. 

The theoretical POD values of the critical separation model are also in line with existing 

field data from other sources such as Wartes (cited in [137, 159]) and Colwell [21 ,  25] . In 

relation to Wartes' data the theoretical values exactly equal the experimental data as is 

evident from Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Wartes' field data in critical separations. 

Wartes Visual Data Critical Separation 
Spacing (feet) POD(%) Spacing POD (%) 

100 50 1CS 50 
60 70 0.6CS 70 
20 90 0.2CS 90 

Colwell's published experimental POD data for grid searches [21 ,  25] were obtained 

by determining the percentage of search objects found by a line of grid searchers sweeping 

through an area, excluding multiple object finds. A curve-fit algorithm was then applied 

to the results to reduce the scatter originally present [29] . When comparing the POD 

values observed by Colwell in experimental searches against the theoretical POD values 

determined by Perkins' critical separation detection model, a relatively close correlation 

is observed. In particular, the correlation is closer for visual searches in winter and 

especially in dense coniferous forest , although a close correlation is also evident for a 

high visibility sweep in summer. 

The comparison data for visual grid searches conducted in dense coniferous forest 

in winter [21] are displayed in Tables 5 .3 through to Table 5.6.  We omit the tabulated 

comparisons for searches conducted in open sub-alpine forest in winter and in dense 

coniferous forest in summer. The critical separation measure (CS) is set at the spacing 

of searchers that achieves an experimental field POD of 50%, with all other spacing 

measurements being referenced from this. 
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Table 5 .3 :  High visibility sweep data for dense coniferous forest in winter. 

Colwell's Observed Data Critical Separation 
Theoretical Data 

Spacing(m) POD(%) Spacing(CS) POD(%) 

19.1 100 0.16 92 
28.9 95 0.23 88 
38.2 90 0.31 84 
47.5 85 0.39 81 
58.6 80 0.46 77 
66.3 75 0.54 73 
76. 1  70 0.62 69 
86.3 65 0.70 65 
97.3 60 0.79 60 
109 55 0.87 56 
123 50 1 .00 50 
139 45 1 . 13 44 
162 40 1 .32 38 
250 35 2 .03 25 

Table 5.4: Standard visibility sweep data for dense coniferous forest in winter. 

Colwell's Observed Data Critical Separation 
Theoretical Data 

Spacing(m) POD(%) Spacing(CS) POD(%) 

11 .2  100 0 .10 95 
23.3 95 0.21 89 
33.4 90 0.31 85 
42. 7  85 0.39 80 
51 .5 80 0.47 76 
60.2 75 0.55 72 
68.9 70 0.63 68 
77.9 65 0.71 64 
87.4 60 0.80 60 
97.5 55 0.89 55 
109 50 1 .00 50 
122 45 1 . 12  45 
140 40 1 .28 39 
173 35 1 .59 32 
240 30 2.20 23 
257 25 2.36 21 
267 20 2 .45 20 
275 15 2.52 20 
282 10 2.59 19 
287 5 2.63 19 
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Colwell's data tends to be slightly more optimistic than that given by Perkins' model 

when searchers are spaced closer than 0.5 critical separations (coverage greater than 1 .0) 

in dense coniferous forest in winter. This might indicate that Perkins' model is too 

pessimistic over small x, however, this pattern is not seen in summer conditions (except 

in the high visibility sweep) ,  where the opposite tends to be true. 

While Colwell's visual data sets for dense coniferous forest in winter correlate well 

with Perkins' model over all types of grid search, the two search types that result in 

the highest correlation with Perkins' model for the other two search conditions (dense 

coniferous forest in summer and open sub-alpine forest in winter) are the high visibility 

and standard sweeps (results not shown) .  

The data gathered by Colwell for sound sweep searches over these different search 

conditions is not as close to Perkins' critical separation detection model results as the 

visual data but it does, nevertheless, follow it reasonably closely (on average the error is 

not more than 10%), particularly in winter conditions and for a quiet voice response as 

illustrated in Table 5.7. 

It would appear that Perkins' detection model represents visual detection in the field 

fairly accurately, particularly in search conditions epitomized by dense coniferous forest 

in winter. Colwell describes these conditions as Pacific West-Coast Dense Coniferous 

Forest of elevation 1200m with a "2 metre firm snowpack with no bush showing. There 

was fresh snow on the trees, it was moderately windy and snowing heavily most of the 

time" [21] . From these field observations it may be that Perkins' model is better suited to 

difficult visibility conditions as described above, or to those situations were the subject 

is conscious and is wearing clothing which is easily visible (standard or high visibility 

sweeps) . 

When plotting Colwell's observed POD data against searcher spacing, the curve "con

sists of a decreasing slope, followed by a 'plateau region' at lower PODs and wider searcher 

spacings" [29] . However, Colwell later showed that these plateau regions are a product 

of the way in which the trials were executed and are not accurate in their implication of 

greater efficiency for wider searcher spacings. 

To arrive at this conclusion, Colwell [29] mimicked the search patterns used in these 

field experiments on Excel spreadsheets and calculated PODs "from the number of 

searcher spacing 'tracklines' that actually intercepted (i.e. , saw) the target objects" . The 

results revealed that plotting POD values against searcher spacing resulted in the same 

POD values being obtained for discrete ranges of searcher spacings. Colwell notes that 

fitting a curve through these "POD plateaus" gives a similar curve to those published and 

considers that this effect was missed initially due the 'noise' present in the experimental 

field results. Col well concluded that the cause of these plateaus was geometric in nature 
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and due to the number of searchers which could be placed along a fixed-length baseline, 

being equal over a range of searcher spacings. He notes that a linear graph is obtained 

when plotting the number of searchers against the POD values. 

Colwell notes that the interpretations which he made in [21] of multiple sweeps at 

wider search spacings being more efficient were therefore incorrect and that future field 

experimentations should be conducted by spacing search objects at varying distances from 

the searchers' tracklines to avoid the results being skewed by the number of searchers 

searching. Such a method would facilitate the construction of a lateral range curve for a 

search resource under the given terrain and environmental conditions. 

The data originally published is, however, "reliable, reproducible and can be used to 

estimate expected PODs" [29] by other resources searching an area under the same con

ditions, and, in particular, using the same fixed baseline lengths. As no field experiments 

exist to date which sample detection counts with respect to distance from the search 

resource, or as the percentage of detection opportunities, Colwell's published field tests 

comprise the most relevant detection information available. As these results compare 

favourably with the theory of critical separation over most searcher spacings and grid 

sweep search methods, we consider Perkins' model to be an appropriate one to use to 

model detection for the purposes of this simulation. In real applications, it would be 

desirable to conduct experimentations (in line with Colwell's and Frost's recommenda

tions) prior to search operations to determine both approximate lateral range curves for 

search resources and their traversal speeds over different search methods, terrain and 

environmental conditions. 

Additional advantages of the critical separation detection model are that it is used 

in land search in the United Kingdom and it is calculated in the field for the conditions 

at hand, being re-evaluated as those conditions change. Even though it is not a strict 

representation of reality - Carnes and Cooke [14] state that "in fact it is only when 

the distance I'm looking gets very close to the visibility distance does the Probability of 

Detection start to fall off rapidly. Thus the function should not be a linear one" - it 

bears an intuitive resemblance to human detection of a search object. 

The critical separation model is easily adapted to the TIN model as we explicitly 

model the same type of vegetation in each search region, hence all that is needed to 

apply the model is a visibility horizon measure to be allocated to each region under 

differing search conditions. Such visibility measures and correction factors for differing 

search conditions were outlined in Chapter 4. In particular we define the maximum lateral 

range distance of a search resource (rmax) as its visibility measure. When considering 

sound searches, we view these in the same way as visual searches but we define rmax to 

be the maximum distance at which a subject can be detected by sound alone. 
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The factors impacting POD which Sweere [155] defines include: the speed of the 

searchers; their skill; the terrain; the weather; the light; the distance sound travels; the 

fatigue of the searchers; the detectability of the subject; and the quality of management 

and communication. Of these factors, the visibility and sound measures address the 

terrain characteristics, the distance sound travels and the detectability of the subject 

(which is also impacted by the responsiveness factor) ;  the weather and light conditions 

prevailing are then addressed by correcting these distance measures by the multiplication 

of correction factors. We assume that all searchers have identical skill and we do not 

directly model fatigue, instead limiting continuous search periods to six hours. l  The 

speed of the searchers is derived with respect to the vegetation and terrain gradient, 

and then adjusted for differing weather and light conditions, and whether the resource is 

searching or accessing a region. We do not directly consider the quality of management 

and communication within the model, assuming that this is of a high quality. 

5 . 1 . 8  Detection Along an Edge 

Edges of the TIN represent streams, rivers, ridge lines, tracks and vegetation breaks. 

Hence, the physical features the edges represent vary in width. While a track may often 

be only 1m wide, a river may be considerably wider. In the computer simulation model, 

we assume a constant physical width for all edge types which is wide enough for a single 

searcher to travel over, and a team of searchers to traverse in single file. In the case of an 

edge representing a river, we assume that a team does not walk through the river itself 

but along its bank. The bank selected is the one on the same side of the river as any 

other search regions that the resource has been assigned to search, in order to minimize 

the number of river crossings. 

Visibility in front of the search resource, as he moves along the edge, is given by 

the visibility measure assigned to the edge, based on its terrain classification. Visibility 

into the triangular regions adjacent to the edge, as the searcher scans to either side, is 

given by the visibility measure assigned to that triangular region. As a team of ground 

searchers searching along an edge moves in single file, the lateral visibility range for each 

searcher is vmtril into triangular region tri 1 and Vmtri2 into triangular region tri2. If 

the terrain classifications of the two triangular regions are different, the resulting lateral 

range curve for each resource is non-symmetric as portrayed in Figure 5.8. 

While it may be possible to space the searchers in a team across an area centred on 

the edge, it is not feasible in all instances due to the terrain involved; hence the edge, 

being the primary search region, is concentrated on by all team members. In addition, 

IFatigue could, alternatively, be incorporated by a further correction factor. 
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Table 5.5: Low visibility sweep data for dense coniferous forest in winter. 

Colwell's Observed Data Critical Separation 
Theoretical Data 

Spacing(m) POD(%) Spacing(CS) POD(%) 

10. 1 95 0.10 95 
22.3 90 0.22 89 
32.4 85 0.31 84 
42 80 0.41 80 
51 .4 75 0.50 75 
60.9 70 0.59 70 
70.4 65 0.68 66 
80.5 60 0 .78 61 
9 1 . 1  55 0.88 56 
103 50 1 .00 50 
1 16 45 1 . 13 44 
132 40 1 .28 39 
151  35 1 .47 34 
212 30 2 .06 24 
260 25 2.52 20 
277 20 2.69 19 
288 15 2 .80 18 

p(x) 

1 

________ � ______ � __________ � __ � x 
-vm,riJ resource +vm'ri2 

Figure 5.8: Non-symmetric lateral range curve. 
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Table 5.6: Body sweep data for dense coniferous forest in winter. 

Colwell's Observed Data Critical Separation 
Theoretical Data 

Spacing(m) POD(%) Spacing(CS) POD(%) 

11 .8 100 0.16 92 
16.3 95 0.23 89 
21 .1 90 0.29 85 
26 . 1  85 0.36 82 
31.3 80 0.43 78 
36.9 75 0.51 74 
42.9 70 0.60 70 
49.3 65 0.68 66 
56.1 60 0.78 61 
63.7 55 0.88 56 
72.1 50 1 .00 50 
81 .6 45 1 .13 44 
92.7 40 1 .29 39 
106 35 1 .47 34 
125 30 1 . 73 29 
157 25 2 .18 23 
256 20 3.55 14 
284 15 3 .94 13 

Table 5 .7: Quiet voice response sound sweep data for dense coniferous forest in winter. 

Colwell's Observed Data Critical Separation 
Theoretical Data 

Spacing(m) POD(%) Spacing(CS) POD(%) 

15.0 100 0 . 1 1  95  
34. 1  95 0 .25 88 
48.2 90 0.35 83 
59.5 85 0.43 79 
69.9 80 0.50 75 
79.9 75 0.57 71 
89 .9 70 0.65 68 
100.0 65 0.72 64 
111 .0 60 0.80 60 
124.0 55 0.89 55 
139.0 50 1 50 
160.0 45 1 . 15  43 
235.0 40 1 .69 30 
263.0 35 1 .89 26 
275.0 30 1 .98 25 
284.0 25 2.04 24 
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the adjacent triangular regions can be visualized to a certain extent as illustrated by 

the lateral range curve in Figure 5.8. In instances where the bank of a river is being 

negotiated, the actual distance that a searcher can see into the terrain represented by 

the triangular region on the other side of the river is reduced by the width of the river 

i. e., vmtri2 - riverwidth. While this is what would occur in practice, we do not directly 

model this as no width is assigned to the river edge in the model. Instead we assume that 

the visibility horizon to the right of the search resource is equal to the visibility measure 

assigned to the terrain on the searcher's right. 

This is the case when search resources are actually searching the edge. When resources 

are traversing the edge at a faster speed, merely as a means of access to another location, 

no sighting of terrain adjacent to the edge is achieved. It is assumed that the resources 

search only the edge itself without taking the additional time required to search to the 

left and right of their position. The time to traverse the edge by a team of searchers is 

assumed to be approximately the same time as required by one searcher. In deteriorating 

weather or light conditions the time required to traverse an edge is increased further so 

that the same level of searching can be accomplished. 

We assign a POD level of 100% to each traversal of an edge by a search resource, 

regardless of whether the edge itself is being searched or used only as access, and inde

pendent of the terrain and search conditions prevailing. The reasoning for this is that if 

negligible width is assigned to the edge, then the lateral range Ix l approaches 0 where 

p(x) = 1 .0 .  If a subject lies on the path, there is indeed a very high likelihood that at 

least one searcher in a team will detect them as they move very close to their position, 

even if they are unconscious or a fatality. Colwell [28J also proposes that a default POD 

of 100% be allocated to a trail search by a team. He states that "the probability of 

detection is most likely to be a very high value, approximately 100% or very close to it, 

along the trail itself. A team searching the trail may have a slightly higher POD than a 

single searcher so we may therefore assume, for most practical purposes, a default POD 

value of 100% along the trail." 

Assigning a POD level of 100% to edge traversals effectively means that in the case of 

a stationary subject, once an edge has been traversed no increase in PODcum is possible 

by further searches. Additionally, it becomes more efficient to allocate search resources 

to non-traversed edges as means of access to search regions, provided the increase in time 

over the shortest available path does not outweigh the overall gain in coverage. 

When edges are searched, a portion of each triangular region abutting that edge is 

visualized up to the visibility horizon of the searcher, i. e., from x = 0 to x = vm. 
However, in our model we assume that the width of a triangular region is significantly 

greater than the visibility measure of the region due to the equiangularity of the Delaunay 
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triangulation. Hence, the physical coverage of a portion of a triangular region that results 

from an edge search is so insignificant as to be of no value. As a result of this assumption, 

we consider every edge to be traversed at an access only speed which results in a POD 

of 100% along that edge with no searching of the adjacent triangular regions occurring 

during this traversal. Hence, as the geographic regions represented by the triangular 

regions are only covered if the actual region is searched, search objects located within 

one of these regions can only be detected from searching within the region itself. 

5 . 1 .9 Detection Assumptions of the Simulation Environment 

Within the simulation environment for the SAR model, we represent a search resource, 

whether it be a team or an individual, as a single point moving over the TIN. When 

the team comprises a small number of individuals, we consider that this is a reasonable 

assumption due to the relatively large geographic region of the TIN. It is an even better 

approximation if a small spacing between searchers is utilized. We also approximate 

the actual movement of resources over a triangular search region, as will be detailed in 

Chapter 8. This is due to the computational complexity involved in directly modelling 

the resources' trajectory, when in our initial model we only desire to approximate the 

time spent searching a region. Hence the detection function which we employ is also 

approximate. 

Detection is considered in terms of group detection rather than individual detection. 

Hence, the distance between the search resource and the search object is calculated as 

the distance between the object and the point representing the resource. We assume that 

the point represents the centre searcher in a team of ground searchers. When searching 

a triangular region, the time to detection is based on the fraction of the region which 

has been covered. This fraction is equal for all individuals of the team, hence a point or 

non-point representation of the team would give the same results. 

The SAR model assumes detection of the subject (visual or sound detection) occurs 

if a uniform, randomly generated number between 0.00 and 0.99 falls below the PODcum 

value resulting from the search. Detection occurs at a point 0.5 times the visibility or 

sound measure away from the point representing the search resource (or at the time the 

search task commences if this distance is greater than the distance between the entry 

vertex and the subject's position) . This distance was selected as it is the lateral range 

at which the probability of detecting the subject under the critical separation detection 

model is 0 .50; �t can be regarded as the 'average' detection distance given by the lateral 

range curve. This 'average' value was chosen because the SAR model developed does 

not determine the path of the search resource and the subject's position to a detail 
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fine enough to be able to determine the exact distance between the two at the point of 

detection. 

RESOURCE 

halfvm 

• • 

visual detection SUBJECT 

Figure 5.9: Distance representation of the visual detection of a subject. 

A distance representation of visual detection is illustrated in Figure 5.9. The time 

from commencing the search task to visual detection, tv , is: 

tv = max{O, fraction x search_hours - (0.5 x visibility_measure/deadhead speed)} 

where the variable fraction represents the fraction into the search region at which the 

subject is located and the deadhead speed is the 'access only' speed specified for the 

region. 

The time to sound detection, ts, is similarly calculated as: 

ts = max{O, fraction x search.Jwurs - (0.5 x sound_measure/deadhead speed)} 

We assume that the search resource which detects the subject is also the closest in 

time to the physical location of the subject. It may be possible that, if the subject can 

be detected from a vertex, a path through another vertex may provide another resource 

a quicker path to the subject , even if that resource can not yet sight the subject. This 

occurrence, however, is likely to be rare, and the additional time needed to re-route and 

communicate such a path to the second resource is likely to outweigh the initial cost 

savings. 

5. 1 . 10 Responsiveness Factor 

We model only one type of sound detection - that of detecting a normal voice response. 

Hence we consider two levels of responsiveness in the subject which will influence the 

success of sound detection - unresponsiveness and a responsive subject capable of a 

normal voice response. We assume that the probability of a conscious subject becoming 

unresponsive is greater for an injured subject or one who has experienced extreme weather 

conditions, and that this probability increases as the duration of the search lengthens. In 

the simulation model a Boolean variable responsive has its value initially determined by 
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Algorithm 5.1  function responsiveness_levelO 

end 

if number days � 4 or worst weather level = 4 then 
if subject injured then 
prob � 0.80 
else 
prob � 0.40 

end 
else 

end 

if number days � 2 then 
if subject injured then 
prob � 0.50 
else 
prob � 0.20 

end 

rand � uniform random number downloaded from input file 
if (rand < prob) then 

end 

/ / subject is deemed to be unresponsive 
responsive � FALSE 

the parameter START ..RESPONSE, the variable is then arbitrarily set to FALSE under 

the conditions outlined in Algorithm 5 . 1 .  If the subject is unconscious at the beginning of 

the search operation we assume that they remain unresponsive for the entire operation. 

In application, the effect of the responsiveness factor is that when sound sweeps are 

conducted at a spacing set to detect a normal voice response, sound detection will occur 

only if the subject is responsive and a uniform, randomly-generated number falls below 

the PODcum value derived from that search spacing. We assume that sound detection 

can occur only in triangular regions; we do not consider sound detection along edges of the 

TIN, or under circumstances of visual searching where search resources are not following 

sound sweep procedures of producing an audible noise then waiting for a response. 

5.2 Modelling the Path of the Subject 

We represent the path of the subject in terms of both the regions that they move through, 

and the entry and exit vertices of each of those regions. 

Two different types of subject path generation are considered. The first is a random 

path generation; the second is a path generation in line with the POA values embedded 

in the TIN structure, i. e. ,  the POA value assigned to each region of the TIN to model 

historical POA values. The specific type of path that is generated is determined by 
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the parameter PAT HTY P E, this being set to random or poa. At each vertex of the 

path a decision is made, according to the selected generation heuristic, to determine 

which of the potential neighbouring regions the subject next moves into. Only vertices 

of the TIN are considered as decision points and untracked edges are not considered 

viable regions for allocation. The subject's path is generated from a given vertex on the 

TIN (SPAT H ST ART) and is a minimum time in length, this being specified by the 

parameter SPATHLENGTH and given in hours. Regions are added to the path until 

this minimum time bound is exceeded. The subject is then positioned inside the last 

region of the path at a specified fraction into the region from the entry vertex, a. This 

fraction is given by the parameter LOST YRACTION. The total time that the subject 

has spent traversing the path is updated to account for this last fraction of movement. 

If the last region on a subject's path is a triangular region, we approximate the 

physical location of the subject by the centre of the triangular region. The x and y 
coordinates of this centre are given by averaging the x and y coordinates of the three 

region vertices. The z coordinate of the centre point is interpolated from the plane of 

the triangular region. 

A confusion factor is also incorporated into the path generation of the subject to 

account for disorientation of the subject or poor navigational skills. This factor is set 

as the model parameter CONFUSION and is defined as Boolean. If the parameter is 

set equal to FALSE the subject moves into a new region at each decision point, but if 

set equal to TRUE the subject can move back into a previous region of the path with a 

probability set at 0.333. 

The time that the subject takes to move through a region i ,  entering at vertex a and 

exiting at vertex b, is approximated by: 

t · . - distancea,b 2met - speedi,a ,b 
t ' . - urandxdistancea,b 2met - speedi,a,b 

if region i is an edge 

if region i is a triangle 

where urand is a uniformly, random-generated number over the range [1 .2 ,  1 .5] , distancea,b 

is the length of edge (a, b) , and speedi,a,b is the traversal speed through region i with re

spect to the gradient between a and b. 

When the subject's path is generated randomly, the next region that the subject 

moves to is selected randomly, as is the exit vertex of that region. 

When the search path is generated in line with historical POA values, the region 

chosen at each decision point (vertex a) is the neighbouring region with the highest POA 

value. A neighbouring region is defined as a region which has vertex a as one of its 

defining vertices. If the region selected is an edge of the TIN, then the exit vertex is 

simply defined to be the other defining vertex of the edge. If the region is a triangle then 
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the exit vertex, b, is that vertex whose edge region (a ,  b) has the highest POA value. For 

example, the triangular region in Figure 5 .10 is entered from vertex 2. The two edge 

regions of the triangle incident to vertex 2 are edge (2,4) and edge (2,6). As the POA 

value of the edge (2,4) is greater than the POA value of edge (2,6) ,  vertex 4 is selected 

as the exit vertex. 

6 

POA=O. JO 

2 

4 (exit) 

Figure 5. 10: Exit vertex determination for a triangular region. 

** edge of region I!: incident 
to ak with highest POA 

Figure 5 . 1 1 :  Path generated in line with historical POA values. 

Figure 5 . 1 1  portrays a complete subject path generated via the POA decision criteria. 

In this example, the first decision point, at vertex aI , has five neighbouring regions -

three edges and two triangles - of which the region with greatest POA is selected, 

region RI ' Vertex bl is then selected as the exit vertex, as edge (a I ,  bl ) has a greater 

POA value than edge (aI , b2 ) ' The region adjacent to vertex bl with the largest POA 

value is then edge region R2, if region RI cannot be re-selected (RI may be re-selected 

if CONFUSION=TRUE) . Regions R3 and R4 are then similarly selected before the 

time length of the path exceeds the specified minimum length. The path terminates 

with the subject being located into region R4 at the fraction given by the parameter 
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LOST ..FRACTION. 

We make the assumption that the stationary subject is not located in a region which 

may flood. In accordance with this, if the last region selected in the subject's path is 

at risk of flooding, an alternative region which is not at risk of flooding is selected in 

its place. This is always possible as we additionally assume that ollly edge regions may 

flood, hence, a triangular region adjacent to the subject 's current position can be selected 

as the region in which the path terminates. 

5 . 3  C lue Modelling 

5 .3 .1  Clue Placement 

When laying clues along the subject 's path, we consider the path as a time path moving 

through regions of the TIN. This time path is divided into C LU E J> ART IT ION equal 

lengths with a fixed number, NUMCLUE, of clues being randomly distributed over 

each length in accordance with an underlying uniform distribution. Each physical clue 

is placed in the region of the subject path corresponding to the equivalent portion of the 

time path. This is illustrated in Figure 5.12 for a subject path consisting of four regions 

taking a time of 8 hours, with 2 clues being placed in each hour period. 

R R2 R3 R 
• � � l� � � I� �� � I'\' ;\ � �I �4�. Region path (region partitions) , , , , , , " , , , , , , , , " , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , " , , , " , , , " , , , , " 
• # # I HI# # IH I" "I"" I " "I " " . Time path (hour partitions) 

Start 

Figure 5 . 12: Physical clue placement. 

The time placement of a clue j in period k (which begins at time tk ) ,  is found by 
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due_placej = tk + rk X timeJengthjCLUE...P ARTITION 

where rk is a random number in the range [0.00, 0.99] and timeJength is the total time 

taken by the subject to traverse the path. 

5.3 .1 .1  Hut Clues 

Clues placed at any vertex of the subject's path which has a hut positioned at that vertex, 

are treated as a separate case. We treat such clues as a physical record of the subject's 

route intentions as recorded in the hut log. Intentions are assumed to the recorded 58% 

of the time; this figure is the average percentage of New Zealand search operations where 

the subject's intentions were known, for the years 1994 to 1999 [122]. The intended 

vertex and region path of the subject is updated when the hut is searched and the clue 

discovered. The probability of detecting recorded intentions is equal to 1 .00. 

5.3.1 .2  Clue Attributes 

Hill [89] states that, when differing search detectors are utilized in land searches, "the 

number of potential clues per square mile in which the lost subject has been approaches 

the seven-figure mark." Hence, instead of modelling each clue left by the subject we 

define a clue in the model as an amalgamation of spatially correlated clues - a subset of 

the thousands of clues which would be left by a subject in reality. Effectively this means 

that an area of trampled bush is recorded in the model as one clue rather than many, 

as the many small clues comprising this image can be seen instantaneously and give one 

and the same information. 

The following information is recorded for each physical clue: 

• clue type, 

1 .0  hut clue with an intended route recorded which is the same as what is known, 

1 . 1  hut clue with an intended route recorded which is different from what is known, 

2 inorganic clue, and 

3 organic clue; 

• region of the TIN in which the clue is located; 

• the entry and exit vertices the subject utilized when moving through the region 

within which the clue is located; 
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• the fraction into the region, from the entry vertex, at which the clue is located; and 

• whether the clue has been detected. 

Of the physical clues placed, 10% are type 2 clues and 90% are type 3 clues. An 

example of a non-degrading clue would be an in-organic object belonging to the subject; 

examples of degrading clues would be footprints, and trampled or bent foliage. 

We make the assumption that all clues detected in the simulation of the search opera

tion were laid by the subject. This enables a standard information update for all detected 

clues without having to allow for a factor of 'noise' created by confounding clues. 

5.3 .2 Clue Detection Probabilities 

Hill [89] addresses the application of POD in land search, particularly relating to clue 

analysis, from the angle of information theory. In particular he distinguishes between 

the presence and value of negative information, and the absence of information, stating 

that: "The fact that they have found no clues is an important message that can have 

significant informational value. Yet, because it is negative information, its significance is 

easily overlooked" [89] . 

Hill illustrates the significance of such information by calculating the number of clues 

which could be expected to be detected with a clue POD of 25%, using the binomial 

distribution. From these results he concludes that "the total absence of found clues, even 

by resources using a relatively low POD, is important information that we shouldn't 

ignore" . In particular Hill proposes that the best search method is "to search each 

plausible segment once with clue-sensitive resources employing relatively low POD tactics 

before searching any segment a second time" , to reduce the uncertainty of the search in 

line with information theory. 

However, Frost argues this premise over a series of e-mails from 2 June to 10 June 

1998, with a further follow-up on 28 September 1998, initiating debate on clue detection 

probabilities on the SAR Research and Development list. In particular Frost [57] states 

that "I believe the use of the binomial distribution to plan or evaluate SAR searches is 

both misguided and dangerous." 

Frost [57] criticizes the use by Hill of modelling clue detection probabilities using the 

binomial distribution as applied to information theory. Frost argues that this approach 

is invalid as the search problem does not meet the underlying premises of the binomial 

distribution, namely that of requiring independent, uniformly distributed clues. As clues 

are laid along the subjects' path of travel, such clues are not independent and are likely to 

be spatially correlated. Even if clues were left randomly, Frost considers it highly unlikely 

that a search resource would then follow the subject's path exactly (except perhaps 
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when established trails are followed) to meet the requirements of the distribution. Frost 

cautions against deciding not to re-search a region which has previously been searched 

without clue detection or to decide to search elsewhere before re-searching that region 

as "there are a number of factors affecting where and how effort should be placed to 

maximize the chances for finding the subject and no one of them, taken alone, is a 

reliable guide" [57] . He states that it would appear in reality that "clues are missed more 

often than they are found, even when multiple clues are present to be found" [56] .  Frost 

also notes that: 

"There is what appears to be the very real difference between what empirical 

PODs say searchers should be finding and what they actually are finding in 

operational situations. This difference needs to be explained. Either there are 

typically very few 'detectable' clues present in 'real' searches, or the PODs 

for those that are there are much less than we are estimating, or some com

bination of the two" [56] . 

5.3.3 Modelling Clue Detection 

There is very little research on clue detection probabilities and Frost [56] identifies this 

as a difficult area, stating that the expected number of detectable clues in a region "will 

probably be a very elusive value for the foreseeable future, if we can ever get any handle 

on it at all" . In light of this we model clue detection by linking it to a search resource's 

probability of detecting the subject. 

The position of a clue on the TIN is not modelled exactly but is instead represented as 

being located at a given fraction into a region from a specified entry vertex. Similarly the 

exact path followed by a search resource is also not modelled. Hence, it is not possible 

from the model to determine how close to a clue a search resource passes and hence 

the detection probability associated with that lateral range. If we assume that a search 

resource has the same type of lateral range curve, in shape, for detecting a search object 

the size of a human or a cigarette box, then the data which changes is the range of x and 

hence the effective sweep width of the resource. If we depict the lateral range of a resource 

for detecting a human subject and a small clue in common environmental conditions as 

in Figure 5 . 13, then the sweep width for the first curve is rmaxs while, for the second 

curve, the sweep width is rmaxc (which could also be expressed as ;;:;:�; x rmaxs) . 
If a search resource has a higher sweep width when searching for a subject under one 

set of environmental conditions than another, then the sweep width when searching for 

a clue in those conditions will also be higher. Illustrated another way, if resources are 

searching at a closer spacing, resulting in a higher subject detection level, they are also 
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Figure 5.13: Subject and clue lateral range curves. 

more likely, on average, to pass closer to a clue. 

In particular, we determine the clue POD level, PODe, of an inorganic clue as 

PODe = pod_fraction x PODs 

where PODs represents the subject POD leveL 

Frost [56] states that "since clues other than major articles of clothing are likely to 

be small and often contrast poorly with the surrounding environment, baseline PODs for 

such clues are likely to be quite small in comparison to the PODs for the subject for the 

same amount of effort spread over the same amount of area under the same conditions." 

While the variable pod_fraction could be parameterized, we arbitrarily set it equal 

to 0.2. Hence if PODs = 60%, PODe = 12%. This level of clue detect ability is probably 

higher than would be encountered for most clues in reality, but it is a reflection of the 

modelling decision to define a clue as an amalgamation of a subset of the clues left by 

the subject . We also assume that search resources are trained in clue awareness. 

By linking clue detectability to subject detectability the current terrain, light, and 

weather conditions are automatically factored in. However, for organic clues which can 

degrade over time detectability is adjusted to account for the worst weather level expe

rienced, and the number of days which have passed, since the clue was formed. The clue 

POD level of an organic clue is then calculated as 

PODe = pod_fraction x ( 1  - env_factor) x PODs 

The environmental factor, env_factor, is arbitrarily defined as given in Table 5.8. 
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Table 5.8 :  Environmental degradation factors of clue detect ability. 

I Condition I env_factor I 
Worst weather level = 4 or number days � 6 0.6 
Worst weather level = 3 or number days � 4 0.4 
Number days � 2 0.2 

For example, if env_factor = 0.4 and the subject POD level equals 60% then the clue 

POD level becomes 7.2%. 

If a sound sweep search is being conducted of a region the predicted PODs is equal 

to that of a visual sweep search at one third the spacing. Hence, as we assume that 

there exist no clue types which can be detected by sound, leaving only those which can 

be detected by sight, we reduce the PODe by a factor of one third in sound sweeping. 

This effectively calculates the PO De under these conditions as a fraction of the visibility 

measure of the resource for that region. 

5.3.4 Physical Clue Detection 

When a search resource is about to enter a region, either to search it or to use it for access 

to another region, a procedure is called to determine if there are clues within that region 

and whether or not they will be detected by the resource. If a clue lies in the region, it 

is detected if a uniform randomly generated number between 0.00 and 0.99 is less than 

the POD value attached to that clue. Unlike detection of the subject, we assume that 

visual detection of a clue occurs at its physical location. This assumption is justified by 

the usually small nature of clues and their low contrast with the environment, making 

visual detection at any significant distance from their physical location unlikely. This 

is also reflected in the relatively low POD values assigned to the clues. When a clue is 

detected, its discovery is communicated to the management team at the base at the time 

of discovery, the information pertaining to the clue is analysed and the subject's location 

probability distribution is updated in light of this information. 

All detectable clues are ordered chronologically from the entry of the search resource 

into the search region. As the clue placement is recorded in orientation to the vertices 

that the subject entered (vertex a) and exited (vertex b) the region, some calculation is 

required to determine the time of detection if the search resource is entering or exiting 

the region by a different pair of vertices. In the instance where the region is an edge of 

the TIN this is straightforward and the time to discovery, from entering the region, is 

calculated as: 
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Figure 5.14: Clue position for a resource entering an edge region at vertex b. 

regiorLtimei x clue_iractionj if the resource enters region i at vertex a 

region_timei x ( 1  - clue_iractionj ) if the resource enters region i at vertex b, 

where region_timei is the time required to search region i and clue_iractionj is the 

fraction into region i from vertex a which clue j is positioned at. This is illustrated in 

Figure 5.14. 

If the clue is located in a triangular search region, i, then we approximate the time 

to clue discovery as: 

region_timei x clue_iractionj if the resource enters i at vertex a or exits i via vertex b 

and by 
region_timei x ( 1  - clue_iractionj) if the resource enters i at vertex b or exits i via 

vertex a 

The detection time of the clue is approximated from the direction the subject moved 

through the region in comparison to the direction that the search resource is to move 

through the region, i. e.,  whether the search resource follows a similar direction to the 

subject or not. In particular we consider whether the resource enters or leaves the region 

by the same vertex as the subject, or if the resource enters the region by the vertex the 

subject exited by, or leaves the region by the vertex that the subject entered by. 

This approximation is based upon the assumption of a sweep search by the search 

resource which covers the terrain represented by the triangular region from entry to exit 

vertex, to the coverage level indicated by the POD value of the specific search method 

utilized. As the actual path of the subject in that region is unknown, and in particular 

it is unknown how the search resource's path correlates to the subject's path, it is not 

possible to more accurately define the time of detection (i. e. ,  the clue is defined as being 

located at a fraction "into the region" , not at a specific set of coordinates) .  A visual 

representation of a search through a region that contains a clue is shown in Figure 5 . 15. 

Once a clue has been detected and this fact communicated to search management, 

a procedure determines the time to detection of the next clue lying beyond the search 
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Figure 5.15 :  Clue position for a resource entering a triangular region at vertex c and 
exiting at vertex a. 
resource's current position. 

We make the assumptions that a clue is detected only once over the entire search 

operation and that any resources assigned to re-search the region where the clue was 

detected have already been briefed as to its location. The assumption of a once-only 

detection avoids the rediscovery of the same clue artificially boosting the clue count and 

hence the POA value of any given search region. Additionally, we assume that no clues 

are discovered after the detection of the subject, as resources are no longer traversing the 

region in a 'searching mode' but are traversing at a dead head speed. Any clues found at 

this time are redundant in any case. 

Whenever there is an interruption to searching, such as a rest or communication 

break, or the environmental factors of the search alter, the times until detection of any 

clues are updated to account for this. 

5.3.5 Information Update 

When a clue is detected, the known information relating to the subject's movements is 

either confirmed or contradicted. In particular, the POA values representing the subject's 

location probability distribution are adjusted to reflect an increase in the probability that 

the subject may still be located in the search region in which the clue was located, or in 

a region adjacent to this. When these POA values are then normalized so as to sum to 

one, the POA values of search regions falling outside of this region set decrease to reflect 

the decreased likelihood that the subject is located in these regions. 

The POA value of a region in which a clue is discovered is adjusted by a linear 

adjustment formula in [77] . The level of adjustment of the POA values is defined by the 

variable ROe, standing for Relevance of Clue and is given as 

POA* = ROe x ( 1  - POA) + POA 
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where ROC is subjectively allocated a value in the range [0.00, 1 .00] to reflect the rele

vance of the clue to the operation. 

Carnes and Cooke (in their PODSheet computer programme) [14] , update the P OA 

value of a search region by the following formula. 

POAi = POAi x 10C 

where 10C represents the Influence of the Clue and is calculated as 

10C = e(potentiaLclue-influencex clue..pTobabilityx -0.0866) 

The potentiaLdue_influence is a value in the range [0,8] , and represents the infor

mation given by the clue as to the likelihood that the subject is in region i .  If the search 

manager is "virtually 100% certain" that the clue indicates that the subject is in region 

i a value of 0 is assigned, while a value of 8 is assigned if the manager is "virtually 100% 

certain" that the clue indicates that the subject is not in region i. 

The due_probability attached to the clue is a value in the range [0,4] representing the 

relevance of the clue. A value of 4 indicates that the clue is very likely to be good while 

a value of 0 indicates that it is very likely to not be a good clue. 

The POA· values are then normalized to sum to one. 

In order to simulate a search operation in a way which does not rely on expert 

determination of clue influence or relevance at the time of clue detection, we construct 

rules to automatically update the probability distribution of the subject's location. These 

rules are based upon the number of clues detected in a search region and the direction 

of subject movement that is indicated by these clues. As the initial clues found within a 

search region have the potential to provide the greatest increase in information known on 

the subject's movements, the detection of further clues in the same search region is less 

likely to provide new information and more likely to build upon the information gained 

from previously detected clues. With this in mind we have developed a measure (which 

we term ROCcum,i) to measure the total relevance to the search operation of all clues 

detected within search region i. We view this cumulative clue relevancy as increasing 

with each clue discovered, but increasing only to a limit to reflect the actual increase in 

knowledge gained with each successive clue discovery. To this end we have selected an 

exponential formula to update ROCcum,i from the previous ROCcum,i value. 

ROC· . = 1 - e-ROCcum,; 
cum,t 

The initial ROCcum,i value is set by a parameter of the simulation, ROCo,  to enable 

the significance of clues discovered to vary and to monitor the impact that this has upon 
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planning and allocation decisions, viz: 

ROCcv.m,i = 1 - e- ROCo , Vi 

When a clue is discovered in region i we update the POA value of that region to: 

POA; = ROCcv.m,i x (1 - POAi) + POAi 

If different scenarios of the subject's likely movements have been developed then the 

detection of a clue may indicate the dominance of one scenario over another and the 

POA values of all regions can be recalculated based upon a shift in the scenario weight 

probabilities. In the simulation environment of the SAR operation we do not consider 

the presence of multiple scenarios, instead we plan on either the intended route of the 

subject (if known) , or on the historical POA values embedded in the TIN. When a clue 

is detected we increase the POA value of the region in which it was detected by the 

formula above. If the POA of the region was initially high relative to other regions, 

this strengthens the initial planning assumptions; otherwise, it shifts the POA values to 

weight this region more highly, mimicking a scenario change. 

In conjunction with increasing the POA value of the region in which the clue was 

discovered we also increase the POA value of adjacent regions in the direction of subject 

movement indicated by the clue. As clues are modelled to impart information on the 

subject's entry and exit vertex when moving through a region, this applies to all search 

regions (and as such implicitly does not include untracked edge regions) which have 

the subject's exit vertex in common. The regions whose POA values are increased are 

illustrated in the Figure 5.16 and identified with a '+' .  

+ 

����������r:::::::::====--�\- vertex subject exits by 

Figure 5 .16: POA update upon clue detection. 

We adjust the POA values of these regions to a lesser extent than the region in which 

the clue was located. The sum of the POA values of those regions falling in this set is 
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increased to 

POA-Bum* = (0.5 x ROCcum,i) x ( 1  - POA-Bum) + POA_sum 

The individual regions in the set then have their POA value updated, in proportion, 

to 

OA* 
POAj 

* P j = 
POA 

x POA..sum 
_sum 

If the case arises where POA_sum = 0.0 we consider POA-Bum to equal 0.01 in the 

above equations, in order to increase the POA values of the regions in the adjacent set. 

Additionally, in all instances where PO Aj = 0.0 for some j, then this region j has its 

POA value increased to 

POA* 
0.01 

* j = 
POA 

x POA-Bum 
_sum 

When a clue is discovered in the form of a hut log, the POA values of all regions 

with a vertex in common with the vertex that the hut is located at are increased. In 

addition, if the intended route outlined in the hut log differs from the intended route 

known, then the POA values of the regions along, and adjacent to, the altered portion 

of this route are increased, while those regions comprising, and adjacent to, the previous 

route are decreased. Regions which were adjacent to the subject's initial intended route 

and which are also adjacent to the new intended route, do not have their POA values 

altered as the POA values of these regions were initially set to be higher at the outset 

of the search operation due to their close proximity to the intended route. (This process 

is conducted at the commencement of the search operation when the subject's intended 

route is known and adjusts POA values in the same manner as now described) . Picto

rially this may be illustrated as in Figure 5. 17, with decreasing and increasing location 

probabilities indicated by '- '  and '+' respectively. Regions whose POA values do not 

alter are represented by '0'.  
Search regions which comprise the altered portion of the subject's intended route 

have their POA updated to 

POA; = ROCcum,i x (1 - POAi) + POAi 

while adjacent regions are updated, in proportion, to sum to 

and regions adjacent to the previous intended route and not adjacent to the altered 

intended route are updated, in proportion, to sum to 
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previous route 

Figure 5 . 1 7: Updating location probabilities for an altered subject route. 

After the POA values of regions falling in the update set are adjusted the POA values 

of all regions in the TIN are normalized to sum to one. However, the POA values of un

tracked edge regions remain at zero in accordance with the assumption that such edges do 

not contain the subject, being solely representative of boundaries between search regions 

rather than actual linear features. 

A physical search model has now been developed which incorporates : the search 

terrain; visibility restrictions; traversal of search resources; subject movement and re

sponsiveness; clue formation and deterioration; and a detection model for both a human 

subject and clues formed by him, based on Perkins' critical separation theory. Having 

defined a physical model over which to conduct a search we now consider the problem 

of resource allocation, and in particular, the specific paths followed by the resources, in 

the context of the current literature. We develop alternative problem formulations for 

the purposes of exposition, and identify the similarities of the SAR problem to existing 

problems as well as its unique aspects. 
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C H A P T E R  6 

Placing The SAR Problem 

In Context 

Following current international SAR procedures we consider three phases to the SAR 

operation - hasty, efficient and thorough. We define the three phases over the search 

region graph as incorporating: 

• Phase One: edge searching of required edges, also incorporating required vertices. 

• Phase Two: edge and triangular region searching of selected regions of the search 

region graph utilizing efficient search patterns. 

• Phase Three: edge and triangular region searching of selected regions of the graph 

utilizing thorough search patterns. 

The main differences between search Phases Two and Three are the search patterns 

utilized. In the third phase these patterns are more thorough and result in higher POD 

levels. Generally this increase in thoroughness is offset by increases in manpower require

ments, as searchers are spaced at closer intervals. These patterns have the lowest net 

benefit return per searcher hour of effort. 

Within this chapter the fundamental and unique aspects of the SAR problem are 

explored in relation to existing problems in the literature. 

6 . 1  Dynamism 

The SAR problem is dynamic in that it evolves in real-time with the search revealing 

new clues, or lack of clues, to the subject's whereabouts, as terrain is searched. In 

addition, the problem is stochastic in that it is affected by uncontrollable elements, such 
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as weather, and changing factors such as the number of available searchers. In a dynamic 

problem the time dimension is essential to the crux of the problem and information 

regarding future events is unknown or tentative. The problem itself may be open-ended 

(having an indefinite time period) and the model of a dynamic routing problem may be 

categorized by paths, in preference to tours, due to this. Generally events happening 

in the 'near-term' are considered to be of greater importance. Psaraftis [141 , page 226] 

considers it "unwise" to commit resources too far into the future in a dynamic scenario, 

as "other intermediate events may make such decisions suboptimal, and because such 

future information may change anyway." 

The objective function and time constraints of a dynamic problem may also be of 

a different structure to that of static problems, and are defined for subproblems (de

compositions in time or space) of the overall problem. Dror and Powell [44, page 12] 

note that dynamic and static problems do not possess a standard formulation and are 

"often characterized by the lack of a well-defined objective function." Often surrogate 

objectives will be utilized for tractability and these may be more representative of ob

jective functions associated with static problems. Additionally, Psaraftis [141] considers 

that objective functions should meaningfully incorporate known future information to 

some extent . Often time constraints will be defined as 'soft ' constraints. l  The author 

considers that meaningful performance measures for dynamic problems are throughput 

or productivity related. 

As there are no firm guidelines on how long a SAR operation will be conducted before 

suspension occurs and there is no means of establishing how long it will take to detect 

the subject, the SAR problem is indefinite in length. The problem is time critical and 

future information inputs are unknown. Re-scheduling and re-assigning search tasks to 

resources with respect to priorities derived from new information must be incorporated 

within the solution structure. Due to constraints of urgency all effort must be put into 

the immediate time frame; hence the problem displays all of the essential elements of 

a dynamic problem. The SAR problem is not only a dynamic problem with stochastic 

elements but, due to the urgency of response required, it also displays all the elements 

of a real-time decision problem. 

6 . 2  Coverage 

The classical definition of coverage from search theory is the ratio of search effort to the 

size of the search area and is defined in Section 2.7. We introduce a new definition of 

IPsaraftis [141] defines a 'soft' constraint as one which can be violated at a cost, and one which is 
subject to update and revision. 
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coverage, a visibility cover, which is analogous to the traditional definition of coverage 

within the Operations Research (OR) literature. This traditional definition applies to 

problems where locations are to be found for facilities which service portions of a network. 

If a portion of the network is within a certain distance of the facility it is deemed to be 

"covered" by the facility. 

We define terrain falling within a search resource's visibility measure (vrn) , or alter

natively within their sound measure (srn) , as falling within the resource's visibility cover 

(the term 'visibility' is used interchangeably for both sound and visual searches) .  Hence, 

a search object positioned at a point on the TIN located at a distance d from the resource 

is visibly covered by that resource if d < vrn for a visual search and if d < sm for a sound 

search. 

As the resource passing by such a search object has a positive, non-zero probability 

of detecting the object, the object can be viewed as being 'covered' by that resource. 

An object may however need to be 'covered' in such a way on more than one occasion 

for detection to actually result . In this sense the visibility cover definition differs from 

the OR coverage definition and, unlike most traditional measures, visibility coverage also 

differs in its dynamism. As a search resource's visibility measure alters with weather and 

light conditions so does the resource's visibility cover. 

In light of this definition of coverage it is possible that some edges within the search 

area need not be explicitly traversed, i. e. , visiting either or both of its end vertices may 

result in all terrain along an edge being visibly covered by a resource. Thus, in order for 

such an edge to be visibly covered it is not required that this edge should feature in one 

of the final search paths, only that one, or both, of its end vertices must. Accordingly, 

edges are partitioned into three disjoint classifications of visibility measure. In increasing 

level of restriction, the terrain represented by an edge falls within a resource's visibility 

cover if: 

1 .  only one of the end vertices of the edge is visited; 

2. both the end vertices of the edge are visited; 

3. the edge is physically traversed completely. 

Henceforth we refer to an edge as falling within Class 1 ,  Class 2 or Class 3 as defined. 

With changing visibility conditions over the search operation it is possible that an edge 

may fall within a different edge class at different time points. 

The definition of explicit and implicit searching is also utilized. An edge which is 

physically traversed as a component of a resource's search path is described as being 
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explicitly searched, while an edge in Class 1 or Class 2 is implicitly searched if its required 

vertices are a component of a resource's search path and it is not explicitly searched. 

Coverage-routing problems in the literature are now examined with respect to their 

applicability to the SAR problem. 

6.2.1  Coverage - Routing Problems in the Literature 

Initially those problems which seek a single tour or path under some measure of coverage 

are considered. 

6.2.2 Vertex Coverage 

6.2 .2 .1  Tour Routes 

The Covering Salesman Problem (CSP), first introduced by Current in 1981 [36, 68] , 

has the objective of finding the tour of minimal length over a subset of given vertices, such 

that every vertex which is not on the tour is within a predetermined covering distance of 

a vertex on the tour. The CSP is applied particularly to bilevel transportation networks 

where a service is provided at each vertex on the tour and those 'customers' off the tour 

must be close enough to access this service at at least one vertex on the tour. Particular 

applications include rural health delivery and postal services. Current and Schilling 

[36] also develop a bi-criterion formulation for the CSP that additionally considers the 

objective of minimizing the cost of stopping at each vertex on the tour. 

Gendreau et. al. [69] further refine the CSP to define the Covering Tour Problem 

(CTP). Unlike the CSP, the CTP is defined over a graph consisting of a set of vertices 

which can be visited by the final tour - a subset of which must be visited - and an 

additional set of vertices which must be covered. Vertices lying off the final tour are 

covered if they lie within a specified distance from a vertex on the tour and the minimal 

length tour is sought. 

Gendreau et. al. [68] , and Current and Schilling [36] , show that the CTP and CSP, 

respectively, reduce to the TSP when the vertices which must be covered by the tour are 

required to be within a distance of zero of the tour, i. e. the vertices must lie on the tour 

itself. Hence the problems are of NP-hard complexity. 

The Geometric Covering Salesman Problem2 is defined by Arkin and Hassin 

[5] as the problem where a salesman needs to determine a minimal length tour which 

intersects geometrically defined neighbourhoods of a set of buyers i .e . ,  a specified set of 

regions of a plane. The neighbourhoods are defined by each buyer as the distance that 

2The Geometric Covering Salesman Problem is also referenced as the Travelling Salesman with Neigh
bourhoods problem [5). 
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they are prepared to travel from their location to meet with the salesman. The authors 

note that the problem generalizes the Euclidean TSP where buyers are represented by 

single vertices; the GCSP is also NP-hard. The Geometric Covering Salesman Problem 

is described by Gendreau et.al. [68] as a continuous version of the CTP. 

Two problems which are related to the CSP jCTP are the Median Tour Problem 

(MTP) and the Maximal Covering Tour Problem (MCTP), introduced by Cur

rent and Schilling [37] . Both problems are also shown as NP-hard extensions of the TSP 

which visit only a subset, p, of the vertices in the graph. (This number could be allowed 

to vary as an additional criterion.) Both the MTP and the MCTP are formulated as 

bi-criterion problems where the first criterion is to minimize the total length of the tour. 

In the MTP each vertex has an associated demand and the second criterion is then to 

minimize the total demand weighted distance that must be travelled from vertices not 

on the tour, to the vertex in the tour closest to each. The second criterion of the MCTP 

is to minimize the demand at the vertices not covered (by some prespecified maximal 

travelling distance) by a vertex on the tour. The M CTP can be expressed as a special 

instance of the MTP by editing the distance matrix. 

Essentially such problems consider two decisions; namely - which vertices to include 

on the tour and how best to route the selected vertices. Generally a conflict exists 

between the length of the tour and the accessibility objectives. 

The CTP is applicable to a reconnaissance search phase where searching is restricted 

to specified vertices, such as huts, and the implicit searching of Class 1 and Class 2 edges. 

In this instance the set of vertices which must be visited are the identified huts and the 

end vertices of the edges required for each edge to be visibly covered. The vertex of a 

Class 1 edge which is not included in the final tour is covered by the tour in the manner 

described by the CTP, as it lies within a prespecified distance from a vertex in the tour. 

This distance is the visibility measure of that edge. While the predetermined covering 

distance is one fixed measure for all vertices in the problems described in the literature, 

this is not translated to the SAR model where visibility measures will differ depending 

on the terrain, and will also alter temporally when affected by changing weather and 

light conditions. The CTP restricts resources to beginning and terminating their search 

at the same vertex, e.g. the search base. 

The objective of minimizing the length of the tour applies well to the reconnaissance 

phase where speed is considered an essential factor. When the coverage of a Class 1 or 

Class 2 edge is further modelled by delaying the search resource at the end vertex lying 

on the tour, this can be viewed as the cost of stopping at that vertex. In this case the bi

criterion formulation of Current and Shilling is applicable. If an objective of maximizing 

POS were instead sought, then the MCTP of Current and Shilling could be adapted such 
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that the demand attached to a vertex not covered (and hence a Class 1 or Class 2 edge 

not covered) was equal to the predicted POS value of the uncovered edge incident to it. 

As the problems are formulated for single tours, the final tour would need to be split 

for multiple resource deployment or the problems would need to be adapted to produce 

multiple tours. The tours also route only vertices, hence they are unsuitable for the 

inclusion of Class 3 edges in the reconnaissance phase. 

6.2.2.2 Path Routes 

The problem addressed by the Shortest Covering Path Problem(SCPP) is to find 

the path of least cost between two specified vertices such that all vertices in the network 

are covered. Each vertex is covered if it is within a prespecified distance of a vertex 

on the path, where this distance does not have to be identical for every vertex [33] . 

The SCPP was first formulated by Current et. al. [34] . The shortest path problem and 

the hamiltonian path problem are both special cases of the SCPP. The shortest path 

problem occurs when the covering distance is significantly large and the hamiltonian 

path problem occurs when the covering distance is significantly small. Current et. al. 

[33] prove that the SCPP is NP-complete via a transformation to the hamiltonian path 

problem, indicating that the complexity of the problem can be reduced by utilizing a 

limited network where some arcs already exist. 

The SCPP combines the theory of covering, in relation to facility location, with the 

shortest path problem to jointly address both network design and routing. As for the 

covering tour problems, the SCPP is especially applicable to bilevel routing. 

Current et. al. [34] extend the SCPP to consider multiobjectives such as the trade-off 

between minimizing the path length and minimizing the maximum covering distance -

effectively placing a budget constraint into the objective function. A trade-off curve can 

be generated for these objectives considering differing values for the covering distance. 

Current et. al. [33] perform computational results on randomly generated symmetric 

networks ranging from 10 to 90 vertices, of differing densities, and conclude that the 

problems with an intermediate covering distance are the most difficult to solve. 

Current et. al. [35] further extend the SCPP to the Maximum Covering Short

est Path Problem (MCSPP). The objective of this problem is to find the minimum 

cost path between a predetermined starting vertex and a finishing vertex, such that the 

selected vertices on the path maximize the total demand covered by the path. In the 

MCSPP a demand exists at each vertex in the graph and this demand is met if the vertex 

is located on the path or if the vertex lies within a specified distance of a vertex on the 

path. The MCSPP is hence a multiobjective problem whose objectives conflict. 

The Maximum Population Shortest Path Problem (MPSPP) is defined by 
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Current et. al. [35] when the covering distance for all vertices in  the graph is equal to 

zero, i. e . ,  the vertices must be visited explicitly by the path for their demand to be met. 

This is a special case of the MCSPP and has the same objectives. 

Both the MCSPP and MPSPP are defined over a graph consisting of non-directed 

arcs . . Current et. al. [35] emphasize the flexibility of the problem formulation which 

can also be extended to cater for: instances where specific arcs or intermediate vertices 

are required to be on the path; cases where multiple coverage of vertices is desirable; 

the inclusion of mandatory closeness constraints3 which could be varied for differing 

vertices; and situations where varying service demands may occur at vertices - each 

service being represented by an additional covering objective. The authors state that 

minimizing coverage distance can be expressed as a third objective in the MCSPP if it 

is not a well defined value. 

The SCPP is applicable to planning search resource paths, as paths, not tours, are 

specifically detailed, although the problem addressed is once again a single, not multiple, 

path problem. Again the notion of coverage is identical to that of the various covering 

tour problems and fits well with the visibility cover in the search, as defined by searcher 

visibility. In the formulation of the SCPP, coverage distance is also able to be varied for 

differing vertices. However, once again, vertices are explicitly included in the path, not a 

specified set of edges. Additionally, symmetric distances are properties of the underlying 

network for the covering path problems which are not features of the search region graph. 

The MPSPP by regarding vertices as covered, only if they are explicitly present 

on the path, could be seen as a special case of a reconnaissance search phase where 

searchers concentrate their searching on those edges and vertices physically traversed, 

and do not slow to investigate other areas in their proximity. If conditions were so severe 

as to restrict visibility to the terrain directly before, and underfoot, of the searcher, this 

constraint would be a true representation of the problem at hand. 

6.2.2 .3 Tree Networks 

The Minimum Cost Covering Subtree Problem (MCCSP) is introduced by Aaronson

Hutson and ReVelle [1] . The problem is that of finding the minimum cost group of arcs 

which form a subtree, where all vertices are within a prespecified distance from some 

vertex in the subtree. Hence the problem is effectively a SCPP where the path must 

form a subtree and the underlying network forms a tree. Aaronson-Hutson and ReVelle 

define direct coverage as the coverage pertaining to vertices on the subtree and indirect 

coverage pertaining to the cover of vertices not on the subtree. They further define two 

3The maximum distance that a vertex can be from the path. 
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classifications of indirect coverage. The first classification applies to vertices which are 

within a specified distance of a vertex on the subtree. In the second classification, vertices 

are covered if they are within a specified distance to an arc of the subtree. 

Aaronson-Hutson and ReVelle [1] introduce the Maximal Indirect Covering Sub

tree Problem (MICSP) utilizing the first classification of indirect coverage. The solu

tion to the MICSP is a subtree which maximizes the demand at those vertices covered by 

the subtree (indirectly and directly) and minimizes the total cost of the subtree. Hence, 

a weighted trade-off occurs between total coverage and total cost. 

The Minimal Length Covering Subtree proposed by Kim et. al. (cited in [1])  is 

related to these problems. The problem has the objective of minimizing the total length 

of the subtree so that demand vertices are covered, and the solution can include whole 

or partial arcs. The authors define loss as "proportional to the distance to a terminal 

vertex of the sub tree" , where this distance must be within a specified covering value for 

each demand vertex in the network. 

Aaronson-Hutson and ReVelle discuss service applications where demand declines 

with distance from a subtree facility due to access inconvenience. Such declining demand 

can be Ip.odelled by a discounting factor. As distances from indirectly covered vertices 

to the closest vertex in the subtree are not directly modelled, a mandatory closeness 

standard is used as an upper bound on the distance of uncovered vertices from the subtree. 

Distance and time standards are used interchangeably. The mandatory closeness measure 

"serves as a proxy for an objective of minimizing maximum distances" and is introduced 

as a constraint on the problem. 

Both the MCCSP and MICSP are solved by Aaronson-Hutson and ReVelle [1] for a 

special case where the underlying network is a spanning tree, thus reducing the complexity 

of the problem by guaranteeing unique paths between all arc pairs. 

As these problems are defined over tree networks they would only apply to very special 

instances of the search region graph. The extended classifications of indirect coverage 

are useful in that a visibility measure is geometrically defined 'as the bird flies' and does 

not need to be defined upon an existing network i. e. , as the edge distance between an 

uncovered vertex and a covered vertex. In the SAR problem, a vertex not traversed in 

a search path will be visibly covered if it lies within a specified distance of a traversed 

edge, as long as no visibility restrictions exist . A mandatory closeness criterion could 

also be applied to uncovered vertices (a vertex not in the visibility cover) to ensure that 

no vertex was significantly far from a searched area. 
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6.2.3 Geometric Coverage 

The Watchman Route Problem is defined by Chin and Ntafos [17] as finding the 

minimum cost route within a polygon such that every point in the polygon is visible 

from at least one point on the route. The problem is originally derived from the applica

tion of stationing watchmen in an art gallery and includes such applications as security 

surveillance. O'Rourke [127] considers the problem and extensions in details. 

Chin and Naftos [17] show that the Watchman Route Problem over convex polygons 

which may contain convex, interior polygonal holes,4 is an NP-hard problem. The authors 

extend this result to show that the Watchman Route Problem over simple polyhedra and 

over rectilinear polygons with rectilinear holes, is also NP-hard. 

The concept of visibility utilized in the watchman route problem is effectively unlim

ited except when prevented by non-opaque barriers. In this respect it is dissimilar to the 

limited visibility encountered in a bush-covered terrain. In effect the problem is defined 

similarly, but the geometric environment that it is executed upon is significantly different 

in the extension of dimension resulting from the inclusion of an elevation factor. A simi

lar objective of minimizing the route of the searcher such that all points within a subset 

of the TIN are visible from some point on that route can be utilized, with the additional 

incorporation of other criteria such as that of regions of higher priority requiring earlier 

coverage. 

6 .2.4 Edge Coverage 

The Weighted Vertex Cover Problem is defined as the problem of determining a 

minimum weight set of vertices which cover all the edges in a given graph [4] . The 

vertices each have an associated weight and an edge is considered to be covered if at least 

one of the end vertices of the edge is in the vertex set. This problem is also NP-hard. 

As the problem considers weights on the vertices rather than the edges, it is not 

directly related to the SAR problem. However, the notion of coverage employed here can 

be applied to those edges in the TIN which are classified as falling within a resource's 

visibility cover if the resource searches one end vertex. The following generalizations of 

the weighted vertex cover problem extend this coverage notion in a way more applicable 

to the SAR problem. 

Arkin et. al. [4] consider two problems which generalize the weighted vertex cover 

problem and consider non-negative weights associated with the edges of the graph rather 

than the vertices. The first problem is the Tree Cover Problem where a minimum 

cost tree is required so that all edges have at least one vertex in the tree. If all edge 

4Polygonal holes are defined as opaque obstacles. 
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weights are equal, this problem is equivalent to a minimum connected vertex cover. The 

authors also consider a second problem entitled the Tour Cover Problem. In this 

problem a tour rather than a tree constitutes the cover. Repeated vertices and edges are 

allowed within the tour. Arkin et. al. show that both problems are NP-hard and do not 

assume that the cost matrix on the edges satisfies the triangle inequality. Approximation 

algorithms are given by Arkin et. al. to solve both the tree and tour cover problems. 

The Tour Cover Problem can be viewed as a Watchman Route Problem where the 

watchman is required to see every edge by visiting at least one of its end vertices, and to 

execute this by the shortest closed walk. 

In the above problems the definition of coverage has useful applications to some clas

sifications of edges in the SAR model. Generalizations of the problems could incorporate 

paths rather than tours, and specify subsets of edges which need to be covered. While a 

tree structure does not describe an efficient search pattern for a single resource, it may 

provide the framework for a multiple resource deployment, with one resource assigned to 

search each leading branch. 

6.2.5 Additional Search Considerations 

6.2 .5 .1  Communication 

The Multicovering Problem, also known as the Generalized Set Covering Prob

lem, is considered by Hall and Hockbaum [84] . The problem addresses coverage in models 

which contain a factor of unreliability, by enforcing multicoverage. Applications of the 

problem include the determination of the placement of emergency service facilities, place

ment of radio communication equipment, crew scheduling, and the problem of 'terrain 

masking' encountered by military radar surveillance. For example, in the placement of 

radio communication equipment the solution of the problem can ensure that a particular 

region is covered by more than one repeater so that communication does not break down. 

The problem is NP-hard as it is a generalization of the set covering problem. 

The main application of the multicovering problem to the SAR problem is in the area 

of radio communication. A solution to the multicovering problem can ensure that all 

regions of the terrain are covered more than once to prevent communication loss due to 

the uncertainty of conditions and equipment performance. 

6.2.5 .2 Sub-base Placement 

A problem in the literature, which has application to the placement of sub-bases in the 

SAR operation, is the Multi- Weber Problem. This problem finds n locations which 

minimize the summed distance from a number of fixed points, whose locations are known. 
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Positioning n sub-bases in this manner would ensure fast response times to any sector of 

the search region graph, when the set of fixed points represents the set of vertices of the 

graph. Rosing [144] presents a set covering formulation of this problem based on convex 

hulls and solves small problems to optimality. 

6.2.5.3 Observation Points 

Viewpoints located at key positions on the TIN could serve as useful observation points, 

particularly in the instance of a moving subject. Goodchild and Lee [76] formulate two 

coverage problems over a TIN. The first problem is a location set-covering problem with 

the objective of minimizing the number of facilities needed to see the entire surface of the 

TIN. The second problem is a maximum covering location problem and has the objective 

of maximizing the area covered by a fixed number of facilities. Due to the type of terrain 

composing a search area, the limited visibility of a search resource and the limited number 

of resources available, the second problem is more applicable to locating search resources 

at observation points. Due to the underlying subject location probability distribution it 

may also be preferable to position resources so as to cover regions of high POA only. 

Goodchild and Lee consider only the vertices of the TIN as possible facility location 

candidates, as the set of vertices of the TIN are assumed to include all peaks of the surface 

modelled by it. This limits the possible locations of facilities, hence making the problem 

tractable. The authors [76, page 18] also note that "the TIN representation ensures that 

the field of view of each vertex is almost certainly unique, and that dominance almost 

never exists. The search for coverage must therefore consider all vertices." 

6 . 3  Vertex Routing 

Vertex routing problems consider the problem of finding a route through the vertices, 

or a subset of vertices, of a given network. Such problems have application to the SAR 

problem if a tour through a set of required vertices, such as huts, hazards or observation 

points, is desired and if a route is desired for a transportation vehicle transferring search 

resources to the starting vertices of their search paths, or collecting resources from the 

termination vertices of their path. More significantly though, the problem can be applied 

to a search phase where only triangular regions of the search region graph are searched and 

the dual of the graph is utilized such that each triangular region is represented by a vertex 

located at its centre of mass. When considering a region as a vertex, its spatial quality 

must be accounted for; hence the time to travel between triangular regions is small in 

comparison with the time required to traverse the region face. This application necessarily 

requires careful thought as to an appropriate definition of inter-region traversal as well 
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as methods of traversing the triangular region in a searching pattern. 

6.3. 1 Single Route Problems 

The most commonly utilized vertex routing problem is the Travelling Salesman Prob

lem (TSP) where a salesman must visit a set of cities represented by vertices via the 

least cost route, beginning and ending that route at the same vertex [130, page 496] . The 

TSP is an NP-complete problem. Many variants on this problem have been proposed 

over the years; we now examine some of those relevant to the SAR problem. 

Golden et. al. [73] present the Time- Constrained Travelling Salesman Prob

lem where each pair of vertices has not only a travel time associated with it but also a 

net profit. The problem seeks to find a subtour over the graph which begins and ends at 

a given origin vertex, maximizes profit and has a length which does not exceed a given 

time constraint. 

A general TSP with precedence relations is considered by Lokin [109] where 

conditions exist to specify which vertices must be visited prior to other vertices. In this 

version of the problem the starting and end vertex of the tour is not required to be the 

same. The objective is to minimize the cost of the resulting path or tour. 

The Clustered Travelling Salesman Problem [109] addresses the problem of vis

iting a cluster of vertices contiguously, when the vertices requiring visitation are initially 

clustered into subsets. This problem is then extended by Lokin [109] to one where prece

dence relations exist between the vertex clusters specifying the order of visitation. This 

priority version of the TSP is addressed by Fiala Timlin and Pulleyblank [51] who con

sider an application of precedence constraints to the scheduling and routing of a helicopter 

which services oil platforms. The oil platforms are grouped into priority classes where 

all platforms in a given priority class must be visited before any platforms in a class of 

lower priority are visited. The objective of the problem is to minimize the total flying 

distance of the helicopter such that all required platforms are visited. The particular 

problem considers pick up and delivery at some platforms, and is extended to consider a 

capacity constraint on the helicopter. 

The Multiobjective Vending Problem is presented by Keller and Goodchild [97] . 

This problem is formulated such that each vertex has an associated reward and a cost is 

incurred with each inter-vertex traversal. The problem seeks to determine a tour through 

a subset of vertices with maximum reward and least cost, and hence is a multi-objective 

problem. A similar problem is defined by Malandraki and Daskin [112] as the Maximum 

Benefit Travelling Salesman Problem; in this problem a vertex may be utilized more 

than once, but no additional benefit is gained. 
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The Orienteering Problem introduced by Tsiligirides [167] can be viewed as a 

special case of the Multiobjective Vending Problem when there exists an upper bound 

upon the cost of the tour. Hence the problem seeks the tour which maximizes the 

total prize value within the cost constraints, which has particular application to score 

orienteering. 

The particular problem of searching triangular regions in the SAR problem can be 

seen as being related to the Time Constrained TSP and the Orienteering Problem when 

constraints upon search path duration are considered. If these constraints are relaxed 

and considered as an objective, the problem is similar to the Multiobjective Vending 

Problem. If benefit is defined in terms of the POS value predicted from searching each 

region, then the SAR problem seeks to maximize this benefit as for the Orienteering 

Problem. Unlike the Maximum Benefit TSP, additional benefits can be obtained with 

successive searches of a region. The SAR problem also differs from the Time Constrained 

TSP variant in that the benefit is associated with a vertex rather than a pair of vertices. 

If the SAR problem is formulated in terms of precedence constraints, such that some 

search regions must be searched prior to others, the precedence versions of the TSP can 

be invoked. In particular, if regions are clustered into sets of similar priority, a clustered 

TSP with precedence constraints exists. When k search resources are available, a useful 

approach could be to cluster k tasks of similar duration and priority together, and then 

find a solution to the TSP with precedence relations for each resource, selecting a vertex 

from each cluster to allocate to each resource. 

6.3.2 Multiple Route Problems 

A multiple version of the Orienteering Problem is addressed by Butt and Cavalier [13] as 

the Multiple Tour Maximum Collection Problem (MTMCP) . The objective of the 

problem is to determine a set of tours which maximizes the total value of reward collected 

from vertices, within a given time limit. The problem can be seen in such applications as 

score orienteering conducted by teams or in vehicle routing where a reward is obtained 

from each customer visited. The MTMCP is NP-hard as the Vehicle Routing Problem 

(VRP) and the TSP are special cases of it. 

The MTMCP is most relevant to the problem of search coverage of the triangular 

regions when the dual of the search region graph is utilized. The maximization of reward 

within the MTMCP is analogous to the maximization of POS in the search, with the 

reward at each vertex being equal to the POS value predicted from the search of each 

region. Due to resource and time constraints it is usually not physically possible to search 

the entire search area, hence a selection of the vertices must be chosen for searching, as in 
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the MTMCP. The SAR problem has a similar objective of maximizing POS in a resource 

constrained situation. 

Multiple tours are required, one for each resource, and the problem is time con

strained. The time constraint is seen in the objective of finding the subject as quickly 

as possible and also in the duration of each search resource's path as a precaution to 

prevent fatigue. Time constraints in the SAR problem can then be considered in both 

planning shifts for resources and in terms of total searcher hours available for a set phase 

of the operation. Tours are appropriate if a resource begins and ends its route at the 

search base or some sub-base located on the TIN. However, the MTMCP does not order 

traversal on precedence or priority criterion, and is static, not dynamic, in nature. 

6 .4 Arc Routing 

Arc routing problems involve the traversal of arcs in a network where vertices in the 

network are used merely as entry and exit points for arc traversal. Arc traversal may 

start or finish at an intermediate point on the arc, and routes may be generated by 

creating cycles or paths. Routing may be restricted to subsets of arcs when not all 

arcs require service. While there exists extensive literature in this area, not as many 

results are available in comparison to the widely researched vertex routing problems. 

This lack of attention is largely due to the fact that, as Lapalme et. al. [101 , page 85] 

state, "arc-routing problems are particularly difficult" . Some practical applications of this 

field include postal delivery services, rubbish collection, and the operation of automated 

guided vehicles in factories [10, 151 ] .  Arc routing problems have application to the SAR 

problem in the reconnaissance search phase if edge only traversal is specified. 

6.4.1 Single Route Problems 

The most common occurrence of arc routing is called the Chinese Postman Prob

lem(CPP) and is attributed to Kwan Mei-Ko, a Chinese mathematician. The CPP 

requires a route to be found through a network of edges, such that all edges are traversed 

at least once and the total distance traversed is minimized. The postman begins and ends 

at the same vertex in the graph. The case where all edges of the graph are undirected 

is referred to as the undirected CPP, the instance where all the edges are directed is the 

directed CPP, and where only some edges are directed the problem becomes a mixed 

CPP. 

The undirected CPP can be solved in polynomial time as shown by Edmonds and 

Johnson [46] . The directed CPP results when arcs can only be traversed in one direction, 

eg. ,  one-way streets; when all arcs are to be traversed, this is simpler than the case 
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where the graph is undirected, and may also be solved in polynomial time. However, it 

is possible that no solution for the directed epp may exist. This will occur when there 

exists a subset of vertices in the graph, which have no arcs between the vertices within 

the subset and any other vertex not in that subset. 

In some instances the graph on which the epp is defined will be mixed, containing 

both directed and undirected arcs. Papidimitriou [131] shows that the mixed epp is 

NP-complete .  Papidimitriou also investigates instances where the underlying network 

is physically constrained due to some real-world application. In particular, he considers 

cases where the arcs form a planar graph with vertices of degree less than four, and all arc 

costs are equal to one. In these instances the problem is still found to be NP-complete. 

The epp over a mixed graph may also be unsolvable as in the directed case, and for the 

same reason. 

The Ru.ral Postman Problem(RPP}, first mentioned by Orloff [124] , is the epp 
where only a selection of the arcs require traversal. The best route is determined over 

these required arcs with the remaining arcs in the network being used solely as connections 

to establish the route with least cost. In instances where all the arcs are required, or a 

connected subgraph exists among the required arcs, the problem reduces to the epp. 
Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [107] prove that the RPP is NP-complete over both undi

rected and directed networks. The RPP is also NP-complete over mixed networks as the 

epp is a special case of the problem. However, Orlof! [126] states that these results are 

misleading as the additional complexity of the RPP over the epp is directly related to 

the number of disconnected components present. Hence, if the network can be trans

formed so as to reduce the disconnectivity of the sub-components, then the complexity 

of the problem can be reduced. 

The Windy Postman Problem(WPP} was first researched by Minieka [1 18] . The 

WPP is a epp where the cost of traversing an arc is dependent upon the direction that 

that arc is traversed; this may be due to gradients existing upon the arcs or resistance 

factors such as travelling into the wind. Hence, the WPP requires a decision as to which 

direction to traverse arcs in to achieve a route of least cost . This is a problem of much 

greater difficulty and as such has received less research attention. The previously exam

ined cases - undirected, directed and mixed epps , can all be considered special cases 

of the WPP. As with the previous variations of the epp, the objective is to determine a 

route over all the arcs in the network with minimum cost, such that all arcs are serviced. 

The resulting tour is a diorientation of a postman tour. 

Minieka [ 1 18] shows that the WPP is a special case of the mixed postman problem. 

As the mixed postman problem is NP-complete, so too is the WPP. However, Guan [82] 

shows that the WPP is of polynomial complexity when the underlying network contains 
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symmetric cycles, i. e. , each cycle in the graph has an equal cost, independent upon the 

direction of traversal around that cycle. Win [ 172] shows that this polynomial complexity 

result also holds for the special case where the WPP is defined on an Eulerian graph. 

The Minimum Cost Eulerian Orientation Problem, a WPP with the additional 

restriction that each edge must be traversed exactly once, is addressed by Guan and 

Pulleyblank [83] , and Win [ 172] . 

Dror et. al. [45] extend the CPP to consider precedence relations on the arcs, i. e . ,  cases 

where the arcs require traversal in a specified hierarchy of priority classes. Applications 

of this problem include snow ploughing and waste collection. Two precedence relations 

are considered by Dror et. al. . The first is linear, such that no arc in the next priority 

class can be traversed before all arcs in the previous class have been traversed. This 

problem can be solved in polynomial time for connected subgraphs of arcs having the 

same priority class. The second relation is general, where the arcs are partitioned into 

disjoint subsets with a weak partial ordering relation upon these. Dror et. al. prove that 

the CPP under a general precedence relation is NP-complete via a transformation to the 

TSP. 

The Maximum Benefit Chinese Postman Problem (MBCPP) is introduced 

by Malandraki and Daskin [ 1 12] .  The MBCPP defines an extension of the CPP where a 

benefit is associated with each traversal of an arc in the graph and the restriction that 

each arc must be traversed at least once, is removed. The objective is to determine a 

tour which maximizes the total net benefit obtained. The authors assume that additional 

benefits gained by traversing an arc more than once decrease as the number of traversals 

increase (decreasing marginal benefits) . The net cost of traversing an arc for the n-th 

time is taken as the negative of the net benefit. Hence the problem objective can be 

equivalently expressed as minimizing the total net cost of arc traversal. 

If the assumption of decreasing benefits with each arc traversal does not hold, an 

additional constraint is added to the formulation to ensure that the arcs are selected 

in the correct sequence. Applications of the MBCPP cited by Malandraki and Daskin 

include the snow-ploughing (or snow-salting) of street networks, where additional benefit 

is obtained with each traversal. Benefits are taken as user-inputs and can be defined so 

as to weight arcs of higher priority, such as arterial streets. By removing the constraint 

that all arcs must be traversed, those arcs of lowest net benefit may remain untraversed 

while resources are applied to those arcs of higher net benefit. 

Extensions to the MBCPP proposed, but not solved, by Malandraki and Daskin 

include: the addition of a budget constraint on the length of the tour; a bi-objective 

problem where a weighted objective maximizes the net benefit of the tour and minimizes 

the length of the tour; a multiple vehicle version where k tours pass through the depot; 
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a secondary objective of minimizing the variability or range of the length of k tours; and 

a temporal version with application to the ploughing of roads while it is still snowing, 

where the time between successive ploughings becomes important. 

When considering edge traversal of the search region graph, the two arc routing 

problems which are the most related are the Rural Postman Problem (RPP) and the 

Windy Postman Problem (WPP) . The RPP, in considering only a subset of edges in the 

graph which must be visited by any route, relates to a particular search phase where 

only edges of a given visibility class or priority rating need be searched explicitly. The 

WPP is applicable as it is formulated over a network where edges have a differing cost 

depending upon the direction in which they are traversed. In the SAR problem, if a 

non-level gradient exists there is a differing time taken to traverse an edge in the up-hill, 

compared to the down-hill, direction. 

The extension of the CPP to incorporate precedence relations on the arcs is also 

applicable when some edges in the search region graph are identified as hazards or as 

having very high, relative POA values. In these instances it is desirable to search such 

edges prior to extending the search to other edges in the graph. Such cases would require 

edges of similar priority to be clustered into a single priority class. 

When the predicted POS value of the search of an edge is regarded as the benefit of 

traversing that edge, the MBCPP can be seen to have application to the SAR problem. 

However, the MBCPP is defined such that successive traversals of an edge result in 

additional benefits. This is not true for edge searches of the search region graph if the 

POD level of an edge search is set at 1 .0 and the subject is stationary. However, the POD 

level of a clue will be less than 1 .0 so additional searching of an edge may still reveal 

new information in the form of clues. Benefit in this instance can be framed in terms of 

an increase in knowledge. The re-searching of edges is also likely to result in decreasing 

marginal benefits. The SAR problem is similar to the MBCPP in that not every edge 

need be searched and edges having low POS values can be excluded in favour of edges 

having higher perceived benefit. 

The multiple extension of the problem proposed by Malandraki and Daskin with the 

secondary objective of minimizing the variability of the resulting tours is more applicable 

to creating routes for multiple resources under an equity objective. A temporal version 

is also desirable due to the dynamism inherent in the SAR problem. 

While an edge-searching only, reconnaissance phase of the SAR problem exhibits 

features of the single edge routing problems described, it is more accurately addressed 

by the multiple edge routing variants of these problems. 

The notion of 'servicing' an edge in arc routing can be extended to the SAR problem 

where POD can be viewed as the level to which a region is 'serviced' .  Hence, regions 
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can be searched (or serviced) to differing degrees dependent upon resource and time 

constraints, and the level of expected benefit. It would also be possible to stipulate a 

minimum service level requirement where every region was searched to this level and 

some were searched above this level. 

The concept of deadheading in arc routing literature is generally defined as the 

instance where an arc is traversed more than the number of times that it is required to 

be serviced. Deadheading is, therefore, an indicator of inefficiencies within the network 

and the objective is to minimize this value. In the SAR problem, the repeated traversal 

of an edge or region is not necessarily regarded as inefficient. It may be strategically valid 

to re-search an area, especially one of high priority, in order to increase the probability 

of detecting the subject or to increase the state of current knowledge. Often advantage 

can be gained in re-searching, particularly when searching with different resources or 

searching from a differing angle than the one previously taken. A change in light and 

travel direction can often allow detection of previously obscured or undetected objects. 

We have hence re-defined the measure of inefficiency for the SAR problem to be the 

instance where a single searcher, or team, repeats a task in the same direction in which 

they previously executed it . 

6.4.2 Multiple Route Problems 

When multiple routes or paths are desired, k-person routing problems are described. As 

Frederickson et. al. [54, page 179] state: "these problems reflect more of the flavour of 

real world problems than I-person problems." 

The extension of the differing versions of the CPP to one where multiple routes are 

required is referred to as the k-person Chinese Postman Problem (k- CPP), where 

k = the number of postmen. The problem is to traverse each arc in the network with 

exactly one postman, in such a way that k tours are created which begin and end at 

the same vertex, and the total distance over all the tours is minimized. An extension to 

the k-CPP is made by Frederickson et. al. , who consider the problem with the objective 

of minimizing the length of the longest single tour. Pearn [133] defines this problem as 

the Minimax k- CPP. The extension to k routes complicates the problem considerably 

and the literature into this area is relatively sparse in comparison to the single postman 

problem. Frederickson et. al. show that the k-CPP is NP-complete for k > 1 .  

The k-RPP and k-WPP are similarly defined as extensions of their respective single 

route problems, involving the determination of k routes over the given network. As both 

the RPP and WPP are NP-complete, their multiple route versions are also NP-complete. 

The Capacitated Arc Routing Problem (CARP) is defined upon an undirected 
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network as the problem of finding routes which pass through a central depot which tra

verse all arcs but do not exceed the capacity of each vehicle. Each arc has a positive 

demand associated with it. The total objective is to minimize the combined routing costs. 

There exist a number of applications of the CARP including the routing of school busses, 

snow ploughs, rubbish collections, and the reading of electric meters [15, 151] .  A Ca

pacitated Chinese Postman Problem (CCPP) is similarly defined by Christofides 

[18] but differs from the problem definition of a CARP in that all arc demands in the 

CCPP must be greater than zero. 

Golden and Wong [74] have shown the O.5-approximate CCPP5 to be NP-hard. Hence, 

the O.5-approximate CARP is also NP-hard as the CCPP is a particular instance of a 

CARP. Lower bounds for the solution of the CARP are developed by Benavent et. al. [ 1 1] 

and Pearn [132] ' 
and extend those of Golden and Wong [74] , and Assad et. al. [6] . 

Assad et. al. [6] note that the capacity restriction of the problem is crucial in defining 

the difficulty of the problem and that further complexity implications arise when only 

a subset of arcs, forming disconnected subcomponents, require servicing. The authors 

also show that the CCPPs exhibiting some special structure are polynomially solvable. 

In particular, a CCPP conducted over a complete network where arc demands are less 

than W / n if n is odd, and W / (n - 1) if n is even, is solvable, where W represents the 

capacity of each vehicle and n represents the number of vertices in the network. By 

restricting arc demand, the computational increase resulting from the packing aspect of 

higher demand costs is avoided. Special solvable classes include a single path network 

and a cycle network where the arc demands are all equal. 

Golden and Wong [74] show how the CARP relates to other routing problems in the 

literature. In particular, if one vehicle has capacity to cover the demand in a network, 

then the CPP is described. If one vehicle has this capacity and positive demand occurs 

only for arcs in a specified subset, then the CARP describes the RPP. Similarly, the 

CARP can be shown to have the TSP and the VRP as special cases of it. This can be 

seen when a vertex requiring service is split into two vertices joined by a zero length arc 

having demand equal to the original vertex demand. 

Roy and Rousseau [145] present the Capacitated Canadian Postman Problem, 

a version of the CARP where instead of capacities existing on each defined route, a 

time constraint exists. The routes must begin and end at the same point (which may 

differ between routes) and cover all arcs requiring service. Roy and Rousseau define 

the problem over a graph which is undirected, connected and even, and where all arcs 

require service. Each arc has a differentiated cost defined, based on whether the arc is 

5The a-approximate version of a problem is that of determining the solution with cost at most (l+a) 
times that of the optimal solution [48] . 
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to be serviced or traversed without service. 

The Delaunay TIN with (3n - H - 3) edges constructs a sparse network of edges 

even when all edges are required, i .e . ,  all edges have a positive demand in the definition 

of the CARP. In addition, the search region graph can be viewed as a perverse network 

structure if the edges are not only sparse but also have large demands, i. e. if the ratio 

of the time to search an edge and a resource's available hours is large. This will occur if 

the three dimensional length of the edge is great and/or the terrain is difficult. 

Of the multiple arc routing problems in the literature, the problem most relevant to 

the edge routing of resources in the reconnaissance phase of the SAR problem is a mix 

of the k-RPP and k-WPP i. e. , a windy version of the k-RPP. The 'windy' nature of 

terrain traversal is then incorporated for multiple routes over a selected subset of edges. 

The Capacitated Canadian Postman Problem in its formulation of a time constraint 

upon each route is also representative of the SAR problem where a resource cannot be 

allocated search tasks beyond an upper time limit in order to prevent fatigue. In general 

the CARP class of problems, though static, are related to the SAR problem when a 

resource's available search hours are viewed as their capacity, which cannot be exceeded. 

In all arc routing problems the objective of minimizing the cost of arc traversals does 

not incorporate the objective of maximizing the time to detection of a search subject. 

Hence, an alternative objective needs to be formulated or implicitly incorporated by the 

identification of a subset of regions which, when searched, will meet this objective. 

6 . 5  Arc and Vertex Routing 

Orloff [124] investigates arc and vertex routing, and defines a General Routing Prob

lem (GRP) as a generic approach to solving them both. The GRP is defined as the 

problem where each arc in a required subset of arcs, and each vertex in a required subset 

of vertices, is traversed via a total route of least cost. The CPP, RPP and TSP are there

fore special cases of this problem. Orloff distinguishes between vertices which represent 

the intersections of arcs, and vertices which require a specific service. 

Orloff [125] extends the GRP to the instance where k 'vehicles' are required to service 

a network. This multiple version is termed the k-GRP. The problem determines the 

minimum cost k cycles which traverse a set of required arcs and visit a required set of 

vertices. The problem is formulated for a set of origin vertices and a common destination 

vertex, with each cycle containing an arc (assumed to be of zero cost) from the destination 

vertex to the origin vertex. 

The k-GRP is the most general routing approach of those studied and as such is the 

most relevant to the routing element of the SAR problem. 
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6 . 6  Partitioning 

The Arc Partitioning Problem (APP) is introduced by Bodin and Levy [12] .  The 

APP is formulated over a service network (a subset of a complete travel network) and 

has applications in the reading of household electricity meters, rubbish collection and 

postal delivery, where only a subset of arcs are serviced in a single day. Every arc of the 

service network has a service time and the arcs are undirected. The objective of the APP 

is to partition the network into connected subnetworks such that the workload of each 

partition is balanced and each arc is assigned to exactly one partition. The partitioning is 

considered to be balanced if the workload of each partition lies between a given upper and 

lower bound. A penalty function is employed by Bodin and Levy to cope with violation 

of these bounds; the penalty for violating either bound can be varied to represent their 

relative severity. 

Workers are transported to a starting point within each partition rather than being 

assigned a route from a common depot. A problem related to the APP which does deter

mine a route through each partition from starting depots is the Arc Oriented Location 

Routing Problem, also addressed by Levy and Bodin [108] . The APP is transformed to 

the Arc Oriented Location Routing Problem by the addition of a supervertex which acts 

as a dummy depot. Additional arcs with zero cost are added to connect the supervertex 

to a vertex in each partition. In this problem, objectives of minimizing deadheading time 

and minimizing the number of depots are also employed. 

The Exact Partitioning Problem is to determine a collection of vertex-disjoint 

partitions of minimum cost and size k, such that all vertices are covered. The partitions 

studied by Goemans and Williamson [70] consist of trees, cycles or paths. The minimum

weight perfect matching problem is an exact partitioning problem when k=2; the TSP, 

hamiltonian path problem and the minimum-cost spanning tree problem, can all be 

considered generalizations of the exact partitioning problem. The Lower Capacitated 

Partitioning Problem is defined as for the exact partitioning problem, except that 

instead of each component being required to have k components, each component must 

have at least k components. The problems are NP-complete. 

The APP is one of few problems in the literature which directly considers the objective 

of workload equality, an objective which is central to the problem of tasking search 

resources. Multiple tours are sought, which are separate and distinct, hence minimizing 

the redundancy of the service workers. Each arc has an assigned service cost which could 

be viewed as the time taken to search that edge in the SAR problem. Each tour is 

minimized in terms of the length of this service time and hence fits with the objectives of 

the SAR problem of minimizing the search time of a given resource's path, and minimizing 
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the redundancy of resources overlapping one anothers' paths. The APP also transfers 

the workers to a point in each partition. This has application to the SAR problem where 

searchers do not begin their assigned tasks from the search base but are transferred to 

their respective search regions via a helicopter. 

The exact partitioning problem ensures that partitions are disjoint which, if applied 

to the SAR problem, would ensure that the tasks allocated to individual search resources 

would not overlap, removing redundancy from the equation. The problem has the ob

jective of minimizing cost which can be adapted to finding paths which minimize time. 

However, the specification of a size k does not represent the problem encountered in SAR, 

as regions in the TIN are not similar in work effort required so solving the problem with 

respect to this parameter would not equate with work balance objectives. 

6 . 7  Scheduling 

Search regions are sequenced for searching and then allocated to available search re

sources; the sequencing of these tasks is therefore critical to the outcome of the search. 

Sequencing of search regions cannot, however, be separated from the SAR environment 

as it is inherently linked with the problem of assigning and routing the search regions. 

Sequencing or scheduling the search tasks contains obvious parallels to production (ma

chine) scheduling applications, which are addressed in a large body of literature. 

A single machine model is appropriate when we consider that the search of a region 

can be viewed as analogous to a region being processed by a single search resource 

(machine) .  When a region is searched by more than one resource, in consecutive sequence, 

a multiple machine application can be considered. In the production environment such a 

sequence is explicitly known and defined by the actions upon the product which occur in 

a set sequence. In the SAR environment this sequence will be determined dynamically 

depending on resource availability and changing knowledge. 

Within the literature on production scheduling applications a number of objectives 

are considered. These include minimizing the total time elapsed (make span) ,  minimizing 

the idle time of resources and attaining a uniform rate of activity. These three objectives 

are adaptable and applicable to the SAR context. It is desirable that the total time of the 

search operation be minimized, and that the idle time of search resources be minimized. If 

it is assumed that the number and type of search resources remains constant throughout 

the operation then a uniform rate of activity is also desired. Alternatively, search activity 

can be concentrated in the periods where labour is available in a proportionate ratio. 

Pre-emption is allowed within the search environment unlike many production schedul

ing applications. Cancellation of search tasks is allowed when new information indicates 
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that other search regions are now of higher priority. Such regions are searched before 

others which have previously been scheduled, hence overriding the initial sequence. This 

is similar in many ways, and aptly illustrated by, the sector laddering approach utilized 

in the UK. Scheduling in the SAR problem is hence dynamic rather than static. 

The notion of tardy jobs which are rejected if not processed in time in a production 

context are not applicable to the SAR context, as regions which should be searched do 

not become redundant beyond a given time frame. Search tasks may become redundant 

upon the receipt of new information but these are distinguishable from 'tardy jobs'. 

6 . 8  The SAR Problem 

In summary, each phase of the search operation can be seen to be both related and 

different from existing problems in the literature. 

6.8 .1  Phase One Search 

The Phase One search is termed a hasty or reconnaissance search. It is designed to 

be executed quickly and to cover regions of high probability. Generally the path of 

least resistance is taken [103] including marked tracks, ridge lines and stream beds. It 

is primarily for this reason that we restrict the searching in this phase to edges in the 

search region graph which represent linear features present in the search area. Not all 

edges in the graph need to be searched during this phase, hence a required set of edges 

is defined based upon a priority ranking scheme. 

During this phase any huts in the vicinity will generally be checked to ascertain 

whether the subject has moved through there, at what time, and whether in fact trip 

intention details have been recorded. Huts are represented as vertices on the search region 

graph, hence those huts requiring to be visited can be labelled as required vertices. 

The objective of this search phase is then to find the k paths of minimal cost which 

'cover' all the required edges and vertices and maximize POS returned, where k= the 

number of search resources utilized during this search phase. The paths should be com

pleted within a given time frame to meet the requirement that the search phase be 

executed quickly. Paths may include edges which are not in the required edge set if 

so doing expedites the minimal path cost objective. It is also desired that work effort 

between resources should be approximately equal. In this respect the problem is similar 

to the Arc Partitioning Problem of Bodin and Levy [12] . 

The basic Phase One search problem requires all search resources to begin searching 

from a common vertex - the search base. However, search paths may finish at any 

vertex of the search region graph. Bilevel variants on this problem enable resources to be 
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transported to the start of their path by helicopter or 4-wheel drive, thus enabling paths 

to begin at any point on the graph which is accessible by the available transport mode. 

Such transferral of resources is similar to both the Arc Partitioning Problem addressed 

by Bodin and Levy [12] and the Canadian Postman Problem of Roy and Rousseau [145] . 

Termination vertices of search paths may need to be selected in accordance with the 

desired qualities of starting vertices for the resource's next search assignment. 

As a specified edge and vertex set are defined that must be included in the search 

paths, the problem can be formulated as a windy-version of a k-General Routing Problem 

[125J. The set of required vertices can be transformed into edges such that edge routing 

alone can define a solution to the original problem. This can be achieved by splitting 

a vertex into two vertices joined by an edge of zero length, as proposed by Golden and 

Wong [74J . Under this transformation, or in instances where the required vertex set is 

empty, the problem can be described as a windy-version of the k-Rural Postman Problem. 

If edges must be traversed in a priority ordering then the Chinese Postman Problem with 

precedence relations on the arcs is described [45] . 

As search paths can be defined to not only traverse required explicit edges, but also 

'cover' required implicit edges, the problem displays similarities to those in the coverage 

routing literature. Within the model an implicit edge is covered if their respective re

quired vertices are present on a search path. These required vertices can be defined as 

standard required vertices in the context of covering problems [9J . Alternatively a simi

lar representation to the Shortest Covering Path Problem can be adapted for a multiple 

resource, windy-version, where the coverage measure is defined by the visibility measure 

on an edge, and vertex coverage (edge end vertices) is specified. 

As the problem can be represented as essentially equivalent to problems of known NP

complete complexity the problem defined by the Phase One search is also NP-complete. 

It is unique to other problems in the literature in that we are unaware of any k-Rural 

Postman Problems and solution approaches defined as windy-versions, nor any k-Shortest 

Covering Path Problem formulations, let alone those with windy edges. Additional re

strictions on the time limit of search paths and work balance among resources uniquely 

identify the SAR problem. 

6.8.2 Phase Two Search 

The Phase Two search is termed the efficient or general search. A combination of edge 

and triangular region searching is employed as searching is no longer restricted to the 

linear features of the terrain. If the problem is formulated as a vertex and edge routing 

problem then it can be defined as a k-General Routing Problem [125] with windy edges 
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and as such is NP-complete. 

6.8.3 Phase Three Search 

If in a Phase Three search it is assumed that there do not exist edges that require 

searching, then the problem reduces to determining k search paths which search a set of 

required triangular regions so as to maximize a defined objective. 

Triangular regions can be searched by a variety of search patterns, as will be outlined 

in Chapter 8 .  An individual search pattern achieves a set POD level and is described 

by the beginning and end points of the pattern (initially assumed to be vertices of the 

region), the spacing between the searchers and the direction of movement of the resource.6 

Depending on the orientation of the search pattern a different traversal time results. It 

is assumed that each triangular region is searched by only one search resource ( if a 

triangular region is too large to allow it to be searched by a single resource within the 

time constraints it is partitioned into regions which can be) . The path of a search resource 

is defined by the regions which it is allocated to search and the least time connections 

between the beginning and end points of the search pattern determined for each region. 

The triangular regions can be represented as vertices by solving the problem over the 

dual of the search region graph; the dual being formed by placing a vertex at the centre 

of mass of each triangular region and connecting these through the edges of adjacent 

regions. When represented in this way the problem can be viewed as a k vertex routing 

problem with a set of required vertices which must be visited. As there exists a predicted 

POS return at each vertex the problem can be seen to be related to the Multiple Tour 

Maximum Collection Problem addressed by Butt and Cavalier [13] ,  where the prize col

lected is equal to the POS value of the vertex which is to be maximized with respect to 

the time constraint . Additionally, a set of vertices is required to be searched. 

The shortest paths between the exit vertex of one region and the entry vertex of the 

next region in the search path can be modelled on the primal search region graph by 

the edges of the graph, as this structure is already in place and is hence computationally 

inexpensive. This also allows edges which have not yet be searched to be included in the 

access paths connecting regions - even if this results in some relaxation of the shortest 

path being utilized. Alternatively, the shortest paths could be found via planar unfolding 

or the discrete geodesic methods of the weighted region problem as addressed by Mitchell 

[ 1 19] .  The costs of the edges in the dual search region graph which connect two vertices 

representing triangular regions, equal the cost of the shortest path connection between 

the two regions in the primal search region graph. 

6 A ground search resource comprises a team of searchers of fixed size. 
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If the required triangular regions are to be searched according to a priority ordering 

then the problem is a multiple path variant of the Clustered Travelling Salesman Problem 

[51 ] .  

6 . 9  Problem Formulation 

Golden and Wong [74, page 308] state that "an NP-completeness proof is a strong in

dication that the problem is intractable" . As NP-complete problems in the literature 

can be shown to be special cases of the SAR problem, the general SAR problem is also 

NP-complete. Hence the mathematical formulations now presented serve to facilitate 

understanding of the problem and its relationship to other problems in the literature, 

rather than to offer a model to be solved. Initially differing objectives of the SAR prob

lem are considered and then a formulation is presented for the apportioning aspect of 

the problem. Two mathematical formulations of the SAR problem under edge searching 

only are then presented. The first formulation follows a routing approach; the second is 

presented from a coverage-routing perspective. A further formulation is then presented 

for the SAR problem when only triangular regions are searched. The formulations are 

static and are framed for a specific initial allocation of search tasks to available resources. 

6.9. 1 The Objective Function 

All decision-making within the SAR operation is focused on the following key issues which 

should not be compromised: 

• to locate the subject in the quickest possible time; 

• to maintain the safety of search resources; 

• to operate on a priority basis; 

• to develop efficient paths with respect to the time taken to execute them; and 

• to accurately calculate the relevance of clues and new information to provide the 

best platform for informed decision-making. 

In particular, a number of alternative objectives for the SAR problem can be consid

ered. These include: 

• minimize the time to detection of the subject; 

• maximize POS in each planning time period (when the problem is divided into 

lengths of a defined horizon length) ; 
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• maximize cumulative POS up to a certain time period; 

• maximize the rate of POS obtained per unit of time; 

• minimize the time required to complete a set level of coverage over a given set of 

regions; 

• maximize a weighted level of coverage where coverage is weighted more highly for 

regions rated as being of higher priority; 

• maximize the size of the search area coverable within the planning period; 

• maximize the coverage of each search region; 

• minimize the cost of not searching some regions; 

• minimize the length of each search resource's path; 

• minimize the variability of path duration between search resources; 

• minimize the unallocated search hours of each search resource; 

• minimize the non-necessary overlap of search resources' paths; and 

• minimize the time difference between when a region is searched and the time posi

tion it occurs in the original, desired event sequence. 

Among this list there exists a hierarchy of objectives. For instance, the objective 

of minimizing the time to subject detection effectively sums up the entire objective of 

the search, while the remaining objectives seek to expand upon this and quantify it in 

some way. These include maximizing the chance of detection, maximizing the utility 

of a given time period, minimizing redundancy in resource allocations or maximizing 

resource utility, and seeking resource allocations which strive for equity among resources. 

Some of these objectives are conflicting, such as the objective of maximizing coverage 

and size of a search area. Some objectives, such as the objective of minimizing path 

length variability among resources, can be expressed either as a hard constraint within 

the problem formulation or as a soft constraint in the form of a penalty function within 

the objective function. A further example of such a soft time constraint which may be 

violated at a penalty, would be to allow the length of a search resource's path to violate 

the resource's useful search hours. The penalty incurred can be modelled as a decrease 

in the POD level of the search as the resource fatigues. The motivation behind the use of 

such a constraint is to both increase the POS and to reduce the opportunity cost which 

arises when a search resource distant from a region would have to be allocated to search 
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a region which a resource near, or at, their search hour limit could search more quickly. 

A penalty function can also be considered in relation to scheduling search regions. In 

this application, if a region of given priority is not searched by a specific time, a penalty 

would be incurred. 

Problem constraints can be subject to update and revision as part of a learning process 

of how effectively they address the problems at hand. This competence can be measured 

in terms of the time needed to recompute search paths or the number of assignment 

changes i. e. ,  the total change from an initial path. 

The objectives which seek to maximize POS can be viewed as objectives which over

ride cost and resource equity considerations. POS can also be viewed as a superior 

measure of maximizing the chance of detection, superseding objectives of maximizing 

coverage or area searched, as it directly incorporates knowledge of the subject's location 

probability distribution. 

A multi-phase objective function can be developed which alters temporally with re

spect to distinct search phases, taking into account short, medium and long term decision

making. Structuring the objective function in this way decomposes the problem into 

subproblems based on time period planning horizons. It would appear that the most 

practical planning time frame to apply to the SAR problem is that of a half shift of six 

hours [121] .  

A number of differing objectives can also be incorporated by formulating a weighted 

multi-objective formulation, where each contributing objective is weighted by its relative 

significance. As the SAR problem is dynamic in the most general case, an objective which 

incorporates time is desirable. For example, the objective of maximizing the rate of POS 

obtained over time or the objective of maximizing POS over each planning horizon (when 

the problem is decomposed into problems of a defined horizon length) can be used. 

6.9.2 Allocation Formulation 

The apportioning problem in the SAR operation involves that of dividing the search 

area into search tasks of less than T hours in duration, and then loading these tasks 

onto the available search resources. Eilon and Christofides [47] address loading problems 

where physical items are loaded into boxes. The authors define a matrix of loading prob

lems defined via three problem objectives (01 , O2, 03) and two problems situations (SI 

and S2) .  

The problem situations are defined as: 

SI the capacity of the available boxes equals or exceeds the total size of the items, and 

all items can be allocated to a box; 
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I I 01 I 02 I 03 I 

I �� I � I ;  I � I 
82 not all items can be allocated to a box, either because the available capacity is less 

than the total size of the items, or because the individual item sizes do not allow a 

viable packing. 

81 corresponds in the SAR operation to all search tasks being allocated to the avail

able search resources, for the present search phase. This will occur if unlimited search 

resources are available, however for a search operation of any realistic size, covering a 

realistic area, this will not occur and situation 82 will avail. 

The three objectives of the problem matrix are: 

01 box-based objectives: 

• (a) minimize the number or value of the boxes required; 

• (b) minimize the volume or value of the unused space of partially filled boxes. 

O2 item-based objectives: 

• minimize the number or value of unallocated items. 

03 combination objective: 

• minimize the weighted value of the boxes used and the unallocated items. 

In the SAR problem these objectives can correspond to: 

• 01 (a) minimize the number7 of search resources required; 

• 01 (b) minimize the total unallocated search hours; 

• O2 minimize the total POS value of the unallocated search tasks; 

• 03 minimize the number of search resources and the total POS value of unallocated 

search tasks. 

The problem defined by 82 and 02 is a multidimensional knapsack problem with n 
boxes. This problem is especially relevant to the urgency and priority issues of SAR 

embodied in the POS values of the regions to be searched. Objective 01 (a) is not 

7 Alternatively value can be utilized if there exists a cost to purchasing a resource eg. ,  a helicopter. 
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particularly relevant to the SAR problem as a fixed, limited number of search resources is 

usually available to the search manager who, rather than seeking to minimize this number, 

seeks to maximize their utility. As such a useful approach for the SAR apportioning 

problem would be to combine objectives Ol (b) and 03 into a weighted objective. We 

define this objective as: 

• 04 minimize the unallocated search hours of each search resource and the total 

POS value of unallocated search tasks. 

We then create a problem class defined by 04 and 82 . 
In the SAR problem we assume that all search resources have the same capacity. This 

is represented by useful search hours which equate to T hours for any one search path 

allocation. Capacity requirements are additive. 

A more general problem is also presented by Eilon and Christofides where each item 

is characterized by several attributes, each with their own weighting. In turn the boxes 

are also characterized by a capacity weighting for each attribute. An illustration of this 

in the SAR problem would be to characterize a search task by such attributes as search 

hour duration and level of difficulty. A search resource could then only be assigned a 

search task if they have search hours unallocated and they have not yet reached their 

level of difficulty capacity (either imposed because of limitations on experience or ability, 

or to make tasks assigned to resources 'equal' in difficulty in order to preserve morale) .  

The assumption is made that 

T 2: Qi > 0 'Vi E N 

i. e . ,  the search area is divided into regions which are each able to be searched within T 
hours. 

A static integer programming formulation of the SAR apportioning problem in its 

most general form, without specific routing constraints, can then be defined. 

s.t. 

s n n s 

minimize l)T - 2: XikQi) + 2: P08i ( 1  - 2: Xik ) ( 1 )  
k=l i=l i=l k=l 

E�=l Xik :::; 1 
Xik = 0 or 1 

'Vi E N  
'Vi, k 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Qi = search duration of region i (hours) including access time 

s = number of search resources 

n = number of search regions 

T = maximum search hours allocated to resource k 

K = set of search resources 

N = set of search regions 

{ I  if search region i is allocated to resource k 
Xik = 

o otherwise 

The objective function is 04 and the constraints represent: 

(2) the duration of the search path of resource k does not exceed T 

(3) each task is allocated to a maximum of one search resource 

(4) integrality constraint 

6.9.3 Edge Coverage Formulation 

The following formulation is (loosely) adapted from the notation proposed by Beasley 

and Nascimento [9] , which was initially developed to formulate the single vehicle routing

allocation problem. It was then generalized to form the basis of a unifying framework 

for a number of coverage and routing problems described in the literature. The main 

adaptions required are: the necessary alterations to cope with edge coverage rather than 

vertex coverage; the extension to multiple paths; the inclusion of edge length and edge 

visibility measures; a priority set, P, of edges which must be searched; specific edge 

visibility classes; allowing edges to be traversed more than once, with differing traversal 

costs if searching or just traversing edges; and the introduction of time constraints on 

paths. 

The formulation is that of an 'open tour' problem during a single search phase. In 

stating that search resources do not have to return to the search base at the end of their 

path, we allow resources to then be assigned a new path from their current 'end' vertex 

in the next search phase, or alternatively to be transported by helicopter or a 4-wheel 

drive vehicle, to the search base or a new search region. Unlike the formulation of Beasley 

and N ascimento, no explicit finishing vertex is stipulated. Resources are also permitted 

to return to the search base during path execution if this is efficient with respect to 

minimizing the time taken to complete the search path in its entirety. The formulation 

assumes that all search resources move at an identical speed, and that separate traversal 

times are incurred depending on whether the edge is being searched or deadheaded. 
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For the search region graph G = (V, E) , where V represents the vertex set and E 
represents the edge set, the following variable definitions are utilized: 

Cij = time required to traverse edge(i,j) if searching the edge (where Cii = 0) 

�j = time required to traverse edge(i,j) if not searching the edge (where �i = 0) 

dij = cost of implicitly searching edge( i ,j )  modelled as a time delay at the vertex on the path 

hj = cost of not searching edge(i,j) weighted by priority class 

lij = length of edge(i ,j )  

Vij = visibility measure of edge ( i,j) 

P = set of edges which must definitely be searched 

Qpath = set of edges that are included in the paths of the search resources 

Qimp = set of edges that are implicitly searched by the search resources 

Qnon = set of all edges that are not searched by any resource 

RI = set of all Class 1 edges i. e . ,  edge(i,j)  where lij :::; Vij 
R2 = set of all Class 2 edges i. e., edge( i ,j) where lij :::; 2Vij 
R3 = set of all Class 3 edges i. e . ,  edge(i,j)  where lij > 2Vij 
Vr = set of all required vertices which must be on a search path of some resource 

Xijk = number of times edge(i ,j) is traversed by resource k (Xijk = 0 if i = j) 

T = maximum time limit on a resource's search path 

t = minimum time limit on a resource's search path 

U = upper penalty weight 

L = lower penalty weight 

s = number of search resources 

K = set of all search resources 

n = number of vertices in the graph; 0 = base vertex 

{ I if edge(i,j) E E is explicitly searched by resource k ( E  Qpath) 
Yijk = 

0 otherwise 

aijk = { I 
if edge(i,j )  E RI is implicitly searched by resource k (E  Qimp) 

o otherwise 

if edge( i ,j) E R2 is implicitly searched with resource k visiting both edge vertices 

if edge(i ,j)  E R2 is implicitly searched with resource k visiting one vertex 

otherwise 
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W . .  _ 

{ 1 if edge(i,j) E E is not searched; i.e., (i,j)  E Qnon 
tJ -

o otherwise 

{ I  if vertex i is on the path of resource k 
Uik = 

o otherwise 

The set of edges is defined by E = RI U R2 U R3 or Qpath U Qimp U Qnon . 

Additionally Qpath, Qimp and Qnon are mutually exclusive sets and Qpath U Qimp C P, 

and RI n R2 n R3 = 0. 
Edges not included in P may be searched if efficient with respect to the objective 

function but edges in P must be searched. 

The objective of the problem initially considered, is to minimize: 

.. the costs associated with explicit searching, with an associated weight in the ob

jective function of Apath ; 

• the costs associated with implicit searching, with an associated weight in the ob

jective function of Aimp; and 

.. the costs associated with non-searched edges, with an associated weight in the 

objective function of Anon . 

These objective measures are defined, respectively, as: 

s n n s n n 
Zpath = L L L CijYijk + L L L �j max{xijk ( l - Yijk) , (Xijk - l)Yijd 

k=I i=O j=O k=I i=O j=O 

s n n 
Zimp = L L L (dijaijk + dijbijk ) 

k=I i=O j=O 

n n 
Znon = L L !ijWij 

i=O j=O 

An alternative objective is to utilize a penalty function of search path time viola

tion and workload equity between the search resources. This objective is similar to that 

utilized by Bodin and Levy [12] for the Arc Partitioning Problem and has an associ

ated weight in the objective function of weight Aeq . Here the time constraints on path 

lengths are soft constraints, and the degree of violation above and below the given time 

parameters T and t is penalized by a weight U and L, respectively. 
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s s 

Zeq = U L max{T(k) - T,O} + L L max{t - T(k) ,O} 
k=l k=l 

where 

T(k) = the total path costs for a single resource k and is defined as 
n n n n n n 

T(k) = L L CijYijk+ L L �j max{xijk (I-Yijk) ,  (Xijk- 1)Yijd+ L L(dijaijk+dijbijk) 
i=O j=O i=O j=O i=O j=O 

The formulation under the initial objective function is as follows: 

s.t . 

Zpath + Zimp � T 

Zpath + Zimp � t 
l:k=l (Yijk + aijk + bijk/2) + Wij = 1 
l:k=l (Yijk + aijk + bijk/2) = 1 
l:j=l XOjk � 1 

Yijk � Xijk 
Uik + Ujk � aijk 
l:k=l bijkUik � 1 and 

l:k=l Uik � 1 
Yijk , aijk E (0, 1) 
bijk E (0, 1 , 2) 
Wij E (0, 1 )  
Uik E (0, 1 )  
Xijk integer 

path connectivity constraints 

subtour elimination constraints 

V(i , j) E E, k E K  

V(i , j) E P 

Vk E K  

V(i ,j )  E E, k E K 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

V(i , j) E RI , k E K (8) 

Vi E v;. 
Vi, j, k  

Vi , j, k  

Vi , j  

Vi, k  

Vi , j, k  

(9) 

( 10) 
( 1 1 )  
( 12) 
( 13) 

( 14) 
( 15) 
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where 

(1)  - weighted objective function 

(2) and (3) - hard time constraints on path lengths(optional) 

(4) - every edge is either explicitly searched, implicitly searched 

or not searched 

(5) - all edges in the required priority set are searched 

(6) - all resource's search paths begin at the base vertex 

(7) - explicitly searched edges must be in the path of some resource 

(8) - implicitly searched edges in edge Class 1 must have at least one of 

their end vertices in the path of the resource searching them 

(9) - implicitly searched edges in edge Class 2 must have both of their 

end vertices in the path(s) of the resource(s) searching them 

- one resource may cover one vertex and another resource the other 

vertex, or a single resource may cover both of the end vertices 

(10) - all required vertices are on a search path 

( 1 1 ) ,  (12) , (13) ,  (14) and (15) - integrality constraints 

Path connectivity constraints ensure that each resource's search path is connected by 

entering and exiting each vertex in the path (except for the base and the last vertex) the 

same number of times. Subtour elimination constraints prevent disconnected subcompo

nents appearing in paths which are disconnected from the search base vertex. Time and 

cost are used interchangeably, expressing the same cost measure of edge traversal. 

The SAR problem considering only edge traversal is NP-complete as it reduces to 

the k-Windy Postman Problem when P contains all edges E E, Ri n R2 = 0 (and hence 

Qimp n Qnon = 0) ,  C;.j = CijV(i , j ) E E, and no time limits on the search paths exist. 

When P does not contain all edges E E a windy version of the k-Rural Postman Problem 

is described. The inclusion of Ri and R2 brings in the notion of combined vertex and 

edge routing as in the k-General Routing Problem which is also NP-complete. 

Special cases of the SAR problem exist where data values are appropriately set and 

where slight changes to the formulation are required. These are now outlined. 

6.9.3.1 Special Cases 

#I There are no limits on path length (t = 0 and T = 00) , or only an upper or lower 

time limit exist . 

• All edges are to be searched (P = E). 
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• All edges are implicit edges. Here all edges E P are searched if the required end 

vertices are searched, i. e. R3 = 0. In the instance where all edges (i , j) E R2 a 

coverage of required edges can be achieved by a vertex cover of the graph. 

• Paths can begin at vertices other than the search base, by specification. 

• Paths of all resources end at a specific terminus vertex. 

• Anon = 0 if there are no costs associated with not searching edges. 

6.9.3.2 "ariauats 

A closed tour problem can be formulated by the inclusion of an additional constraint and 

fixing the last vertex in the tour to be equal to the base vertex. Search resources can 

all begin at differing starting vertices by the inclusion of a variable bk which defines the 

base vertex for resource k. The base inclusion constraint (6) would then be altered to 

VK E k, j # bk 

6 .9.4 Alternative Coverage-Routing Formulation 

Alternatively, the edge only search phase of the SAR problem can be formulated based 

upon the coverage notation of Current et. al. [35] for the Maximum Covering Shortest 

Path Problem. 

The same variables are utilized as above with the following variables being introduced 

to represent the coverage requirements of each edge and vertex: 

Smnl = {rn U nllmn :S vmn } 

where Smnl represents the set of vertices which cover edge (rn, n), and edge (rn, n) is a 

Class 1 edge, i. e . ,  (rn, n) E RI ' Here the covering distance S of Current et. al. is replaced 

by the visibility measure of the edge. And 

Smn2 = {rn, nl lmn :S 2vmn} 

where Smn2 represents the set of vertices which cover edge (rn, n), and edge (m, n) is a 

Class 2 edge, i. e . ,  (m, n) E R2 . 
The main changes in the formulation adapted from Current et. al. are that the prob

lem is extended to multiple paths and the single objective is extended to a biobjective 

formulation where the objectives are to: 

.. minimize the total path time of all search resources, with an associated weight in 

the objective function of Atot where Ztot = Zpath + Zimp as previously defined; 
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• maximize POS, with an associated weight in the objective function of Apos . 

The variables Wij and hj are no longer required as the total POS of searching is 

maximized rather than minimizing a cost of non-coverage (min AnonZnon) .  As in the 

previous formulation, the path objective and time constraints can be replaced by the 

workload equity and soft time constraint penalty function as a variant on the problem. 

The POS objective is formulated as 

s n n s n n 
Zpos = L L L POSijYijk + L L L POSij (aijk + bijk/2) 

k=l i=O j=O k=l i=O j=O 

where POSij is the POS value predicted from searching edge (i, j) .  

The objective function and coverage variables are similar to the Maximum Covering 

Shortest Path Problem presented by Current et. al. [35] although no demand exists. Cov

erage, instead of being measured by demand met, is measured here by the total predicted 

POS of the edges searched (either explicitly or implicitly) .  Within the formulation each 

edge is searched, explicitly or implicitly, at most once. 

The formulation is then: 

maximize AposZpos - AtotZtot ( l )  

s .t .  

Zpath + Zimp ::; T 
Zpath + Zimp :2: t 
Ej=l XOjk :2: 1 

E�=l (Yijk + aijk + bijk/2) = 1 
Ei=o EjESmnl (Xijk - amnk) :2: 0 
Ei=o EjESmn2 (Xijk - bmnk) :2: 0 
Yij k ::; Xij k 
E�=l Uik :2: 1 
Yijk. aijk E (0, 1 ) 
bijk E (0, 1 , 2) 
Uik E (0, 1) 
Xijk integer 

path connectivity constraints 

subtour elimination constraints 

Vk E K  

V(i , j )  E P 

V(m, n) E R1 , k  E K 

V(m, n) E R2, k E K 

V(i , j) E E, k E K 

Vi E v;. 

Vi, j, k 

Vi , j, k 

Vi , k 

Vi, j, k 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 
( 1 1) 
(12) 
(13) 
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where 

( 1 )  - objective function consisting of: 

- min total cost of edge search paths and max total POS 

(2) and (3) - hard time constraints on path lengths (optional) 

(4) - all resource's search paths begin at the base vertex 

(5) - all edges in the required priority set are searched 

(6) - edges in edge Class 1 must have at least one of their end vertices 

in the path of the resource searching them 

(7) - edges in edge Class 2 must have both of their end vertices in the path(s) 

of the resource(s) searching them - one resource may cover one vertex 

and another resource the other vertex, or a single resource may 

cover both of the end vertices 

(8) - explicitly searched edges must be on the path of some resource 

(9) - required vertices are on some path 

( 10) , ( 1 1 ) ,  ( 12) and (13) - integrality constraints 

6.9.5 Triangular Search Region Formulation 

A static routing formulation is developed for the search of triangular search regions 

only. The formulation draws upon the similarities of the problem to the Multiple Tour 

Maximum Collection Problem (MTMCP) .  These similarities are evident when the dual 

of the search region graph is utilized as the underlying graph, representing the triangular 

regions by vertices, and the POS value of the region is represented as a prize value. 

The notation employed by Butt and Cavalier [13] for the MTMCP is adapted, along 

with the incorporation of the highest priority regions as a set P. Set P contains all 

triangular regions which are required to be searched, and is analogous to the edge search 

formulation. 

Butt and Cavalier consider the single objective of maximizing prize return given a 

fixed time constraint. This objective is adapted to the SAR problem by considering a 

biobjective of maximizing POS (analogous to maximizing prize return) and minimizing 

a penalty function incorporating a soft constraint, rather than a hard constraint, on 

the time length of search paths. The penalty function also seeks to attain work equity 

between all of the search resources and is similar to that proposed by Bodin and Levy 

[12] .  

The variables utilized in the formulation consist of the following: 
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POSi = POS value associated with triangular region i 

bi = time required to search triangular region i 
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dij = time required to travel from region i to region j (access time) 

P = set of triangular regions which must be searched - highest priority regions 

T = maximum time limit on a resource's search time 

t = minimum time limit on a resource's search time 

U = upper penalty weight 

L = lower penalty weight 

s = number of search resources 
n = number of triangular regions in the graph; 0 = search base 

N = set of triangular regions, including the dummy search base 

K = set of search resources 

Xij
k 

= 
{ I  if region j is searched immediately after searching region i ,  by resource k 

o otherwise 

As spatial triangles are effectively defined by spatial vertices in the transformation to 

the SAR problem, bi is significantly larger than dij , unlike in the MTMCP. In addition 

dij is not explicitly represented. In the SAR problem dij represents the access time of 

moving from the location where a triangular region search is completed (initially assumed 

to be a vertex in the TIN) to the location where the searching is to begin for the next 

region in the resource's path (also initially assumed to be a vertex) .  Hence, the value of 

dij is represented by the shortest path between the two vertices. 

Butt and Cavalier determine k distinct tours which begin and end at a depot vertex. 

We adapt the problem to determine k distinct paths which all begin at a base vertex (the 

search base) but can end at any vertex. 

The problem itself is more complicated than the MTMCP in that bi , the time taken to 

search triangular region i, must be defined by a specific search technique, POD level and 

orientation, i. e . ,  the entry and exit vertex. To fix bi apriori the entry and exit vertices 

must be set. This can be done individually for each region by deciding upon a search 

technique and POD level, and then determining the least cost orientation for this to be 

executed in. In such a deterministic approach there is no room for adjusting the search 

orientation of a region with respect to the access costs dij , of moving between the regions 

which constitute its neighbours in the search path. 

The graph which the problem is formulated over consists of n triangular regions, 

the set of all triangular regions being represented by N. To counteract the problems of 

representing the search base (we assume that the search base is located at a vertex on 
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the TIN) by a spatial triangle, as the triangular regions are represented, we construct 

a "dummy vertex" , with no spatial qualities, to represent the search base. This vertex 

is linked, by edges, to each triangular region which has the actual search base vertex as 

one of its three vertices. We represent this set of triangular regions by the set S. The 

search base is defined as vertex O. The edge costs dOJ = 0 'Vj E S if the vertex rn where 

the search of region j is to begin from is the base vertex 0, otherwise do,j is equal to the 

cost associated with the region edge (search base, m) . 
To ensure that all triangular regions can initially be reached from the base vertex 

we include additional edges from the 'dummy' base vertex to all regions which do not 

have the search base vertex as one of their vertices. The costs assigned to these edges 

are determined from the shortest path distance between the search base vertex and the 

starting vertex, rn, of each region. Additionally we define POSo = 0 and bo = O. 

The objective which seeks to maximize POS is assigned the weight )..pos in the objec

tive function and is defined as 
5 n n 

Zpos = L L L POSiXijk 
k=l i=O j=l 

The total length of a resource's path is formulated as 
n n n n 

T(k) = L L dijxijk + L L bjXijk 
i=O j=l i=O j=l 

This path length measure is then incorporated into the penalty function on resource 

work equity and path length. The penalty function is assigned a weight of )..eq in the 

objective function and is defined as 
5 5 

Zeq = U L max{T(k) - T, O} + L L max{t - T(k) , O} 
k=l k=l 

Hence the objective of the problem can be formulated as 

maximize )..poszpos - )..eqZeq 

The static routing formulation for the problem can then be expressed as follows: 

s .t .  

maximize )..poszpos - )..eqZeq (1 )  

Lk=l Lj=l Xijk � 1 

Lj=l XOjk = 1 
Lk=l 2:j=l Xijk = 1 

Xijk E (0, 1) 
path connectivity constraints 

subtour elimination constraints 

'Vi E N (2) 
'Vk E K (3) 
'Vi E P  (4) 

'Vi, j, k  (5) 
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where 

( 1 )  - objective function consisting of: 

- max total POS 

- min penalty function based upon the cost of each resource's 

path with respect to limits on search time 

(2) - all triangular regions are searched by at most one resource 

(3) - all resource's search paths must include the search base 

(4) - all regions within the highest priority set are searched 

(5) - integrality constraints 

A more flexible approach to determining the search orientation of a triangular region 

and hence determining the bi values would be to incorporate the entry and exit vertices 

of a region as variables in the problem formulation. This would allow the bi value to 

be selected which resulted in the least time search path once access times had been 

incorporated. For example, the following variables could be defined to replace bi and dij 
respectively. 

bimn = the time required to search triangular region i entering at vertex m and 

exiting by vertex n 
din ,jm = the time of the shortest access path between the exit vertex n of region i 

and the entry vertex m of region j 
Entry and exit vertices m and n would be constrained to those vertices describing 

the triangular region. 

The formulation could also be varied such that resources begin from differing starting 

points, not just the search base, as for the edge formulation variants. A hard time 

constraint could also be included, as for the MTMCP, instead of the utilization of a 

penalty function. If re-searching of regions is permitted then constraint (2) can be relaxed. 

6 . 1 0  Unique Aspects of the Problem 

In summary, the features of the SAR problem which uniquely identify it from any one 

particular problem in the coverage and routing literature are: 

• the inherent dynamism; 

• windy traversal costs altering with environmental conditions; 

• spatial traversal of the triangular regions; 

• multiple paths being desired; 
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• multiple, conflicting objectives; and 

• combination edge and triangular region traversal. 

As the problem contains a scheduling, apportioning and routing component in a dy

namically changing environment, it is not a problem which can be easily solved by any 

one particular method,  and certainly not exactly, within the time constraints defined 

by search urgency. In light of this, heuristic methods are the most appropriate solution 

approaches to utilize over defined sub-problems of the SAR problem. In particular, the 

scheduling components of the problem can be incorporated by first identifying those re

gions which should be searched first and which can, approximately, be searched within 

the time frame available. These can be clustered into a primary search area as one ap

proach. Additionally, the problem is naturally decomposable into planning time periods 

where operations are currently already divided into work shifts and into specific search 

phases. Solving the SAR problem over a single period provides for a more manageable 

solution approach which is still responsive to dynamism. 

In the following chapters heuristic solution approaches to the SAR problem will be 

outlined along these lines. The first methods developed are for the sub-problem of a 

reconnaissance search phase which concentrates solely on searching the edge regions of 

the search region graph, and is constrained to the duration of the first planning period. 

Methods are then presented for the general search phases, Phase Two and Three, followed 

by specific dynamic search strategies. 



C H A P T E R  7 

T he Reconnaissance Search: 

Edge Routing 

7 . 1  Preamble 

The reconnaissance or 'hasty search' activated in the initial phase of the search operation 

is modelled over the search region graph by edge-only traversal. It is assumed that 

information is available which will enable POA values to be initially allocated to each 

element of the TIN. 1 This information may be in the form of information specific to the 

subject, such as the recorded intentions of a path that they were to follow or a point 

that they were last seen at, or it may be more general, in the form of historical search 

data relevant to the search area. POA values may also be derived from generalizations 

based on the characteristics of the subject or from data resulting from the trail-based 

POA method. Given that each edge has a POA value initially assigned to it , a POD 

value of 1 .0 is then allocated to each edge search to give a POS indicator for each edge 

that is equal to its POA value. It is these POS indicators which are utilized in planning 

the paths of the search resources during this search phase. 

It is assumed that the search paths, once allocated, remain unchanged (static) through

out this search phase unless the subject is located. The justification of this assumption 

is that the primary task of this search phase is to gather as much information on the 

subject 's movements as possible, with the resources and time frame available. Once any 

additional information is obtained, POA values are updated and are used to plan future 

search phases. Dynamically responding to the first clues found during this stage of the 

1 An element is the smallest definable entity, which in this instance is either a triangular region or an 
edge of a triangular region. 
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search, may result in resources being inefficiently reassigned to areas due to misinfor

mation, or assigned to follow clues which are subsumed by information gathered later 

in the original assignments. Unless the urgency of the search is high, or information is 

discovered which leads directly to the subject, it is assumed that a static reconnaissance 

search will not endanger the life of the subject if promising leads are not followed until 

the second phase of search. In high urgency situations a dynamic response may be incor

porated or additional resources can be kept on standby to be routed to any high priority 

areas which may arise. 

The reconnaissance search is of PERIOD hours in length. This is set as a parameter 

of the simulation and will generally be equal to half a shift or six hours. Each search re

source is allocated a search path not exceeding pathJimit where pathJimit ::; P ERIOD 

and is defined with consideration to weather and light conditions, and whether night 

searching will be utilized. 

The net benefit of the reconnaissance search is measured by the increase in POScum 

and ROCcum achieved over the period, and the search strategy is driven by these mea-

sures. 

7 . 2  Modelling Current Search Practices 

We begin by modelling specific reconnaissance tasks in a manner which follows their 

current implementation in the field as outlined in Chapter 3. In particular heuristics are 

designed which activate: 

1 .  the search of a relevant section of the intended path of the subject; 

2. the search of edges incident to the PLS; 

3. a perimeter cut; 

4. the search of hazards eg. ,  rivers, ridge lines and bluffs; 

5 .  the search of huts. 

Each of these actions is performed according to the given ordering and in consideration 

to the availability and type of search resources on hand. However, if search urgency is 

high, searches of hazards are conducted first. 

It is assumed in the initial simulation model that all resources begin the reconnais

sance phase of the search at the search base and that transportation to search regions 

(other than by foot) is unavailable. The primary search area, Gp, upon which these tasks 

are executed is a subset of the search region graph, G, and is defined by current POA 
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values. Gp = (Vp, Ep )  � G = (V, E) ,  where V and E are the set of vertices and edges 

comprising the search region graph, and Vp and Ep are the set of vertices and edges 

describing the primary search area. 

These search tasks are now outlined in detail with the variables used within the 

algorithm functions being referenced in the glossary. 

7.2 .1  Searching the Intended Path of the Subject 

When the subject's intended path is known at the outset of planning the SAR operation, 

a search resource can be assigned to search that segment of the intended path which is 

considered to be the most relevant . Here relevancy can be defined as the portion of the 

path that the subject is most likely to be currently in the vicinity of. The intended path 

is initially viewed as a connected set of edges of the TIN (which could be extended to a 

path that enters triangular regions) .  

If additional information is available as to the location of the PLS2 then it is assumed 

that the relevant section of the intended path begins from this point and further, it 

is assumed that in conducting this type of search the subject has not backtracked over 

ground initially covered; this will be a valid assumption in most search instances resulting 

from either accident or hazardous weather conditions. The exception may occur in those 

instances where error in navigation is the factor triggering the search, or where medical 

or weather factors impede navigation. While acknowledging such exceptions this initial 

search phase is planned on the most likely scenarios. 

When no information on the PLS is known, the time difference between when the 

subject's intentions were recorded and when the search operation began, is computed to 

estimate the length of the intended path which the subject could have covered. (Alter

natively the portion of the path which has the highest P�A ratings over all of the path 

segments can be selected for searching.) The search resource is then assigned to search 

this portion of the intended path from its origin. The search is initiated from the origin 

vertex due to no additional information on the subject's movements being available. The 

resource is allocated a path to the origin vertex from the search base via the shortest 

edge path, and the intended path is traversed in the same direction as that which the 

subject intended to follow. 

When the PLS is known, the section of the intended path which is searched is that 

portion which it is estimated that the subject could have covered since the time of the 

sighting at the PLS. The resource assigned to search the intended path is initially routed 

over those edges which comprise the shortest path from the search base to the PLS. If 

2We assume that the PLS is a vertex, both of the TIN and of the intended path. 
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the time to cover this path exceeds pathJimit (and the base is positioned closer to the 

PLS vertex than other vertices on the most relevant section of the intended path) then 

this reconnaissance task is unachievable under the current assumptions and constraints. 

In such an instance the initialization of a sub-base closer to the subject's intended path 

would be warranted. 

If the length of the intended path considered critical for searching exceeds the available 

search time of a single search resource, additional resources can be allocated to search 

the remaining edges. The heuristic method actions this by routing an additional resource 

to the end vertex of the previous resource's path, via the shortest path from the search 

base. 

The heuristic method generating this form of search assignment is detailed in Algo

rithm 7. 1 for the first resource to be allocated this type of search task. 

7.2.2 Searching Edges Incident to the PLS 

When information of a PLS is known it is common practice to allocate resources to 

search regions adjacent to this position. We assume that there are tnum search resources 

available to assign to this specific search activity. Each of these resources is assigned one 

at a time until either the regions requiring searching are all allocated, or the available 

resources are depleted. The searching of the region adjacent to the PLS is restricted to 

those edges incident to the PLS vertex. 

The search resources are initially routed via the shortest available edge path from the 

search base to the PLS vertex. Resources are then assigned to search the edges adjacent 

to the PLS which carry the maximum POS values of all candidate edges. Candidate 

edges are those which are as yet unallocated to any search resource and which when 

searched by the resource do not violate the pathJimit time constraint. 

The remainder of each resource's search path is constructed by selecting the adjacent, 

unallocated edge incident to the last vertex in the resource's path, which maximizes POS 

and which can be searched within pathJimit. Hence, search paths are constructed which 

emanate from the PLS, myopically searching edges which return the greatest increase in 

POS. If no such edge exists and there remain as yet unassigned edges incident to the PLS 

which can be searched from the resource's current position, any such edge is allocated 

to the resource. If no such edge exists then the resource is assigned to perform a hazard 

search if this search does not exceed pathJimit (detailed in Section 7.2 .3 . 1 ) .  

Algorithm 7 .2  describes this allocation heuristic. 
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Algorithm 7.1 function follow_path( P LS) 

end 

/ / find relevant section of intended path to follow 
if PLS is known then 

pstn � position of PLS on intended path 
time � Dbo.se,PLS 
if (time < path.1imit) then 

path � shortest path from base to P LS 
maxtime � search commencement - time subject sighted at PLS 

end 
else 
/ / base is too distant from PLS to effect search 

end 
else 

pstn � 0 
time � Dbo.se,po.th[ ,Q 
if (time < path.1imit) then 

path � shortest path from base to path[,o 
maxtime � search commencement - time intentions recorded 

end 
else 
/ / start vertex of intended path is too distant from PLS to effect search 

end 
t � 0.0 
stop � - 1  
limit � - 1  
for j = pstn to numl and stop =/ 1  do 

if (t < maxtime and limit =/ 1) then 
t � t + costpo.thr ,j ,po.thr,Hl 

end 
else 

if (time + t < path.1imit) then 
add vertex path[,j+l to path 

end 
else 
limit � 1 

stop � 1 
end 
return (path ) 
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Algorithm 7.2 function incidenLPLS(PLS, tnum) 

end 

for k = 0 to tnum do 
timek � 0.0 
numk � 0 
limitk � 1 

end 
k � O  
end � - 1  
if (Dbase,PLS > pathJimit) then 

end 

/ / not possible to route resources to P LS from current base in time available 
end � 1 

while (k < tnum and end =1 1) do 

end 

increment path of resource k by shortest path from base to P LS 
timek � Dbase,PLS 
while (limitk =1 1) do 

end 

select unsearched edge (pathk,numk ' m) which maximizes POS 
and where timek + Cpathk,nu"'k ,m ::; pathJimit 

if candidate edge found then 
numk � numk + 1 
pathk,nUmk � m 
update timek 
if (timek = pathJimit) then limitk � 1 

end 
else if (there exists an unsearched edge (PLS, m) and 
pathk,numk =I P LS) then 

if (timek + Dpathk,nu"'k ,P LS + Cp LS,m ::; pathJimit) then 
update timek 

end 

increment path of resource k by shortest path from 
pathk,numk to P LS 
numk � numk + 1 
pathk,numk +- P LS 

else if (timek + Dpathk,nu"' k ,i + Cm,PLS ::; pathJimit) then 
update timek 

end 

increment path of resource k by shortest path from 
pathk,numk to m 
numk +- numk + 1 
pathk,numk +- P LS 

if (timek = pathJimit) then limitk � 1 
end 
else 

end 

/ / attempt to allocate resource k unassigned hazards to search 
hazardJoute( k) 

if still unassigned edges adjacent to PLS then 
k � k + l  
else 
end � 1 
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1.2.3 Alternative PLS Search 
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The Marin County SAR Team [114] notes that "working into the search area from outside 

towards the PLS" acts as a useful confinement technique in the reconnaissance search 

phase. In the TIN representation this translates to a search path which traverses edges 

that lead towards the PLS vertex and which searches the edges adjacent to the PLS. We 

define the set L to contain the vertices which are connected to the PLS vertex by an edge 

in the search region graph. Search resources are initially allocated to search the shortest 

path from the base to a vertex in L, and to then search the edge from this vertex to 

the PLS. If there exists remaining search time for that resource they are then allocated 

to search another, as yet unsearched, edge incident to the PLS vertex. This heuristic 

method is described in Algorithm 7.3. 

7.2.3.1 Hazard Searching En Route 

If a resource has been assigned a partial search path which cannot be completed with 

the edges belonging to that specified task ( eg. , unassigned edges incident to the PLS) , 

without violating pathJimit, the search path may be completed by allocating the resource 

to search identified hazards in the primary search area. Such hazards may include rivers, 

bluffs and ridges in deteriorating weather conditions. Hazards comprising edge segments 

are represented by two hazard markers indicating their beginning and end. Hazards which 

can be represented on the TIN by a single vertex eg. ,  a waterfall, have two identical hazard 

markers equal to that vertex. Hazards are allocated an individual search time hsearchij , 

where i = the starting hazard marker and j the hazard label. 

When a resource is allocated an unassigned hazard to search in order to complete their 

search path, those hazards which can be searched within the remaining search hours are 

ranked in increasing order of their shortest path distance from the resource's current 

position. The shortest path is taken as that to the closest of the two hazard markers. 

The resource is then allocated a path to the first hazard in this ranked list with this 

procedure being repeated until no unallocated hazards remain which can be searched 

by the resource within the hours available. This approach assumes that all hazards are 

equally hazardous. Alternatively, hazards can be weighted by criticality as well as by 

access time. 

An allocation approach which considers the biobjective of maximizing POS and min

imizing the time required to reach a hazard could also be developed by temporarily 

reducing the time needed to search edges with greater POS, so as to increase the likeli

hood of such edges being components of the shortest path to the hazard. The resulting 

actual time of the shortest path would still be restricted by the pathJimit constraint . 
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Algorithm 7.3 function towards_PLS(P LS, tnum) 

end 

for k = 0 to tnum do 
timek t- 0.0 
numk t- 0 
limitk t- 1 

end 
k t- O  
end t- - 1  
while (k < tnum and end =f. 1) do 

if (Dbase,v > pathJ,imitVv E L) then 

end 
else 

end 
end 

/ / not possible to route resources from current base in time available 
end t- 1 

while (resources remaining and edges incident to PLS not yet searched) do 
v t- vertex E L which is closest to base 

end 

increment path of resource k by shortest path from base to v 
add edge (v, P LS) to path of resource k 
timek t- Dbase,v + Cv,PLS 

if resource k not at path limit then 

end 
else 

select the unsearched edge (P LS, v) which maximizes POS 
and can be searched within pathJ,imit 

add edge( P LS, v) to path of resource k 
timek t- timek + CPLS,v 

limitk t- 1 
end 
k t- k + l 
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Algorithm 7.4 function hazard_route(resource) 

end 

limit f- - 1  
start f- pathresource.numruource 
while (limit =1 1  and unassigned hazards remain) do 

for i = 0 to hazards do 

end 
end 

if hazard not yet assigned then 

end 

pstni f- closest hazard marker to start 
ri f- Dstart.pst";'. 

order hazards in increasing order of ri 
i f- hazard with lowest ri rating 
hI f- pstni 
h2 f- second marker of hazard i 
if (Dstart.hl  + timeresource + hsearchht i  � pathJ,imit) then 

spath f- shortest path from start to hI 

end 
else 

increment path of resource by spath 
increment numresource 
time f- time + Dstart.hl + hsearchht i  
if (hI =I h2) then 

end 
else 

pathresource ,numre.ource f- h2 
numresource f- numresource + 1 
start f- h2 

start f- hI 

limit f- - 1 

The single objective method is detailed in Algorithm 7.4. 

7.2.4 Searching of Hazards 

The combined co-ordination of sending resources from the search base to search specific 

hazards identified in the primary search area, is expressed in Algorithm 7.5. The algo

rithm is essentially a parallel version of hazard_route() where resources are assigned to 

search the unassigned hazard closest to the last vertex on their path, which does not 

violate pathJimit. All resources are initially allocated a path from the search base to 

the closest of the two hazard markers of the hazard assigned. A resource's search path is 

considered to be complete when no unallocated hazards can be searched by that resource 

within the available search time. 
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Algorithm 7.5 function hazard_parallel(tnum) 

end 

hct +- 0 
for k = 1 to s do 

numk +- 0 
timek +- 0 
limitk +- - 1  

end 
for i = 0 to hazards do 

end 

pstni +- closest hazard marker to base 
ri +- Dbase,pstni 

order hazards in increasing order of r i 
for k = 0 to tnum do 

end 

/ / initially allocate a hazard to be searched by each resource 
i +- unallocated hazard with lowest r i rating 
hI +- pstni 
h2 +- second hazard marker of hazard i 
if (Dbase,hI + hsearchhI ,i ::; path..limit) then 

timek +- timek + Dbase,hI + hsearchhI ,i 
spath +- shortest path from base to hI 
increment path of resource k by spath 
increment numk 

end 

if (hI  # h2) then 
pathk,numk +- h2 
numk +- numk + 1 

end 

for k = 0 to tnum do 

end 

if (timek = path..limit) then 
limitk +- 1 

while (limitk # 1 for some k and hct < hazards) do 
i +- resource with greatest number of allocated search hours and not at limit 
t +- path..limit - timei 
find unallocated hazards at a time distance less than t from pathi,numi - I 
if (such a hazard exists) then 
select the closest of these and add this hazard to resource i 's path via the 
shortest path connection 
else 
limiti +- 1 

end 
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Due to the fact that all resources begin their search path from the search base it is 

possible that some identified hazards are simply out-of-range, in terms of available search 

time. This is a potential problem for all the reconnaissance phase heuristics when using 

foot access and can be overcome only by starting resources from differing and dispersed 

locations e.g. , sub-bases, or by utilizing other means of task transfer such as a helicopter 

or 4-wheel drive vehicle. 

7.2.5 Perimeter Cut 

The aim of a perimeter cut of the primary search area is to establish whether or not the 

subject has moved beyond the perimeter of that area, i. e . ,  to detect any tracks (or other 

clues) leaving the region which may pertain to the subject. Current practice indicates 

the use of a method which follows the perimeter and a method which cuts at right angles 

to the intended route of travel, if this known. Essentially, these construct an intelligent 

form of binary search that seeks to establish which portion of the greater search region 

the subject is in, with minimum search effort. 

The cut around the search perimeter is a continuous cut, if such a cut can be achieved 

in the search hours available. The searchers concentrate on searching the ground imme

diately at their feet . 

Several forms of perimeter cut searching on the TIN are developed depending on 

whether information on the subject 's intended path of travel is known or not. 

7.2 .5 .1  Cutting the Intended Path 

When the subject has left intentions of their path of travel (assumed initially to be a 

contiguous subset of edges of the TIN) we develop a heuristic to model the path of a 

search resource cutting at right angles to the intended route. As the intended route is 

represented by a series of edges the search is modelled by generating a search path which 

traverses edges that intersect the intended path through each of its vertices. 

We define the intended path of the subject, of length n, say, by the vertices it moves 

through: 

There will be two triangular regions adjacent to any vertex pathI,j which have vertex 

pathI,j+l in common. This is due to the construction of the TIN and the connectivity 

of the intended path. The only exception is where edge (pathI,j , pathI,j+t ) lies on the 

convex hull of the TIN. Of the two edges incident upon vertex pathI,j which also comprise 

an edge of these two triangular regions, one will be directed towards a vertex positioned 
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closer to the perimeter of the search area than the other. We label this edge (pathI,j , q) 

as illustrated in Figure 7. 1 .  

path/,)+] 

q 

path/,) 

Figure 7. 1 :  Edges adjacent to the intended path of the subject. 

If edge (path I ,j , path I,j+ d occurs on the convex hull of the TIN then edge (path I,j , q) 

is selected from the only triangular region which has both pathI,j and pathI,j+1 as its 

vertices. Of the two edges which could be taken to move a search resource from pathI,j 

to path I ,j + 1 so as to cross the intended path at vertex path I,j+ l ,  the edge (path I,j ,  q) ,  

followed by edge (q, pathI,j+1 ), are selected. By selecting the edge (pathI,j , q) the resource 

moves towards the perimeter to encompass some of the objective of the overall perimeter 

search, and may in fact hit the perimeter, depending on its position. Alternatively an 

edge could be selected based on cost or POS considerations. 

The resulting search path is then composed of alternating 'moves'; a move towards 

the perimeter followed by a move towards the intended path. This path is illustrated in 

Figure 7.2. 

The initial vertex of the intended path, pathI,l , is reached from the search base via 

the shortest edge path connection and the first resource is allocated to search the initial 

portion of the intended path until pathJimit is reached. If the terminal vertex of the 

intended path, pathI,n , has not been reached, additional search resources are allocated to 

intersect the remaining portion of the intended path. Additional resources are initially 

allocated the shortest path from the search base to the next vertex on the path from that 

covered by the previous search resource. A search path of this type could be constructed 

from the PLS or some other critical point along the intended path, rather than from the 

initial vertex, and could be terminated prior to vertex pathI,n if the likelihood of the 
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I 
I 

pathI,j+2 pathI,j+3 

Figure 7.2: Search path of alternating moves. 

subject reaching this vertex was low. 

If the resource completing the search at pathI,n has remaining search time available 

it is then allocated to the closest vertex on the perimeter and continues with a perimeter 

edge search from this vertex, selecting the initial edge as the one with maximum POS. 

In instances where two edges have the same POS value, the edge of minimum cost is 

selected. 

Algorithm 7.6 describes the generation of an intersecting search of the intended path, 

beginning at vertex pathI ,l and terminating at vertex pathI,n . 

7.2.5 .2 Perimeter Cut 

A full perimeter cut of the convex hull of the primary search area can also be actioned 

when the intended path of the subject is known. The initial starting point of the perimeter 

cut begins at the perimeter vertex closest to a vertex on the intended path. Hence, if 

a limited number of resources are available and all the edges comprising the perimeter 

cannot be searched in the reconnaissance phase, those edges of closest proximity to the 

intended route are searched. (Closest, in this context, is defined in terms of time, not 

distance.) If only the PLS is known, the perimeter vertex closest to this vertex is selected 

as the starting point of the perimeter search. If both the intended path and the PLS are 

unknown, then the starting point of the perimeter search is the vertex on the convex hull 

of the primary search area which is closest to the search base. 

The first resource assigned to searching the perimeter is allocated a path from the 

search base to this starting vertex, which we label ho , and then follows a connected 

path of perimeter edges, beginning with the edge having greatest POS. The search path 

terminates when the perimeter edges have all been searched or pathJ,imit is reached. If 

perimeter edges remain unsearched and tnum search resources are available to assign to 

this search task, search paths are sequentially assigned to resources until their available 
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Algorithm 7.6 function intersecting_path(tnum) 

end 

for k = 0 to tnum do 
timek +- 0 
limitk +- - 1 

end 
k +- O  
j +- O 
while (k < tnum and j < num/) do 

while (Dbase,pathl ,j > pathJimit) do 
/ / vertex out of range 

end 

j +- j + 1  
end 
if (j < num/) then 
increment path of resource k by shortest path between base and path],; 
while (limitk =I- 1 and j < num/) do 

find two triangular regions having (path],j , path],j+l ) as an edge 
label these two regions tri l and tri2 
/ / if the edge exists on the hull, only one such triangular region exists 
x +- vertex of tri1 =I- path],j or path],j+1 
y +- vertex of tri2 =I- path],j or path/,HI 
next +- closest vertex of x and y to the perimeter 
if (Cpathl,j ,next + timek � pathJimit) then 
add edge (path],; , next) to path of resource k and update timek 
else 

next +- other vertex of x,y pair 
if (Cpathl,j ,next + timek � pathJimit) then 
add edge (path/,j , next) to path of resource k and update timek 
else 
limitk +- 1 

end 
if (limitk =I- 1 )  then 

end 

if (Cnext,pathl ,1+1  + timek � pathJimit) then 
add edge (next, path/,i+d to path of resource k and update timek 
j +- j + 1  

end 
k +- k + 1  

while (limitk =I- 1 and k < tnum) do 
/ / execute a perimeter search with the remaining resources 
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Algorithm 7.7 function perimeter(tnum) 

end 

for k = 0 to tnum do 
initialize resource variables 
k � O  
end � - 1  
if P LS is known then 
ho � perimeter vertex closest to PLS 
else if ( intended path known) then 
ho � perimeter vertex closest to a vertex on the intended path 
else 
ho � perimeter vertex closest to base 
if (Dbase,ho � pathJimit) then 

end 
else 

end 

timek � Dbase,ho 
increment path of resource k by shortest path between base and ho 
j � O 
hj+l � such that edge (hj , hj+d has the greatest POS and hj+l 
is on the perimeter 

/ / no perimeter search possible from base 
end � 1 

while (end -I 1) do 

end 

while (limitk -I 1) do 

end 

if (timek + Chj ,j;+l � pathJimit) then 
add edge (hj , hj+l ) to path of resource k and update timek 
j � j + 1 
hj+l � next vertex on perimeter such that hj+l  f. hj-1 

end 
else 
limitk � 1 
if no perimeter edges remain to be searched or available resources are 
depleted then end � 1 

if (end -1 1) then 
/ / perimeter edges remain to be searched 

k � k + 1  
if P LS or intended path known and k = 2 then 

hj � ho 
hj+l � vertex of perimeter edge (hj , hj+l ) not previously searched 

end 
else if (Dbase,hj + Chj ,hHl > pathJimit) then 

if edge adjacent to ho is unsearched then 
hj � ho 

end 

hj+l � vertex of perimeter edge(hj , hj+d not previously searched 
end 
else 
end � 1 

increment path of resource k by shortest path between base and hj 
end 

for resources allocated search paths do 
alter path direction if better POS over time is achieved 
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search hours are exhausted, at which point the next available resource is assigned a search 

path from the base to a vertex on the perimeter. 

Where the intended path or PLS is known, the second search resource also begins 

a perimeter search from vertex ho but traverses the unsearched perimeter edges in the 

opposing direction, i. e.,  one resource traverses the perimeter edges clockwise, the other 

anti-clockwise, as depicted in Figure 7.3. 

Figure 7.3: A perimeter search by two search resources when subject intentions or PLS 
are known. 

When no directional or locational knowledge is available then a continuous perimeter 

search is executed with additional resources searching the perimeter from the vertex at 

which the previous resource terminated their search. This is illustrated in Figure 7.4 for 

a search base located interior to the primary search area. If it is not possible for the 

next search resource to move from the search base to this vertex within path.1imit, the 

resource is instead routed to the initial starting vertex of the perimeter cut and searching 

is commenced in the opposite direction to that traversed by the first resource. Search 

allocation continues until no further perimeter edges can be searched in the available 

search time or all perimeter edges have been assigned. 

Algorithm 7.7 describes the heuristic method of allocating tnum resources to search 

the edges comprising the perimeter of the primary search area. 

The assumption is made that a search resource completes the search of an entire 

edge and that searching does not terminate at the point along an edge at which the 

resource's search hours are exhausted. This is due to the inherent difficulties faced by a 

second resource in navigating to this exact point in order to commence searching without 

omitting or re-searching any portion of that edge. 

It may be possible to achieve greater POS return over time or greater time efficiencies 

by reversing the direction of traversal of a given resource's path. For example, if the path 
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Figure 7.4: A perimeter search by four search resources,  from an interior search base, 
when no intended path or PLS information is known. 

of a resource is represented as: 

base, . . .  , ho , h I ' · . · '  hj-I ,  hj 

where base, . . .  , ho is the shortest path from the base to the starting perimeter vertex 

ho , then the reversed path would be base, . . .  , hj , hj-I ,  . . .  , hI , ho , (where the resource is 

initially routed via the shortest path from the search base to perimeter vertex hj . ) .  

Improvements to the search paths may also be  obtained by allowing a resource k 
to slightly exceed pathJimit in order to search the next edge of the hull, (hj , hj+t } 

which would otherwise be out of range. This could be monitored by a hard penalty 

eg. ,  timek + Chj ,hj+l < U, where U is an upper limit, or by a soft penalty approach 

where a penalty value could be applied for each unit of search time exceeding pathJimit. 

Additionally, if the last resource searches only a small portion of the perimeter it may 

prove more favourable, in terms of resource utilization, for the previous resource to exceed 

pathJimit and search that portion instead. 

7.2.6 Search of Huts 

Huts in the primary search area are searched by the ground resources allocated to follow 

the intended path of the subject, or alternatively, if helicopter transport is available, a 

TSP tour of the huts can be conducted by a helicopter. The tour can be constructed 

by one of the many TSP heuristics available. The route taken by the helicopter can be 
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extended to cover less dense areas that may or may not have been already allocated to 

some other search resource for searching. 

7 . 3  Additional Search Heuristics 

In addition to the reconnaissance search methods currently utilized we now consider a 

new set of search planning heuristics to extend the tool kit available to search managers. 

These tasks incorporate some of the wider concepts of edge routing approaches detailed 

in the literature. 

7.3.1 Median Search Path 

The motivation behind a median search path heuristic is to allocate a search resource to 

search a series of edges which are 'central' to the primary search area. Locating central 

paths through graphs is addressed by Slater [149] who works upon an undirected graph, 

and focuses primarily on tree networks .  He extends results utilized in location theory 

to determine central points in a graph. We extend Slater's notation and concept of 

the eccentricity measure,3 e{P; G) , of a path, P, through a connected graph, G, to the 

search region graph. The notation is adapted to cope with positively weighted (windy) 

edges, a fixed initial point and a maximum length on the path. This adapted measure of 

eccentricity is defined as: 

e{K; Gp) = max{d{v, K) : v E Vp)} 
v 

where Gp is the primary search area graph, Vp the set of vertices of Gp, and d{v, K) 

represents the shortest path distance in Gp from vertex v to a vertex on the path K. A 

path K is a path center of Gp if e{K; Gp) � e (K'; Gp) for any path K' in Gp . 

A path median of Gp is defined by Slater as that path having the minimal distance 

measure d(K; Gp) over all paths, where d{K; Gp) is a minisum measure defined as: 

d{K; Gp) = I )d{v , K) : v E Vp} 
v 

7.3.2 Hedging Search Path 

We define a hedging search path in Gp as the path which is the 'most distant' from other 

search paths in that search phase but whose edges still fall within the primary search area. 

A hedging path may be implemented during the reconnaissance phase as a path which 

covers regions 'most different' in nature (in terms of location or search scenario) from 

3Eccentricity is a minimax measure of centrality. 
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those already allocated, in an attempt to cover scenarios considered less probable under 

the current circumstances. An additional purpose of such a path, in all search phases, is 

to minimize the response time to areas in the primary search area not covered by other 

resources. Such a path effectively 'hedges' the search scenario and related strategy being 

followed by search management in their task allocations. 

Both static and time-dependent variants of hedging search paths are considered. The 

static variant seeks to determine a path with the greatest value of the following hedging 

measure based upon the measure of eccentricity: 

h1 (K; Gp ) = max{T(K, v) : v E Vs} 
v 

where Vs is defined as the vertices of currently assigned search paths. We use T(K, v) 
to measure the shortest time required to reach a vertex v on an existing path from the 

hedge path, K, as Gp is not necessarily a symmetric graph. 

A second hedging measure can be defined based on the measure of distance as: 

h2(K; Gp) = I)T(K, v) : v E Vs} 
v 

A time-dependent hedging search path finds the path which is farthest from any other 

resource's position at a given time t. We simplify this somewhat to define a resource's 

position at t to be the vertex on their search path that the resource is closest to. The 

hedging measure is then redefined as: 

hdK(t); Gp) = max{T(K(t), v) : v E Vs(t)} 
v 

where K(t) represents the vertex on hedging path K at time t and Vs(t) the vertices at 

which other active search resources are positioned closest to at time t. 

Similarly the second hedging measure h2 can also be redefined to give the following 

time-dependent measure: 

h2 (K(t) ; Gp) = L {T(K(t), v )  : v E Vs(t)} 
v 

A myopic heuristic is now defined which constructs a hedging search path that maxi

mizes a given hedging measure at the inclusion of the next edge in the path. The heuristic 

ensures that the resulting path is less than pathJimit in length and initially seeks to se

lect unallocated edges as candidates for inclusion, so as to increase the POS returned. 

This method of constructing a hedging search path is detailed in Algorithm 7.8 for a 

resource k .  

The four different selection criteria (hedging measure) for obj are: 
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Algorithm 7.8 function hedging_search_path(k, obj) 

end 

t t- search commencement 
timek t- 0.0 
limitk t- - 1 
pathk,num" t- base 
numk t- 1 
while (limitk ;f 1 )  do 

for all vertices v adjacent to pathk,num" do 
et t- 0 

end 

if (Cpath" .num" tI + timek :s pathJimit and v ;f pathk,num,, -d then 
if edge(pathk,num" , v) is not allocated to another resource then 

candidatect t- v 
ct t- ct + 1  

end 
end 
if (et = 0) then 

end 

/ / relax restriction on selecting an unallocated edge 
for all vertices v adjacent to pathk,num" do 

end 

if (Cpath",num" ,tI + timek :s pathJimit and 
v ;f pathk,num,,-l )  then 

candidatect t- v 
ct t- ct + 1  

end 

if ( et ;f 0) then 

end 
else 

end 
end 

t t- search commencement + timek 
/ / select appropriate obj algorithm to select best candidate edge 
if (obj = 1 )  then 
bestu t- minisum..time(candidate, et, t,pathk,num,, )  
else if (obj = 2 )  then 
bestu t- minimax..time(candidate, et, t ,pathk,num,, )  
else i f  (obj = 3 )  then 
bestu t- minisum...statie(candidate, et, pathk,nUmk ) 
else 
bestu t- minimax...static(candidate, et,pathk,num,, ) 
pathk,numk t- bestu 
timek t- timek + Cpathk,numk-l ,pathk.numk 
numk t- numk + 1 

/ / no feasible edges adjacent to pathk,numk 
limit t- - 1  
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Algorithm 7.9 function minisum_time(candidate, et, t, start) 

end 

best � - 1 
bestu � - 1  
for i = 0 to et do 

sum � 0.0 
u � candidatei 
for k = 0 to resources do 

end 

v f- vertex closest to resource k at t 
sum f- sum + Du•v 

if (sum = best) then 

end 

/ / break ties based on POS value of edge 
if (POSstart,u > POSstart.bestu) then 

bestu � candidatei 
best f- sum 

end 

if (sum > best) then 
bestu f- candidatei 
best f- sum 

end 
end 
return(bestu) 

1. h2 (K (t ) ;  Gp) : minisum - time dependent; 

2. hI (K(t) ; Gp) : minimax - time dependent; 

3. h2 (K; Gp) :  minisum - static; 

4. hI (K; Gp) :  minimax - static. 

Essentially the minimax selection criteria obtains a 'center' path, while the minisum 

selection criteria obtains a 'median' path, through the primary search area in considera

tion to the paths of the other search resources. Specifically each criterion can be defined 

as in Algorithm 7.9, Algorithm 7. 10, Algorithm 7. 1 1  and Algorithm 7. 12. 

A biobjective could also be formed to construct a hedging search path which also 

maximizes the POS measure over all edges in the primary search area which remain 

unallocated after other resource assignments. 

7 .3 .2 .1  Search Phase Two and Three 

During search Phases Two and Three, where the main search concentration is on region 

coverage, the hedging search path definition can be altered to represent the distance 
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Algorithm 7.10 function minimax_time( candidate, et, t, start) 

end 

best t- - 1  
bestu t- - 1 
for i = 0 to et do 

u t- candidatei 
min t- INF 
for k = 0 to resources do 

end 

v t- vertex closest to resource k at t 
if (Du,v < min) then 
min t- Du,v 

if (min = best) then 

end 

/ / break ties based on POS value of edge 
if (POSstart,u > POSstart,bestu) then 

bestu t- candidatei 
best t- min 

end 

if (min > best) then 
bestu t- candidatei 
best t- min 

end 
end 
return(bestu) 

between a vertex in the hedging search path and the centre point c of each of the regions 

currently being searched by other search resources. Here the time-related eccentricity 

measure becomes: 

ht {K{t) ; Gp) = max{T{K {t) , c) : c E C{t)} c 

and the time-related distance measure becomes: 

h2{K{t) ;  Gp) = Z)T{K{t), c) : c E C{t)} 
c 

where C{t) is the set of region centres at time t. 

7.3.3 Selection of Shortest Path 

When determining the shortest path between a search resource at position i and a search 

resource at position j on the TIN, a number of possible measures exist. We require a 

measure that is both realistic and able to account for the actual response time over the 

given terrain. 
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AIgorithIll 7.11 function minisum_statie(candidate, et, start) 

end 

best � - 1  
bestu +- - 1 
for i = 0 to et do 

end 

u +- candidatei 
sum +- 0.0 
for k = 0 to resources do 

min +- INF 
for m = 0 to numk do 

v +- pathk,m 

end 

if (Du,v < min) then 
min +- Du,v 

sum +- sum + min 
end 
if (sum = best) then 

end 

/ / break ties based on POS value of edge 
if (POSstart,u > POSstart,bestu ) then 

bestu +- candidatei 
best +- sum 

end 

if (sum > best) then 
bestu +- candidatei 
best +- sum 

end 

ret urn (bestu ) 
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Algorithm 7.12 function minimax_static(candidate, ct, start) 

end 

best +- - 1 
bestu +- - 1 
for i = 0 to ct do 

u +- candidatei 
min +- INF 
for k = 0 to resources do 

end 

for m = 0 to numk do 
v +- pathk.m 

end 

if (Du•v < min) then 
min +- Du•v 

if (min = best) then 

end 

/ / break ties based on POS value of edge 
if (POSstart.u > POSstart.bestu )  then 

bestu +- candidatei 
best +- min 

end 

if (min > best) then 
bestu +- candidatei 
best +- min 

end 
end 
return(bestu) 

Two methods for obtaining a (shortest) geodesic path between i and j are via planar 

unfolding or a region-traversal graph approximation [119, 162] . However, a more compu

tationally efficient approach is to use the shortest edge paths between the vertices closest 

to i and j as an approximation to the real traversal of the resources. As a number of 

the edges model real features such as tracks and ridge lines, this approximation is not 

considered unrealistic, as these features will often generate the quickest means of moving 

from one point to another. We assume, through the use of GPS that the locations i and 

j can be determined (within error bounds) at any time, t. 

As the TIN forms a sparse graph, the degree of each vertex limits the choices of search 

paths at any point . In partieular, search paths will be influenced by the choice of the 

initial portion of a path. Shortest edge paths may also overlap due to the restriction 

on the number of edge connections between any pair of vertices. As the path of least 

resistance is required, an additional constraint that no edges of terrain four classification 

can be utilized may be employed. 
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7.3.4 Nearest Neighbour Approach 

We adapt the nearest neighbour insertion method used to approximately solve the TSP, 

to create edge paths for each available search resource. The search paths are initialized 

from the starting vertex of each resource, startk, which may differ over resources. The 

heuristic procedure simultaneously creates the search paths for all the resources in an 

attempt to equalize the number of search hours allocated to each for equity purposes. 

The 'nearest' edge can be defined traditionally in cost-terms or can be redefined such 

that the 'cost' is equal to the increase in the objective function gained by adding the 

edge to the search path. The heuristic is generalized to accept a given partition of the 

search region graph within which to determine a path for each resource. This partition 

may be equal to the primary search area graph, Gp, or it may be a strategically-defined 

subgraph of it . Hence, as all the search regions within this subgraph have high priority 

the method, by selecting the least cost insertion, attempts to search these regions in the 

quickest time. 

Those edges that emanate from a resource's starting vertex are first partitioned by 

edge class and then ranked within each partition with respect to cost. Starting with 

the Class 3 edges, each search resource is then initially allocated an edge to search. 

Where more than one resource shares a starting vertex, edges incident upon the vertex 

are assigned sequentially in order of class partition (Class 3 first) and in increasing cost 

within each class partition. This prQcedure is detailed in Algorithm 7.13 .  Unallocated 

edges which fall within the specified search partition are then allocated to search resources 

such that the edge selected is that which increases the current path length by the least 

amount but does not exceed pathJimit. The increase in the path length is the shortest 

path length connecting the edge to the end of the current path, including the length of 

the edge. This method of path generation is detailed in Algorithm 7. 14. 

7.3.5 Assigning Resources to Implicit Edges 

Class 1 and Class 2 edges whose lengths fall within the visibility cover of a resource 

positioned at their end vertices are termed implicit edges as they do not need to have their 

length explicitly searched in order to be visibly covered. Implicit edges not comprising 

an edge in any search path, but having their required end vertices (either vertex for a 

Class 1 edge and both vertices for a Class 2 edge) in some search path, are searched by 

that resource. An implicit edge is considered to be searched if these required vertices are 

'delayed at' by the resource waiting at each vertex for DELAY minutes, searching the 

edge length visible from this vertex for the subject during this time. If more than one 

search resource visits a required vertex of an edge, the resource which currently has the 
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Algorithm 7.13 function base_arc_allocationO 

end 

done t- 0 
while (dane i: resources) do 

for k = 0 to resources do 

end 

end 

find the first resource k not yet allocated an initial edge 
base t- startk 

et t- 0 
for k = 0 to resources do 

if (startk = base) then 
et t- ct + 1 

end 
baseJist t- all edges which emanate from base 
base-Ct t- number of edges incident to base 
sort baseJist by edge class and in increasing cost 
within each class partition 
j t- O 
for k = 0 to et do 

pathk,o t- base 
pathk,l t- second vertex of edge in baseJist ranked at position j 

timek t- Cpathk,o ,pathk,l  
numk t- 2 
dane t- dane + 1 
if (j = base-Ct - 1) then j t- 0 
else 
j t- j + 1  

end 
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Algorithm 7.14 function nearesLneighbour(partitian) 

end 

initialize edges and vertices in partition as requiring searching 
base_arc_allocation () 
for k = 0 to resources do 

limitk i- 0 
end 
while (there exists a search resource not at its limit and required edges to assign) do 

/ / sequentially assign edges, one at a time to each resource 
k t- resource with least number of allocated search hours and under path limit 
if there exist unallocated edges which can be searched by k within pathJimit then 

end 
else 

add edge which results in least increase in path length to end of path of 
resource k via shortest edge path 

limitk i- 1 
end 

path of smaller length is allocated to delay at the vertex. 

It should be noted that the search of an implicit edge in this way does not guarantee 

absolute detection of a subject located on the edge as an explicit search of the edge would 

under the detection assumptions outlined in Chapter 5. 

7.4 Adapting Approaches In the Literature 

Win [172] developed an algorithm to solve the (single) Windy Postman Problem (WPP) 

on Eulerian graphs, based upon a minimum cost flow approach. Win's approach finds 

the least cost orientation for a single tour. Such an approach can be adapted to the 

k-WPP in one of two ways. 

1. Route then divide - find a single route via Win's method and then divide this into 

k connected partitions, one for each search resource [54, 151] . 

2. Cluster then route - partition the edges requiring sean:;hing into clusters, one 

for each resource, and then find the least cost oriented tour through each cluster 

[12, 108] . 

Before Win's algorithm is applied it is necessary to ensure that the subgraph formed 

by the edges requiring searching is connected. This can be achieved by connecting sub

components via a Shortest Spanning Tree (SST) . The resulting graph is then augmented 
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via Edmonds and Johnson's [46] minimum weight matching approach to obtain an Eu

lerian graph. Having transformed the problem to that of an Eulerian graph, Win's 

algorithm can then be applied to find the least cost tour through the graph. If the search 

base is not incident upon any edges requiring searching and, hence, is not a vertex on the 

tour, the base is inserted into the tour via a least cost edge connection. A path solution, 

rather than a tour solution, can be found by deleting the greatest cost edge incident to 

the search base. 

Win's algorithm for the WPP is now outlined. 

7.4 .1  Win's Algorithm 

1. Orient each edge in the graph in the least cost direction (ties are resolved arbitrarily) 

to obtain a digraph, DG = (V, A) . 

2. Create a new digraph, D' = (V, A') ,  having 3 edges for every edge in DG with the 

following properties: 

(a) edges and edge capacities: 

• one edge identical to that in DG ( i. e. ,  edge in least cost direction) ,  with 

infinite capacity; 

• one edge in the reverse direction to that in DG (i. e., edge in greatest cost 

direction) , with infinite capacity; and 

• one auxiliary edge in the reverse direction to that in DG, with a capacity 

of 2 and cost = 0.5(costgreatest cost direction - costZeast cost direction) ' 
(b) vertex demands: 

• for each vertex i in DG the demand is calculated as: 

di = outdegreei in DG - indegreei in DG 

where a negative demand represents a source of supply. 

3. Find the minimum cost flow over D'. 

4. Using the optimal flow values obtained in 3, create a digraph D" = (V, A") .  This 

is done by examining the flow of each auxiliary edge such that: 

(a) if the flow = 0: place (Yij + 1) copies of the edge, in the least cost direction 

( i. e . ,  the original orientation is maintained) in A"; 
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(b) if the flow = 2 :  place (YJi + 1 )  copies of the edge, in the greatest cost direction 

( i. e. ,  the original orientation is reversed) in A", 

where Yij = the flow through the edges oriented in the least cost direction and 

YJi = the flow through the edges oriented in the greatest cost direction. 

5. D" is now Eulerian and any Eulerian diwalk through it will be a Windy Postman 

Tour for the original graph. 

7.4.2 Route Then Divide 

A single tour can be found over those edges in the graph requiring searching via the 

above method. This route can then be divided into k-paths by the following steps. 

1. Orient the route in the direction which results in the least total traversal time. 

2. Allocate the first search resource a path beginning from the search base and travers

ing the tour in this direction until the search hours accumulated by the addition of 

the next edge in the tour would exceed pathJimit. Halt the path at this point and 

delete the last segment of the constructed path if it contains solely non-required 

edges. 

3. Allocate the next search resource the shortest path from the search base to the 

beginning vertex of the next edge in the WPP tour which requires searching. Con

struct a path from this edge until pathJimit is reached, by following the direction 

of the WPP tour determined in 1 .  Delete the last segment of the path if it contains 

solely non-required edges. 

4. Repeat step 3 until all required edges are included in the path of a resource or all 

available resources are depleted. 

5. Seek time improvements by reversing the direction of searching of each resource's 

path. This is achieved by first directing the resource to the last vertex in the path 

of an edge requiring searching (via the shortest path) , and deleting the initial path 

between the search base and the first vertex of the tour. 

The heuristic method is illustrated in Figure 7.5. 

7.4.3 Cluster Then Route 

We now describe a method to first partition the primary search area graph, before apply

ing the adaptation of Win's algorithm to determine a search path through each partition. 
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- - - - non-required edge 

Figure 7.5: Division of a WPP tour into k components 

7.4.3 .1  Partitioning the Search Area 

A heuristic method is developed to partition the primary search area into k partitions, 

where k denotes the number of resources available for searching. The method assumes 

that the number of triangular regions present exceeds k. The method can be described 

by the following steps. 

1. Calculate the area covered by the primary search area, weighted by terrain density4 

ntri 
total weighted area = L areai x densitYi 

where ntri = the number of triangular regions. 

2. Calculate the target weighted area for each resulting search partition as 

. h d 
total weighted area 

target welg te area = 
k 

3. An initial partitioning is found via the triangular regions incident upon the search 

base vertex as illustrated in Figure 7.6. 

4. If the initial number of partitions does not equal k: 

• if the number of partitions exceeds k, re cursively amalgamate the two parti

tions of least weighted area into one partition until the number of partitions 

equals k;  

4The primary search area is defined so as to  include entire triangular regions, not fractions of  these. 
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• i f  the number of partitions is less than k, recursively partition the partition 

with greatest weighted area into two, until the number of resulting partitions 

equals k. 

5. Move the partition lines in proportion to the target weighted area, in an iterative 

approach, such that the weighted partition area of each partition is no more than 

10% different from the target weighted area. 

6. Allocate each edge requiring searching to exactly one search partition. 

I A;:-------,...__. 

- . 

Figure 7.6: Partitioning the primary search area via the regions incident to an interior 
base vertex. 

A weighted measure of area is utilized so as to place greater emphasis on those 

regions more likely to contain Class 3 required search edges with the intention that 

resulting partitions will contain similar proportions of these edges. The area covered by 

a partition is approximated by first determining the number of vertices of each triangular 

region which fall within the polygon described by the search partition. A ray test is 

conducted to determine whether a vertex lies within the partition. The ray test method 

is described by O'Rourke [128] and determines the number of times that a ray, through 

the vertex, crosses the polygon. If this number is odd, then the vertex lies within the 

polygon describing the partition. The area contributed by a triangular region i falling, 

in some part, within the partition is approximated by : 

areai x densitYi 
approx-.area = 

b f . f . hi h . num er 0 vertices 0 i WIt n searc partitIOn 

The allocation of edges requiring searching to exactly one partition, and hence to 

exactly one search resource, is determined as the final partitioning step. If both end 
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vertices of an edge fall within a partition, the edge is allocated to that partition. If, 

however, the two vertices lie within two separate partitions, the edge is allocated first to 

the partition with the smallest total length of required edges, and then to the partition 

where its inclusion will make the degree of the vertex within that partition even. IT this 

is not possible, a random allocation is made. The design of this allocation scheme is to 

reduce the later deadheading required to connect vertices of odd degree when constructing 

paths. 

A path is then constructed through each search partition via the adaptation of Win's 

algorithm, such that each edge requiring searching is on a path. 

7.5 A Special Case 

7.5.1 A Minimum Weighted Matching Approach to Path Creation 

A special case of  edge searching exists where all edges of  the primary search area are 

included in the visibility cover if and only if both of their end vertices are traversed. 

Thus a visibility cover of the entire region will result if a vertex cover is found. To find 

a vertex cover, represented as k disjoint search paths emanating from a common search 

base, a minimum weighted matching approach is developed. 

1. If an odd number of vertices exist in the primary search area graph, Gp, amalga

mate the two vertices connected by the shortest path into one vertex. The resulting 

number of vertices is represented by n. 

2. Determine a minimum weight perfect matching over Gp utilizing any approach, 

such as Derig's FORTRAN code [38] . The matching will select n/2 disjoint edges 

which cover all vertices in the least cost way. 

3. If k = n/2, each search resource is allocated to search an edge in the matching as 

illustrated in Figure 7.7. The path constructed is the shortest length path from 

the base, through the edge. Otherwise steps 4-10 are executed. These steps are 

depicted in Figure 7.8 for a small problem. 

4. All edges connected by the matching procedure are duplicated and then 'com

pressed' to form pseudo-vertices. 

5. Perform a minimum weight perfect matching over the resulting pseudo-vertices 

using, as weights, the shortest path lengths between pseudo-vertices. 

6. Duplicate each edge in the matching so that an Eulerian diwalk can be found 

through the edges comprising the pseudo-vertex. 
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7. Recursively perform steps 4-6 until the number of pseudo-vertices required is 

greater than, or equal to k, for the first time. 

8. If the number of pseudo-vertex=k then the edges comprising each pseudo-vertex 

provide a search tour for each resource, otherwise pseudo-vertices are amalgamated 

until k pseudo-vertices remain. This is achieved by a least cost rule which succes

sively amalgamates the two pseudo-vertices which when connected by the shortest 

path have a resulting Euler diwalk, through their edge components, of minimal 

length. 

9. Each resulting pseudo-vertex is 'uncompressed' to its individual edge components 

and an Eulerian diwalk is found through the connected edges. 

10. The vertex, within each pseudo-vertex, having the shortest path to the base is 

identified. A path is then found through the pseudo-vertex by deleting the edge 

with the largest cost adjacent to this vertex as illustrated in Figure 7.9. Further 

duplicated edges may be able to be deleted to shorten the length of the final search 

path if the starting vertex of the path has degree 2. This is shown in Figure 7.10. 
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Figure 7.7: k search paths over k matched edges. 

The method is designed for a primary search area which has been defined such that 

it can be searched from the search base with the available k resources. If this does not 

hold, then steps 4-6 are halted when the Eulerian diwalk through the edges comprising a 

pseudo-vertex exceeds pathJimit. The pseudo-vertex is the decomposed into its original 

two halves such that the resource's time limit is not exceeded. The clusters of edges 

comprising each pseudo-vertex are then evaluated as to their POS contribution, with 
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the clusters of higher POS return being allocated to the limited number of resources 

available. 

The method utilizes a minimum cost weighting approach where cost is measured in 

terms of traversal time, Gij , and POS is implicitly incorporated in the definition of the 

primary search area being that area containing those regions with highest POS return. 

An alternative approach would be to instead minimize the Gi,j jPOS return in order to 

link together components returning maximum POS for time. 

o 
- -

Figure 7.8: An original matching compressed to pseudo-vertices and then expanded to 
give three search paths. 

- � 
--

o 
base 

Figure 7.9: A search path from the search base through a pseudo-vertex. 

o 
base 

Figure 7.10: A search path beginning from a vertex of degree two. 
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Where search resources can be transferred to particular regions of the search area, 

ego by helicopter or 4-wheel-drive vehicles, each resource is transferred to a particular 

pseudo-vertex. The Eulerian diwalk is directed in the least cost direction or via another 

objective such as a biobjective on cost and POS return over time. The starting vertex 

can be selected on the basis of the vertex incident to the edge with greatest cost, that is 

most easily accessible, or the vertex which forms the smallest length path for helicopter 

or vehicle, when linked with other drop-off points. This variant of the problem is a bilevel 

routing problem. The last edge in the resulting tour is deleted to form a path. 

7.5.2 Adapting the Special Case to Region Searches 

If a subset of triangular regions requires searching then we can transform the search 

region graph to its dual, with the 'centre' of each triangular region being a vertex in the 

dual. Regions are then searched if the vertex representing their centre is included within 

a resource's search path. 

A vertex cover of those triangular regions requiring searching is desired and can be 

found by following the minimum weighted matching procedure outlined above. Obvi

ously the searching of each region in particular, or each vertex in the dual, is not as 

straightforward as in the primal graph and becomes a subproblem in itself. Thaversal 

and search times are associated with both the edges and the vertices in this graph. (The 

graph is outlined more specifically in Section 6.9.5.) 

7.5.2 .1  Adapting the Vertex Cover Approach to Non-special Cases 

Where the primary search area graph consists of a mix of edge classes we can apply the 

matching approach of the special case to detected subgraphs which exhibit the special 

case attributes. Alternatively, additional edges could be added to the graph to transform 

the graph such that it meets the special case criterion. 

7 . 6  Improvement Strategies 

Once the search paths have been determined via initial heuristic approaches, improvement 

strategies can be applied to seek more efficient paths that obtain an increase in the 

objective function value. The initial search paths can be improved by transferring and 

exchanging edges from one search path to another, and by interchanging the order of 

searching of tasks, or altering the traversal direction of a portion of the path, within 

a single search path. A purely "greedy" approach which accepts improvements to the 

objective function as soon as they are encountered is computationally less expensive 
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than approaches evaluating all possible path improvements. Such a method is dependent 

upon the order of comparisons, and any subsequent insertions and deletions. Specific 

improvement strategies include the following: 

k-interchange: where a connected segment5 of k regions within a resources' path is 

interchanged with another segment of length k also within the resources' path; 

exchange: where single search regions or connected segments of search regions are ex

changed between the paths of resources; 

switch: where the order of searching a segment of a resource's path is reversed; 

insert : where unallocated search regions are inserted into the path of a search resource 

not yet at its search hour limit; 

transfer: where search regions allocated to one resource are transferred to another re-

source. 

A single improvement strategy can be followed or a combination of several strategies, 

with the ordering of these resulting in differing solutions. 

As the SAR problem exhibits dynamic properties, there exists a trade-off between the 

computational time involved in seeking improvements to initially generated search paths 

and the value such improvements add to a problem that is altering over time. In partic

ular, if the information on which the path planning was generated changes significantly, 

such that different search paths are required to accurately address the problem at hand, 

the time spent seeking improvements can be made largely redundant if only a small por

tion of those paths have been searched prior to the change in information. Additionally, 

as the information on which planning is based is uncertain, paths cannot be guaranteed 

to produce the type of results predicted by a high POS return, such as detection of the 

subject or clues. It is for these reasons that we do not implement improvement strategies 

within the path generation phase of the SAR simulation. 

7 . 7  Bilevel Routing 

When resources are transported to the beginning of their route via a helicopter or 4-wheel 

drive vehicle, location-routing is invoked, as is a bilevel transportation problem with side 

constraints. A two level decision-making process is required to determine where to begin 

5Segments of connected edges may be defined in number by a randomly generated number or set as a 
given parameter. 
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a search resource's path and how to construct that path. Additionally, the route taken 

by the transport vehicle must also be determined. 

The initial phase of the problem exhibits a TSP structure where the route of the 

transportation vehicle visits the starting vertices of each search resource's path with an 
objective of minimizing time. Additional capacity constraints exist which may require 

more than one tour to be constructed, and a priority ordering may exist as to which 

resources to transport first, as in the TSP with precedence constraints [51]. 
This problem is viewed as an extension of the current framework and, as such, we do 

not address specific solution methods for it within this thesis. 

Reconnaissance heuristics can also be applied in a Phase Two search in the form of a 

trail search. Further search heuristics with application to the general Phase Two search 

are examined in the next chapter. 
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C H A P T E R  8 

General Search Phase 

Physical searching of the triangular regions of the search region graph can be achieved in 

a number of ways. A selection of these possible approaches is now investigated with the 

objective of determining those which are the most efficient. Efficiency is defined from the 

perspective of the search objective and also in realistic consideration of the constraints 

faced in the field. 

8 . 1  P rior Edge Searching 

In the instance where the full visibility coverage model is utilized (as described in Sec

tion 5 .1 .8) and edges are traversed at a search speed, an edge search extends visually into 

the interiors of the triangular regions adjacent to that edge, up to the visibility horizon 

of the searcher. The visibility horizon of the searcher in this instance is given by the 

visibility measure of the triangular region. The effect of such searching can be seen by 

considering the analogy of a paint brush; where the width of the brush is equal to the 

sum of the visibility measures of the adjacent triangular regions. As a search resource 

searches along the edge, the terrain which falls within the visibility cover of the resource 

is that region painted by the brush, as illustrated in Figure 8 . 1 .  Under changing search 

conditions the visibility measures of the triangular regions will also alter, hence the area 

of the triangular region falling within the visibility cover may vary along its edges. 

Future search strategies that require the physical search of a triangular region must 

then evaluate whether any of the terrain represented by that triangular region has been 

'painted' and hence included in the visibility cover. This terrain may be excluded from 

future coverage or re-searched, increasing the PODcum level of that already covered 

portion of the region. 

225 
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Figure 8 . 1 :  Paint brush analogy of the visibility cover arising from edge searching. 

If prior edge traversal of the search region graph has occurred then the three edges 

of any triangular region will have been included within the visibility cover of a resource, 

in the following scenarios: 

• the three edges defining the region are Class 1 edges and two of the three vertices 

of the triangular region have been visited; 

• two of the three edges comprising the triangular region are Class 1 edges and the 

remaining edge is in Class 2, and the end vertices of the Class 2 edge are visited; 

• one edge is in Class 1 and two edges are in Class 2, or all three edges of the region 

are in Class 2, and all three vertices of the triangular region are visited; 

• one edge is in Class 3, and the remaining two edges are both in Class 2 or comprise 

one Class 1 edge and one Class 2 edge, and the Class 3 edge and the remaining 

vertex of the triangular region are traversed; 

• one edge is in Class 3 and the remaining two edges are in Class 1 ,  and the Class 3 

edge is searched; 

• two edges are in Class 3 and the remaining edge is either a Class 1 or Class 2 edge, 

and the two Class 3 edges are searched; and 

• all three edges of the triangular region are Class 3 edges and all edges are searched 

in their entirety. 

These instances describe the minimal requirements for the three edges of the trian

gular region to fall within the visibility cover of the problem. They also represent the 

minimal requirements for the entire triangular region to be included within the visibility 

cover of a resource, if the density of the edge vegetation along implicitly searched edges 
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and that of the vegetation of the triangular region is the same, or the vegetation within 

the region interior is less dense than along the edges. This result is also dependent upon 

the relative lengths of the implicit edges in comparison to their visibility measures. If 

these conditions do not hold then the area represented by the triangular region may not 

completely fall within the visibility cover. 

If the triangular region is not visibly covered via edge searching but all of the edges 

of the region are in the visibility cover (having the minimal edge and vertex visitations 

as described above) then the shape of the portion of the triangular region falling outside 

the visibility cover will be described by one of the following: 

• A triangle with the same proportions as the initial region - if all three edges are 

Class 3 edges and are each searched, but the centre of the region! is located at a 

distance greater than the visibility measure from all of the edges. 

• A triangle if two explicit edges are present and searched, and the third edge is an 

implicit edge. In this instance the triangle depth is reduced on the edges corre

sponding to the explicitly searched edges as represented by Figure 8.2 .  

Figure 8.2: A triangle reduced in depth along the two searched edges. 

• A triangle (being reduced in depth on the side of the explicit edge) if one edge is an 

explicit edge and is searched and the remaining two edges of the region are Class 1 

edges. 

• A "Y-shape" if all three vertices are visited but no edges are traversed, and the 

visibility horizon of the searcher at each vertex does not extend as far as the centre 

of the triangular region as depicted in Figure 8.3. 

If the visible areas overlap, a "curved" triangle will result as illustrated in Figure 8.4. 

• An "arrow" if only two vertices of the triangular region are visited, as depicted in 

Figure 8.5. 

lThe centre of the triangular region being defined as the interior point which is equidistant from all 
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Figure 8.3: "Y-shape" 

Figure 8.4: "Curved" triangle. 

Figure 8.5: "Arrow shaped region" . 
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• A triangle with a "bite" taken out of it, in the case where an explicit edge is searched 

and the remaining vertex of the region is also visited. This situation is illustrated 

in Figure 8.6. 

Figure 8.6: Triangle with a "bite" removed. 

If edge coverage is incomplete then the following cases can be observed: 

• if only one vertex of the triangular region is visited a triangle with a "bite" taken 

out of it remains; 

• if only two vertices of the region are visited, an "arrow" shape represents the 

uncovered area of the triangular region; and 

• if all three vertices of the triangular region are visited a "Y-shape" represents the 

uncovered area of region. 

It would be possible to preprocess the triangular regions comprising the search region 

graph with regard to the type of coverage which would be required to visibly cover 

each region under the existing weather and light conditions. Each region could then be 

categorized by these coverage requirements, with re-processing occurring with changing 

conditions. 

We do not consider it practical to search the exact portion of a region falling outside 

of the visibility cover when the shape of this portion is irregular, with irregularity being 

defined as anything more complicated in shape than a triangle and including the 'Y

shape' , 'arrow shape' and the 'triangle with bite removed'. The 'curved' triangle could 

be approximated by a triangle in most instances without incurring a great increase in 

redundancy as the percentage area error is likely to be small on average. The triangular 

region as a whole, or the approximate triangle shape remaining outside the visibility cover 

after the edge searching phase is complete, can be searched by a number of methods. A 

selection of these is now outlined. 

edges. 
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8.2 Methods of Individual Region Coverage 

A common search technique employed in the field is a sweep search where searchers 

move abreast of each other, in one line, following a set bearing. Applying this method 

to searching a triangular region over varying terrain would have the advantage of being 

consistent with current practices. Currently such sweeps are executed by following the 

contour of the terrain, wherever possible, to conserve the energy of the searchers (New 

Zealand Search and Rescue course, April 1996) . For this reason it is also preferable to 

begin a sweep at an uphill position, moving downwards on consecutive sweeps. 

8 .2 . 1  Region Sweep Search 

The Region Sweep Search technique models such a search when the width of the search 

corridor2 is large enough to cover a region in one sweep. The sweep begins from a chosen 

edge of the region - the base line - with a team of resources searching the region from 

this edge to the opposing vertex of the region. It is assumed that adjacent regions are 

not visibly covered, i. e . ,  these regions are not 'seen into' by the end searchers. This will 

be an accurate assumption when regions are steeply angled to one another at boundary 

intersections and is consistent with the visibility assumptions of the model. 

The number of searchers required to conduct a sweep search over a region will depend 

upon the number of searchers available and the desired POD level of the search (fixed by 

the spacing of the resources) .  Assuming that the region can be searched within the given 

time constraints, the number of searchers required to search the region in one sweep is 

calculated as: 

b h 
searchable base width 

num er searc ers = ----,,..-----

searcher spacing 

where the searchable base width = ( length of starting edge - covered edge length) and the 

covered edge length is the depth of the region already falling within the visibility cover 

from any prior edge traversal. If the portion of the region already in the visibility cover 

is re-covered, then the searchable base width is equal to the length of the region edge 

from which the sweep commences. 

Classical search theory formulae can be utilized to calculate the time needed to exe

cute such a search. We assume that a single sweep of the region is executed only when 

the length of the region's diagonal can be traversed by a searcher within their available 

search hours. If this were not the case then either searcher-replacement would be nec

essary or the region would need to be further partitioned. In searching a region from 
2The combined width of the spacings between the searchers in the team plus twice the visibility 

measure of the region. 
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the starting edge across to the opposing vertex the assumption is also made that the 

team narrows their search spacing as this vertex is approached, so that only this region 

is searched. This effectively increases the POD level by a uniform rate from the starting 

edge to the finishing vertex. This is illustrated in Fig 8.7. 

Figure 8 .7: Pattern of searcher spacing when conducting a sweep of a triangular region. 

8.2 .1 .1  Base Line 

The region edge that the sweep will begin at is ideally chosen as the one which allows 

the ensuing sweep to move with the contour of the land. If the contour of the land is 

not changing significantly then a number of choices may be available. In this instance 

the shortest edge can be chosen to reduce the number of searchers required, or the edge 

resulting in the quickest search time can be selected. Alternatively, if the search resource 

is to proceed to search another region after the current sweep is completed, the edge 

which best facilitates the quickest search of both regions at the desired POD level is 

selected as the starting edge. 

The efficiency of the region sweep method depends on how the sweeps are conducted, 

not only at the micro-level of each triangular region, but also at the macro-level, where 

sweeps are scheduled and routed over a selection of triangular regions which form the 

resource's search assignment. It may not be time-efficient, over the entire search assign

ment, to sweep each region via its optimal pattern. 

8.2 .1 .2  Search Shape 

Sweeping a rectangular shape is more efficient in terms of searcher utilization than a 

triangular shape as the same spacing between searchers can be maintained throughout 

the movement, without a "narrowing" occurring as the sweep moves from one side of 

the region to its opposing vertex (assuming that searchers are confined to searching only 

the current region rather than a union of regions) . It would be trivial to construct an 
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elongated triangular region that would be quite inefficiently searched if done so indi

vidually. In order to avoid the 'narrowing' of searcher spacing as the sweep nears the 

terminal vertex of the sweep, regions can be "pattern matched" into groups of regions 

which together form a surface that is more rectangular in nature. 

How such an amalgamation of regions is to be swept then becomes a modelling de

cision. Regions could be swept together or some component of the grouping could be 

searched as one. This may result in the direction of movement being angled across a 

region into a neighbouring region. A disadvantage of this approach is that the natural 

or man-made boundary guides represented by the edges in the TIN model are lost as 

navigation guides as searchers "overflow" into neighbouring regions. Additionally, later 

confusion may result as to which areas have actually been searched and which have not. 

An ideal grouping of regions would be one which coalesces regions of similar priority 

rating and terrain density (to avoid altering the searcher spacing when moving between 

regions so as to maintain the same POD level) , and which contains no internal boundaries 

such as streams. The number of regions that could be amalgamated into one region would 

be constrained by resource availability. 

8.2.2 Width Strip Search 

The Width Strip Search is similar to the Region Sweep Search, however, it is assumed 

that there are not enough searchers to cover the region in one sweep and so it is searched 

in multiple strips. Searchers sweep across, and back over, the region in strips, remaining 

parallel to one edge (labelled the base edge) as illustrated in Figure 8.8. Each sweep 

is a search corridor in width and searchers ideally move with the contour of the ter

rain. Searchers pivot on the inside searcher when positioning to search the next strip, 

following markers laid on the previous movement. This method is both manageable and 

navigationally practical for a team of searchers in the field. 

base edge triangle cover length 

Figure 8.8: Width Strip Search. 
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If the inside searcher pivots to travel back along his previously marked path an overlap 

will occur as the resource searches the same terrain as on the previous sweep. As the 

markings along the path are likely to be visible from only a close distance it is not feasible 

to offset the return path any significant distance by traversing a path that maintains such 

markings within view. Alternatively, compass bearings can be utilized to offset the return 

path by a searcher spacing, in order to maintain a similar level of coverage over the entire 

region. The number of strips required to cover a triangular region by this method, when 

the pivoting searcher returns along their previous path, is calculated as: 

n = r triangle cover length1 
2 x searcher spacing 

where the triangle cover length is the length of the edge bisecting the region vertex 

opposite the base edge with the base edge. This length is depicted in Figure 8.8. This 

search technique assumes that no prior edge search of the region has occurred or such 

covered portions of the region are re-covered, and the outside searcher begins his path on 

the perimeter edge. If re-coverage of areas covered by prior edge searching is not desirable 

then the search can begin at the perimeter of the uncovered region, with searchers pivoting 

when the perimeter of this uncovered region is encountered. 

8.2.3 Recursive Perimeter Search 

The Recursive Perimeter method of searching is executed by a team of searchers 

forming a line. The team first searches the perimeter of the region and then moves in 

towards the centre of the region, repeating the same perimeter pattern until the entire 

region has been covered. This is visually represented in Figure 8.9. 

Figure 8.9: Recursive Perimeter Search. 

The technique has similarities to the marine Box Search method where the box shape 

is replaced here by the triangular shape of the region and the search length is decreasing 

with each recursive pivot, rather than increasing. 
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The method has advantages of practicality on the ground when the inside searcher 

marks his path as he searchers. Then, when the team has completed the current perimeter 

search, they can pivot on these markings to ascertain that no ground is left unsearched 

or unnecessarily re-searched. Pivoting on the inside searcher when transferring between 

perimeters will hold the current position; it should also reduce difficulty in following any 

unclear signs as the searcher who laid the path markers will now be following them. It 

would also be possible to alternate between clockwise and anti-clockwise orientation when 

searching alternate perimeters to ensure that the searcher following the markings (and 

hence the same path as in the previous search) was travelling in the opposite direction to 

the previous movement. Ideally this would increase the likelihood of detecting anything 

previously missed. As the initial perimeter can be traversed in two possible orientations 

the orientation must be determined which results in the quickest overall search time. 

Utilizing a complete sweep along each side of the perimeter will double search the 

overlapping corners unless the searchers prepare for the search of the next side by stagger

ing a diagonal into the corner. However, this approach may prove difficult navigationally 

in difficult terrain and may impede communication between the searchers. 

Figure 8. 10: Pivoting between successive perimeters. 

Disadvantages of the Recursive Perimeter search method include: the level of re

searching in the region 'corners' when changing the search trajectory; the direction of 

travel being defined by the region edges, rather than following the contour of the land; 

and searching inefficiencies when the remaining central area of the region to be searched 

is small relative to the size of the team's search corridor. 

8.2.4 Recursive Triangulation 

The technique of Recursive Triangulation extends the initial concept of triangulating 

the search region to obtain a TIN, to further triangulating each triangular region which 
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cannot currently be included in the visibility cover by edge searching alone. The triangu

lar region is assumed to have a planar face without internal barriers and the three edges 

of the region are regarded as its convex hull. The objective is then to recursively trian

gulate the region to the stage where the new edges of the triangulation can be traversed 

to obtain a complete visibility cover of the original region. If a single search resource is 

assigned to search this region then their route is found by solving the Windy Postman 

Problem (WPP) over the edges comprising the triangulation of that region. The solution 

can be found in polynomial time if the resulting subgraph is Eulerian. Hence a triangu

lation which generates even-degree vertices is desirable, as this reduces inefficiency, by 

eliminating the need for multiple edge traversals when augmenting the subgraph to meet 

Eulerian properties. 

The z-coordinate of each point created by the triangular procedure is determined via 

interpolation. These new points are stored only temporarily in order for the triangular 

region at hand to be searched, and are then discarded to free computer memory. These 

points can effectively be viewed as Steiner vertices - the creation and use of such vertices 

could also be implemented if their inclusion reduces the cost of traversal by edge traversal 

alone. 

The initial step in the Recursive Triangulation procedure is to find the centre of the 

triangular region, so as to partition the interior into three triangular regions. This is 

achieved by creating an edge between the centre point and each vertex of the triangular 

region. These edges effectively form the medial axis of the triangular region3 [128] as 

illustrated in Figure 8 .11 .  The medial axis is the set of points which are equidistantly 

closest to two or more points on the triangular region perimeter, the centre being equidis

tant from the midpoint of all three edges defining the perimeter. If the new set of interior 

edges do not form a cover for the terrain represented by the original region, a further 

triangulation is performed over the newly created triangular regions. Several ways in 

which this may be achieved are now presented. 

8.2 .4.1 Simple Triangulation 

A simple triangulation can be performed by forming edges from the centre of the region 

to the midpoint of each perimeter edge, as indicated in Figure 8. 12. In this triangulation 

the original region is visibly covered by a resource searching the resulting edges if the 

centre of each triangle in the triangulation is visibly covered by the resource, i. e . ,  the 

centre of each triangle is situated at a distance from each edge which is no greater than 

the visibility measure of the region. Alternatively, and more efficiently, the edges can be 

3 Also defined as the "skeleton" or "symmetric axis" of the triangular region [128]. 
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Figure 8 . 1 1 :  Medial axis of a triangular region. 

traversed by a team of searchers in a line, such that the central searcher traverses the 

actual edge. In this instance a visibility cover is achieved if the centre of each triangle is 

positioned at a distance from each edge which is no greater than half the width of the 

team's search corridor. 

Figure 8.12 :  Simple triangulation of a triangular search region. 

8.2.4.2 Delaunay Triangulation 

Alternatively, a Delaunay triangulation which maximizes the minimum angle of newly 

created triangle faces can be utilized. Minimizing the presence of 'small' angles reduces 

the degree to which search regions overlap when the edges are traversed. This method 

can be applied by utilizing the centres of the triangles created in the previous phase 

as the newly generated formation points. This results in the triangulation depicted in 

Figure 8.13 .  

It can be seen that the newly created points from this phase form a central triangle, 

with a 'petal' formed from each side of the central triangle to each vertex of the original 

region (shaded in Figure 8. 13) .  If the length of the edges of this central triangle are each 

less than or equal to the width of the team's search corridor, then traversal of the edges 

forming each 'petal' will be sufficient to cover the region. If these sufficiency conditions 
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Figure 8 .13 :  Delaunay triangulation of the initial medial axis triangulation. 

hold, the three edges of the central triangle are redundant as traversal of the exterior 

edges will cover the area enclosed by the central triangle. If these interior edges are 

then removed the resulting triangulation has each vertex having even degree. This is 

unlike the simple triangulation method at the second phase of triangulation (illustrated 

in Figure 8 . 12) where all vertices, apart from the central vertex, are of odd-degree. A 

path over the region when these central edges are removed is shown in Figure 8. 14. 

Figure 8. 14: Petal traversal to cover a triangular region. 

While this result is geometrically interesting, the practical application of such a search 

pattern is too complex. This is especially true when further triangulation phases are 

required to achieve a visibility cover of the triangular region via edge traversal. 

8.2.4.3 Bisection Triangulation 

Bisection triangulation recursively bisects the triangular region until traversal of each 

edge results in a complete visibility cover. This is achieved by first inserting an edge 

between the region vertex with the greatest interior angle, and the midpoint of the 

opposing region edge; thus the original region is bisected and two triangles are created. 

These two triangles are then further bisected if coverage has not yet been obtained. 
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Figure 8 . 15: Bisection Triangulation - first, second and third bisection. 

This process is continued until the region is visibly covered. Each triangle subse

quently created is bisected at the next iteration by forming an edge between one vertex 

of the triangle and the mid-point of its opposing edge. There exist three candidate bi

sectors for each triangle face. A bisector can be selected via a local approach which 

maximizes the minimum of all the angles of the resulting two triangles; this is achieved 

by choosing to bisect the largest angle in the triangle. This procedure is illustrated in 

Figure 8.15. By bisecting, at each stage, the uncovered portion of the current triangle, 

the method aims to quickly arrive at a complete visibility cover. 

Practically speaking, this method results in a triangulation which has edges that are 

more easily navigated than the other triangulation methods proposed as searchers can be 

directed via compass bearings from one point on the perimeter of the triangular region 

to another point on the perimeter. 

8.2.5 General Terrain Traversal Considerations 

If restrictions are lifted on searching only one region at a time, a greater realism and 

often efficiency, can be included in the region search. Such an example exists when a 

small hill is modelled by a number of triangular regions. Instead of searching each region 

one at a time, searcher effort can be reduced by searching the hill as one component, 

circling the feature with the contour of the land from its highest point downwards, to 

reduce fatigue and the traversal time required. Such a structure can be recognized by 

identifying all triangular regions which have a vertex of high elevation in common, where 

this vertex has an elevation value greater than all other vertices comprising the region. 

Such a search is illustrated in Figure 8 . 16 .  

It  is not desirable to unnecessarily impose a triangular restriction on the search if  a 

more 'natural' method is deemed to be practically more efficient. Searching along more 

'natural' lines may involve searching polygonal regions defined by ridge lines, streams, 

rivers, tracks and vegetation breaks. These may be triangular regions as modelled by 
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Figure 8 .16 :  Hill search as one component. 

the TIN or may cover a more extensive area. As the TIN model attempts to explicitly 

represent such natural features search regions should be able to be represented in terms 

of triangular components. It is also desirable that search regions do cover the same, or 

not greatly dissimilar, terrain types so as to require little variation in searcher spacing 

and hence maintain the same POD level throughout the search of the region. When 

selecting triangular regions which may be searched together in a continuous motion, 

one criterion which can be considered, in addition to terrain classification, is the angle 

formed between their adjacent planes - the closer that this angle is to 1800 the more 

desirable this is likely to be. Improvement upon initial combinations can be considered 

as a post-generation phase. 

8 . 3  Modelling n-aversal of a n-iangular Region 

As has been demonstrated, there exist many different ways to model the actual search 

method of a resource searching a triangular region. Additionally, the method selected 

can only ever be an approximation of the actual ground search undertaken in a real 

environment as the TIN is only a model of that terrain.  In order to model the traversal 

of a triangular region by a resource at an equivalent level of modelling detail to an edge 

traversal, we approximate the Width Strip search method and search a single region 

at a time. The Width Strip search method is advantageous over the other proposed 

methods in that it maintains the integrity of parallel sweeps, can be achieved with a 

small number of resources and is navigationally practicaL If a different search method or 

a more detailed model of movement is desired at some future stage, the search traversal 

module in the simulation programme is independent and easily replaced. 

The approximation of movement of the point representing the search resource is from 

entry vertex a to exit vertex b, in sweeps directed parallel to the region edge (a, c) . This 

is depicted in Figure 8.17. 
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c 

b 

a 

Figure 8.17: Traversal approximation of a triangular region. 

The search speed of the traversal is approximated by the average of the speed from 

vertex a to vertex c, and the speed from vertex c to vertex a. The actual time required 

to search the region is then calculated by rearranging the classical search theory formula 

for search effort [150] . 

Z C x A  
search hours = 

W x V x k = 
W x V x k 

As we are modelling the search method by straight, equally spaced, parallel sweeps 

we can further substitute C = W / s. 

A 
search hours = S x V x k  

This calculation can be evaluated at any time in the simulation to determine the fraction 

of the task completed so far. 

8 . 4  S earch Region Definition 

Subdividing the entire search area into regions which particular search resources can be 

allocated to search is an important preprocessing stage of the search operation. This 

activity is presently done in New Zealand by someone familiar with the terrain of the 

area who can approximate, from experience, how long it will take a search resource to 

search a particular region [165] . 

A number of factors need to be considered in defining the search regions. La Valla 

and Stoffel [103] specify these to include: 

• the density and difficulty of the terrain; 

• the size and expertise of the resource that will be searching the region, and other 

available resources; 
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• the current and predicted weather; 

• access to the region and available transportation; 

• areas which have already been searched; 

• clues found and their reliability; 

• the avoidance of internal barriers; and 

• that the regions are easily mapped and located (preferably visible in the field) , with 

clear boundaries.4 

Colwell [26] emphasizes the necessity of ensuring that features such as tracks and 

stream beds are also considered as search regions, even if they are narrow and small in size. 

Possible boundaries for search regions include: natural phenomena such as ridge lines, 

vegetation breaks or water networks; and man-made features such as roads, tracks or 

fence lines. Boundaries can also be defined by map coordinates, and followed by compass 

bearings or line of sight [103] . Boundaries not naturally defined can be marked as they are 

searched to guide searchers in adjacent regions or those who may be re-searching the area 

later [121 , 159] . LaValla and Stoffel [103] note that boundaries may be added or deleted, 

by combining or subdividing regions as the search progresses, but boundaries should not 

be realigned, to avoid complications to search computations and management directives. 

However, McConaughy [1 16] disagrees with La Valla and Stoffel that search boundaries 

should remain unchanged over the various search phases. He instead advocates that 

altering the boundaries of search regions in between the reassignment of a region "creates 

a different look and feel to the search area for the searcher and often leads to different 

approaches or field tactics being used." This change in emphasis may allow different 

results to be obtained than those reached in previous searches of that area. McConaughy 

considers that altering search boundaries will also reduce the risk of boundaries being 

missed in the search process. 

McConaughy recommends that graphical computer software be developed with the 

capacity for search managers to draw the actual area covered by each search resource upon 

the screen. This would enable direct computation of search statistics and hence avoid 

the complication of search computations that arises from altering search boundaries. 

McConaughy also advocates that the size of search regions should be reduced as the 

search progresses. Such a reduction in size results in an increase in POD over the smaller 

areas, as it allows for more thorough searching of an area in the same amount of search 

4Jt is crucial that all boundaries are covered by at least one search resource. 
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time that larger areas were previously searched in. This has the psychological advantage 

of searchers being asked to search for a "needle" in a smaller "haystack" . 

McConaughy proposes four practical ways of reducing the size of search regions as an 

operation progresses. These are: 

1 .  reassignment from search management of different search region boundaries with 

each re-coverage or subsequent shift; 

2. subdivision of original search regions, including the reassignment of portions of a 

region previously assigned but not covered; 

3. division of search regions in the field by search resources; 

4. simultaneously assigning multiple resources to a high probability region which has 

previously been searched. 

Perkins and Roberts [138] propose the "APE" method of subsectoring search regions 

in the field by the search group leader. APE consists of three phases; assessment, planning 

and evaluation. The method parallels the initial segmenting of the search area by search 

management. A search region to be subsectored is first assessed with the identification of 

boundaries, routes, open areas, and other features offering concealment. The leader then 

plans search tactics for these subareas, possibly eliminating some subareas. After the 

search of the subareas is complete, a detailed evaluation of the search is reported back 

to management along with any sub areas that require re-searching. Subareas offering 

little concealment can be viewed as "transit areas between search problems" and may be 

searched less thoroughly. 

8.4.1 Current Approaches 

Colwell [20] recommends the following five-step approach to defining search regions: 

1. Define a search region as the smallest area which can support a POA value. Each 

region should, where possible, have clearly defined boundaries and be able to be 

searched within a day, by one search resource. 

2. Assign a POA value to each region. 

3. Subdivide any search region which cannot be searched within one day into portions 

which can. 

4. Each search region further subdivided is assigned a POA value equal to the POA 

value of the initial region, divided by the number of subdivisions. 
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Perkins and Roberts [137] divide the total search area into regions of similar terrain 

and of a size large enough to be searched within two hours. This method is strongly 

dependent upon the terrain gradient and the type of ground cover in any one area. 

La Valla and Stoffel [103] recommend that a search region be able to be searched within 

4-6 hours (a half shift) , while Carnes and Cooke [14] recommend dividing a search region 

into more than one assignment if more than 6 to 8 searchers are needed to search it. In 

New Zealand there is currently no limit on search time, with a search team being expected 

to search for an entire day and often sleeping in the bush for several nights. Recently, 

however, there has been suggestion of moving towards a soft regulation in line with 

overseas reports [165] . 

McConaughy [1 16] examines the trade-off between the overhead time required for 

task reassignments and the diminishing effectiveness of resources which spend a long 

time in the field between assignments. He observes that generally an hour, plus trans

portation time, elapses between when a resource returns to the base for reassignment 

and when they head back into the field, although he further notes that smaller teams 

and efficiently run bases may require less time. Further efficiencies can be gained by 

radio communication of reassignments to the resources in the field. As with other com

mentators, McConaughy notes from field research that after 5 hours of searching the 

observation powers of searchers fall off and that tasks of length 4 to 6 hours are "the 

most productive and require the least overhead cost ." 

8.4.2 Search Region Definition on the TIN 

The TIN model has a number of advantages when considering the problem of search 

region definition. In particular, many of the TIN edges represent natural and man-made 

features. The edges will also often model vegetation breaks in terrain cover, enabling the 

definition of an average representative terrain cover for each triangular region. Hence 

the TIN edges provide a very good source for possible search region boundaries that are 

both realistic and manageable. By defining search regions based solely on the triangular 

partitioning of the TIN a natural and manageable division is achieved, for both search 

management and searchers in the field. 

The model also allows analytical precomputation of approximate traversal times for 

any given region, based upon the structure of the TIN. This has the advantage that 

decisions can, if need be, be made independently of an experienced person local to the 

area. To determine search regions of a size which can be covered in a given time period 

by a detailed search method, adjacent triangular regions can be combined or larger 

triangular regions requiring greater search hours can be subdivided. The TIN model 
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enables a straightforward and autonomous approach to the update of search regions in 

changing conditions as traversal costs are updated. Internal barriers can be avoided and 

search regions can be determined based upon the available search resources. 

Search resources allocated to search two regions of different terrain types will need 

to alter their spacing between the two regions to ensure that both are covered to the 

same POD level, or alternatively, more searchers can be deployed to search the region of 

greater density. To avoid the necessity of this it is desirable that search regions comprise 

triangular regions of the same terrain density classification.5 To avoid the additional 

searcher effort required to traverse obstacles internal to the search region, such as streams 

or fences, it is also desirable that such features form the boundary of search regions only. 

Additionally, it is preferable for resources to begin searching from higher elevations, as 

downwards traversal requires less effort and can be achieved more quickly. 

If triangular regions are coalesced or partitioned into regions of a size that can be 

searched by one resource in the time allowed then the problem becomes an allocation 

problem. 

Heuristic approaches to defining search regions on the search region graph are now 

detailed. 

8 . 5  Search Region Definition Heuristic 

One heuristic approach to search region definition is segmentation via the linear fea

tures of the TIN represented by edges. As previously highlighted, man-made and natural 

boundaries, or barriers, should be avoided as internal components of search regions to re

duce search difficulty. It is assumed in the model that all such boundaries are represented 

by edges in the TIN. In particular, the only barriers to traversal explicitly considered 

in the model are streams and rivers (which are further classified as 'crossable' or 'non

crossable' depending upon past and present past weather conditions) . To prevent these 

edges occurring interior to a search region, neighbouring triangular regions which share 

such an edge are precluded from being elements of the same search region. 

A preprocessing procedure is defined to determine the search regions. 

8.5. 1 Preprocessing an Area 

Each triangular region is considered in turn, to determine if the area of that region can be 

searched to a target POD level within the search period defined. A slight tolerance above 

this limit can be permitted, to acknowledge the likely efficiency of a resource searching an 

entire region over another resource being allocated to search the remaining portion from 
5The four classifications modelled are detailed in Chapter 4. 
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another position on the graph. The time needed to search the region will be influenced 

by the search pattern (POD level) utilized, the gradient and terrain cover of the region, 

the physical area size, the current light and weather conditions, and the resource's speed. 

Any triangular region unable to be searched within this time constraint is partitioned 

into regions which are able to be searched within this time. 

8.5.1 . 1  Region Partitioning 

A triangular region can be divided into triangles of an area that can be searched in the 

available time by triangulating the region by one of the methods proposed earlier. Al

ternatively, the region can be subdivided into 'close to equiangular triangles' by creating 

internal triangles with at least two interior angles equal. This procedure is executed by 

selecting the vertex of the shortest edge of the region, which has the greater interior 

angle. A new edge is created by forming an edge between this vertex and its opposing 

original region edge; the edge is placed at the angle () indicated in Figure 8.18.  The 

procedure is repeated for each resulting triangle partition until all regions comprising the 

division can be searched within the given time constraint. 

Figure 8. 18: 'Close to equiangular triangles' partition of a region. 

If search regions are desired which have a search duration very close to the duration 

of the search period (such that a single region comprises the sole search task allocation 

of a single resource) adjacent triangular regions can be amalgamated to form a single 

search region. 

8.5.2 Amalgamating Triangular Regions 

All triangular regions are explored to determine candidates for amalgamation. Such 

regions fall into one of the following four cases and are processed in this order. 
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8.5.2.1 Case One 

A triangular region that has all three edges classified as streams or rivers is labelled as a 

search region. 

8.5.2.2 Case Two 

All triangular regions which have two edges classified as streams or rivers are considered. 

The time required to search such a region is calculated, together with the time needed to 

search the region that shares the remaining third edge. If this combined traversal time 

falls within the time constraint, both regions are combined into a single search region. 

This region can then be further augmented by the inclusion of adjacent regions that can 

be jointly searched within the time limit. The process continues by considering adjacent 

regions in an outwards movement, where the addition does not result in the crossing of 

any streams or rivers. This process is illustrated in Figure 8 .19 .  
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Figure 8 .19 :  Amalgamation of adjacent triangular regions into a single search region. 

When there exist a choice of adjacent regions at each further stage of augmentation, 

the region selected to be included next in the search region is that region which is most 

similar in vegetation cover to those regions comprising the current search region. When 

more than one candidate region still exists, a second criterion of selection can be utilized 

such as selecting the region which results in the most compact overall shape, or the 

one which results in the greatest increase in total search time whilst still satisfying the 

time constraint. The rationale behind the first criterion is to facilitate search coverage, 

while the second criterion is motivated by the fact that regions with greater search time 

requirements may be more difficult to include in search regions being constructed at a 

later stage. 
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8.5.2.3 Case Three 
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All triangular regions which have a stream or river as one of their edges are selected for 

consideration and incremented in size along their 'non-stream/river' edge, by examining 

adjacent regions as described under Case Two. 

8.5.2.4 Case Four 

Any remaining triangular regions that are not yet close to the search time constraint 

are considered for amalgamation with adjacent regions, where possible, by the process 

described above. 

The situation where a stream or river edge occurs interior to a search region, and 

hence hinders searcher movement, is avoided by examining the regions in this order. 

Some triangular regions may not be able to be amalgamated by this process as, at the 

time they were considered, all other possible viable adjacencies had been included within 

another search region. Such triangular regions are then regarded as search regions in 

their own right. 

Forming search regions prior to a search operation reduces the time required for 

associated tasks during the actual operation. However, they must be defined logically 

with respect to the terrain and past search statistics so that areas of low and high 

probability are not coalesced together, thereby producing search inefficiencies. 

8.5 .3  Trail-based POA Segmentation 

An alternative segmentation method is one based on Colwell's research into Trail-based 

POA values, where search regions are defined around the main trails of the search area 

[27]. The POA values of the search regions are defined by the values assigned by recon

naissance search resources to possible decision points along the track ( s) of the search area, 

in the initial phase of the search. The search regions may also be pre-defined, based upon 

available search statistics for the search. The method constructs search regions outwards 

from the tracks, utilizing natural boundaries to define the search region boundaries. 

The approach of Colwell can be modelled on the search region graph by fixing the 

edges in the graph that represent tracks, as region boundaries. Constructing search 

regions so that each region has a boundary that is a track increases the accessibility of 

search regions via foot . However, in reality it may not be possible for all search regions 

to have a track as a boundary edge, depending on the frequency and location of tracks. 

Segmentation is executed via a procedure that moves along a track, defining search 

regions either side of the track as it moves through the graph. The first track searched 
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is the 'main' track of the search area. The procedure then repeats the search region 

construction for the unlabelled triangular regions adjacent to the remaining tracks of the 

region in the order that they branch off from the main track, followed by any separate 

and disjoint tracks that the region may contain. 

The first triangular region to the 'left' of the track (the track forming an edge of the 

region) is labelled a search region and subdivided if it cannot be searched within the 

search time constraint; if it can be searched without subdivision, the regions adjacent 

to that triangular region, moving away from the track, are considered for amalgama

tion into a larger region which can still be searched within the given time restrictions . 

Preference for amalgamation is given to those candidate regions having most similar veg

etation (a prepartitioning of the region with respect to vegetation classifications could be 

conducted) . Streams and rivers are forbidden as internal components of search regions. 

The triangular region to the 'right' of the track is then labelled as a search region 

and processed in the same way. The method is illustrated in Figure 8 .20 for the first 

triangular region to the 'left' and 'right' of the track. The segmentation procedure then 

moves to label the next triangular region on the left of the track that is so far unlabelled. 

The procedure sequentially defines search regions in this fashion until the end of the 

current track is reached. 

track edge 
search region boundaries 

.: 

Figure 8.20: Trail based POA segmentation method. 

At the end of this process it may be possible that some triangular regions not adjacent 

to any track remain unlabelled and, hence, not in any search region. These regions are 

then individually analysed to be either partitioned or coalesced with adjacent regions, as 

described in the previous heuristics. 

8.5.4 Real-time Segmentation 

An alternative approach to defining search regions is to make a pass, in real time, through 

all the triangular regions composing the TIN, dividing any which are unable to be tra

versed as a whole when searching under the current conditions. As the search paths are 

determined, combinations of adjacent regions are tested for inclusion in the same search 
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path by a heuristic procedure that ensures that time and inner boundary constraints are 

not violated. This procedure is more flexible and adaptable to the dynamism of the oper

ation, but it does require more processing time during the operation than other methods, 

as it is updated for changing search conditions. 

8.5.5 Selected Search Region Definition Method 

Within the actual SAR simulation developed we consider each edge and triangular region 

of the search region graph as a single search region. Restricting a search region to contain 

only one entity of the TIN ensures that the same vegetation is found over the entire 

search region and that the same search method can be applied uniformly over the region. 

Instead of seeking to create search regions by amalgamating adjacent regions, we mimic 

this process by allocating a sequence of search regions to a particular resource via the 

path generation heuristic methods detailed further into this Chapter. By constructing 

search assignments of a given time length in real-time, the method adapts to altering 

conditions and specific types of path assignments. An avenue for future research would 

be to program such amalgamation techniques and analyse their effective contribution to 

the search outcome. 

An initial segmentation procedure is, however, executed when, after generating the 

TIN and allocating terrain types to each edge and triangular region, a triangular region 

requires more than six hours of searching by a team of four ground searchers (in the 

quickest search direction for a POD level of 50%, assuming perfect weather and light 

conditions) .  In these instances the region is partitioned further by approximating the 

centre of the region and inserting an edge from this point to each vertex of the region, to 

create three new triangular regions. The x and y coordinates of the centre are approxi

mated by the average of the x and y coordinates of the three region vertices, with the z 
coordinate of the centre being interpolated from the plane described by the face of the 

triangular region. This segmentation process is illustrated in Figure 8.2l . 

Figure 8 .21 :  Segmentation of a triangular region. 
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The procedure increases the total number of vertices in the TIN by one, the number 

of triangular regions by two and the number of edges by three. Each newly created 

triangular region is assigned the same vegetation type as its 'parent' and each newly 

created edge is categorized as an untracked edge. If any of the new regions is still unable 

to be searched to a 50% POD level by a team of four searchers, within six hours, then 

that region is further subdivided utilizing the same procedure. 

This method of segmentation was selected over other methods as it preserves the 

vertex as an entry point into other search regions. 

The model does not consider partitioning a region during the search operation if a 

desired POD level can not be achieved by a team of searchers within the given time 

constraints. Instead the region is searched at the maximum POD level which can be 

attained and then re-searched if required. This can be viewed as a limitation of the 

current modeL 

8 . 6  Resource Allocation 

The first question to address in determining task allocations for search resources is which 

regions to select for searching by a given resource? The second question is how best 

to sequence these? Ideally, regions will be sequenced by priority, and with respect to 

access and search times. When one region precedes another in this sequence, the choice 

of search pattern, and entry and exit points (which dictate the direction of travel) must 

be selected so as to efficiently link and search the regions. When sequencing regions 

it is necessary to achieve viable sequences, i .e . ,  those sequences which can be searched 

within the given time constraints and achieve approximate work equity among the search 

resources. Quantitative measures which result in such a viable sequence include Colwell's 

search priority measure [26] and ranking regions based on PSR or expected POS return. 

An alternative approach to ranking regions for searching is via an exponential smoothing 

method. 

8.6 .1  Exponential Smoothing Method 

Golden et. al. [73] present a heuristic method for finding a single route to solve the time

constrained TSP. The method is iterative and utilizes exponential smoothing to estimate 

the profit worth of a unit of time at each iteration. The initial profit-time ratio is defined 

by an educated guess or from preliminary analysis, with the intention being that it 

estimates the value of the profit-time ratio of the optimal tour. The ratio is adjusted at 

each iteration by applying exponential smoothing, where the weight of the smoothing, a, 
can be varied between the values of 0 and 1 to generate a number of solutions. At each 
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iteration the vertex selected to be included in the tour is that which provides an increase 

in profit-time ratio that is closest to, or exceeding, the current profit-time ratio estimate. 

A criterion for selecting which search region should be the next to be included in the 

search path of a resource can be developed which is conceptually similar to the approach 

of Golden et. al. . Here the profit returned from the visitation of a vertex is the POS 

value returned from searching a region. Each region i which is able to be searched within 

the available time, at iteration I of the path generation, can be ranked via the following 

measure: 

where POSi equals the expected POS value to be obtained from the search of region 

i, 6time represents the time needed to search region i plus the access time involved in 

connecting region i into the path of the resource, and RI is the profit time ratio estimate 

for iteration l. At each iteration RI is calculated as: 

resources p-
RI = a( L _._

k
_ )  + ( 1  - a)RI-l 

k=l tzmek 

where Pk is the estimated POS obtained from resource k's path and timek is the time 

length of resource k's path. 

The approach has similarities to Colwell's search priority measure and the PSR cri

terion in ranking candidates based on a harvest rate, but differs in the initialization and 

updating of a target harvest rate in each successive period. 

Allocation of sequenced regions (or search tasks) can be achieved by a simple al

location method which sequentially allocates tasks to resources. The method allocates 

the next task in the list to the next search resource, repeating this process until search 

duration limits are met. Alternative approaches include the adaptation of methods used 

in vehicle loading applications. Possible approaches could include the following heuristic 

methods. 

8.6.2 List Method 

List search resources in decreasing order of their unallocated search hours and allocate 

the next task in the sequence to the first resource in the list. If this resource is unable to 

search the task allocate it to the first resource in the list which is able to accomplish the 

task, if one exists, otherwise allocate the next task in the list which can be searched. By 

allocating the next search region in the priority sequence to the resource with the greatest 

unallocated search hours the region is searched sooner. Such an allocation scheme ensures 
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that high priority regions are allocated across the available resources and searched before 

those of lower priority. 

8.6.3 Reshuffle Method 

This method follows the list approach but utilizes a reshuffle move amongst the list of 

search resources to determine which resource will be allocated the next search task. The 

reshuffle of the resource list may result in the task being allocated to the next resource 

in the list, or the next but one, etc. Such a move can occur at different stages of the 

allocation process. 

8.6 .4 Look-ahead Method 

The 'look-ahead' heuristic seeks to find a set of tasks from the sequenced list that exactly, 

or as closely as possible, completes the available search hours of a given resource. The 

remaining resources are then allocated the remaining search tasks in a similar manner. 

In the SAR environment this heuristic would need to ensure that priority tasks at the 

beginning of the sequence are not sacrificed in preference for those occurring near the 

end of the sequence that meet the look-ahead requirements. To ensure this a limit can 

be defined as a position in the sequence list which the look ahead procedure cannot look 

beyond. Such a limit can be defined as the furthest position, x, in the sequence where 

the following condition holds: 
x 2: qi � total resource hours available 

i=O 
where qi represents the search duration of task i. Specifically, an allocation method can 

be described which allocates search tasks to resources, one resource at a time, by looking 

through the task sequence, up until the duration limit, for the task of greatest duration 

that can be searched by the resource. This process is continued until the duration of all 

remaining tasks in the sequence exceeds the unallocated search hours of that resource. 

Reorder the tasks of each individual resource such that the tasks appear in the same 

order as they did in the initial sequence. This preserves the original priority ordering. 

Improvement routines which enable single or aggregate work units of equal size to be 

exchanged between resources, could then be employed to seek improvements in the value 

of the objective function. 

8.6.5 Access Component of Search Duration 

The search duration measure qi needs to be fixed in advance for these allocation ap

proaches even though the time needed to access each region cannot be determined until 
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the preceding task in the resource's path is fixed. One way in which an approximate 

access time component can be incorporated within the duration measure of each search 

task is to define a measure of relative 'closeness' of a region to all other regions. Such a 

closeness measure can be calculated as: 

n 

L Cij + Cji 
j=l,#i 2 (n - 1 )  

where n= the total number of search regions and Cij = the shortest time path from region 

i to region j .  The measure assumes that a path exists between each pair of regions in the 

search region graph, either via a single edge or a sequence of edges. The set of regions 

that the measure is calculated over is constrained to the set of regions initially sequenced, 

i. e., if only those regions in the primary search area are sequenced for searching then the 

closeness measure of a region i is only calculated for all paths from i to the regions 

comprising the primary search area. 

Another approach to incorporating the access time of search regions in this allocation 

phase is to express qi solely in terms of search hours and allow for access of these regions 

by further limiting the available search hours of each resource. For example, only 80% of 

a resource's available search hours could be allocated with respect to the search duration 

of the tasks, with the remaining 20% of time being set aside for accessing these regions. 

A routing phase can be conducted successively to the allocation phase to incorporate the 

actual access paths between the regions allocated to a search resource. 

An alternative approach is to execute the allocation and routing of search resources 

simultaneously. In this approach, a search task is allocated to a resource and then the 

shortest access times to all regions remaining to be allocated is calculated before the next 

region is allocated to the resource. This may result in a different sequence of search tasks 

if the task ordering criterion includes an access time component. While this approach is 

computationally more demanding, it is the approach which appears to most accurately 

incorporate both access and search time to ensure that the available search hours of each 

resource are not violated and are filled to greatest capacity. It is also the approach that 

will be utilized within the search path construction methods developed. 

8.6.6 Search Component of Search Duration 

The choice of entry and exit vertices for the search of a triangular region can be selected 

independently of the search tasks either side of it (chronologically) in the search path, 

in order to select the easiest gradient for the search resources. Or, alternatively, the 

selection can be made in consideration to the path accessing that region from the previous 

search task, and the path accessing the following search task (where these tasks exist) ,  
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to minimize the time needed to complete the entire search path. It is this form of local 

optimization which we employ to address the problem of how best to orient a triangular 

region when inserting it into a search resource's path, with the model selecting the 'best' 

entry and exit vertices from all possible vertex combinations. 

2 exit 

.6 
L_-----� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2 entry 

� exit 

Figure 8.22: Local optimization procedure to select the orientation of a region search 
when the region is added to the end of an existing path. 

8.6.7 Tree Sequencing of Triangular Regions 

One way of sequencing, or spatially ordering, triangular regions is an approach which 

draws upon the relationship between the search region graph and its dual - the Voronoi 

diagram - and the fact that a binary tree lies embedded within it. The dual of the search 

region graph has a vertex positioned at the centre of each triangular region. When these 

vertices are connected to their adjacent vertices, through the edges of the triangular 

regions, a binary tree is created as illustrated in Figure 8.23. No unique tree exists as 

regions may 'share' two possible 'parents' as the tree is traversed. 

Figure 8.23: Binary tree through a TIN. 

It would seem plausible that in many instances areas of similar priority ranking will be 

spatially close to each other. Hence routing search resources by allocating paths to each 
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resource, which have been found by traversing the underlying tree, can take advantage 

of these factors. One method that presents itself, is one that establishes the root of the 

tree in the region with the highest priority for searching. A tree can then be constructed 

which branches in the direction of regions of high probability from this point. Time 

restrictions could be incorporated by constraining the length of tree branches, where the 

length is defined by the total search time required. Boundary restrictions could also be 

included by preventing branches forming across impassable edges. 

More than one tree could be created by selecting multiple roots in consideration to 

the dispersity of regions of high priority and the number and location of search resources 

available (as one path per resource is desired) .  

8 . 7  Heuristics 

Derived from the Greek word "heuriskein" , meaning "to discover" , the word heuristic is 

defined nowadays as both an adjective and a noun. Within this thesis we will use the term 

heuristic in both these capacities following the Oxford dictionary [2, page 553] definitions 

of the adjective as "allowing or assisting to discover" and "computing proceeding to a 

solution by trial and error" . The noun definition which we will utilize is that of "a 

heuristic process or method." In particular we follow Foulds' [53, page 929] definition 

of a process or method "which, on the basis of experiment or judgement, seems likely 

to yield a good solution to a problem but which cannot be guaranteed to produce an 

optimum." 

Heuristic approaches to problem solution have in the past been criticized for their 

lack of mathematical rigour, utilizing common sense rules and approximations, with no 

guarantee that the resulting solution will be even close to optimal, and without the 

ability to defend claims as to its respective performance. However, since the evolution 

of computational complexity results ,  and in particular, the discovery of the classes of 

NP-complete and NP-hard problems, heuristic methods have become widely accepted as 

effective approaches to gaining good quality solutions in instances where optimal algo

rithms are intractable or impractical. Exact procedures may be impractical to implement 

when they: are computationally prohibitive, require data that is unavailable or inaccu

rate, are too complicated for users to implement or understand, and fall outside the 

capacity of available resources. In particular, many real-world applications which require 

solutions in real-time which can cope with changing scenarios in uncertain environments, 

require efficient and timely solution approaches. Heuristics in their intuitive approach, 

exploiting the structure and special properties of the problem at hand, are well suited to 

these needs. 
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Reeves [142] states that: 

"heuristics are usually rather more flexible and are capable of coping with 

more complicated (and more realistic) objective functions and/or constraints 

than exact algorithms . . .  thus it may be possible to model the real world 

problem rather more accurately than is possible if an exact algorithm is used." 

Lee [105] considers that the faster response time of heuristic methods "is often sig

nificant enough to compensate for the lost guarantee (of optimality)" . 

Heuristics are generally classified as falling within one or more of the following cate

gories [53, 148] : 

Constructive method The constructive heuristic method builds up a feasible solution 

component by component, applying rules at each decision step to determine which 

elements to include in the solution. Usually the rules involve a look-ahead or 

intuitive decision process, or may look to improving the objective by the greatest 

amount, as in "greedy" heuristics. 

Decomposition method The decomposition method first decomposes the problem 

into sub problems which are solved independently, with their results compiled to 

form the solution set for the entire problem. This is a useful approach for large and 

complex problems, especially those with naturally occurring divisions such as time 

periods. 

Learning method In the learning approach latter decisions in the method are made 

based upon the outcome of previous decisions. 

Feature extraction method The feature extraction method, also known as a reduc

tion method, extracts those features of known solutions which appear in a number 

of problem solutions. The heuristic uses these key properties to form future solu

tions, thus simplifying the solution of these problems. 

Improvement method Improvement methods take a known feasible solution and at

tempt to improve it by modifying the solution's components by techniques such as 

element exchange. Not all immediate moves are required to be improving, as can 

be seen in such approaches as the Tabu search metaheuristic. 

Model manipulation method Model manipulation methods attempt to find a solu

tion to the problem at hand by modifying an aspect of the problem model, to ease 

solution. The solution to this modified model is used as the solution for the original 

problem. Common approaches include considering a non-linear objective function 

as linear, and relaxing specific problem constraints. 
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Inductive methods Inductive methods use properties apparent in the solutions of a 

simplified version of the complex, or larger problem, to guide heuristic development 

for the solution of the larger problem, by generalization. 

Foulds [53, page 934] considers heuristics to perform well if they "are fast, simple and 

are capable of producing high quality solutions most of the time." In addition to speed, 

simplicity and good performance, a "good" heuristic will also meet many of the following 

criteria [8, 1 73]: 

• require reasonable memory requirements; 

• contain good stopping criteria; 

• robust; 

• accurate; 

• accept multiple starting points; 

• provide multiple solutions; 

• provide statistical performance guides and estimation; 

• flexible; 

• generalizable to a range of problems; 

• provide an interactive ability with the analyst and decision-maker; 

• innovative; and 

• insightful to particular problems or heuristic design. 

Heuristics are often created to be problem dependent and the best heuristic to choose 

for a particular problem is often not clear cut [142] - the decision depending on a number 

of considerations, for example, the problem structure and size. 

The type of heuristic methods which we develop below are construction methods 

which are performed upon the sub-problem of resource allocation over a given search 

period. In this respect the solution approach is also a decomposition method. Learning 

is also incorporated by basing allocation decisions on the subject probability distribution 

that has been updated with information gathered in previous searching. 

As the SAR problem is dynamic in nature, heuristic approaches to determining a 

solution need to be more short-term to medium-term in focus, with respect to time. 

This is due to the changing nature of the subject's location probability distribution as 
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new information is received and processed. It is imperative to send available resources 

out immediately, rather than sending out some resources and retaining others for future 

deployment, as time is critical in finding the lost subject. Heuristic methods, therefore, 

must quickly obtain a solution for the current planning horizon. In planning for the 

current time horizon only, the time required to generate assignments beyond this period 

is not made redundant when new allocations supersede those planned. The time horizon 

initially selected is that of 6 hours or half a shift . This time length is considered to 

be workable in terms of the nature of shifts and recommended work rates, but is not 

too short a period as to result in task allocations being continually altered before any 

significant search effort has been achieved. 

Heuristic methods which construct search paths for the available search resources are 

now developed. 

8 . 8  Path Generation 

The POD level at which search regions are to be searched at directly influences the 

duration time of that search. Two ways in which POD levels can be determined are now 

detailed. 

8.8.0.1 Fixed POD Levels 

The first approach is to set a target POD level to which each region will be searched. This 

target can remain static throughout the search operation or it can vary between search 

periods. If the target POD level is set at a high level, the time required to search regions 

increases. To ensure that regions which require search times exceeding the available 

search resource hours (when searched at this POD level) are not automatically excluded 

from consideration, the maximum POD level at which such a region can be searched 

within the hours available is calculated. The search task is then evaluated for inclusion 

in search assignments at this maximum POD level under the current search criterion. 

Hence, for any fixed POD allocation procedure the actual POD level at which a region 

is assigned to be searched at is given by: 

min{fixed POD level, maximum POD level} 

The maximum POD levels are rounded down to the nearest 5 or 10% increment. 

The maximum POD levels at which regions can be searched at are recalculated when 

the number of available search hours is reduced. This will occur when some tasks have 

already been allocated to a search resource and regions are sought which will complete 

the resource's allocation. 
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The need to determine the maximum POD level achievable within a given time is 
only applicable to triangular search regions as the time taken to complete the search of 

an edge region is not a function of search thoroughness; the search of an edge region 

always returns a POD level of 1 .0. 

8.8.1 Variable POD Levels 

An iterative heuristic method to determine the ideal POD level to assign to a search task 

is developed based on the Probable Success Rate (PSR) . The allocation of POD levels to 

search tasks occurs in conjunction with task allocation and routing. For a given search 

region the search speed is calculated from the search direction resulting in the quickest 

execution of the search task. The sweep width, W, is set for a particular region in a 

given set of weather and light conditions. The area of the region is fixed and the POA 

value decreases with search without detection. 

The heuristic orders search regions in decreasing order of PSR and allocates regions 

for searching based on this ordering. The motivation of the heuristic is similar to the 

adaptation of Charnes and Cook's algorithm (presented by Stone [152]) for the exponen

tial detection function. The method incorporates priority thresholding, where searching 

is conducted in one region until it becomes a higher priority to extend search effort into 

another search region. The first region in the ordered PSR list is searched to a POD 

level which results in an updated PSR value for that region equal to the PSR level of 

the next region in the list, at which time the POA value of that region is updated for 

non-detection. If a resource can be allocated further tasks, then the next region in the 

list is added to the path and the POD levels applied to searching both allocated regions 

is that which results in an updated PSR level equal to that of the next region on the list. 

This process continues until the total hours required to search the regions on the path 

and to access these regions first exceeds the available resource hours. The actual search 

hours spent in each region are then decreased in proportion to their contribution to total 

search hours, such that available effort is not violated. Essentially the heuristic allocates 

effort to regions in proportion to their contribution to the growth of POS. 

Unlike the algorithm featured in Stone [152], access times between regions are also 

considered in order to realistically address the total number of hours required to search 

the sequence of regions. For simplicity, POD levels are rounded down to the nearest 5%. 

If a POD level falls below a stated minimum the procedure is halted and the POD levels 

of the previous regions are increased to meet the available search hours. 

A heuristic which assigns search tasks to k resources simultaneously can also be 

developed where the k top ranked regions (ordered with respect to PSR) are initially 
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allocated to each of the k resources. These regions are allocated POD levels which are 

equal to either the maximum POD level attainable in the available hours, or a POD level 

which results in an updated PSR value equal to the PSR value of region k + 1 in the 

ordered list. Region k + 1  is then added to the path of the resource which has the greatest 

remaining resource hours still unallocated. The POD level selected for this region is that 

which leads to an updated PSR value equal to the region next on the list. All other 

allocated regions have their POD levels similarly updated. This process continues until 

all resources have met or exceeded their available search hours and POD levels of all 

regions are adjusted to ensure that no resource violates their search hour allocation. 

Instead of allocating the next region on the list to the resource having the smallest 

number of allocated resource hours, other strategies could be followed, including: 

• allocating the next region in the list to the resource which is able to access it the 

most quickly; and 

• allocating the next region in the list to the resource with the greatest number of 

allocated search hours which is able to search the next region within their total 

available hours. 

Algorithm 8.1 describes the allocation of search regions via this heuristic to a single 

search resource. 

By means of an example a small problem is now considered which consists of four 

search regions, 6 hours of available resource hours, and a single resource. The data for 

this problem is contained in Table 8 .1 .  It is assumed in this example that all regions are 

adjacent to one another so that no time need be set aside for accessing the next region in 

the path. The regions are numbered in decreasing order of their PSR measure so the first 

region selected for allocation is region 1 .  It is assumed that searching is via the critical 

separation method with parallel sweep searches. 

Table 8 . 1 :  An example problem for the PSR allocation heuristic. 

I Region I POA I Area I W(km) I Speed(kmjhr) I PSR I 
1 0.2 0.10 0.010 2 0.040 
2 0.1 0.25 0.015 3 0.018 
3 0.6 0.25 0.005 1 0.012 
4 0.1 0.25 0.010 2 0.008 

The POD level at which region 1 will be searched to is that which results in the 

PSR value equal to the PSR value of region 2 (the second highest ranking region) , when 
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Algorithm S.l function PSR-heuristic(k) 

end 

hours f- 0.0 
for i = 0 to nregions do 

PS� f-
Wi x speedi x POAi 

areai 
order regions in decreasing order of PSR 
/ / position 0 in ordered list is region with greatest PSR 
pstn f- 0 
rgn f- region at pstn in list 
next f- region at pstn + 1 in list 

POA- PSRnezt x areargn 
rgn f-

W d rgn x spee rgn 
POArgn - POA;gn 

PODrgn f-
POA (1 - POA- ) rgn rgn 

hours f- hours + time to search rgn at PODrgn 
if (hours > limitk) then 
allocate rgn to resource k at the maximum POD level with 
search hours < limitk 
else 

allocate region rgn to resource k at PODrgn 
stop f- 0 
while (stop "# 1) do 

pstn f- pstn + 1 
next f- region at pstn + 1 in list 
hours f- 0.0 
for j = 0 to pstn do 

end 

rgn f- region at position j in list 
if (PODrgn < 1 .0) then 

end 

POA- PSRnezt x areargn 
rgn f-

W rgn X speedj 
PO Argn - PO A;gn 

PODrgn f-
POA (1 - POA- ) rgn rgn 

if (j = pstn and PODrgn < MINPOD) then 
/ / cannot search rgn 
else 
hours f- hours + time to search rgn at PODrgn + access time 
between adjacent regions 

if (hours > limitk) then 
stop f- 1 

end 

for j = 0 to pstn do 
reduce current search hours in proportion to total contribution 
until hours = limitk 
adjust PODj to allow for decreased search hours 

end 

end 
end 
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the POA of region 1 is updated for non-detection. Utilizing the equation for PSR, the 

updated POA value of region 1 can be calculated as: 

z .e . ,  

i .e . ,  

PSR = W x speed x POA 
area 

0.018 = 
0.01 x �.� POAi 

POA! = 0.09 

The POD level required to achieve an updated POA of 0.09 can then be calculated. 

Bayes' formula for updating POA values can be re-arranged to solve for POD, giving: 

i. e. , 

i .e . ,  

POAl - POAi PODl = 
POAt {l - POAi) 

o 0.2 - 0.09 P Dl = 0.2(1 - 0.09) 

PODl = 0.60 

The number of search hours required to search region 1 to 60% POD (coverage of 

0.625) is 3 . 125 hours, which is less than the 6 available search hours. Hence region 1 is 

allocated to the resource for searching at a POD level of 60%. 
Next region 2 is allocated for searching. In order to do this we seek to find the P OD 

level to search region 2 at which will result in an updated PSR value equal to that of 

region 3. We find that an updated POA value of 0.067 is required, which correlates to a 

POD level of 35%. The time needed to search region 2 to a POD level of 35% is 2 . 137 
hours. 

The next step in the heuristic is to further increase the POD level allocated to region 

1 so that its updated PSR value also equals that of region 3. Increasing the POD level to 

74% achieves this. The additional level of POD results in a total search hour requirement 

for region 1 of 4.807 hours. 

The total hours required to search regions 1 and 2 is now equal to 6.944 hours which 

exceeds the available search hours. This means that only regions 1 and 2 are searched 

this period. The POD levels are then reduced, in proportion, to meet the six hours of 

searching available. Region 1 is searched for 4.15 hours at a POD level of 70%, while 

region 2 is searched for 1 .85 hours at a POD level of 25%. 
If access times between regions are non-zero then this time must also be included and 

subtracted from the available resource hours. For example, if it takes 20 minutes to move 
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between region 1 and region 2, then the total hours available to search regions 1 and 2 

reduces from six hours to 5 hours and 40 minutes. 

Two generic path construction heuristics are now developed; one to generate a search 

path for a single resource, and one to generate search paths for a set of resources. The 

heuristics are governed by a number of parameters which generate different path struc

tures and which utilize different resource allocation heuristics. Many of the components 

of the two heuristics are identical, including; the initialization of a set of candidate search 

regions to allocate to resources; the ranking of these regions with respect to a given crite

rion; the insertion of a selected region into the existing path; and the update of planning 

variables to allow for non-detection of the subject. 

8.8.2 Heuristic Search Method Parameters 

The following parameters are defined to generate different search path structures. 

PRIMARY -AREA Whether a primary search area is initially established and whether 

this is constructed only at the commencement of the first search period or at the 

commencement of all search periods. 

CANDIDATE...REGIONl The subset of search regions considered as candidates for 

allocation to search resources in the first search period. This subset will consist of 

one of the following: 

• edge search regions only; 

• triangular search regions only; 

• edge and triangular search regions; and 

• those search regions not yet searched. 

CANDIDATE...REGION2 The subset of search regions considered as candidates for 

search allocation in subsequent search periods. 

MULTIPLE A Boolean parameter indicating whether a search region can be searched 

more than once in the same search period. 

TIME-LIMIT The maximum time duration of a search path that can be allocated to 

a resource with the possibility of an additional TMORE hours being allocated if 

the Boolean parameter STRICT equals FALSE. 

PATH-FRACTION The fraction of the path TIME-LIMIT that is allocated as the 

actual limit on time duration. 
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MINPOD The minimum POD level of any search assignment. 

PODLIMIT The maximum POD level of any search assignment. 

STARTPOD The target POD level of search task allocations for the first search period. 

This is then incremented by PODJNCREMENT to set the target POD level 

for each subsequent search period. 

RESOURCE_CRITERION The criterion on which resources are ranked for selection 

for task allocation: 

• greatesLhours: greatest number of remaining available search hours; 

• leasLhours: least number of remaining available search hours (this criterion 

allocates paths to one resource at a time and will give the same result as 

ALLOCATION = one_resource) ;  

• criterion: closest to the region with the highest value of the COMPARISON 

criterion;6 and 

• index: index order. 

ALLOCATION The method of search path allocation to resources, one of: 

• one_resource: A resource is allocated its entire search path before the next 

resource is assigned its path. 

• parallel: Search paths are allocated to all resources at the same time, with 

RESOURCE_CRITERION determining which resource will be allocated 

the next task in their search path. 

ALLOCATE_TASK The method of allocating search tasks to search resources, one of: 

• single_task: Only one search task is allocated to each resource at a time. 

• pathJimit: Search tasks are allocated to each resource until the time length 

of the resource's path would exceed the defined path limit. 

CONNECTION The way that a selected region is added to the path of the search 

resource, one of: 

• path_end: The search region is added to the end of a resource's path via the 

shortest edge path. 

60nly used when the COMPARISON criterion contains no access component. 
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• cheapest-insertion: The search region is inserted into the resource's existing 

path such that the total increase in path length is the smallest over all possible 

insertions. 

COMPARISON The criterion for region selection when constructing search paths. 

The following criteria are considered: 

• search priority value; 

• pos; 

• PSR; 

• search hours; 

• distance from resource; 

• combined search and access hours; 

• elevation; and 

• degree of exit vertex. 

The elevation of a region is used as an allocation criterion with the purpose of gen

erating 'down hill' paths that should be both quicker and more energy-conserving 

for the resources. The degree of the exit vertex dictates the number of possible 

access paths available when continuing on to other regions, as well as defining the 

number of adjacent regions, thus providing wider choice in assignment options. 

The search priority measure differs from that proposed by Col well [26] in that access 

times are not calculated from a common base but from the resource's position at 

each point of the path being constructed, and exit times are only incorporated if a 

region is to be inserted into a resource's path, rather than being added to the end of 

the path, i .e . ,  CONNECTION = cheapesLinsertion. We refer to the POS, PSR 

and search priority criteria as 'priority based criteria' as they contain a predictive 

measure of successful subject detection. 

COMPARISON2 The criterion for the selection of regions comprising the second por

tion of a resource's path, when a hybrid path generation method is utilized. The 

criteria set is identical to that of COMPARISON. 

HYBRID A hybrid search path is created by using the COMPARISON criterion to 

select the regions comprising the beginning of the path and the COMPARISON2 

criterion to create the second portion of the path. The first portion of the path is 

fixed as one of: 
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• first-task: The first task . 

• firstJwlf: The search tasks filling the first half of the path time limit. 

This approach is similar to the hybrid criterion developed by Golden et. al. [72] , 

to solve the CCPP. 

8.8.3 Selection of Candidate Search Regions 

Initially a set of candidate search regions is defined from which search regions are then 

selected for allocation to search resources. The first step in this process is to define a 

primary search area if the parameter P RI M ARY -AREA is initialized. The second step 

is to select the subset of search regions which are viable allocation options from those 

specified by CANDIDATE-REGIONl or CANDIDATE-REGION2. If a primary 

search area is initialized then only regions falling within this region are candidates for 

allocation. In addition, any regions that will flood within this period are not considered as 

candidate regions to be assigned to resources for either searching or access. Any regions 

which have a PODcum value equal to 1 .0 are also not considered as search candidates, 

because the stationary subject would have been detected if located within that region. 

The procedure for defining a primary search area is now described. 

8.8.3.1 Primary Search Area 

A primary search area can be established at the commencement of the search operation 

and then re-established at the beginning of each successive search period to account for 

changing information. The simulation parameter P RI M ARY -AREA controls if and 

when this establishment occurs. 

The primary search area is created from search regions which have the highest proba

bility of containing the subject and which can be searched to the target POD level, within 

the time frame of one search period, given the available search resources. In particular 

we develop a heuristic 'packing' procedure that attempts to 'pack' as many of the highest 

ranking POA regions into this primary search area. 

The time needed to search a region is calculated as the average search time, over all 

entry and exit vertex combinations, required to achieve the set POD level of the current 

search period (or the maximum POD level that can be achieved within PERIOD hours 

of searching if this target cannot be met) .  

Rather than adding search regions to the primary search area until the total resource 

hours available are met, based solely on this average search time, an access time com

ponent is also incorporated. In particular we assume that the fraction, FACTOR, of 

the available hours are exhausted in accessing search regions. Hence we add regions to 
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the primary search area until the addition of the next region will cause the sum of their 

search times to exceed 

FACTO R x T I M E..LI M IT x number of search resources 

If the region with the next highest POA value is currently flooded, it is included in 

the primary search area, but, as the region will not be assigned as a search task in the 

current period, its search time is not incorporated into the sum of region search times. 

Additionally, if the region with the next highest POA value cannot be searched at a POD 

level exceeding MINPOD, the next ranking region is still considered for inclusion in the 

primary search area. 

Once the packing of regions is complete, the convex hull of all regions in the primary 

search area is determined. Any search regions which do not fall in the subset of regions 

comprising the primary search area, but whose co-ordinates fall completely inside this 

convex hull, are also included within the primary search area. This does not, however, 

include uotracked edge regions. 

The formation of the primary search area is described in Algorithm 8.2 and depicted 

in Figure 8.24.  

• 
D 

polygon of primary search area 

region in primary search area 

region enclosed by polygon of 
primary search area 

Figure 8.24: Creation of a primary search area. 

8.8 .4  Allocation of Search Regions 

The initial time limit of a search path is governed by the parameters TIME..LIMIT, 

T MORE, ST RI CT and PATH Y RACT ION. Together these parameters allow for 

either a hard or soft path constraint. They also allow for only a fraction of a resource's 

available search hours to be utilized in an initial assignment, if this is desirable for 

flexibility in regards to later task allocations. This may be a particularly useful approach 

for those problem instances displaying high levels of dynamism. The initial time limit 

calculated is the maximum time limit possible. In instances where a search resource has 
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Algorithm 8.2 function primary_search_areaO 

end 

rgnct +- 0 
order search regions in decreasing order of P�A 
maxtime +- FACTOR x TIME..LIMIT x number of search resources 
totalhr +- 0.0 
while (totalhr < maxtime and unallocated regions remaining with POA > 0.0) do 

rgn +- next region in ordered PGA list 

end 

if rgn is flooded then 
hr +- 0.0 
flood +- 1 

end 
if (PODrgn > MINPOD) then 

hr +- average search time for unflooded rgn 
totalhr +- totalhr + hr 
if (totalhr < maxtime or flood = 1 )  then 

/ / add region to primary search area 
primary_areargnct +- rgn 

end 
end 

rgnet +- rgnct + 1 

create a convex hull from vertices of regions in primary_area 
for i = 0 to nregions do 

end 

if rgn not in primary_area but lying completely inside convex hull 
and not an untracked region then 

primarYAreargnct +- i 
rgnet +- rgnct + 1 

end 
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already spent some time searching, or when the number of search hours remaining in the 

period are less than this limit, the path limit is reduced accordingly. 

The actual search method to be utilized over each region in the path is stored as 

the path is generated. A set of planning variables is also initialized to store POD and 

predicted POS statistics for each search region as the search paths are generated. These 

predicted POS values are later input into the objective function. Once a region is fixed 

in a resource's path, its POA and PODcum values are temporarily updated for planning 

purposes to account for non-detection, which in turn impacts upon the predicted POS 

values. Actual POA and PODcum updates are, however, only updated after the search 

of a region has been successfully completed. If, at the commencement of a search period, 

some resources are still completing the search of regions assigned to them in the previous 

period, then the POA and PODcum values of these regions are temporarily updated for 

non-detection before any further path generation occurs. 

The POD level at which a region i is to be searched is calculated as: 

min{phasepod, maxpodi} 

where phasepod = the target POD level for the search period and maxpodi = the maxi

mum POD level to which region i can be searched to. The only exception to this are edge 

regions which are allocated a POD level equal to 1 .0 regardless of the value of phasepod. 

The variable phasepod is set to START POD in period one and then incremented by 

PODJNCREMENT in each successive period. The maximum POD level is rounded 

down to the nearest 5%. 

At the outset of path generation, regions are ranked with respect to the criterion 

defined by COMPARISON. Regions are then re-ordered before each task allocation. The 

ranking procedure redetermines the maximum POD level at which each region can now 

be searched, given the number of allocation hours remaining and the time needed to 

access the region from the position of insertion in the resource's path. If this maximum 

POD level falls below the specified parameter MINPOD then the region is discounted as 

a candidate for allocation. The time required to access and search the region is calculated 

as the least total time over all entry and exit vertex combinations yielding a POD level 

greater than M IN PO D.  

The highest ranked region is  inserted into the resource's path at the position dictated 

by the parameter CONNECT ION. If MU LT I P LE is set to TRUE, such that a region 

may be searched more than once in a single search period, we assume that it is re-searched 

after the initial search has been completed, i. e. , we assume that there is no simultaneous 

searching of any region by more than one search resource. This assumption dictates the 

first possible position in a resource's path at which a region being re-searched can be 
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inserted, irrespective of CONNECTION. If this position is beyond the maximum path 

position which can currently be assigned, the next ranked region is allocated instead. 

When CONNECTION = cheapesLinsertion the position at which the region is 

inserted is selected from all viable positions as the one resulting in the least over-all time 

increase. When a region is inserted at a position in the path adjacent to access-only 

edges, these edges are deleted if no longer required, as depicted in Figure 8.25. In this 

Figure, edge region i is to be inserted as the second edge region in the path after vertex 

a. As the edge regions adjacent to vertex a are currently only being utilized as access 

from vertex a to vertex b, these edges can be deleted and replaced by the shortest edge 

path connection between vertices a and x, and y and b. 

a b •• f-------... ::��.-.- - -•. - - - -.-.-.- . -.-.-.-.�.:; •• .::.------_. 

'. . ' 
x y 

• • edge region la be searched 

e.-.-.-.-.-. access-only edge region 

• • shorlest path connection 

Figure 8.25: The cheapest insertion of a region into a search path. 

If an edge region is to be allocated to a resource for searching but this region is already 

temporarily assigned to be used as access to a region by a resource or resources, then the 

first resource to encounter this edge is designated to search it. (As the time to search an 

edge and to use it only for access purposes is deemed to be the same in the simulation 

model this will not cause a resource to exceed their search hour limits.) 

These components of path generation combine to facilitate generic search path con

struction. In particular Algorithm 8.3 generates a generic search path for a single search 

resource and Algorithm 8.4 generates generic search paths for a set of resources. 

It may arise that a viable path cannot be constructed from the set of parameters 

specified, for the number of allocation hours and the set of candidate regions available. 

In these instances Algorithm 8.5 is utilized to assign the resource a region to search 

adjacent to their current position. The region selected is ideally the region returning 

the highest valued CO M PARI SO N criterion value. If all adjacent regions have been 

searched or allocated for searching, and multiple searching of a region is not considered, 

the parameter MU LT I P LE is over-ridden allowing re-searching of the region with the 

highest ranking to occur. When no adjacent regions can be searched above the M I N PO D 

level, this criterion is also over-ruled to extend the candidate region set to incorporate 
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Algorithm 8.3 function generate_path(resource, cost) 

end 

limit f-- min{remaining useful search hours, remaining search time this period} 
pathresource,O f-- startresource 
order candidate tasks with respect to COMPARISON criterion 
while ((ALLOCATE_TASK = one_task and no tasks allocated) 
or (ALLOCATE_TASK = pathJimit and resource not at limit) 
and tasks remaining < limit) do 

rgn f-- select next candidate task in ordered list with total path 
increase < limit which will not result in simultaneous searching 
if rgn is an edge and already allocated to resource for access only then 
change status of edge from access to search 
if (CONNECTION = path_end) then 
rgn is added to the end of the resource's path via the shortest edge path 
connection 
else 
rgn is inserted into the resource's path to increase the total path length the 
least and after any previously allocated searches of rgn 

update planning POA values for non-detection 
update PODcum variables 
update limit 
reorder candidate tasks with respect to COMPARISON criterion 

end 
if no candidate tasks are able to be searched within limit then 
alternative_path(resource , limit, cost) 

regions which can only be searched below the MINPOD level. Of these, the region 

allocated to the resource for searching is the region returning the highest POS value. 

8.8.4 . 1  Special Task Types 

In addition to the general search path constructions described it is also possible to allocate 

special types of search tasks to resources based on those described in Chapter 7. These 

include the following: 

A. follow the intended path of a subject past the PLS; 

B.  search regions adjacent to the PLS; 

C. follow a TSP tour through hazards and huts located in the search area; 

D. search a connected sequence of homogeneous edge regions i. e. stream beds, ridge 

lines or tracks; 

E. follow a binary cut path through the intended path of the subject; 
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Algorithm 8.4 function generate_kpaths(resaurces ,  ct, cost) 

end 

ret +- 0 
for k = 0 to et do 
limitk +- min{remaining useful search hours, remaining search time this period} 
if (ALLOCATION = oneJ'esaurce) then 

end 
else 

end 

/ / allocate path to one resource at a time 
while (rct < ct) do 

end 

resaurce +- resource selected from RESOURCE_CRITERION 
generate_path( resaurce, cost) 
ret +- rct + 1 

/ / allocate paths in parallel 
while (ret < et) do 

end 

resaurce +- resource selected from RESOURCE_CRITERION 
order candidate tasks with respect to COMPARISON criterion 
rgn +- select next candidate task in ordered list with total path 
increase< limitresource which will not result in simultaneous searching 
if such a region exists then 

end 
else 

end 

if rgn is an edge and already allocated to a resource for access then 
change status of edge from access to search 
if (CONNECTION = path..end) then 
rgn is added to the end of the resource's path via the shortest edge 
path connection 
else 
rgn is inserted into the resource's path to increase the total path 
length the least and after any previously allocated searches of rgn 

update planning POA values for non-detection 
update PODcum variables 
update limitresource 
if (ALLOCATE_TASK = one_task) then 

limitresource +- - 1 
ret +- ret + 1 

end 

/ / no candidate tasks are able to be searched within limitresource 
alternative_path(resaurce, limitresource , cost) 
limitresource +- - 1 
rct t- ret + 1 
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Algorithm 8.5 function alternative_path(resoorce, limit, cost) 

end 

ct � 0 
oct � 0 
for all regions i adjacent to s tartresouree do 

end 

if region i is not an untracked edge and is not being searched at 
this time and PODcum,i < 1 .0 then 

end 

hr � best time to search region i, including access 
if hr :::; limit and search POD > MINPOD then 

neighboor et � i 

end 
else 

end 

ct � ct + l  

otheroet � i 
oct � oct + l  

if (ct = 0 and oct = 0) then 

end 

/ / no neighbouring regions are candidates for allocation 
return(-l } 

if (et = 0) then 

end 

/ / no neighbouring regions can be searched within limit above MINPOD 
if all regions in other have been allocated for searching 
and MULTIPLE = FALSE then 

override MULTIPLE condition 
region � region in other with greatest POS return when MINPOD 
condition is over-ruled 

else if (et ::J: O) then 
/ / neighbouring regions can be searched within limit and above MINPOD level 
sort neighboor in order of COMPARISON criterion 
if MULTIPLE=FALSE then 

if all regions in neighboor have been allocated for searching then 
region � region in neighboor with highest rank - override MULTIPLE 
criterion 
else 
region � highest ranked region in neighbour not yet allocated for searching 

end 
else 
region � region in neighboor with highest rank 

end 
add region to the path of resource 
limit � limit - search and access time for region 
return(l } 
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F. conduct a perimeter search of the primary search area; 

G. follow a hedging path or median path 

In addition to these, specific redeployment paths are detailed in Chapter 1 1 .  These 

paths are utilized when a search resource is redeployed from their current position to 

another position on the search region graph and utilize shortest edge paths which cover 

unsearched edge regions. 

8.8.5 Specific Path Constructions 

Within the SAR simulation environment we consider four specific path generation meth

ods. 

8.8.5. 1 Benchmark Method 

The first method is used as a benchmark against which to compare simulation compu

tational results. As there are differences in the manner in which search allocations are 

made between search managers and regions of the country, and indeed the world, we do 

not propose that this allocation method is representative of current search practice but 

we have instead attempted to incorporate aspects which could be viewed as typical of 

approaches currently used. 

In particular, we stipulate that only edge regions comprise the candidate set of regions 

for allocation in the first search period. This is to mimic the initial reconnaissance search 

of linear features utilized in most instances. We also define a primary search area, as 

is common practice. Search regions are ranked for allocation based on Colwell's search 

priority method [26] and are allocated sequentially to resources via a shortest edge path 

connection to the end of the path. The method is trialled with each of the proposed 

resource criteria. Only one search of a search region is permitted within a single period 

and regions are allocated until the specified path limit is attained, with this being viewed 

as a hard constraint. The path limit selected is six hours, which is advocated as the 

maximum search time before human fatigue sets in. 

Additionally, as it appears to be common practice to only execute a search when 

some minimum POD level is attainable, the arbitrary POD value of 20% is set as this 

minimum requirement. An arbitrary upper limit of 90% is placed on a single search of a 

triangular region in accordance with perceptions that repeated sweeps of lower POD are 

more desirable [21 ] .  In line with Perkins' critical separation theory [137] the beginning 

target POD level is set to 50%, the theoretical figure obtained when resources are spaced 

at this distance. This is arbitrarily incremented by 5% for subsequent search periods 

until the POD LIMIT is attained. 
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Benchmark Method: 

PRIMARY.AREA 
CAN DI D AT E..REGIONl 
CANDIDATE..REGION2 
MULTIPLE 
TIME.LIMIT 
PATHYRACTION 
MINPOD 
PODLIMIT 
STARTPOD 
PODJNCREMENT 
ALLOCATION 
RESOU RCE_CRIT ERION 
ALLOCATEJ'ASK 
COMPARISON 
CONNECTION 
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initiated at the beginning of each search period 
edge search regions only 
edge and triangular search regions 
FALSE, no re-searching of a region within the same period 
six hours and STRICT=TRUE (a hard constraint) 
1 .0 
20% 
90% 
50% 
5% 
parallel 
greatest-hours, least-hours and index 
path_limit 
search priority value 
path_end 

In order to facilitate comparisons between the path construction methods the same 

parameter settings for POD determination and path limits are initially used for all path 

methods. 

8.8.5.2 Single Task Method 

The second path generation method is highly myopic and, as such, responds to the inher

ent dynamism of the SAR problem at an implementation level. This method sequentially 

allocates only one search region to a resource at any one time, selecting the region with 

the highest valued COMPARISON criterion. As a resource searches only one region 

and then waits for new instructions, this method fully incorporates and reacts to any 

new information gained since the initial allocation of search assignments. At any search 

phase, all regions are considered candidates for searching and no primary search area is 

defined; regions are selected solely on the COMPARISON criterion. The three region 

criteria which contain a probability of area and detection component are each trialled 

for this search path method. Multiple searches of regions within a search period are 

permitted, i. e . ,  a search intensification strategy is followed. 

8.8.5.3 Primary Search Area Method 

The third search path construction method allocates for searching only those regions 

which fall within the primary search area. The method allocates search regions to re

sources one resource at a time and halts when the path limit of a resource would be 

exceeded by any additional assignments. The main difference in approach is that, rather 
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Single Task Method: 

PRIMARY -AREA 
CANDIDATE-REGIONl 
CANDIDATE-REGION2 
MULTIPLE 
ALLOCATION 
ALLOC AT E:r ASK 
COMPARISON 

not defined 
edge and triangular regions are candidates in all periods 
edge and triangular regions are candidates in all periods 
TRUE 
one_resource 
single_task 
search priority value, POS and PSR 

Primary Search Area Method: 

PRIMARY -AREA 
CANDIDATE-REGIONl 
CAN DI DAT E-REGION2 
MULTIPLE 
ALLOCATION 
ALLOCAT E:r ASK 
COMPARISON 

CONNECTION 

initiated at the beginning of each search period 
edge and triangular regions are candidates in all periods 
edge and triangular regions are candidates in all periods 
FALSE 
one_resource 
path_limit 
search hours, access time, combined search and access hours, 
PSR, POS, search priority, elevation and degree of exit vertex 
cheapesLinsertion 

than adding regions to the end of the path generated so far, regions are inserted into 

the path at the position which will result in the least total increase in path length.  

As the primary search area is constructed to incorporate only those regions which can 

be searched (approximately) within the time frame of the search period, this method 

heuristically finds the quickest time to search these regions, rather than applying a strict 

priority ordering. In light of this, the method does not permit the re-searching of regions 

within a period. As the regions with highest POA values are the first to be included 

within the primary search area, priority is inherently incorporated within the method. 

All criteria for selecting the next region to insert into the path of the resource are trialled. 

8.8.5.4 Path Scan Method 

The fourth path generation method is the one that allows the most scope for varying 

combinations of region selection and allocation. The approach is parameter-dependent 

and creates paths by simultaneously allocating search regions to resources until their 

path limits would be violated by further additions. Search paths are constructed by 

adding regions to the end of the current path via the shortest edge path connection. 

The region to be added to the search path is selected based on the COMPARISON 

criterion. At each stage the resource to be allocated a search region is the resource that 

has the greatest number of unallocated search hours remaining. When selecting regions 
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Path Scan Method: 

PRIMARY...AREA 
CANDIDATE-REGIONl 
CAN DI DAT E-REGION2 
MULTIPLE 
ALLOCATION 
RESOURCE_CRITERION 
ALLOC AT KT ASK 
HYBRID 
COMPARISON 
COMPARISON2 

CONNECTION 
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not defined 
edge and triangular regions are candidates in all periods 
edge and triangular regions are candidates in all periods 
FALSE 
parallel 
greatest-hours 
path_limit 
first-half, when this parameter is used 
PSR, POS and search priority 
search hours, access time, combined search and access time, 
exit vertex degree and elevation 
path_end 

based on a priority criterion this approach ensures that the region is searched earlier 

rather than later. A region is to be searched only once within a period and all regions 

are considered candidates for allocation. The path scan method is similar in concept 

to the path-scanning algorithm developed by Golden et. al. [72] to solve the CCPP; 

the main difference is that paths are constructed in parallel rather than one path being 

constructed at a time. In the approach of Golden et. al. , paths are also generated for 

each criterion considered, with the final path being the best solution resulting from these. 

The method introduces the concept of generating hybrid paths, constructed in two 

portions from two different criteria. In particular if HY BRI D is initialized the method 

divides the total search hours to be allocated in half and allocates the first half of these 

via one criterion and the second via another. The criteria used to allocate the first por

tion of the path are those which maximize a measure of the probability of success. The 

second portion of the path is then constructed via criteria which select regions close to 

the resource's position or which enable as many regions to be searched in the time re

maining as possible. This may be viewed as a diversification strategy; searching regions 

which may otherwise not be selected, due, for example, to a lower POA value. When 

the HY B RI D parameter is not set, a complete path is generated via one of the priority 

based criteria. 

This chapter has investigated: ways in which the spatial search of a region can be 

executed; heuristic methods to partition the TIN into individual search regions; and 

a number of heuristic methods of resource allocation, including a method for defining 

a primary search area. The four particular path generation methods defined in Sec

tion 8.8.5 have distinct characteristics and comprise the set of initial methods on which 

some preliminary computational experiments will be conducted in Chapter 12 .  

We now examine the dynamic and stochastic elements of a SAR operation in more 
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detail, as a precursor to developing some initial dynamic, real-time search strategies. 



C H A P T E R  9 

Dynamic Search Strategies 

"Our ability to collect and use data in real time is restricted by our 

ability to absorb and synthesize the information being put in front 

of us. Real-time operations impose tight constraints on the amount 

of time we are allowed to make a decision. . . .  Despite the long 

history of modelling and optimizing long-range planning problems, 

these are often the problems that humans handle best. By contrast, 

humans struggle with the complex decisions that must be made in 

a very short period of time, and yet these tend to dominate day-to

day operational planning. " 

9 . 1  Real-Time Decision Problems 

- DROR AND POWELL [44, PAGE 1 1] 

Seguin et. al. [146] address Real- Time Decision Problems (RTDPs) and the Real

Time Decision Systems (RTDSs) which are developed to support or replace human 

decision-makers, in the real-time solution of such problems. The authors [146, page 173] 

state that: 

"The study of RTDPs is not yet well established in the OR community, al

though agencies, companies and governments are facing increasing pressure 

to work and to react in real time." 

Seguin et. al. do, however, predict an expansion of this research area "in the near 

future" . 

9 .1 . 1  Attributes of RTDPs 

RTDPs are defined by Seguin et. al. [146, page 162] as occurring within a "dynamically 

evolving environment" where resource limitations exist and the information available on 

279 
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which decisions are to be made may often be incomplete or uncertain. The outcome of a 

given action may also be uncertain and hence such problems "typically include stochastic 

as well as dynamic components" . The SAR problem is encapsulated by this description 

and in particular possesses the following attributes of RTDPs as identified by Seguin 

et. al . .  

• An optimal desired solution. 

• Multiple and conflicting objectives. 

• Fast response time. 

• Short and medium term planning with actions typically forecast for a 6 or 12 hour 

time horizon. 

• Multiple (reactive, incremental, deliberative) courses of action. 

• Uncertain outcomes of action - in terms of whether or not the subject or a clue 

will be detected. 

• Input data can be certain, e.g. , the location of resources, and uncertain, e.g. , the 

knowledge of the subject's intentions and confusion factors resulting from the de

tection of clues. Data may be numerous or scarce in nature, and will generally be 

incomplete, especially in respect to compiling information which will lead to the 

discovery of the subject. 

• Future events are extrapolated and predicated, although such events may be ig

nored, to an extent, in terms of short term planning. 

• The environment and working conditions are time variant, and are also unstable to 

some degree. 

9 . 2  Solution Approaches 

In scenarios displaying dynamic elements, mechanisms which update information are 

essential, as are rules to cope with such information [141] . Rules must be included to 

determine the necessity of updating existent routes and to resequence, or reassign, tasks 

in order to achieve the best overall solution. In addition, Psaraftis [141 ,  page 229] ' 

emphasizes the need for faster computation times to meet real time requirements ,  the 

implication of which is that "rerouting and reassignment decisions tend (by necessity) to 

be made in a heuristic and 'local' fashion" . 
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Psaraftis [141 ,  page 232] gives the generic design features of solution approaches to 

dynamic problems as being: 

• interactive; 

• user-friendly with graphical aids; 

• flexible; 

• hierarchically designed using a 'first-cut' analysis followed by more detail; and 

• able to update routes and schedules efficiently at any time "without compromising 

'key decisions' already made." 

Psaraftis states that many solution approaches to dynamic problems have attempted 

to adapt static solution methods into a dynamic framework. This often involves signif

icant redesign, and is often in the form of local operations that are applied after the 

problem has been initially solved by a static algorithm. Heuristics are often incorporated 

within the planning principle of a 'rolling horizon'. 

Psaraftis specifically considers the dynamic vehicle routing problem and presents local 

insertion and k-interchange heuristics as fast approaches which have been shown to be 

particularly suited to such applications. Psaraftis [141 ,  page 234] states that: 

"If the time horizon of the initial input is short or if subsequent input updates 

are numerous, the overall schedule would be less influenced by its initial solu

tion and more by the subsequent local improvements. Such a scenario would 

drastically reduce the role of the static core in a dynamic situation, and shift 

the emphasis to the efficiency of the local operation method." 

Dror and Powell [44, page 12,13] review the current state of stochastic and dynamic 

models in transportation and provide three different perspectives for solving stochastic 

models. 

• A priori - where decisions are made "prior to knowing the outcomes of certain 

random parameters" . This approach requires a design or strategy to be developed 

that will perform well over a range of outcomes. 

• "Evaluation of simple operating practices in a stochastic, dynamic environment." 

• "Development of operational models that directly assist decision-making in a real

time environment" and involve the use of a rolling horizon in decision-making and 

a possible interface with on-line databases. 
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The development of models which directly assist the decision-maker in solving real

time problems, is addressed in detail by Seguin et. al. in their description of a RTDS.  The 

development of such a system to aid decision-makers in solving the SAR problem would 

be advantageous and aspects of such a system are now considered within the framework 

presented by the authors. 

9 . 3  Real-Time Decision Systems 

Seguin et. al. [146, page 163] consider that a system developed to solve a RTDP "must 

be able to decide by itself whether there is time to deliberate and if so, to what extent." 

The authors also give the following characteristics of a RTDS: 

• an ability to recognize a change in the state of the world; 

• an ability to focus on the key issues; 

• an ability to dynamically adapt to changing scenarios; 

• an ability to incorporate new information; 

• an ability to cooperate with any other systems; and 

• an ability to respond with a solution despite minor system failures. 

In particular Seguin et. al. give the four basic functional components of a RTDS as: 

• information management and data fusion; 

• situation assessment; 

• evaluation of alternatives; and 

• decision - which can be classified by three levels of response characterized by 

increasing decision-making time, 

- reactive planning, 

- incremental planning, and 

- deliberative planning. 

We proceed to illustrate how these functional components are addressed by the SAR 

problem. 
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9.3 .1  Information Management and Data Fusion 

Information about the current state of the world! is gathered via: GPS units carried 

by the search resources; radio communication between search resources and search man

agement; and weather reports. GPS units provide situational information allowing the 

positions of search resources to be determined at any point in time. Radio communica

tion and briefings at the search base relay information, and weather reports are used to 

estimate travel times and search urgency. 

9.3.2 Situation Assessment 

Seguin et. al. [146, page 164] state that "the significance of a particular event must be 

interpreted with respect to the current state of the world, as well as its past history and 

predicted future. "  The significance of an event will determine the level of reaction and 

response from the system. In the SAR problem the situation is assessed by considering: 

• the relevance of any clue found (ROe value) ; 

.. the knowledge of the subject's movements (POA values) ;  

• the past, current and forecasted weather; 

.. the level of search urgency; 

• the value of POScum, the growth of POScum with each search phase and the 

elapsed duration of the search; 

.. the positions of the search resources and their future movements; 

• the availability of search resources, considering fatigue and ability; 

.. the priority class of each search region and its current PODcum value; 

.. the traversability of streams and rivers; and 

.. the available light - affecting visibility. 

9.3.3 Evaluation of Alternatives 

Alternatives for responding to situations that arise are evaluated by preconditions, with 

respect to feasibility. The state of the world after an alternative has been executed is 

described by post conditions [146] . 

Post conditions in the SAR problem include: 

1 The search environment and the external influences acting upon it. 
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• updated POA values and cumulative POD levels for each region; 

• the regions which have been searched; 

• the time resources have spent in the field; 

• the positions of search resources; and 

• ROe values and the level of overall knowledge. 

Preconditions that determine the feasibility of alternatives include: 

• resource availability; 

• region traversability; 

• fuel and capacity restrictions of helicopters or transportation vehicles; 

• past, current and predicted weather; 

• useful search hours for the resources (fatigue levels) ; and 

• the number of hours of daylight remaining. 

In the SAR problem, if a relevant clue is detected, alternatives that can be evaluated 

include reallocating search resources to regions indicated as now having a higher priority. 

If the relevance of the clue is unclear (as in an uncertain environment) then it may be 

advisable to continue with the current search assignments until additional information 

becomes available. If the weather deteriorates, or is predicted to deteriorate, this will 

also impact upon decisions. Alternatives under this scenario include withdrawing search 

resources or allocating more resources to concentrated areas of high priority in order to 

achieve coverage of these areas within the time available. 

Evaluations of alternatives are based upon the increase in POS value, the rate of 

coverage, the time of reassignment, loss of coverage if current search tasks are abandoned 

and the situation assessment factors listed above. 

9.3.4 Decision 

"A decision consists in either reacting to the current situation or doing noth

ing . . .  If the decision is to react, one must decide how and when to react. 

Accordingly, a decision does not necessarily result in an immediate action. 

Rather, the action is incorporated into a plan of actions that extends over a 

rolling time period known as the planning horizon" , [146, page 164] . 
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Decision-making in the context of the SAR problem is considered for the three levels of 

response detailed by Seguin et. al. [146]. These levels of response can also be viewed as non

compensatory (local and selective) strategies versus compensatory (holistic) strategies. 

9.3.4.1 Reactive Planning 

Reactive planning is "concerned with short-term actions, whose effects are local in nature. 

These actions may be adequate if the modifications in the state of the world are small" , 

[146, page 164] .  An example of such planning in the SAR environment is to allocate a 

search resource to immediately search a region in the vicinity of their current position. 

Such a reallocation results in a modification to the current search path but the resource 

continues to execute their original tasks. For such a reallocation to be achievable it is 

necessary to have initial search paths whose durations are significantly less than any 

constraining time limits. A further example of reactive planning is illustrated when a 

region initially allocated as a component in a search resource's path becomes impassable 

due to flooding, and local path modifications are needed to bypass the region. 

9.3.4.2 Incremental Planning 

Incremental planning involves "slightly more elaborate modifications of the current plan 

and is appropriate when the current state of the world does not depart too much from 

its expected state at the time the plan was first devised" , [146, page 164]. An example 

of such planning in SAR is the allocation of a new search task to a search resource where 

this task is inserted within their current search path at some future time point . 

9.3.4.3 Deliberative Planning 

Deliberative planning is a "mandatory revision of the initial plan whenever the current 

state of the world departs significantly from its predicted state, hence making the initial 

plan less effective or even inapplicable" , [146, page 164] . Deliberative decision-making is 

employed when the current strategy deteriorates to a point where any new strategy would 

be more effective. Indicator levels can be used to monitor a strategy and its associated 

deterioration. In the SAR operation a deliberative planning response may correlate to the 

allocation of new search paths to search resources which differ entirely, or in some part, 

from those initially assigned. Such planning could also involve the exchange of search 

tasks between search resources and/or the reordering of those tasks already assigned. 

Scaling-down or suspending the search operation would also fall within this category of 

decision-making. 
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Withdrawing search resources in the onset of adverse weather conditions is likely to 

fall under either reactive or incremental planning, depending upon the suddenness of its 

onslaught. We assume that there exists enough forewarning to recall search resources to 

the search base before adverse weather strikes, effectively categorizing this action as an 

incremental planning response. 

Mandelbaum and Buzacott [1 13, page 17] state that "flexibility is required in a system 

or process so that it is able to respond to change in the system's environment or to change 

in the decision-maker's perception of reality." 

Dynamic models require responsiveness to changing situations and a measure of flex

ibility inherent in the system to respond to change. Flexibility can be modelled as the 

size of remaining period actions after an initial decision has been taken [1 13], and as such 

can be achieved within the SAR operation by initially routing resources to say, 80%, of 

the search time limit. Incorporating this measure of flexibility within each of the search 

paths can allow tasks that may arise with high priority to be allocated to resources during 

the execution of the operation. 

9 .3.5 System Architecture 

Seguin et. al. provide a framework of a general conceptual architecture for a RTDS with 

three levels of abstraction. The framework depicts the inter-relationships between the 

system components in each level of the system, with the functional components of RTDSs 

described above being incorporated within these system components. The three layers of 

the general architecture described by the authors consist of an interface layer containing 

an effector, a characterizer and a verbalizer. The next layer of abstraction is the choice 

layer consisting of a selector and a projector. The top layer is the generation layer and 

consists of the planner component. Figure 9.1 depicts such a framework for the SAR 

problem following the general architecture outlined by Seguin et.al. 

The function of each of the components in the general architecture and their role 

in the decision-making process is now described. As indicated by the label of 'interface 

layer' ,  the components at this level interface with the external environment - both re

laying information from the environment to other components and relaying actions to the 

environment. In particular the characterizer detects physically measurable, significant 

events which occur in the environment. The verbalizer analyses information from the 

characterizer and effector, and assesses the current situation before triggering an appro

priate action by calling either the projector or the selector. The effector effects actions 

from the selector by relaying implementation instructions and also executes fast reactive 

actions when required. 
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Figure 9 .1 :  A general architecture for the SAR problem 
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The function of the components comprising the choice layer is to form decisions on 

inputs from the verbalizer. The projector gathers additional information on uncertain 

events by simulating, extrapolating, predicting or estimating from known information, 

while the selector selects the best plan for the current situation in line with the global 

strategy of the problem. 

In the top layer - the generation layer - the planner evaluates alternative responses 

and generates plans or actions from the information it receives via the projector. 

The time required for decision-making increases with each level of abstraction, hence 

when fast, reactive decisions are required the only components utilized are those within 

the interface layer. When the actions currently being executed satisfactorily address the 

present situation the components in the two lower layers - the interface and choice layer 

- are invoked. When the situation at hand cannot be satisfactorily met by the current 

actions all three layers in the architecture are required for more detailed and deliberate 

decision-making [146]. 

9.4 Relevance of Solution Approaches in the Literature 

Seguin et. al. [146, page 165] review the Artificial Intelligence literature and its relevance 

in providing solution approaches for RTDPs. In particular they view the solution of an 

RTDP as a series of "time-constrained searches in a sequence of problem spaces." The 

authors examine techniques that reduce the number of states that are generated for each 

problem space. In reducing the number of possible states, the time needed to search 

through a sequence of problem spaces is reduced and becomes more predictable. Such 

techniques include: 

• Pruning - eliminates portions of the problem space which are known to be, or have 

a high likelihood of being, "useless to the search process." Pruning can be either 

static or dynamic, depending on when such knowledge becomes available. The tech

nique "guarantees a reduction of worst-case execution times without compromising 

solution quality" , [146, page 166] . 

• Ordering - considers first the states which have the greatest likelihood of quickly 

reaching a terminal state; a 'best-first approach'. 

• Approximating - "potentially less accurate solutions are deemed acceptable in 

exchange for a reduction in variability and lower worst- and average-case execution 

times." Approximations are used in reaching a solution e.g. quickly computed 

upper or lower bounds that are not strictly valid. 
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• Scoping - determines how much of the solution space will be examined given the 

time available. Scoping is more limited for highly unpredictable environments. 

Seguin et. al. [146, page 166] note that "every algorithm, method or solution concept 

proposed for solving RTDPs makes use (to some extent)" of these methods. 

Possible applications of these techniques to the SAR problem are now considered. 

• Pruning: 

- eliminate solutions that assign a search resource to search two regions that are 

of similar priority but located at a significant distance from each other; 

- eliminate those search regions from the list of candidate regions for allocation 

which can not be reached by the resource within the time limit constraints. 

• Ordering: first examine solutions where a search task is allocated to the nearest 

search resource. 

• Approximating travel times when a weather change is expected a some point in the 

next time interval. 

• Scoping: allocating search tasks to resources 6 hours in advance. 

Seguin et. al. [146] also consider algorithm classes found within the artificial intelli

gence literature. 

The authors outline the advantages and disadvantages of applying these algorithms 

to solving RTDPs and suggest that a combination of approaches be developed to balance 

out their individual strengths and weaknesses. 

Seguin et. al. also examine four generic Operations Research metaheuristics: simu

lated annealing; Tabu search; Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures (GRASP) ; 

and genetic algorithms, examining their relevance to solving RTDPs. The authors [146, 

page 172] conclude that these metaheuristics "can easily be adapted to real-time decision 

problems" , although to be competitive they must be fine-tuned and specifically designed 

for the problem at hand. The authors also propose that neural network approaches 

could be applied to RTDPs, and investigate the potential benefits and applications of 

parallelism in solving these real-time problems. 

Some specific and dynamic strategies are now detailed to address the ever-changing 

nature of the SAR operation, in order to develop efficient search path allocation methods. 
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9 . 5  Dynamic Strategies 

9.5.1  Strategy Components 

The frequency with which strategies and search paths need to be changed gives some 

measure of the robustness of that strategy. Ideally we desire a solution strategy which 

is readily adaptable, obtainable and efficient. Strategy implementation is phased and 

evolves over time. The strategy is redefined and directed by the information revealed 

and the strategy responds to this information and the current level of urgency. The 

stratagems themselves are a set of tools and techniques designed to respond to differing 

and specific situations. Strategies can be viewed as 'blocks' which 'slot-in' at differing 

thresholds of activity in the world. Such thresholds or indicator levels are quantitative 

values or states of the system that trigger a strategy change. 

The decision-making process in the SAR problem exemplifies a preference-learning 

phenomenon. As additional information comes to hand the decision-maker's perception 

of the decision problem and his preference structure alters; this is illustrated by changing 

POA values as the search progresses, and a changing emphasis on the scenario being 

followed. The problem solution can be approached sequentially such that, when an 

environmental change is detected which leads to new preferences, the current strategy is 

altered to produce a new strategy. Preferential strategies depend on spatial and temporal 

aspects, and the relevance of new information. 

Spatial aspects of the SAR problem include: 

• the subject's location probability distribution at any given time; 

• the level of coverage that each search region has received; 

• resource locations at a given time as predicted from the search times and travel 

times modelled on the TIN; 

• the locations of detected clues and their relevance to the search operation; and 

• accessibility and traversability of regions within the search area. 

Temporal aspects of the SAR problem can be measured by the following: 

• the elapsed duration of the search operation; 

• the length of time that search resources have been active - indicating the efficient 

search time remaining for each active search resource; 

• the time remaining in the search period; 
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• the time remaining before a change in weather or light conditions; and 

• the time required for each search resource to return to the search base, or to the 

closest hut or sub-base. 

Specific performance measures that can used to compare different dynamic strategies 

include the following: 

• total POS gained over a given planning horizon; 

• search effort utilized; 

• the number of new and relevant clues discovered; 

• the number of resource reallocations that were required; and 

• the amount of duplication of access paths in the form of deadheading. 

These measures monitor the stability and effectiveness of the different methods. Such 

productivity-related measures indicate the performance over differing periods and the 

effectiveness of redeployment under new and changing information. The progress and 

learning of heuristics within the model can be visually graphed via plots of solution 

quality against execution time, and the mapping of strategy over time with respective 

outcome. 

In SAR applications it is likely that there will exist a large number of search regions. 

To prevent cognitive overload a heuristic simplification measure can be used. For ex

ample, clustering techniques can be applied to group search regions together to reduce 

the decision criteria needed. Clustering can be achieved using a similarity measure of 

closeness between the centre of gravity of each search region, weighted by POA similarity. 

One solution approach is to fine-tune a first-cut analysis. This approach can be 

defined by the following steps: 

1 .  sequence search regions based upon the objective of the search phase; 

2. allocate search regions to search resources based upon this sequence; 

3. look for improvements to these initial allocations with respect to the objective 

function, flexibility and hedging; 

4. future responsive revision which may result in beginning over. 
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9 .5.2 Changing Knowledge 

The most critical dynamic factor in the model, in terms of creating the most dramatic 

change to the search operation, is changing knowledge. As the current state of knowledge 

is updated by new knowledge gathered, POA values are updated, changing the preference 

structure underlying the current search approach and task allocations. The priority of 

different search regions and differing scenarios may be dramatically altered by a single 

new piece of information, and result in a change in search strategy and direction. New 

information may also come in the form of strengthening the current search scenario 

being followed. The significance of the new information gathered will stimulate the level 

of reaction resulting. 

Changing knowledge is generated by: 

• search regions which have just been searched; 

• clues that have been detected and their associated relevance; and 

• interviews with observers or people who know the subject (this element and source 

of knowledge is not directly considered within the current framework) .  

Algorithm 9.1  outlines a possible dynamic response to  a change in POA values as a 

result of increased knowledge. 

The algorithm assumes that all available resources are currently active in the field. 

The approach addresses the change in preference values by a reactive, incremental and 

deliberative response depending on the relative level of change. The greater the difference 

from the information that was initially planned on, the more deliberated the response. 

Two thresholds (poa_threshold and time_threshold) are utilized within the algorithm. 

The poa_threshold measures the level of relative POA value which must be exceeded 

before current search tasks are interrupted in preference to searching regions now iden

tified as having a higher priority. The time_threshold performs a similar function in 

determining whether enough time remains in the search period to warrant the allocation 

of new search paths to all resources when the subject location probability distribution is 

significantly altered, as in the instance of evidence for a change in search scenario. If not 

enough time remains in the period to effectively coordinate and communicate new search 

allocations and allow time for some searching to occur, current allocations are main

tained with new allocations coming into place at the commencement of the next search 

period. Alternatively, the current search period could be terminated at the receipt of the 

information and a new period entered. 

In instances where an additional allocation is made to a resource and the time duration 

of the resource's path subsequently exceeds the resource's useful search hours, any tasks 
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Algorithm 9.1 function POLresponseO 

end 

if there is no change to the ordering of search regions then 
no change to current search paths 
else if (subject location probability distribution significantly alterec1) then 

/ / deliberative response 
if ( time remaining in period < time..threshold) then 

end 
else 

if (urgency =F 1) then 

end 
else 

allow resources to complete their current search task 
allocate a new search path to each resource from the exit vertex 
of their current task 

interrupt current search tasks 
allocate new search paths for each resource from their current position 

end 

allocate new search paths at the commencement of the next search period 
end 
else if (unassigned region i exists of higher priority than currently allocated 
regions and time remains to search region this perioc1) then 

/ / reactive response 
select first and last point of possible insertion in each resource's path 
/ / so as to insert between tasks of similar priority level 
if (POAi > poa..threshold) then 
interrupt current region search 
else 
complete current search task 
k t- resource which can search region i the soonest 
insert region i into the path of resource k by the shortest path connection 

end 
if resource 's path now exceeds pathJimit then 
delete search tasks at end of path which extend past pathJimit 

end 
else if (allocated region i exists of higher priority than unsearched regions 
scheduled prior to it) then 

end 

/ / incremental response - resequence region before regions of lower priority 
m t- resource initially allocated to search region i 
for k = 0 to resources do 
insertion position t- first position after unsearched region of higher priority 
k t- resource which can search region i the soonest 
if (k =F m) then 
attempt to swap unsearched regions from the path of resource k to the path 
of resource m which will not violate the path limit of resource m 
if if path of resource k now exceeds pathJimit in length then 
delete search tasks at end of path which violate pathJimit 
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exceeding this limit are deleted from the search path. If, alternatively, the limit constraint 

is a soft constraint, then these regions can still be searched, but with a lower search 

performance resulting. 

A practical way of coordinating small changes in POA values is via a dynamic task 

queue. Search tasks can be initially sequenced in POS order. Any new task or tasks that 

increase in POS value and require immediate attention can be inserted further up the 

sequence. Such an instance might occur due to new information or the inability for a 

resource to complete a task initially allocated to it. These tasks then form a queue to be 

actioned immediately or re-sequenced for later allocation. Such a task queue that changes 

dynamically as the search progresses is similar in principle to the laddering approach used 

in the United Kingdom. 

9.5.3 Changing Weather Conditions 

Deterioration in current weather conditions is first considered. The effect of such a change 

will impact upon: 

• the urgency level of the search; 

• the traversability of some streams and rivers; 

• the terrain traversal speeds; 

• the utilization of helicopter or fixed wing resources; 

• the safety of search resources; and 

• the time required to complete scheduled search assignments. 

Which of these events will occur is dependent upon specific thresholds. The following 

thresholds and rules are used to respond to such changes. 

• If weather conditions reach level 4: 

- streams and rivers become impassable in two hours time; and 

- ground search resources are withdrawn two hours prior to this weather change 

(or as soon as such a change is predicted if predictions are not possible two 

hours out from the event) .  

• If weather conditions reach level 3 :  

- helicopter and fixed wing resources are withdrawn. 
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The degree to which the urgency level will increase is a factor of the subject's medical 

condition, age, experience, clothing, weather conditions and the length of time that they 

are overdue, and is specifically addressed in Chapter 1 1 .  

Changes in the terrain environment will not only be  dependent upon weather changes 

that have just recently occurred but will also be dependent upon the weather conditions 

predicted for future time periods. Specifically, predicted weather changes due to occur 

within a PREDICT hour 'look ahead' period are considered. The following rules can be 

used to determine responses to deteriorating weather conditions being predicted within 

this time frame. 

• Flooding: if a prediction of weather level 4 conditions exists and a search resource 

is due to traverse a region after it is predicted to have flooded, the resource's search 

path is altered to avoid this. If the region requires searching rather than being used 

merely as an access route, the path is shuffled such that the region is searched prior 

to the time when it is due to flood. Algorithm 9.2, Algorithm 9.3 and Algorithm 9.4 

detail specific responses to flooding at the three levels of response defined by Seguin 

et. al. It may also be desirable to create a 'safety net', ego half an hour, around the 

predicted time of flooding to allow for inaccuracies in prediction and to ensure that 

search resources do not become stranded by weather deteriorating more quickly 

than expected. 

• Withdrawal: if the weather conditions are due to deteriorate to level 4 then the 

current search paths are modified to return each resource to the search base within 

the next PREDICT hours. If this is not possible then resources can instead 

be routed to the closest hut or sub-base, where these are defined. Rather than 

utilizing the shortest path back to the search base a path can be selected which 

covers unsearched regions. Helicopter withdrawal of the search resources is not 

considered to be viable, as helicopters would have been withdrawn prior to the 

withdrawal of ground searchers (at weather level 3) .  

• Air-based resources: if a prediction of weather level 3 conditions exists and sched

uled search paths cannot be completed within the PREDICT hour limit these 

paths are modified to return to the base within this time. Any uncompleted as

signments can be modified for searching by ground resources. Transferral of ground 

search resources that are due to occur beyond the PREDICT hour time limit are 

rescheduled to be achieved in the first portion of the flight path, where this is 

possible, otherwise ground transportation is utilized.2 

2The initial simulation model assumes that only ground search and resource transportation are avail
able; air search and transferrals are considered as a natural extension to this model. 
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Algorithm 9.2 function reactive_modifyO 

end 

for all edges (i, j) in current search paths which will flood do 
delete edge from search path 

end 

delete access-only edges adjacent to edge (i, j) in the path 
reconnect remaining search path segments by shortest edge paths 

If weather conditions improve, the effect upon the search operation is in the following 

areas: 

• If previous flooding has subsided, streams and rivers previously impassable are now 

candidates for inclusion in current search paths. 

• If the weather conditions are now viable for air resources and these are available, 

search paths are created to utilize these. Such paths may replace scheduled ground 

search and transportation routes. 

• The urgency level of the search is unaffected as the preceding detrimental weather 

may have already decreased the subject's survival chances, as in the cases of hy

pothermia or injury, and the subject will need to be found quickly. 

The effects which changing weather and light levels have On POD are as follows: 

• visibility is altered; and 

• search spacing is altered to maintain the same POD levels, or alternatively, POD 

levels are altered to maintain the same search task time durations. 

If search spacing is to be decreased, then the time duration of search tasks will be 

increased; hence, tasks previously assigned may not now be able to be completed within 

search hour limits. Similarly, if conditions improve, then further search allocations may 

be possible due to quicker traversal speeds. 

9 .5.4 Resource Availability 

It is assumed within the initial simulation model that the number of resources used is 

constant over a planning horizon. Hence, the availability of resources affects only the 

initial assignments and is not a dynamic component of the problem. However, if resource 

availability does change dynamically, in terms of more resources arriving throughout 

the search period which are available to search, the unsearched portions of search paths 
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Algoritlun 9.3 function incrementaLmodifyO 

end 

for all edges (i, j )  in current search paths at risk of flooding do 
if edge (i, j) is labelled li hazard then 

end 

reschedule edge (i ,j) to be searched prior to time of flooding 
else if (edge (i, j )  only access to scheduled search region m) then 
re-schedule region m to be searched prior to time flooding to occur 
else if (edge (i,j) provides cheapest access to scheduled search region m) then 

objl +- objective function value when alternative, viable access to 

end 

region m is utilized 
obj2 +- objective function value when region m is rescheduled 
prior to flooding time, access by (i, j) 
if (obj2 < objl )  then 
reschedule region m prior to time of flooding 
else 

delete edge (i, j) from access path 
delete access-only edges adjacent to edge (i, j) 
reconnect by alternative, viable shortest edge connection 

end 

Algorithm 9.4 function deliberative_modifyO 

end 

for unallocated edge hazards (i, j) at risk of flooding do 
schedule for searching before time flooding to occur 
if additional resources on hand then 

end 

create a new path for an additional resource including edge (i, j )  
else 
include edge(i, j) in the search path of a resource who can search the edge 
prior to flooding 
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already assigned to other search resources can be reallocated to the new arrivals as a form 

of incremental response. Alternatively, new paths can be allocated to each new resource 

to take into account information obtained since the commencement of the search phase. 

If a search resource currently active in the field becomes injured, or stranded due to rising 

water or other unforeseen natural occurrences, their unfinished tasks of higher importance 

can be redistributed to other active resources or newly arriving resources. Whenever a 

search resource becomes idle we look to allocate the resource new tasks or reallocate 

search tasks from other resources to that resource, if that resource is not fatigued. 

Aircraft viability is also dynamic, but this is considered under the section pertaining 

to changing weather conditions. 

This section has outlined a number of possible strategies to respond to the dynamism 

inherent in the SAR problem that could be further developed. Not all of the strategies 

are utilized within the initial SAR simulation model, and those which are, are expanded 

upon further in Chapter 11 .  



C H A P T E R 10 

Search And Rescue Simulation 

10.1 Introd uction 

Seguin et. al. , [146, page 163] state that simulation "is not a solution approach but it 

may be useful to calibrate models and parameters, to test algorithms, and to determine 

the specification, performance or quality of solution methods and prototypes." 

The technique of simulation allows a flexible model of a particular system to be 

developed, which can then be manipulated to provide insights into the system's operation. 

Important parameters can be isolated, by altering their values and relationships under a 

tightly controlled environment. The simulation itself is an isolated unit and cannot be 

affected by exogenous factors. This gives considerable power to the technique, allowing 

causes and effects to be identified, leading to a greater understanding of the system. 

In the literature, we have found the research most closely associated, in approach, 

with the simulated search for a subject located on the TIN to be that of Thomas and 

Hulme [ 164] . Thomas and Hulme simulate the situation of a helicopter searching for a 

subject lost in "an uniformly featureless area" via Discrete Event Simulation (DES) . The 

search area is modelled by a two-dimensional hexagonal grid and is assumed to remain 

constant throughout the search. Each vertex of the grid is connected to its neighbours 

by a uniform edge length. The authors consider three representative strategies of the 

subject; remaining stationary, walking randomly, and moving along an estimated bearing 

towards the helicopter when he detects it (remaining stationary otherwise) .  The bearing 

moved along includes an error parameter that models the accuracy to which the subject 

can determine the helicopter's location. The parameters of the helicopter and subject 

considered by the search simulation are; the time to move between neighbouring vertices, 

their velocity, and their radius of detection. The probability that the helicopter will 

299 
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detect the subject if he is within its radius of detection and the time the helicopter 

spends searching a vertex, are also parameters of the simulation. 

Three search methods are modelled on the hexagonal grid and tested over each of 

the subject's search strategies. Thomas and Hulme also consider an adaptation of these 

methods to a multi-region approach where the search area is split into subareas with a 

search conducted over each. The subject is randomly positioned on the grid with the 

helicopter beginning at a point on the perimeter of the grid. If all vertices are searched 

without success a second sweep is then executed. 

Thomas and Hulme [164, page 49] state that while simulation approaches allow only 

a limited number of strategies and patterns to be investigated, and are time intensive in 

analysis, they can also be advantageous. In particular, 

"when analytic results are very difficult to obtain as is the case with asymmet

ric search games, simulation is a very useful way of trying to identify general 

comparative results as well as suggesting attractive strategies to investigate 

in more detail." 

It is with these aims in mind that we develop a simulation model for a land based 

SAR operation. In particular, a DES model of an operation is developed, incorporating 

a subset of the heuristics of the previous chapters as sub-routines. The DES approach 

was chosen as the state of the SAR operation changes only at discrete time points. The 

simulation model itself allows for pertinent solution method parameters to be altered. By 

controlling these parameters over a number of different scenarios and problem instances, 

we investigate the effects of such changes with the objectives of identifying critical factors 

and proposing outcomes for different organizational procedures. 

10.2 P roblem Description 

The problem that we simulate consists of a SAR operation conducted over bush-covered 

terrain. We concern ourselves only with the problem of a subject who remains stationary 

throughout the search operation. 

The operation commences after an alert has been raised for an overdue subject. A 

search base is established at the scene with an appointed SAR management team and 

search resources are selected from available personnel. Resources are assigned specific 

search tasks based upon a priority listing of topographic areas within the total search area. 

Searching commences after an initial briefing of the search resources. Any information 

gathered, together with the latter redeployment of search resources or the allocation of 

new search task assignments, are communicated between the search resources and the 
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SAR management team via radio. When the subject is detected he is transported out of 

the region. If the subject is injured, transport is via helicopter if environmental conditions 

are favourable, or otherwise via stretcher. If the subject is uninjured, they return to the 

search base with the search resource which located them. All other resources in the field 

return to the search base at this time. If the subject remains undetected at the end of a 

defined period, the operation is suspended. 

The operation is divided into search periods of PE RI 0 D time length, with the search 

being evaluated at the end of each search period and new search tasks being allocated 

at the commencement of each period. Search resources are replaced when they become 

fatigued. 

The primary objective of the SAR operation is to locate the subject as quickly as 

possible i. e . ,  to maximize POS. Secondary objectives to this include minimizing redun

dant route collision between search resources, minimizing the unallocated search hours of 

search resources, maximizing the number of clues detected, and minimizing the number 

of task reassignments due to strategy changes. 

10.3 The Simulation Model 

The DES models the SAR operation over time by representing changes in the model's 

variables at discrete time points. The basic components of a DES are defined below, 

detailing these with respect to the SAR operation. 

10.3 .1  System State 

The system state variables are those variables which together provide enough information 

to describe the status of the SAR operation at any particular time. Within this model 

these variables are: 

• whether the subject has been detected as yet; 

• the search tasks assigned to each search resource for searching in this period and 

the POD level that they will be searched at; 

• the location of each search resource; 

• a weather and light indicator, and variables indicating the time and level of the 

next predicted weather change; 

• the level of urgency; 

• the time remaining in the current search period; 
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• the cumulative POS achieved for the operation to date; 

• those regions which have been searched and to what level (PODcum) ,  and those 

regions still to be searched ; 

• the POA value assigned to each search region; 

• the regions which comprise the primary search area, if this is defined; 

• the level of visibility over each terrain characterization; 

• the level of traversal difficulty over each terrain characterization; 

• the total time that has passed since the commencement of the operation and specif

ically the number of search hours utilized; 

• the total time each individual search resource has spent in the field; 

• the worst weather conditions experienced thus far; 

• the status of regions susceptible to flooding; and 

• the information gained from clues detected, including the time at which the last 

clue was detected. 

10.3.2 Entities 

The resources which the SAR operation utilizes and the objects it consists of are described 

as entities of the DES. Those entities requiring representation in this model are: 

• the subject; 

• search resources - in this model once ground searchers are initially assigned to 

teams the searchers comprising a team are considered as a single entity; 

• the SAR management team; 

• the search base; 

• search tasks; and 

• clues. 

Transport vehicles could also be included but we do not utilize these within our model. 
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10.3.3 Attributes 

Each entity of the DES is described by a number of attributes. 

• The subject: 

- actual path taken; 

- present location; 

- intended path (if known) ; 

- responsiveness level - dependent upon the time that the subject has been 

outdoors, the worst weather experienced to date and any injuries the subject 

may have (detailed in Section 5 . 1 . 10); and 

- profile of experience, equipment, known medical conditions or injuries, and 

time spent outdoors. !  

• Search resource: 

type, 

* ground searchers, and 

* helicopter; 

location and current assignment; 

- future search task assignments; 

- detection ability; 

useful search hours; 

time spent in the field to date; and 

the number of ground searchers comprising a team and the number of resources 

used in total 

Specialist skills could also be included as an additional attribute. 

• The SAR management team: 

- location. 

• The search base: 

- location. 

• Search tasks: 
IThese factors together with weather conditions give an indication of the urgency of the search. 
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- POD level and the spacing of search resources required to achieve this; 

- predicted POS and planning criteria value; 

- number and type of resources required; and 

search method, 

• Clues: 

i) visual sweep search, 

ii) sound sweep search, 

iii) linear feature search, and 

iv) the use of an edge of the search region graph as the means of access to 

another search task. 

- position; 

- type; 

- detectability by a search resource; 

- direction indicator to a vertex of the TIN; and 

- variable indicating whether detected in the course of the operation or not. 

10.3.4 Events 

Events are described as instantaneous occurrences which alter the system state. Events 

which are considered are the: 

• commencement of searching; 

• beginning and end of a search period; 

• detection of the subject; 

• detection of a clue; 

• completion of an edge traversal by a search resource; 

• completion of the search of a triangular region by a search resource; 

• completion of a redeployment of a search resource during an edge or triangular 

region traversal; 

• commencement or completion of a rest break by a search resource; 

• commencement or completion of a communication with search management by a 

search resource; 
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• completion of a corporate briefing of search resources; 

• change in weather conditions; 

• the flooding and later re-setting of regions susceptible to flooding; 

• beginning and end of dawn conditions; 

• beginning and end of dusk conditions (with the end of dusk conditions coinciding 

with the onset of nightfall) ;  

• arrival of rescue resources or a helicopter at the subject's location; 

• completion of the loading of the helicopter in a subject retrieval; 

• scale-down or suspension of the search operation, as a result of a decision made by 

the SAR management team; 

• the subject becoming unresponsive; and 

• scale-up of the search operation as a result of the urgency indicator reaching level ! .  

10.3.5 Activities 

Activities are defined as those actions within the model which require a known amount 

of time to complete.2 Activities considered here are: 

• travel of the search resources to the search base; 

• execution of an assigned task by a search resource; 

• search path determination and subsequent briefing of resources; 

• replacement of a search resource in the field once they have exhausted their useful 

search hours; 

• search resource redeployment; 

• search resource rest break; 

• search resource communication with the base; and 

• rescue of an injured subject after detection. 

2 Although this time may vary with stochastic factors. 
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10.4 Assumptions of the Model 

Nebiker [120, page 10] states that: 

"In simulation we say a good model is like a good political cartoon; it identifies 

and enhances salient points and minimizes or eliminates unimportant ones." 

Similarly the "law of parsimony" is defined as "the assertion that no more causes or 

forces should be assumed than are necessary to account for the facts" , [2, page 867] .  

As the large number of differing factors, which may be  considered for any SAR op

eration, can become quickly unmanageable, we have limited the number of factors and 

scenarios that will be considered. We have attempted to justify such assumptions by 

including the most significant causes that will affect the search outcome and excluding 

those that would have a small impact over a sufficiently wide range of parameter val

ues. The following assumptions explicitly define the limits that we have placed upon this 

simulation model. 

• The subject consists of a single entity and he is not positioned within a region 

which could become flooded. 

• The subject is located within the search region as defined by the given TIN. 

• All searchers have identical fitness, experience and skill attributes. As all SAR 

personnel are required to achieve a set level of fitness we assume that any additional 

variation is negligible. This is described in New Zealand Land SAR documents as 

a desired goal to be achieved by the year 2000 [79] . 

• There exists an unlimited pool from which to draw search resources. 

• Communication is possible over all areas of the terrain being searched. 

• Communication occurs only between the search management and a single search 

resource at any given time. No communication schedule, as such, is utilized, with 

communication occurring only in response to specific events. 

• Each search resource searches for a maximum of six hours in any one day, and for a 

maximum of four consecutive days. This defines a resource's useful search hours to 

avoid fatigue-induced errors and is in line with currently upheld recommendations. 

Hence fatigue is not explicitly factored but only implicitly factored in useful search 

hour allocation. 

• The allocation of search tasks only occurs if the time available for allocation exceeds 

the parameter M IN LI M IT (currently set to two hours) . 
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• Search regions once defined do not alter over the duration of the search and are 

initially defined as being equivalent to a single entity of the TIN, i. e. ,  either an 

edge or a triangle. 

• Decisions to scale-down or suspend a search are made at the end of a search period 

and hence only affect search assignments to be made for the following search period. 

• Search bases are located at vertices of the TIN. 

• Search resources reach an interior search base by foot, and all exterior vertices are 

accessible by a four-wheel drive vehicle. Specific paths to TIN perimeter points are 

not considered. 

• Helicopters are only utilized for subject retrieval when the weather conditions are 

suitable, not for transportation or searching purposes. 

• No search dogs are utilized as this is currently not a common practice in New 

Zealand searches. 

• Visibility restrictions exist as outlined in Chapter 4. 

• When a triangular region is searched the edges of that region are not searched. It 

is assumed that each edge constitutes a region in itself and that a triangular region 

search searches only the interior of that region. 

• A region is searched by a maximum of one resource at any given time. 

• Sound sweep search methods, when utilized, are only conducted over triangular 

regions of the TIN, not edge regions. 

1 0 . 5  Inputs To The SAR Simulation 

The inputs to the SAR simulation are: 

• visibility measures and traversal times (delineated for both 'access-only' and search 

traversals) for each terrain classification; 

• time of day that the search operation commences; 

• random number streams to enable replicability of experiments - in particular such 

streams are required to determine, 

- the subject path, when generating a random path or when the subject shows 

evidence of confusion, 
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- the detection of the subject and clues, 

- clue positions, 

- subject responsiveness, and 

- weather input data; 

• a rule to determine when the simulation will halt; 

• the starting weather conditions and an input file of times at which the weather 

conditions will improve or deteriorate from the current level, by one step; 

• TIN, 

- number and classification of each edge type, including susceptibility to flood-

ing, 

- vegetation classification for each triangle, 

- level of variability in elevation and vegetation, 

- total area covered; and 

- location of huts; 

• POA distribution over the regions comprising the TIN; 

• solution method to be used; 

• management directives to be followed; 

• the actual path taken by the subject and the position of any clues laid; 

• the subject's intended path if known; 

• status of the subject ; and 

• POD values associated with each combination of search method, terrain type, clue 

or subject type, environmental conditions, and search resource type. 

10.5.1 Simulation Parameters 

We define the following set of parameters which are used to simulate a SAR operation, 

along with the specific resource allocation parameters outlined in Section 8.8. 

PERIOD The time length of a search period. This can also be interpreted as the 

planning horizon of the search operation. 

DAYS TART The time of first light. 
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DA YEND The time of nightfall. 
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SUSPEND The number of days of searching which are to be completed before sus

pension of the operation is considered, in conjunction with the minimum num

ber of days which must have passed since the discovery of the last clue detected, 

CLUE.DAYS. 

SCALE.DOWN The number of days of searching which are to be completed before 

scaling down the search operation is considered. 

KNOW A Boolean parameter indicating whether the intended route of the subject is 
known. 

START...RESPONSE A Boolean parameter indicating whether the subject is respon

sive at search commencement. 

STARTJNJURED A Boolean parameter indicating whether the subject is injured. 

START _URGENCY The urgency level set at the commencement of the search oper

ation. 

POAROW The POA value initially assigned to the ROW region. 

ROCO The value used to assign the initial ROCcum,i value for each search region i to 

facilitate the update of POA values after clue detection. 

SELECT -BASE Whether an exterior or an interior vertex of the TIN is selected as 

the search base. 

NIGHT �EARCH A Boolean parameter indicating whether night searching is con

ducted. 

SOUNDSWEEP A Boolean parameter indicating whether the sound sweep searching 

technique is utilized. 

SOUNDPERIOD The number of periods that sound sweep searching is applied in 

from search commencement. 

MINLIMIT The minimum number of search hours which must be available before 

search paths are generated. 

TEAMNUM The number of resource teams assigned to the field at the commencement 

of the search operation. 
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TEAM SIZE The number of resources allocated to each team. Teams of size 4, 6 and 

8 are considered. 

SCALE...EXTRA The number of additional teams assigned to the field when the op

eration is scaled up. 

REST _STOP The length of a rest break for a searching resource. 

BRIEF _TIME The time needed to brief resources. 

COMM...EXTRA The additional communication time required when two pieces of in

formation are communicated with a resource at the same time. 

STRETCHER-FACTOR The multiplication factor of traversal difficulty when exe

cuting a stretcher retrieval of an injured subject. 

10.6 Simulation Objectives 

Using the vehicle of simulation we investigate some of the decisions made by SAR per

sonnel in the field. These include: 

• determining the location of the search base; 

• identifying priority regions and ordering these for searching; 

• assigning search tasks to resources; 

• adjusting operational procedures under differing terrain and weather conditions, 

and urgency levels; 

• adjusting operational procedures upon receipt of new information; 

• redeploying search resources to defined areas; and 

• calling in additional resources or scaling down a search when necessary. 

These are decisions which must necessarily be made in real-time and under differing 

degrees of knowledge, for example, the knowledge of the intended route of the subject. 

Due to the uncertainty which is implicitly present, we attempt to determine those search 

heuristics that are the most robust, efficient and successful over differing scenarios. The 

simulation model can be viewed as a learning tool for developing search strategy to guide 

the search operation to a successful outcome. 
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10.7 Implementation 

At the conclusion of each simulation run, relevant data is recorded to a file to enable 

a graphic portrayal of the search paths taken by each resource over the period of the 

operation. In addition to plotting search paths the graphics function also plots the 

position of the subject and the search base. 

The actual simulation of the SAR operation follows the broad schema outlined in 

Figure 10 .1 .  

10.7.1 Time Mechanisms 

As the SAR simulation dynamically responds to time-triggered events, there need to be 

mechanisms in place which record the actual times involved in the differing activities of 

the simulation, in order for events to be successfully initiated. We use the following time 

record and advance mechanisms: 

day _clock Actual elapsed time of the simulation. 

time_clock The number of whole days for which the simulation has been running. This 

is used to determine whether or not the search operation will be scaled down or 

suspended in light of other information such as the urgency level. 

resource-starLtime The time that a resource becomes active in the search operation. 

resource_path_clock The total number of consecutive hours that a search resource has 

spent in the field during the simulation. This mechanism records the time spent 

searching: in accessing regions; in redeployment; in communication with the search 

base; in rest breaks; and in down time between consecutive search periods. This 

clock allows for the differing traversal times of regions in poor light or bad weather 

to be recorded accurately. 

resource_down_time The total amount of time spent between periods by an active 

resource who is not currently searching due to a temporary search suspension. 

stop_clock The exact time in the simulation at which the subject is detected. 

period...start The time that the current search period commenced or, if between periods, 

the time that the next search period is due to commence. 

period_end The time that the current search period is due to finish. 

lost_days The number of days of searching lost due to adverse weather conditions. 
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Figure 10. 1 :  A broad schema of the SAR simulation model. 
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weather _clock The time of the next weather change. 

flood_time The time at which regions susceptible to flooding will flood. 

recalLtime The time at which search resources are recalled to the search base in adverse 

weather conditions. 

10.7.2 Path Representation 

The tasks assigned to a search resource are represented by a vertex path, a task path 

and a task-type path. The task path stores the labels of the search regions in the order 

of assignment while the vertex path consists of the entry and exit vertices of each region. 

Pictorially these can be represented as in Figure 10.2 where the vertex path is: 0-1-5-

6-7-10-9 and the task path is: 1 1-14-16-19-12-16. 

9 

1 0  

o -

Figure 10.2: Path representation. 

The task-type path records which search method is to be utilized over the correspond

ing search task. The number of tasks comprising a path and the total time predicted to 

complete these is also recorded. 

10.7.3 Resource Positions 

As well as maintaining accurate information as to the time that any search resource has 

spent in the field, it is also necessary to be able to determine their progress and position 

at any given time. In order to achieve this, a position indicator for each resource is held 

and updated as each region in the resource's path is traversed. The indicator records the 

labels of the entry and exit vertices of the region that the resource is currently searching, 

along with the index of that region in the search path. Any change in path allocation 

can then be determined easily and search management can see clearly those resources in 

the best position to redeploy. 
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10.7.3. 1 Recording Task Times In Changing Conditions 

When weather or light conditions alter to create a new state, traversal costs also alter 

changing the time to complete current and future tasks, and any detection events per

tinent to that resource. It is possible that more than one such state change may occur 

over the period of the task execution, as in the case where a weather change occurs just 

prior to dusk. In these instances it is necessary to have a mechanism for recording the 

time which has elapsed while on the task and the fraction of the task that has been 

completed. As the resource_path_clock indicator is updated with each communication or 

rest break interruption, it is insufficient to record this information; hence a new variable 

cosLchange is initialized to record this data. 

Such a state change is illustrated in Figure 10.3 for a resource searching over both 

an edge and a triangular region. A change in weather or light conditions has occurred at 

the point represented by ' * ' .  Each state is shaded in a different pattern . 

• / / / / / / / / // 71 )( )( )( )q • 
* 

time spent on task 

~ 
\----

time spent on task 

Figure 10.3: State changes over search task execution. 

Where the search task is an 'incomplete' assignment, e.g. , the resource searches only 

a portion of the task before being redeployed and this redeployment involves the resource 

returning over the searched portion of the region, the cosLchange variable is also utilized. 

It is used to record the unsearched fraction of the region to ensure that later calculations 

to determine the correct time of assignment completion are accurate. This situation 

is illustrated in Figure 10.4. In this instance the resource_path_clock of the resource is 

incremented at the point of turn-around. 

At any point, the time spent searching by a resource since the previous resource_path_clock 

update is easily calculable, enabling the total fraction of the task, and hence the time 

remaining to complete the assignment, to be determined. 

If the resource was to have detected either a clue or the subject while executing their 
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.. 

• 
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unsearched portion 

Figure 10.4: Incomplete assignments. 

current task, then the actual time of detection is updated to account for an increase or de

crease in resource speed, and an increase or decrease in the visibility and sound measures. 

Rules and heuristic approaches are developed in the next chapter to simulate a re

sponse to each of the events that may occur within the simulation model and to execute 

each function of the operation, thus automating the decisions which would normally 

require a human decision-maker. 
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Simulation Modules 

The simulation of a SAR operation provides an environment within which to test and 

compare heuristics designed to cope with: changes in weather conditions; visibility limi

tations; the redeployment and recall of search resources, as appropriate; the scaling-up or 

scaling-down of the search, as factors dictate; search task determination and resource al

location at each planning period; and the call-in and assignment of new search resources, 

as required. 

The following sections examine, in closer detail, the heuristics and rules developed to 

simulate each stage of a SAR operation. 

1 1 . 1  Initialization 

The initialization of the data and indicators for the SAR simulation are executed as 

follows. 

1 1 . 1 . 1  TIN Initialization 

The TIN data is downloaded from files describing all its elements and characteristics, 

including the type and vegetation classifications of each edge and triangular region, the 

location of any huts, and the set of all edges which will flood in adverse weather conditions 

(level 4) . The visibility and traversability measures for each vegetation classification 

present in the TIN are initialized for the starting weather and light conditions, and the 

traversal times along all edges are determined, together with the resulting shortest path 

matrix between all vertex pairs. 

317 
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1 1 . 1 .2 Search Region Initialization 

Initially each edge and triangle entity is defined as a search region and is assigned: 

• an identifying label; 

• a set of defining vertices; 

• density (vegetation classification) ; 

• area, or length (if more applicable); 

• POA value; 

• PODcum value; and 

• ROCcum value. 

An array search_region records whether or not each region is assigned to a search 

resource in the current search period. Once a region has been covered in its entirety, either 

searched or traversed as access, the cumulative POD for that region is then greater than 

zero. 

1 1 . 1 .3 Indicator and Variable Initialization 

The following indicators and variables are set to equal null in the function initializeO :  

• all clocks and day counts, period commencement and completion times, and total 

search down time; 

• period counter, and for each period the cumulative POS and coverage achieved, 

and the number of completed tasks; 

• subject detection indicator and detecting resource; 

• search operation scaling (up or down) , recall and suspension indicators; 

• resource task paths, position and cosLchange arrays, POD, predicted POS and 

spacing variables; 

• resource indicators for returning to the search base, reaching the end of an allocated 

search path, resting while searching, communicating with search management, be

ing in the field, needing replacement, being on route to the subject or waiting with 

the subject, predicted to detect a clue; 

• dusk, dawn and night indicators; 
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• the total number of resources used in the operation; 

• rescue by helicopter indicator and the set of resources needed to assist with a 

stretcher retrieval of an injured subject; 

• corporate briefing indicator; 

• flood conditions indicator; and 

• variables which track the time that the first and last clue found were detected, and 

the time at which the lost-region is first allocated to a resource for searching. 

Additionally, the following variables are also initialized: 

• the first simulation event - this is defined as the commencement of the search 

operation; 

• the starting weather and light conditions; and 

• the time that the last clue was detected is recorded as the time of operation com

mencement, where the 'clue' records all available information on which the search 

is planned. 

The position indicator, resource spacing, the first rest stop event, and the initial 

search task completion event are initialized for each search resource in the function ini

tializeJesource_positionO .  In addition, this function calls the function detecLclueO 

to determine if the resource will detect a clue left by the subject while executing this 

task and at what time this event is predicted to occur. 

The first event called, begin-search_operationO, initializes variables for the com

mencement of the search operation and executes the procedures outlined in Algorithm 11 . 1 .  

1 1 .2 Search Base Allocation 

1 1 .2 .1  Location Of The Search Base 

In this model we consider only the vertices of the TIN as possible search base locations. 

The vertices of the TIN are the only points in the search region graph which are used as 

entry and exit vertices of regions. Hence locating the search base at a vertex provides 

both greater coverage and flexibility. 

Candidate search base vertices are selected from the set of exterior (convex hull) ver

tices or interior (within the convex hull) vertices as two base placement rules. Vertices on 

the convex hull are viewed as immediately accessible, whereas the vertices lying interior 
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Algorithm 11 .1  function begin_search_operationO 

end 

urgency +- STARTBRGENCYO 
initialize dawn event at DAYSTART 
initialize dusk event at DAY EN D - 0.5 
day_clock +- DAYSTART 
weather _changeO 
set time at which subject will become unresponsive 
if (KNOW = 1) then 

input subject's intended path 
update POA values for search regions based on this information 

end 
read in subject's actual path from input file 
read in clue data from input file 
base...allocation 0 
if (urgency = 1 )  then scale_up(SCALE.EXTRA) 
generate paths to base for each resource 

Algorithm 1 1 .2 function base_allocation() 

end 

for i = 0 to n do 
disti +- shortest, average distance to five regions having highest POA values 
counti +- number of times i appears as intermediate vertex in all shortest paths 

end 
for i = 0 to n do 

dranki +- rank in decreasing order of disti (ties have same rank) 
vranki +- rank in increasing order of counti (ties have same rank) 

end 
for all candidate vertices{interior or on convex hull) do 

if vertex not in danger of flooding then 
Obji +- w1 x vranki + w2 x dranki 

end 
base +- vertex with maximum Obji value 
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to the convex hull are assumed in the model to be accessible only by foot. A secure loca

tion is desired which will not experience flooding in adverse weather conditions. Hence 

any vertices which may flood or which may be undesirable with respect to some other 

factor not directly considered here, such as a lack of clear ground space or communication 

restrictions, are not considered viable candidates for base location. 

A candidate base location is evaluated upon two criteria; the proximity of the vertex 

to regions of high POA and the occurrence of the vertex as an intermediate component 

in the shortest paths calculated between all vertex pairs. The second criterion forms 

a pseudo-measure of centrality in terms of access paths to regions. Both criteria seek 

to measure, and minimize, the distance resources based at the search base will have to 

travel in order to commence their search tasks. We arbitrarily assign the weights 0.7(w2) 

and 0.3(w1) respectively to each of these criteria to obtain an overall additive measure of 

desirability. Weight w2 is greater then weight w1 in order to assign greater importance 

to the vertex with closest proximity to the set of regions having the greatest likelihood 

of containing the subject. This base selection process is outlined in Algorithm 11 .2. 

11 .2 .2  Transport Of Searchers To The Search Base 

Once the location of the search base has been determined the next phase in the simulation 

model is to transport the ground search resources into the base. In those instances where 

the base is located at an interior vertex, the search resources make their way from the 

exterior vertex, closest to the search base, on foot via the shortest edge path. The 

function transporLto_baseO plans the actual path to an interior base. The POD level 

over edges comprising this path is 100%, as for all edge traversals. Transport to exterior 

vertices is not explicitly considered in this model, but access is assumed to be viable via 

4-wheel drive vehicle, or similar. 

An alternative modelling option could consider only one exterior vertex as accessible 

i. e. the TIN would have only one entry and exit point when helicopter access is not 

utilized; all bases would then be accessed from only this vertex. Under this option an 

additional criterion could be added to the base selection, namely proximity to this access 

point . 

1 1 .3 Search Urgency 

The urgency level of the search is initially set by considering the information available 

to the search management team at the outset of the operation. While the urgency level 

can be increased at a later stage in the search in response to the duration of the search 

operation and deteriorating weather conditions, we assume that the urgency level will not 
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decrease from its original level within the simulation environment. In reality, however, 

this may occur in response to new information which contradicts the initial information 

upon which the urgency level was set, for example the subject may turn out to be well 

equipped or to not have a medical condition. The urgency levels considered are 1 (high 

urgency) ,  2 (moderate urgency) , and 3 (no initial urgency). 

1 1 .3.1 Urgency Action Level 

The urgency action level of the situation is determined from Algorithm 1 1 .3,  where 

responses to nine classifying questions are sought from the search management team. 

The algorithm is based upon the urgency chart found in La Valla and Stoffel [103] ,  but 

with additional categories added to evaluate the areas incident history (as Wade originally 

did [86]) and the length of time that the subject is overdue. Each response is at a level 

of 1,2 or 3 ,  with level 1 signifying the most urgent scenario. Summing the responses over 

all categories results in a relative measure of urgency. 

La Valla and Stoffel [103, page 68] state that: "the combination of the factors affecting 

urgency will help determine not only how quickly to respond, but the nature and level 

of response as well." We utilize the urgency response levels used by Handel in his Rela

tive Urgency Response Factors software adapted from Wade's rating system [86] . (This 

software also considers responses to nine questions.) These are detailed in Table 1 1 . 1 .  

Table 1 1 . 1 :  Urgency response level. 

I Factor Sum I Response Level I Urgency Level I 
8-12  emergency response 1 
13-18 measured response 2 
19-24 evaluated response 3 
25-27 missing person 

We define the level of urgency as 1 (the highest possible level) , if the responses sum 

to less than or equal to 12. An urgency level of 2 is assigned if the sum of the responses 

falls between 13  and 18. If the responses sum between 19 and 24 an urgency level of 3 is 

initialized. If the factor sum is greater than 24 a search operation is not actioned at this 

time. 

If the urgency level is initially set to level 1 then we assume that the level remains 

at 1 throughout the operation. If the urgency level is initially set to level 2 or 3, then 

the urgency level may be upgraded to a higher level as the search progresses without 

detection, taking into consideration the number of days that the operation has been in 

progress and the weather conditions - both predicted and experienced. In particular, we 
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Algorithm 11 .3 function urgencyO 

end 

if subject very young or very old then 
age t- 1 
else 
age t- 2 or 3 
if subject has known medical condition, or know/suspect to be injured then 
medical t- 1 or 2 depending on seriousness 
else if (subject healthy or a known fatality) then 
medical t- 3 
if subject is traveling solo or separation of party has occurred then 
number t- 1 
else 
number t- 2 or 3 
if subject is inexperienced and does not know area then 
experience t- 1 
else if (subject is inexperienced but knows area) then 
experience t- 1 or 2 
else if (subject is experienced but does not know area) then 
experience t- 2 
else if (subject is experienced and knows area) then 
experience t- 3 
if subject carrying inadequate equipment then 
equipment t- 1 
else if ( subject carrying questionable equipment) then 
equipment t- 1 or 2 
else if (subject carrying adequate equipment) then 
equipment t- 3 
if time elapsed since subject due out of area is more than 2 days then 
time_elapsed t- 1 
else if ( time elapsed since subject due out of area is 1-2 days) then 
time_e lapsed t- 2 
else if ( time elapsed since subject due out of area is less than 1 day) then 
time_elapsed t- 3 
if terrain contains known hazards then 
terrain t- 1 
else if (terrain contains few or no hazards) then 
terrain t- 2 or 3 
if there exists past or current hazardous weather then 
weather -Level t- 1 
else if (hazardous weather is predicted within the next 8 hours) then 
weather _level t- 1 or 2 
else if (hazardous weather is predicted past the next 8 hours) then 
weather _level t- 2 
else 
weather _level t- 3 
rate the seriousness of previous incidents in the area 
history t- 1 , 2  or 3 

level t- age + medical + number + experience + equipment + time_elapsed 
+ terrain + weather -Level + history 
return( l evel) 
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Algorithm 11 .4 function urgency_upgradeO 

end 

if number days � 2 or worst weather level = 4 or time to weather level 4 
< 8 hours then 

end 

if initial urgency level = 2 then 
urgency � 1 
if initial urgency level = 3 then 
urgency � 2 

if (number days � 4 and initial urgency level = 3) then 
urgency � 1 

arbitrarily upgrade the urgency level under the circumstances given in Algorithm 1 1 .4. 

1 1 . 4  Search Periods 

The search period is defined over a constant time length, PERIOD. However, if light 

conditions fail over this period, the search phase may be terminated before PERIOD 

hours have elapsed. This will occur due to a detrimental weather change prior to, or dur

ing, dawn, dusk or nightfall. If no night searching is to take place then the search period 

will terminate at the onset of nightfall .  A period is required to be at least M 1 N L1 M IT 

hours in length before search assignments are allocated to resources. Figure 1 1 . 1  shows 

a representation of two consecutive search periods with are separated in time. The down 

time component occurs due to either poor visibility or a decision by management not to 

search during the night. 

As the number of daylight hours is dependent upon the time of year we have utilized 

the 12 hours from 6am to 6pm as the daylight hours for this simulation environment. 

----------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ----------

PERIOD DOWNTIME PERIOD 

Figure 1 1 . 1 :  Visual representation of consecutive search periods. 

1 1 .4 .1  Period Commencement 

At the commencement of a search period the function begin-search_periodO of Al

gorithm 1 1 .5 is called to facilitate search task allocation over this phase of the search 

operation. The length of the search period is determined and variables are initialized to 
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Algorithm 11.5 function begin_search_periodO 

end 

periodct � periodct + 1 
determine target POD level for the period 
determine time of period completion 
initialize end of period event 
determine pathJimit 
if (pathJimit � M I N LIMIT) then 

end 

determine maximum POD level each region can be searched at within pathJimit 
initialize search allocation planning variables 

if PRIMARY..REGION set and subject not detected then 
primary -search.regionO 
define set of candidate regions for searching 
if (periodct = 1) then 

end 
else 

end 

for k = 0 to resources do 
startk � search_base 
if subject can be visually detected from the base then 
initialize rest stop for findjeam 
else if (pathJimit � M IN LI M IT and recall = 0) then 
assign search tasks with corporate briefing 

dawn_time � day_clock - period_end 
if (dawn_time > 0.0) then 

end 

urgency level 0 
if (urgency = 1) then 
scale_up(SC ALKEXT RA) 

if no resources in the field and subject undetected and suspend = 0 
and recall = 0 then 

if (pathJimit � M I N LIMIT) then 
assign search tasks with corporate briefing 

end 
for k = 0 to resources do 

end 

if resource in the field then 
resource_path_clockk � resource_path-Clockk + dawn_time 
resourceAawn_timek � resource_dawn_timek + dawn_time 
re-initialize rest stop for resource k 
re-initialize the completion time of current search task 
if subject undetected then 
detect-clueO 
if (k = find_team and dawn_time > 0.0 and 
subject undetected) then update time to detection of subject 

end 
else if (subject undetected and suspend = 0 and recall = 0) then 
assign search tasks to resource k with individual briefing 

if (find_team = - 1 ) then 
determine if subject detection will occur over newly generated paths 
value � objectiveO 
record period assignment information to output file 
if (suspend = 1) then suspend-searchO 
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aid in planning the search allocations. A primary search area is defined if required and 

the target POD level for the period is calculated. 

The limit on the time duration of a search path assigned to any resource is set as a 

parameter of the simulation with respect to the type of path heuristic selected. However, 

if the predicted weather level at the start of the period is level 4, then the number of 

hours until this weather change is to occur are taken into account when defining the 

path limit. In particular, search paths are only allocated up until two hours prior to this 

weather change. This is an application of risk management. For example, if the path 

limit is set to 6 hours but a weather change to level 4 conditions is predicted to occur in 

5 hours time, then the path limit is reduced to 3 hours. 

If the path limit exceeds M IN LIMIT and resources are not being recalled to the 

search base due to search suspension or adverse weather conditions, search paths are 

generated for all active resources. When a forecast of level 4 weather exists and the 

flooding of regions is due to occur within the current search period, no regions at risk of 

flooding are allocated to resources, either as regions to search or as access paths to other 

regions. If all resources are located at the search base then a corporate briefing of the 

resources follows, otherwise the search assignments are individually communicated with 

each resource. 

In line with the dynamism inherent in the model, the spacing at which each region 

search is to be conducted to achieve the planned POD level is not determined until the 

region is about to be searched. This ensures that the current weather and light conditions 

are taken into consideration. 

If there was down time between this period and the preceding period, the resource_path_ 

clock variables for all resources in the field are adjusted in light of this. The search is 

also scaled up if the urgency level has increased to level 1 .  The events pertaining to each 

resource are also re-initialized for all resources currently located in the field. 

Within begin_search_period() the objective value of the proposed search assignments 

is calculated, and this is recorded to an output file, together with the assignments and 

related information. 

1 1 .4.2 Period Completion 

The function end-Bearch_periodO,  detailed in Algorithm 1 1 .6, coordinates the carry

over between consecutive search periods. Within this function performance measures for 

the preceding period are recorded and the. urgency level of the operation is increased if 

the conditions justify this. 

Past events are deleted from the simulation event array and future events are either 
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deleted, if no longer required, or re-scheduled after the commencement of the next search 

period. The time of commencement is determined by the function next_periodO in 

Algorithm 1 1 .7, which takes into consideration weather and light conditions, and whether 

or not night searching is to be undertaken. 

At the end of the search period a resource stationed in the field and not scheduled 

to return to the search base has all tasks beyond their current task deleted from their 

search path. If the resource needs to be replaced by a fresh resource they are instructed 

to return to the base at the beginning of the next search period, otherwise they will 

complete their current task at the beginning of the next period and then be allocated 

further search tasks. 

At the completion of a search period the decision to suspend the search operation 

is made if the subject remains undetected, and the number of search days (taking into 

account any days lost due to adverse weather conditions) has reached SUSPEND, and 

the last clue (relating to the subject) to be detected was found more than CLUEJJAYS 

ago. The function suspend-searchO is initiated at the beginning of the next search 

period to achieve this when some search resources remain in the field. 

The search operation is scaled-down if the number of search days has reached SCALE_ 

DOWN and the last clue to be detected was found more than CLUEJJAYS ago. The 

exception to this rule is if the search operation has been scaled-up within the preceding 

48 hours or the urgency level has just reached level 1. The scaling-down of the operation 

is effected by the function scale_downO. 

The scaling-up of the operation occurs under two scenarios; the first is  if the number 

of resources needed to effect a stretcher carry of an injured subject is greater than the 

number of currently active resources, the second is the first time the urgency level reaches 

a value of 1 .  The second scenario is actioned at the beginning of the search operation 

if the urgency of the search begins on level 1 ,  otherwise at the end of the search period 

in which the urgency level first attains level 1 .  In this scenario the number of additional 

resources sent into the field is described by the simulation parameter SCALE-EXTRA. 

The number of active resources is increased by the function scale_upO.  

1 1 . 5  Event Functions 

The DES is coordinated by an event array that stores the time of each event within 

the simulation. When a new event is initialized its correct time sequencing within the 

event array is found and the event is inserted at this point. The only events which 

may occur between search periods are weather_changeO, floodJegionsO and unre

sponsive-subjectO,  as search resources are stationary at this time. The event array is 
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Algorithm 11.6 function end_search_periodO 

end 

record to file cumulative POS and total coverage achieved for the period 
if end of a day then 

end 

time-Clock � time-Clock + 1 
urgency JevelO 

for k = 0 to resaurces do 
if k not located at a vertex then 
startk � vertex resource k is travelling towards 
else 
startk � vertex resource k located at 
if resource not returning to the search base then 
delete all scheduled tasks past the resource's current task 

end 
next_periodO 
if weather change is to occur between periods then 
update cosLchange array 
update simulation event array 
if search suspension conditions satisfied then 

if no resources in the field then 
suspend search 
else 
suspend � 1 

end 
else 

end 

if scale down conditions satisfied then 
scale_down 0 
for k = 0 to resaurces do 

end 

if resource k is to be replaced then 
if resource k is at the base then 
replace with fresh resource 

end 

else if (resource not already returning to base) then 
instruct resource k to return to base at beginning of next period 

end 

if urgency = 1 and not yet scaled up search then 
scale_up(SCALE-EXT RA) 
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Algorithm 11 .7  function next_period() 

end 

if (weather Jevel = 4 and dawn or dusk conditions) or (weather Jevel = 3 
and night conditions) then 

end 

/ / resources remain in field until weather or light conditions improve 
period_start +- next weather or light improvement consistent with night 
searching position 

else if (no night searching and (nightfall or time to nightfall 
< MINLIMIT)) then 

/ / commence searching at next day light where visibility is viable 
if (weather _clock < dawn_start and new_weather = 4) then 
period-Btart +- dawn_end 
else 
period_start +- dawn_start 

end 
else 

end 

/ / immediate carry-over to next search period 
period_start f- day_clock 

updated at the end of each search period by deleting past events and reinitializing events 

to be carried over to the next period. A similar compression of the array is executed 

when a maximum number of events have been initialized in any single search period. Any 

superseded events are also deleted within the event array. The functions which execute 

the events consist of the following set, together with the previously defined functions 

begin-search_operation () , begin-search_period () , and end..search_period ( ) :  

signJ'oundO is called when a clue i s  found by a search resource. The relevance of the 

clue is determined and the POA values for all regions are updated accordingly. 

The ROe _cum value for the region containing the clue is updated and the clue is 

recorded as detected, with this information and the time of discovery also being 

recorded to the output file of the simulation. The discovery is communicated with 

search management and the function then determines whether the resource will 

detect any further clues within this region, initializing such an event if it will occur. 

end_taskO is called when a search resource completes the search or traversal of a region 

on their search path. If the region has been completely traversed it is recorded as 

such and the PODcum variable adjusted. The POA value of the region is also 

updated for non-detection. The total POS and coverage achieved for the period 

is increased by the POS and coverage resulting from the task. The resource's 
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resource_path_clock is updated. If the search resource is at the end of their current 

path and is not returning to the search base or travelling to the subject, the function 

end_oLpathO is called; otherwise, the position vector for the search resource is 

updated to represent the next task in their search path. The time to complete this 

task is determined and the next end_task() event is initialized. If the resource is 

about to enter the region containing the subject for the purposes of participating 

in their retrieval, the actual time to reach the subject is determined. The function 

also determines whether or not the resource will detect the subject or a clue while 

completing their next task. If the next region in the path is an edge region which 

will flood in level 4 weather conditions, a check is made to determine whether it 

can be successfully completed (with an additional margin of half the traversal time 

again) before such conditions are reached. If this is not possible and this region 

is the last task in the path, or all remaining tasks in the path will also flood, 

end_oLpathO is called, otherwise the resource is redirected around the edge via 

the shortest path. 

begin_communicationO is called at the beginning of a communication event between 

a resource and the management team located at the search base. The procedure 

initiates the end of communication event and, if the resource is currently searching 

or traversing a region, the time to complete this task is updated to allow for the 

communication time and the previous task end event is replaced. Similarly, the 

time to detection of a clue or the subject is also adjusted, as is the arrival at the 

subject 's location. The resource's path clock is updated in end_communicationO 

and the communication flags are reset. 

beginJest...stopO halts and rests a search resource for REST STOP (currently set at 

five minutes) for every hour of searching, or every 30 minutes of a stretcher carry. 

The procedure generates the updated time of completion of the resource's current 

task and initiates the end event of the rest break. If the resource being rested is 

predicted to detect the subject or a clue, but detection has not yet been achieved, 

the time to detection is also updated. The resource's path clock is incremented, 

the flags reset and the next rest stop event initiated in endJest...stopO.  

weather _change 0 is called at the beginning of the operation and again with each 

change in weather conditions. If the SAR operation is just commencing, the starting 

weather conditions are found from the input weather file. Future weather conditions 

comprise an increase or decrease in the weather level by one level as determined 

from the weather file. The timing of future weather changes is also found from 

the input file and the 'predicted' conditions are stored in the variable new_weather. 
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The function changesO is called to co-ordinate the environmental changes and 

the weather variable is set. The light level is also altered by one level in parallel 

to the changing weather conditions. If the visibility conditions deteriorate to light 

level 4, searching is terminated for this period by initiating end...search_period O .  

If the weather conditions reach level 4 flood_time is initialized two hours from 

now. When weather conditions of level 4 are predicted, a recall of all active search 

resources is initiated. This recall is set to occur two hours prior to when the 

weather conditions will deteriorate. If this deterioration is due to occur during 

the night (and hence between search periods) the resources are recalled two hours 

prior to nightfall. If both the prediction and occurrence of level 4 conditions occur 

between search periods then resources are recalled at the beginning of the next 

search period. If the predicted weather conditions are level 4 and flood_time will 

occur within this search period, the function flood_checkO (defined later in this 

chapter) is also called for search resources en route to the search base or subject, 

in order to re-route their current search paths around edges which will flood at this 

time. The urgency level of the search is updated if such conditions are satisfied. 

recallJesourcesO All search resources in the field are recalled to the search base, if 

they are not already en route there or en route to the subject. If flooding has not 

yet occurred, resources are recalled via the shortest-coverage edge path developed 

in Section 1 1 .9.1, otherwise, by the shortest edge path available. 

dawnO coordinates the visibility changes experienced throughout the dawn period -

the 30 minutes following DAY _START . The function sets the light level indicator 

at one level higher than the current weather level indicator. If the light level exceeds 

level 4 search resources are not sent out until after the dawn period, otherwise the 

function changesO is called to alter the traversal times and visibility measures for 

this period. The function initializes the procedure dawn_endO in the event array 

list. 

dawn_endO decreases the light level by one to account for the end of dawn conditions 

which result in improved visibility. The function changesO is called to facilitate 

the update of traversal times and visibility for the altered conditions. 

duskO updates simulation data for dusk conditions where the light level is increased 

by one to account for more difficult visibility conditions. If this increase results 

in a light level greater than 4, searching is halted for the day due to poor vis

ibility. In this instance the function end...search_periodO is called; otherwise, 

searching continues and the function changesO is called to facilitate the changes 
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in simulation input data. 

nightfallO updates traversability and visibility conditions for night searching, in those 

situations where night searching is utilized, by calling changesO .  Night search 

conditions apply from DAY..END to DAY_START and are one light level more 

difficult than dusk conditions. If conditions are too treacherous (equivalent to light 

level 4 conditions) searching is suspended until DAY _START the following day, 

or until weather, and hence visibility, conditions improve. 

scale_downO scales down the search operation by removing x (currently set at two 

ground search teams) resources from the number of active resources. The resources 

removed are those which have the highest index labels . If the resource is currently 

in the field then they are redeployed to the search base at the beginning of the 

next search period. Redeployment is via the shortest edge path if the resource has 

searched for six hours or more, or via a shortest-coverage path otherwise. 

scale_upO scales up the search operation by SCALE..EXTRA additional resources 

initializing their respective indicators, positions and clocks. 

suspend--.SearchO executes the suspension of the search operation by recalling any 

resources still in the field by the shortest-coverage path. 

arrive_at--.SubjectO is utilized when the stretcher retrieval of an injured subject is 

required. The function registers when rescue resources have arrived at the subject's 

location and when all rescue resources are present the subject is stretchered-out by 

calling the function subjecLcarry_out O (defined later in this chapter) .  

helicopter _arrival 0 i s  called when the helicopter arrives at the injured subject's loca

tion in order to transport them out of the area. The procedure allows 20 minutes 

to load the injured subject into the helicopter at which time the function heli

copter _complete�oadingO is actioned to return the search resource, who has 

been waiting with the subject, to the search base via the shortest available edge 

path. 

nexLevent O activates the next event in the DES. The next event is labelled evenLfirst. 

unresponsive--.Subject O alters the responsiveness state of the subject from responsive 

to unresponsive. 

fioodJ'egionsO occurs at flood_time and records all regions susceptible to flooding as 

now flooded and impassable. 
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Floyd's shortest path algorithm is utilized to find the shortest edge paths between all 

vertex pairs in the TIN. 

1 1 . 6  Utility Functions 

The following functions are utilized within the simulation of the SAR operation in re

sponse to events that have occurred. 

end_oLpathO is activated when a search resource reaches the end of their allocated 

search path. The path covered is output to the graphics file. If a hut is located 

at this vertex and has not yet been searched for clues this is done now. If the re

source's remaining useful search hours, the time remaining in the search period and 

the time remaining until a combined recall of resources, all exceed M IN LIMIT, 

then further search tasks are allocated to the resource by calling the function sin

gle_pathO . Otherwise the resource is recalled to the search base if they are not 

required to transport an injured subject out of the area. The resulting path is 

communicated to the resource. 

changesO updates traversability and visibility conditions under changing weather and 

light levels. The procedure calculates the updated shortest paths between all vertex 

pairs in the TIN, redetermines the visibility classes of each edge region and re

classifies any edges that are now impassable due to flooding. If environmental 

conditions alter during a search period, the completion time of tasks currently 

under way are updated due to the changing cost structure and, if a resource is 

scheduled to detect either the subject or a clue while executing their current task, 

this detection time is also updated for the altered conditions. 

1 1 . 7  Communication 

Communication between the search resources and the search management team located 

at the search base occurs when each of the following events arise: 

• a search resource detects the subject ; 

• management recalls a search resource to the search base; 

.. management redeploys a search resource, assigning them a new search path; and 

• a search resource locates a clue. 
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Within this model communication only occurs due to these events and it is assumed 

that communication is possible from all points on the TIN. The time for communications 

will obviously differ, depending on the complexity of the information to be conveyed. 

We have used the arbitrary time lengths presented in Table 1 1 .2 for the purposes of this 

simulation. 

Table 11 .2: Time durations of communication events. 

I Event to be communicated I Time length of the communication I 
Resource locates the subject 4 minutes 
Management recalls a resource 2 minutes 
Management redeploys a resource 5 minutes 
Resource locates a clue 4 minutes 

If two pieces of information are communicated at the same time the communication 

time is extended by COMM-EXTRA. When information needs to be relayed to all 

resources in the field this is communicated in a sequential fashion to each resource in 

turn. Any resources that may currently be in a communication with search management, 

or have a communication event scheduled to occur, are communicated with first in this 

scenario. 

1 1 .7.1 Search Interruptions 

The act of searching is interrupted in the simulation by either a communication occurring 

between the search management and a resource, or by the resource stopping for a rest 

break. It is possible for a search resource to receive a communication during a rest break 

but any directives communicated will not be actioned until the conclusion of the break. 

Rest breaks and communications are represented by binary indicator variables identi

fying whether such an interruption is active or not, and by beginning and end flags which 

identify the length of the interruption. The total length of an interruption needs to be 

calculable in order to determine the actual time a resource has spent searching over the 

current task, and hence the search time required to complete the search task. 

The possible interruptions can be represented in time sequence as depicted in Fig

ure 11 .2. 
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Figure 1 1 .2 :  Search interruptions. 

1 1 . 8  Resourcing 

A search resource is replaced at the end of a search period if they have searched for six 

hours, 1 or their remaining useful search hours are less than M I N LIMIT. A resource 

is replaced at the end of their search path if they have searched for six hours, or there 

are less than M I N LIMIT hours remaining before the end of the search period, or their 

remaining useful search hours are less than M I N LIMIT. If, upon reaching the end of 

their path there is less than M I N LIMIT hours remaining before a combined recall, then 

the resource returns to the search base but is not replaced by a fresh resource. Resource 

replacement also does not occur if a recall of resources is scheduled this period. When 

a resource is replaced after having searched for six hours or after the subject has been 

detected, they are routed back to the search base via the shortest edge path. Otherwise 

the resource is redeployed to the base via a shortest-coverage path. 

Once a resource reaches the search base they are then replaced by a fresh resource who 

may or may not have searched previously. While we do not explicitly keep track of this 

we assume that a fresh resource is one who has stood down for at least one search period 

and who has not searched for more than four consecutive days. An unlimited resource 

pool is assumed in the simulation environment, with a constant number of resources 

in the field at any one time. The number of resources in the field is a parameter of a 

particular SAR simulation. 

Resources stay fixed in the same location between search periods. In the event of 

storm conditions, poor visibility or night conditions when night searching is not an option, 

there will be periods of downtime between the search periods. Hence moving during 

this time could be considered detrimental to the searchers' safety under the current 

management criteria. 

l Six hours is considered to comprise a search resource's useful search hours. 
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At any given time a resource is involved in one of the following activities: 

• travelling to the search base; 

• being briefed at the search base; 

• travelling to a search region; 

• searching a search region; 

• returning to the search base; 

• communicating with search management via radio; 

• resting through a rest break; 

• travelling to reach the subject; 

• waiting with an injured subject; 

• executing a stretcher-carry of an injured subject; or 

• waiting between periods for conditions to improve before recommencing searching. 

1 1 .  9 Resource Redeployment 

A search resource will be redeployed to a new position when any of the following events 

occur. 

1. The search is suspended. 

2. The search is scaled down and the resource is no longer required. 

3. The search resource is replaced by a fresh resource. 

4. Weather conditions deteriorate. 

5 .  The subject has been located. 

6. The resource completes their assigned search path. 

7. A segment in their original search path will become impassable due to flooding at 

flood_time. 
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In these instances the destination vertex of the redeployment is the search base in 

cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. It is also the destination in case 5, if the resource is neither the resource 

to detect the subject nor required for a stretcher-retrieval of the subject ; otherwise, the 

destination is the position of the subject. In case 6, if the useful resource hours or period 

time remaining are not enough to allow for further search assignments,  the resource is 

also redeployed to the search base; otherwise, the resource is assigned a new search path 

and the destination vertex becomes the entry vertex of the first task in the path. When 

case 7 occurs the resource is redeployed from the entry vertex of the segment that will 

flood to the exit vertex of that segment. 

For all resource redeployments a path needs to be found between the resource's posi

tion at the time of redeployment and the destination vertex of that redeployment. When 

the subject has been detected or the resource has extinguished their useful search hours 

this path is the shortest available edge path from the resource's position to the destina

tion vertex. When the subject remains undetected and the resource has useful search 

hours in hand, this path is a shortest-coverage path between the two vertices. The only 

exceptions to this are the allocation of a new search path in case 6 which is governed by 

search path generation heuristics, and the adjustment of a search path in case 7 which is 

governed by the function flood_check 0 . Deadhead traversal speeds are utilized for all 

redeployments. 

1 1 .9 . 1 Shortest-Coverage Path 

The objective of a shortest-coverage path is to not only minimize the time of the rede

ployment but to also maximize the possibility of detecting the subject . This is perhaps 

best illustrated when case 4 occurs and search resources are recalled to the search base 

in deteriorating weather conditions. Resources are recalled due to the increasingly haz

ardous conditions and hence it is desirable to redeploy them in a timely fashion; yet it 

is just such conditions which increase the risk to the undetected subject 's life and argue 

for the exploration of unsearched regions as part of that redeployment. 

As a shortest-coverage path is initially called in response to a time-driven management 

decision, we have developed a heuristic to determine a path that is primarily weighted 

towards a shortest time path. The time length of the path is constrained by it rede

ployment path limit that is defined with consideration to the reason of redeployment, 

the current urgency level, and the remaining useful search hours of the resource to be 

redeployed. In particular, the path duration limit is defined in Table 1 1 .3  and is effected 

by the condition resulting in the smallest duration limit . 
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Table 11 .3: Redeployment path duration limits. 

I Condition 
Redeployment in adverse conditions 
Urgency level of one 
Urgency level of two or three 

I Path Duration Limit 
flood_time - day.£lock 
remaining useful search hours + 2 hours 
remaining useful search hours + 1 hour 

While these duration limits are arbitrary, the justifications behind them are: in con

ditions hazardous to resources their effectiveness is reduced by the conditions, fatigue 

sets in earlier, and a greater risk of injury is entertained; that fatigue will set in for a 

resource once they complete their useful search hours and searching much longer that 

this will be ineffective. If conditions are not hazardous then additional effort is made to 

locate the subject in situations of highest urgency, with the duration limit equal to the 

number of useful search hours plus 2 hours. 

The shortest-coverage path heuristic finds the shortest edge path from the resource's 

starting position, vertex a, to the redirection vertex, vertex b. An edge path was selected 

over a path traversing both edge and triangular regions, primarily for ease of navigation. 

The heuristic first finds the shortest path between vertices a and b which consists only of 

those edges not yet searched,2 if such a path exists. If the time length of this path falls 

within the path duration limit then this path is the redeployment path selected. 

If the path exceeds the time duration limit or does not exist, a second type of path 

is found which may include searched and non-searched edge regions. This path is found 

by first transforming the edge costs to reflect whether or not an edge has been searched 

during the operation. Edges yet to be searched have their traversal times temporarily 

reduced by a factor to weight them more favourably for inclusion. Dijkstra's algorithm is 

then used to determine the shortest path between vertices a and b over this adjusted cost 

network. The weight by which the unsearched edge costs are multiplied is recursively 

decreased, starting at one half the edge weight and reducing to one tenth the edge weight, 

until the composite path generated exceeds the redeployment duration limit . In this way 

the final composite path selected is that which is within the path limit, if such a one 

exists, and having the greatest number of unsearched edge components. 

If neither of these generated paths have an unadjusted time duration which falls 

within the redeployment path limit, the resource is redeployed from vertex a to vertex 

b via the shortest available edge path, irrespective of the composition of that path (in 

searched or non-searched edges) and its final length (which will be shorter than either of 

the two previously generated cover paths) . The heuristic method is described in detail 

2This subset does not include untracked edge regions which are not required to be searched. 
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in Algorithm 11 .8 .  

1 1 .9.2 Modelling the Redeployment of Resources 

If a resource is redeployed whilst searching a triangular region, the resource's position 

within the region at the time of redeployment needs to be approximated. This is because 

the level of detail used to model the actual movement of resources is not fine enough to 

determine a resource's exact location within a triangular region at any given time. The 

straight-line distance, dist, between the resource's approximated position and the desired 

exit vertex for the redirection, exit, is approximated as: 

dist = (1 - fraction) x edge_length(entry, exit) x 1.2 if exit i= entry 

dist = fraction x edgeJength(entry, exito) x 1 .2 if exit = entry 

where exito is the vertex that the resource was initially to complete the task at, and 

entry is the vertex the resource entered the region at. The fraction of the task completed 

before the redeployment occurs is represented by fraction. The multiplication factor of 

1 .2 is an approximation of the depth of strip searching into the region interior. Such a 

redeployment is illustrated in Figure 11 .3. 

The speed approximation utilized for searcher redeployment from within a triangular 

region is the quickest deadhead speed to the exit vertex when considering the gradient 

from either of the other two region vertices. 

1 1 .9.3 Recall of Search Resources 

The function return_to_baseO (detailed in Algorithm 1 1 .9) redeploys a resource from 

their current position to the search base via a shortest-covering path. When the resource 

is searching a region which has a POD_cum value less than 1 .0 ,  the search is completed 

if the time to achieve this and return to the base is within the redeployment duration 

limit . If these conditions do not hold and the resource is in the middle of a task, this task 

is interrupted and the best redeployment path is found, by constructing a path exiting 

from each vertex of the region. The path selected is that which has total length less than 

the redeployment limit and greatest predicted POS return. In instances of ties, the tie is 

broken by selecting the path which contains the greater number of unsearched regions and 

in instances where this number is also equal, selecting the path of least time duration. If 

all path options exceed the redeployment limit the path of least time duration is selected. 

1 1 .9.4 Flooding 

If weather conditions reach level 4 those edge regions which are 'flagged' as susceptible to 

flooding will flood two hours after these conditions are attained and become impassable 
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Algorithm 11 .8 function redirect( a, b, resource) 

end 

for i = 0 to nedges do 

end 

if edge i will flood before end of search period then 
costi r INF 

redeplayJimit t- time duration maximum less time to reach a 
for i = 0 to nedges do 

if edge i has been searched or is an untracked region then 
tempcosti t- IN F 
else 
tempcosti t- costi 

end 
/ / determine shortest path from a to b over unsearched edges 
path t- Dijkstra(a, b, tempcost) 
if path exists and path duration � redeplayJimit then 
return (path ) 
else if (length of shortest path from a to b over cost matrix � redeplayJimit) then 

/ / generate redeployment path of mixed edge composition 
weight r 2 
while (actual path duration < redeplayJimit and weight � 10 
and path exists) do 

end 

for i = 0 to nedges do 
if edge i not searched and not untracked then 

costi 
tempcost ·  r ---

• weight 
else 
tempcosti t- costi 

end 
temppath t- Dijkstra(a, b, tempcost) 
if actual path duration � redeplayJimit and number of unsearched edges 
in path exceeds number in previous composite paths then 
path t- temppath 
weight r weight + 1 

if unsearched and composite paths not within redeplayJimit then 
/ / generate shortest edge path from a to b over unadjusted costs 
path t- Dijkstra(a, b, cost) 

end 
return (path) 

end 
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Figure 1 1 .3 :  Redeployment from within a triangular region. 

to ground search resources 3 . The time that these regions will flood is recorded by the 

variable flood_time. If flooding is simulated to occur within the current search period 

(flood_time < period_end) no edges with a flood indicator equal to one are considered 

as candidates for allocation to resources, either as search tasks or components of access 

paths to other regions. This strategy can be viewed as a conservative risk management 

policy. To ensure that these regions are not considered as viable routing options their 

traversal costs are temporarily updated to a prohibitively high cost (00) to avoid selection. 

At flood_time the edges susceptible to flooding are recorded as flooded with traversal 

costs equal to 00. The status of these edges is arbitrarily reversed three days after an 

improvement to weather level 3 conditions. 

Within the simulation model of the SAR operation it is possible that a prediction of 

level 4 weather conditions may arise after search paths have been allocated for the period 

and arrive in actuality before resources have completed their search paths. In this instance 

a recall of resources is set in place to occur prior to flooding. However, if a resource is 

already en route to the search base or to the subject, they are not affected by this recall 

and it becomes necessary to re-route such resources around any edge regions in their 

search paths that will flood. This is achieved by activating the function flood_checkO 

at the time this prediction occurs. As the proportion of allocated edge regions that will 

flood is likely to be small, as is the number of resources likely to be affected, we have 

selected a myopic approach to re-routing these resources. 

The function flood_checkO,  of Algorithm 1 1 . 10, investigates all edge regions in 

the uncompleted portion of a resource's path for possible flooding. If a segment of the 

path is identified as susceptible to flooding (a segment may consist of a single edge or a 

connected subset of edges that will all flood) it is individually replaced by a new path 

segment containing no regions in danger of flooding. The new segment has its beginning 

3We currently model 50% of those edges representing streams and rivers as candidates for flooding, 
selecting those edges representing the features with greatest water volume. 
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Algorithm 11 .9 function returrLto_base(resource) 

end 

redeployJimit f- time duration maximum 
if resource has reached the end of their assigned path then 

vertex f- vertex resource positioned at 

end 
else 

end 

path f- redirect(vertex, base, resource) 

rgn f- region resource is located on 
time f- time to complete search of rgn + time to return to base via shortest patl 
if PODcum,rgn < 1.0 and time < redeployJimit then 

complete search of region 
vertex f- exit vertex of region 
path f- redirect(vertex, base, resource) 

end 
else 

end 

/ / interrupt task 
for each exit vertex of rgn do 

a f- exit vertex 

end 

patha f- redirect( a, base, resource) 
totaltimea f- time to exit vertex a + time to traverse patha 
if (totaltimea ::; redeployJimit) then 
POSa f- POS result of redeployment path 

if all redeployment paths exceed redeployJimit then 
path f- redeployment path of smallest time duration 
else 

if best POS result is shared by more than one exit vertex path then 
if more then one path comprises the greatest number of 
unsearched edges then 

end 
else 

path f- redeployment path of least time duration 
else 
path f- redeployment path comprising the greater number of 
unsearched edges 

path f- redeployment path returning highest POS 
end 

return (path) 
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and end vertices as the beginning and end vertices of the segment that will flood and 

comprises the shortest available edge path. If it is not possible to find an edge path to 

redirect the resource through, such as in a case where all adjacent edges will also flood, 

the resource is redirected through adjacent triangular regions, selecting the quickest path. 

The shortest edge path connecting the end vertices of the flooded segment was se

lected over a shortest-covering path connection, as the additional time length of the path 

would take search time away from the future tasks already allocated to the resource. In 

particular, these future tasks were considered to be of higher priority for searching (with 

respect to the path generation strategy) , to be initially selected than the edge tasks that 

would be selected in a shortest-covering path. 

If the instance arises where a resource is located on an edge that will flood at 

flood_time and the resource cannot complete the traversal of the region by this time, 

then it is necessary to re-route the resource so that they will not be located on the edge at 

flood_time. To this end the function returns the resource along the edge in the direction 

which they came or, if this vertex cannot be reached in time, re-routes the resource into 

the adjacent triangular region with the least dense vegetation. If the resource is about 

to enter an edge region which will flood before flood_time and the region comprises the 

only region in the resource's path, or all regions in the allocated path will flood, a new 

path is allocated to the search resource. 

1 1 . 1 0  Subject Detection 

If a resource searches the losLregian and detection occurs, the simulation model cal

culates the position and time at which this occurs, labelling the locating resource, 

find_team. After determining the condition of the subject the positions of the other 

search resources in the field are determined. These resources are communicated with by 

search management to inform them of the successful conclusion of the search together 

with further redeployment instructions. These resources will then either return to the 

search base or will be redeployed, by the shortest available edge paths, to the location 

of the subject in order to assist with transporting an injured subject when helicopter 

access is prohibitive. At this time all traversal costs are reduced to their non-searching 

(deadhead) times i. e., the resources move more quickly over the terrain. However, if a 

stretcher retrieval is required, the traversal costs are again augmented to approximate 

the greater traversal difficulty involved, as outlined in Section 1 1 . 11 .2 .  The procedures 

followed upon subject detection are detailed in Algorithm 1 1 . 1 1 . 
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Algorithm 11 .10 function flood_check(resource) 

end 

pstn � current position of resource on search path 
a � start vertex of current region 
if resource is located on an edge susceptible to flooding then 

end 

if time to complete task > flood.lime then 
/ / need to re-route resource so not on edge when it floods 
identify connected edge segment (a, b) in resource's path which will flood 
in entirety from vertex a at flood_time 
if positioned at beginning vertex of region then 

end 

if all tasks in path of resource are in segment (a, b) then 
assign a new path to resource 
else 
shortesLpath( a, b) 

else if ( time to return to a < flood_time) then 
return back along edge to vertex a 
shortest_path(a, b) 

end 
else 
re-route resource into neighbouring triangular region with least density 

end 

if remaining search path not replaced then 
for j = pstn to numi do 

end 
end 

if region is an edge and edge (pathi,i , pathi,i+d will flood then 
save copy of unchanged path to this point 

end 

a � vertex at position j in resource's path 
identify connected edge segment (a, b) in resource's path which will 
flood in entirety from vertex a at flood_time 
shortesLpath(a, b) 

if current search path is altered then 
reinitialize search path for resource 
communicate altered path to resource 

end 
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Algorithm 11 . 11  function subjecLlocatedO 

end 

find_team communicates to base that the subject has been detected 
if subject not injured then 

end 

find-team returns to base with the subject via shortest available edge path 
for i = 0 to resources do 

end 

if resource i not at base or returning to base and i 1= find-team then 
resource i returns to base via shortest available edge path 

else if (weather conditions are viable for helicopter retrieval or weather conditions 
due to improve before stretcher retrieval can be executed ) then 

end 

helicopter rescue of subject 
find-team returns to base via shortest available edge path 

end 
else 

end 

/ / stretcher retrieval of subject 
num t- rescuersJ"equiredO 
rescuers t- (num - 1) closest resources to the subject 
for i = 0 to num - 1 do 

end 

t t- rescuerSi 
patht t- shortest path to subject from pstnt to pstn-subject 
communicate redeployment path to resource t 

for i = 0 to resources do 

end 

if resource i not in rescuers then 
recall resource i to base via shortest path 

end 

1 1 . 1 1  Subject Rescue 

If the subject is injured or a fatality, the subject is transported out of the search region 

either by helicopter (if conditions allow), or by stretcher retrieval. Weather is considered 

viable for a helicopter rescue of the injured subject if the weather conditions are equal 

to level 1 or level 2. If the weather level equals 3 then the conditions are considered to 

be viable 50% of the time. It is assumed in the simulation that there are no limits on 

the helicopter's flight distance. 

Currently when a helicopter is used for subject-recovery it is assumed that any po

sition on the TIN is accessible by the helicopter. If this does not hold then it would be 

necessary to stretcher the subject to the closest point accessible by the helicopter. 

If a helicopter rescue is initiated then all resources in the field, apart from find_team, 
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are recalled to the search base via the shortest available edge path. The SAR simulation 

generates the arrival of the helicopter at the subject 's position after their detection and 

condition is notified to the base. A speed of 50km/hr is utilized plus 20 minutes prepara

tion time. It is assumed that the helicopter flies to the subject's location from the search 

base. Twenty minutes are then allocated to stabilize and load the injured subject into 

the helicopter before flying on. The detecting resource, find_team, then also returns to 

the search base by the shortest available edge path. 

1 1 . 1 1 . 1  Redeployment of Resources to the Subject 

When the subject is injured or unconscious and a helicopter transferral is prohibitive 

under the circumstances, stretcher retrieval is required from the subject's location to the 

search base. (Alternatively this could be the closest accessible point on the exterior of 

the TIN.) The heuristic rescuersJequiredO (detailed in Algorithm 1 1 . 12) determines 

the number of search resources needed to carry the subject over the distance to the 

search base. If the stretcher carry is a short carry (we assume this to require less than 

one hour) , four people per subject are required. A medium carry (up to four hours) 

requires 16 people per subject, while a long carry (exceeding this 4 hour limit) requires 

two teams, each of 16  people. If the number of resources required is greater than the 

number available, the operation is scaled-up by the additional number of personnel. 

These additional resources are allocated shortest paths leading directly to the location 

of the subject. 

The time required to execute the stretcher carry is approximated by the shortest path 

from the subject 's position to the search base multiplied by a factor, STRETCHER_ 

F ACTOR. This multiplicative factor is used to approximate the additional time needed 

in carrying an injured person. Additionally the shortest available path may not be the 

easiest path for the stretcher teams to traverse. 

The closest resources available for the stretcher carry, up to the number of rescue 

resources needed, are redeployed to the subject's location from their current positions 

via the shortest available edge path. The edges comprising this path are communicated 

to each rescue resource. Any other resources remaining in the field are recalled to the 

search base by the shortest available edge path. 

When a resource is redirected to the subject's location for the purpose of stretcher

carrying the subject out of the region, the shortest overall distance is determined from 

the resource's current location to the subject's position. If the subject is located in a 

triangular region the straight line distance from the entry vertex of the region to the 

subject 's coordinates is calculated and the speed utilized is the quickest speed over the 
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Algorithm 1 1 .12 function rescuers_required() 

/ / determine the number of search teams needed to stretcher carry subject 
time_to_base f- stpathpstn-subject,base x ST RETCH ER..F ACTOR 

end 

if (timLto_base < 1) then 
num f- 1 
else if (time.:to_base < 4) then 

end 
else 

end 

if (TEAMSIZE = 4) then num f- 4 
if (TEAM SIZE = 6) then num f- 3  
if (TEAMSIZE = 8) then num f- 2 

if (TEAM SIZE = 4) then num f- 8 
if (TEAM SIZE = 6) then num f- 6 
if (TEAM SIZE = 8) then num f- 4 

if (num > resources) then 
extra f- num - resources 
scale_u p ( extra) 

end 
return(num) 

region as approximated by the gradient to either of the non-entry vertices. 

1 1 . 1 1 .2 Stretcher Retrieval of a Subject 

A path is desired which, while still transferring the subject from their location to the 

search base quickly, also does this by the 'smoothest' possible path (heuristically) to avoid 

undue discomfort to the subject, which could compound their injuries, whilst preserving 

the energy of their rescuers. The gradient-shortest path is used to describe such an 

edge path between any two vertices of the TIN. 

1 1 . 1 1 .2 .1  Gradient-Shortest Path Determination 

The most desirable path that the stretcher carry is to cover is the one which covers easier 

terrain, both in the sense of vegetation cover and the type of regions being traversed, 

including whether the traversal is over level terrain, or in an uphill or downhill direction. 

The heuristic subjecLcarry _out O ,  of Algorithm 1 1 . 13, is developed to adjust the cost 

structure of the TIN to reflect terrain desirability. Hence those regions with easier terrain 

and gradient are reduced by a significant factor, whereas regions of less desirable terrain 

are reduced by a smaller factor, if reduced at all. Traversal costs are initially multiplied 

by a factor of STRETCHERYACTOR to account for slower traversal. 
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Algorithm 11.13 function subjecLcarry_outO 

end 

for i = 0 to n do 

end 

for j = 0 to n do 

end 

costij � costij x STRETCHERYACTOR 
if (terrain = 1) then 
costij � costij /6 
if (terrain = 2) then 
costij � costij /3 
if (gradient < 0.5) then 
costij � costij /6 
if (gradient < 1 .0) then 
costij � costij /4 
if (gradient < 1 .5) then 
costij � costij /2 
if level terrain then 
costij � costij /4 
if downhill terrain then 
costij � costij /2 

best � INF 
/ / select exit vertex of losL region which results in best path to the search base 

a � exit vertex 
timea � adjusted time from pstn..subject to vertex a 
timea � timea + Dijkstra..gradient(a, base) 
if (time a < best) then 
path � gradient-shortest path from pstn..subjed to base via a 

end 
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The adjusted cost structure is then input into an adapted version of Dijkstra's shortest 

path algorithm. Within the algorithm the cost structure is altered when considering the 

augmentation of the path. The gradient change between the preceding edge in the path 

and the current edge is calculated and the factor by which the path cost is reduced is 

related to this gradient change as given in Table 1 1 .4. These factors are utilized to reflect 

a desirable gradient change between edges along the path that the stretcher is carried. 

Hence where the gradient change is small, the path is favoured more heavily. 

Table 1 1 .4 :  Path cost factors for gradient changes between edge traversals. 

I Gradient Change I Factor I 

I � :.� I � I 
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is of complexity O(n2) (as is the adapted version) 

and code for the algorithm and a detailed description can be found in [160] Section 3.3. 1 .  

Having developed rules and heuristics to simulate each phase of a SAR operation, the 

simulation model is complete. We now use this model to simulate a search over three 

representative search scenarios, drawing some preliminiary conclusions on the relative 

performance of a restricted number of resource allocation methods and search strategies. 
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C H A P T  E R 1 2  

Simulation Experimentation 

1 2 . 1  Introduction 

Having implemented the simulation model it remains to alter the parameters and data 

input into that model in order to test different search strategies. The intention of this 

chapter is to provide some preliminary analysis of resource allocation techniques applied 

over varying search scenarios. As there are many possible combinations of search scenar

ios and simulation parameters that could be tested, the objective of this computational 

experimentation is to provide some insights into the relative performance of the four path 

generation methods described in Section 8.8.5 over a limited number of scenarios. In par

ticular, as the SAR problem is inherently dynamic, high levels of control are needed to 

identify differences between search scenarios, and a large number of experiments would 

be required to discern the best level at which to fix particular simulation parameters. In 

light of this, the analysis performed is only preliminary, with the intention of identify

ing both expected results and unexpected results which could be investigated in further 

research. 

We now describe the process developed to generate the TIN on which the experiments 

were conducted. 

1 2 . 2  TIN Generation 

Constructing TIN models that accurately model real terrain data requires specific skills 

in sampling initial data points and forming a triangulation whose approximated surface 

falls within a specified tolerance level [106] . As these skills extend beyond the scope of this 

thesis an artificial computer-generated TIN is used in these precursory experiments. Such 

351 
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a TIN is constructed by generating point locations and elevations, and then applying the 

TIN construction algorithm of Macedonio and Pares chi [1 10] over these points. Possible 

approaches to generating point locations and elevations include the following: 

• randomly generate x, y and z coordinates for n points, with each coordinate being 

independently and uniformly distributed over user-specified ranges; 

• generate n points located at each vertex of a lattice, then randomly generate ele

vations for each point over a user-defined range; 

• model mountain ranges and valleys by linear segments and generate clusters of 

points around these, modelling correlated elevations by generating z coordinates 

over tightly defined ranges; and 

• form a grid of user-defined dimensions, then randomly generate points over this grid 

using a uniform distribution such that a maximum of m points are generated within 

each grid square, where m < n, then define an elevation range for each grid square 

and randomly generate z coordinates for each point via a uniform distribution. 

The fourth method models the correlation of elevation points among spatially adjacent 

points that is present in reality, by defining elevation ranges, modelled by a uniform 

distribution, over each grid square. The method has the flexibility of allowing a greater 

number of grid squares to be used to achieve greater control over the coordinate values 

generated. The maximum number of points generated within each grid can also be 

separately defined for each grid to model the heavier sampling that would occur within 

some grid squares if those grid squares were characterized by changeable terrain. 

12 .2 .1  Experimental TIN 

We applied the fourth construction method to construct a TIN of 30 points on which to 

conduct the experiments. A 3 x 3 grid was arbitrarily selected, with the dimension of 

each grid square being 1 km by 1 km. A maximum of 10 points were generated within 

each grid square. The z-coordinate range over each grid square is depicted in Figure 12 . 1 .  

1 2.2.2 Vegetation Allocation 

Triangles have their vegetation classification determined by the vegetation of the grid 

square in which the triangle predominantly falls, i. e. , the grid cell of 'maximum overlap'. 

This grid square is determined by investigating which column and row of the grid each 

vertex of the triangle falls in. If two or three vertices of the triangle share a common 

column (or row) then the grid square which the triangle is allocated to is determined from 
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3/an 

[150,175] [200,225) [250,275) 

[250,275] [200,225) [200,225] 3km 

[300,325] [200,225) [100,125] 

Figure 12. 1 :  The range of z-coordinates (in m) for each grid square of the TIN construc
tion grid. 

this column (or row) . When each vertex of the triangle falls in a different column (or 

row) , the grid square is determined from the middle column (or row) of the three. The 

triangle is allocated to the grid square that is described by the selected column and row. 

This grid square allocation process is illustrated in Figure 12.2 for a triangle spanning 

several grid squares. The column shared by two vertices of the triangle is column x2, 

while row y2 is the central row of y1, y2 and y3; hence the triangle is allocated to the 

shaded grid square (x2, y2) . 

y3 

y2 

yJ 

xl x2 xl 

Figure 12.2: Allocating a triangle spanning several grid squares, to a single grid square. 

The vegetation over each square of the grid can be input manually or it can be 

determined by an algorithm. We have developed an algorithmic approach to vegetation 
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Algorithm 12.1 function vegetation_allocationO 

end 

set limits on the total number of grid squares to be allocated each type of terrain 
classification 
for i = 0 to number of grid squares do 
vegi +- - 1  
order triangles in increasing order of area covered 
type +- terrain classification of greatest density 
while (grid squares remain with unallocated terrain classification) do 

grid +- grid square that next triangle in ordered list is allocated to 
if (veggrid = -1 )  then 

end 

veggrid +- type 
numtype +- numtype + 1 

end 
if numtype equals the grid square limit for the terrain type then 
type +- terrain classification of next greatest density 

Table 12. 1 :  The percentage limit of the number of grid squares classified by each terrain 
type. 

Terrain Classification I 1 I 2 3 4 

% limit I 0 I 50 30 20 

allocation which allocates denser vegetation to those grid squares containing triangles of 

smaller area. Specifically the algorithm follows the steps outlined in Algorithm 12 . 1 .  

The algorithm allocates denser vegetation to triangular regions with smaller area, as 

such vegetation impedes search progress and visibility resulting in greater search duration 

to attain POD levels equivalent to those resulting from searches over larger areas of less 

dense vegetation. By correlating thicker bush cover to smaller search regions and sparse 

bush cover to larger areas, further partitioning of these regions (such that a minimum 

POD level can be achieved within 6 hours) can often be avoided. To ensure consistency 

between the type of bush classification allocated to adjacent triangles, vegetation is allo

cated to squares of the construction grid rather than to individual triangles in increasing 

order of area. If vegetation were manually entered for each grid square, a similar result 

could be achieved by generating a larger number of vertices over the grid squares with 

denser bush cover and generating fewer vertices over the squares having sparse bush 

cover. The particular limits governing the terrain classification in the experimental TIN 

are outlined in Table 12. 1 .  

After triangles have been classified by terrain, any regions that cannot b e  visually 
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searched to a 50% PO� level within 6 hours, in ideal conditions (taking the minimum 

time traversal direction), are further partitioned as described in Section 8 .5.5. FUrther 

partitioning of the experimental TIN is required, resulting in ten additional vertices; 

hence, the final number of vertices comprising the TIN is forty. 

12.2.3 Edge Types 

The edge types described in Section 4.3 are computed on a given distribution with ad

ditional restrictions being placed upon those edges which might be considered suitable 

candidates for each type. To this end, edges are defined by type with the most restrictive 

being computed first. 

The most restrictive edges are the ridge edges. Ridge edges are assigned to those 

edges having the highest elevation and are linked to one another to form a subnetwork of 

edges, as would normally be encountered. Water networks are initially rooted on those 

edges with the lowest elevation and are then formed into linked components with a least 

two other like edges. Tracked edges are then defined, where at least one track edge has 

a vertex on the convex hull of the TIN, to form an accessible link with the road ways of 

the area. Tracked edges are also connected to one another to form a subnetwork within 

the TIN. Untracked edges are then defined as those remaining edges not yet labelled. 

The terrain density of each edge is determined individually for streams and tracks, and 

is calculated for ridge and untracked edges as the average of the terrain classification of 

the triangles adjacent to each edge. 

12.2.4 Experimental TIN 

The TIN on which the computational experiments are conducted comprises 40 vertices 

and 177 regions, and is illustrated in Figure 12.3. The set of regions is made up of 

69 triangles and 108 edges with the edge set consisting of: 6 ridges, 1 8  streams, 14 

tracks and 70 untracked edges. The terrain classification of each region type is given in 

Table 1 2.2. The mix and dispersion of vegetation types are illustrated in Figure 12.3, 

and the type and contiguity of edge types are illustrated in Figure 12 .4. Two huts are 

located at vertices 18 and 20 and no hazard features are considered. The z-coordinates 

of the vertices cover a range of 203m, from 1 13m to 316m. The total area of the triangles 

is equal to 7. 17 km2 and the edge lengths sum to 65.02 km. The average vertex degree 

in the TIN is five. 

Of the 1 8  edges representing streams and rivers, half are described as being susceptible 

to flooding in adverse weather conditions. The edges so described are those which have 

the higher density classifications, edges{ ( 1 ,26) , (5,23) ,  ( 15,23) , ( 15,25) , ( 15 ,26) ,  ( 17,25) ,  
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Table 1 2 .2: The number of regions classified by terrain type. 

I Region Terrain Classification 
1 2 3 4 

Triangles 0 6 26 37 
Stream edges 0 9 9 0 
Track edges 4 6 4 0 

(21 ,26) , (22, 19) , (22,29)} .  

In ideal weather and light conditions the total time to traverse all edges (averaging 

the traversal time in each edge direction) is 98.85 hours, giving an average for an edge 

of 55 minutes. The total time to visually sweep all triangles to a 50% POD level in 

ideal conditions (taking the minimum time traversal direction) is 167.40 hours, giving an 

average for a triangle of 2.43 hours. The total time needed by one search team to traverse 

all regions comprising the TIN, in ideal search conditions, is therefore 266.25 hours. 

The maximum time to complete an edge traversal (in the shortest direction) is 3.07 

hours for ridge edge (2,27) that has a terrain density classification of 4. The maximum 

time required to complete a visual sweep of a triangle to achieve a 50% POD (in the short

est direction) is 5.97 hours for triangle (2, 13,30) that has a terrain density classification 

of 4. 

12.2 .5  POA Distributions 

An historical distribution of POA values is modelled on the TIN via a 'seeding' procedure. 

This procedure seeks to mimic the localized nature of high POA values in those instances 

when lost people tend to be found in concentrated areas within a given terrain map. This 

may be due to the terrain, including existing hazards, or the type of recreation activity 

most commonly performed in that area. The method 'seeds' a high POA value of 20% at a 

set number of locations (seed_num) within the TIN (these regions are randomly selected) .  

The regions adjacent to these seed regions are also allocated relatively high POA values. 

The particular POA value of any region adjacent to a seed region is randomly generated 

over a uniform distribution of range [5, 19] percent. All other regions in the TIN are 

assigned a POA value of 0.0 and POA values are normalized to sum to one. 

Edges of the TIN which represent untracked features are considered only in their 

capacity as delineators between triangular regions. Hence these regions are assigned null 

POA values and are not allocated to resources for searching. It is also assumed for the 

purposes of simulation that the subject is located within the regions comprising the TIN 

and hence the POA value of the ROW region (POAROW) is set equal to 0.0. 
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Figure 12 .3 :  The TIN used in experimental computation. 

The particular POA distribution of the TIN used in the computational experimenta

tion is generated by five randomly selected seed regions: edges (22,29) and ( 18 , 19 ) ,  and 

triangles (0,5,7) , ( 1 1 , 12 ,28) and ( 17,23,35) . These seed regions are depicted in Figure 12 .3 

by an ' * ' .  

1 2 .3 S AR Problem Instance 

A SAR problem instance describes a particular SAR scenario and is defined by the inputs 

to the SAR simulation described in Section 10.5. In addition to the TIN described above, 

on which all the experiments are conducted, the following inputs are used. 
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Figure 12.4: The edge classifications of the TIN used in experimental computation. 

12.3.1  Subject Path and Clue Placement 

The path taken by the subject is determined as described in Section 5.2. The resulting 

path can be described by: 

• the decision process guiding which region is entered at each decision point along 

the path; 

• the starting vertex; 

.. the resulting time length; 

•• the number of clues laid; 
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• the number, type and distinctiveness (whether a region is passed through more 

than once) of the regions that the path moves through; 

• the type of region that the subject is finally positioned within and the type of 

vegetation that covers that region; 

• the area covered by the region in which the subject is located and the subsequent 

time required to search the region to a given POD level under differing search 

conditions; 

• the initial POA values attached to the regions along the subject's path (this will 

impact upon whether these regions fall within the primary search area, when this 

is defined) ;  and 

• whether the intended path is known to search management or not, and whether or 

not this was actually followed. 

Within the experiments conducted 50 clues are laid for each problem instance and the 

final position of the subject is set by LOST -FRACTION = 0.5. The other parameters 

governing the construction of the subject path are varied across experiments to investigate 

differences arising from such things as the type of region that the subject is located 

within, and whether or not the subject moved in accordance to the initial subject location 

probability distribution. 

12.3.2 Subject Status and Detection 

The subject is regarded as stationary in all experiments with responsiveness being varied 

to test the utilization of the sound sweep searching method. Responsiveness is affected 

both by the parameter setting depicting the subject's initial condition, and then by 

search duration and weather conditions, with responsiveness under these conditions being 

determined from the pseudo random number stream: 

71 0 5 16 43 71 23 19 63 40 

This stream is used in all experiments where the subject is initially responsive. 

A stream of pseudo random numbers is used to determine subject detection. The 

particular stream used in each experiment is: 

19 85 90 73 31  30 41 0 93 81  

The first number in the stream is 19;  hence, i f  the lost region is completely searched 

the first time that it is allocated for searching, with a POD greater than 19%, detection 

of the subject will result .  However, if the first search of the region is interrupted due to 
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resource redeployment, the region may need to be searched several times before subject 

detection will result, depending on the POD level of each subsequent search. 

The same random number streams are used to determine subject responsiveness and 

detection in each of these preliminary experiments in order to avoid the multiplicity of 

runs which would otherwise result, thus enabling a straight forward comparison of the 

four resource allocation methods when varying selection criteria, search strategies and 

weather conditions. 

12.3.3 Weather Scenarios 

Two weather scenarios are used in the experiments. Each scenario describes the initial 

weather conditions and the times at which these conditions subsequently improve or 

deteriorate. The first weather scenario commences with weather conditions of level 2 and 

improves before deteriorating four days into the search. Resources are recalled at time 

160.00 and the flooding of those regions susceptible to flooding occurs at time 167.54. 

When weather scenario one is used an initially responsive subject becomes unresponsive 

at time 96.00. The second weather scenario is more changeable, beginning with level 3 

weather conditions and deteriorating quickly to level 4 conditions. Resources are recalled 

at time 14.54 and again at 85.54. The flooding of those regions susceptible to flooding 

occurs at 18.54 and an initially responsive subject becomes unresponsive at the onset of 

level 4 conditions at time 16.54. These weather patterns are illustrated in Figure 12 .5  

and Figure 12.6. 

12.3.4 Simulation Parameters 

In order to study a subset of the factors governing search resource allocation some sim

ulation and method parameters are fixed at some level over all experiments. Of the set 

of simulation parameters defined in Section 10.5.1 and method parameters detailed in 

Section 8.8.2, the following are fixed over all experimental runs: 

• the starting search urgency level (ST ART _U RG E N CY) = 3 ( low urgency) ;  

• the length of planning period (PERIOD) = 6 hours; 

• the time of day that the operation commences (DAY..sTART) = 6am; 

• the length of a rest break (REST ..sTOP) = 5 minutes; 

• the duration of briefing time at the base (BRIEF ..TIME) = 15 minutes; 

• the additional communication time when two pieces of information are communi

cated at the same time (CO M M -EXTRA) = 2 minutes; 
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Figure 12.6: Simulated weather conditions under weather scenario two. 
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• the number of days until search suspension is considered (SUSPEND) = 7 with 

the number of days which must have passed since the first clue was discovered 

(CLUE...DAYS) = 2;  

• the number of days without detection before the operation is scaled down 

(SCALE...D OWN) = 4; 

• the initial ROe value (ROCo) = 0.40; 

• the factor by which traversal costs are multiplied when a stretcher retrieval of the 

victim is required (STRETCHERJ'ACTOR) = 3; 

• fixed target POD levels are utilized each search period, beginning at (STARTPOD)  

50% and being incremented (PODJNCREMENT) by 5% each successive period 

to model search intensification as the operation progresses, in a similar manner to 

the increasing search thoroughness of the three search phases currently used in land 

SAR; 

• the minimum POD level that must be achieved in a search (MINPOD) is set at 

20% and the maximum POD level of a search of a triangular region (PODLI M IT) 

= 90%; 

• the minimum time that must be available before search tasks are allocated to 

resources (MINLIMIT) = 2 hours; and 

• the maximum duration (T I M E -LI M IT) of a search path allocated to a resource 

may not exceed 6 hours in length and this is a hard constraint (STRICT =TRUE) . 

Further parameters that specify particular methods and strategies of searching are 

varied within the experiments and include: 

• whether night searching is conducted or not; 

• whether the sound sweep method of detection is employed; 

• the resource allocation method used in each search period; for example, a sound 

sweep search may only be performed in the initial search periods followed by visual 

searching; and 

• whether a region can be re-searched in the same search period. 

The number of resources available for allocation to search tasks is also fixed over each 

search period and only ground searchers are utilized. The number of ground searchers 
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that comprise a team (TEAM SIZE) is fixed at 4 over all experiments. The number of 

teams (TEAM NU M) is also set to 4, resulting in a total of 16 searchers being active in 

the field at any one time. This number is reduced by 2 teams if an operation is scaled 

down and increased by 2 teams (SCALE-EXTRA) if an operation is scaled up. 

The stopping rule of each experiment is the detection of the subject or the suspension 

of the search operation. 

1 2 . 4  Computational Experiments 

In total we generated three problem instances over which to test the four resource alloca

tion methods and a limited number of search management strategies. The three problem 

instances vary in the type of path followed by the subject, whether he recorded his inten

tions, the type of region that the path terminated in, and the subject's responsiveness. 

In each instance the search was simulated under the more favourable weather conditions 

described by weather scenario one. For the third problem instance the search was also 

simulated under the second weather scenario in order to provide some insight into the 

different search results which could be expected under such conditions. 

While all four allocation methods are used to determine search paths from both an 

interior and an exterior search base, the remaining search methods and strategies tested 

are only executed over a subset of the problem instances. For example, as the subject is 

located on an edge of the TIN in problem instance C and sound sweeps are only conducted 

over triangular regions, the sound sweep method is not tested for this particular problem 

instance. 

The problem instances were created to address the specific research question of how 

do the resource allocation methods and search strategies respond to: 

_ no known subject route intentionsj 

_ a  subject moving away from their intended routej 

_ the subject being located in a region of relatively high or low POAj 

.. the subject being located in a region that requires few or many hours to searchj 

.. a responsive or unresponsive subject; 

.. a subject showing evidence of confused movement; 

.. adverse weather conditions; and 

.. few or many clues being detected; 
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To this end, problem instance A is described by the path of a subject moving ran

domly, having left no route intentions, who is finally positioned in a dense triangular 

region. While this region requires high search effort to search and is difficult in this 

sense, it also has a relatively high historical POA value, which would be expected to 

offset the lack of route intentions. Problem instance B differs in that the subject follows 

a path directed by the historical POA values embedded in the TIN and displays confu

sion, re-entering a region previously visited. In this instance the subject does leave route 

intentions but moves off this intended path, finally being positioned within a triangular 

region of less area and density than problem instance A. This problem is easier in that 

an entry point into the area is known and the path followed is not random. However, it 

is complicated by the fact that the subject moved in a confused manner, and away from 

his intended route. In this respect information gained from the intended route and clues 

laid on the path provide conflicting evidence to the subject's actual position. The third 

problem instance, problem instance C, also models a subject moving randomly having 

left no route intentions but his path terminates on an edge region with a POA value of 

0.0. The subject is unresponsive, and when the search is simulated under adverse weather 

the problem was anticipated to be the most difficult of the three to resolve with quick 

detection of the subject. 

All reported computations were performed on a 75MHz Pentium running RedHat 

Linux 5.1 with 8M memory. All implementations are in C compiled with GNU egcs-

2.90.27. Time is measured using the gethrvt ime system call. 

12 .4.1  Performance Measures and Data Collected 

The performance measures and data collected in the computational experiments consist 

of the following. 

12.4 .1 .1  Subject Related 

The data collected which relates to the subject is: 

• the state of the subject when detection occurred; and 

• the time that the subject became unresponsive. 

12.4.1 .2  Resource Related 

Those performance measures and data relating to the search resources consist of: 

• the total number of resources used in the operation; 
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• what times, if at all, withdrawal of resources occurred due to adverse weather 

conditions; and 

• the time duration of the resource that spent the longest time in the field. 

1 2.4. 1 .3 Period Related 

The performance measures and data collected for each search period are: 

• the ratio of POS/time achieved in each planning period; 

• the predicted POS value of the planning period; 

• the cumulative POS value up to the current planning period; 

• the down time between the end of the previous planning period and start of the 

current planning period; 

• the search regions comprising the primary search area and whether or not the lost 

region is one of these; and 

• the total unallocated search hours across resources. 

1 2.4. 1 .4  General 

Further general performance measures and data are also collected and include: 

• the time at which visual detection of the subject occurred, if at all; 

• the time at which the subject was physically located; 

• the time at which the search operation was scaled down, if at all; 

• the time at which the search operation was scaled up, if at all; 

• the total down time over the operation; 

• the urgency level at the completion of the search; 

• the worst weather conditions experienced; 

• the minimum POD level assigned to any search region; 

• the maximum ·POD level assigned to any non-edge search region; 

• the number of clues detected; 
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• the time at which each clue was detected and the resulting POA value of the 

losLregion; 

• the time that the losLregion was first allocated for searching and the number of 

times that it was allocated for searching over the duration of the operation; 

• PODcum of the region that the subject is located in; 

• PODcum for regions on the subject's path; 

• the number, time and rationale of task reassignments; 

• the time at which edges susceptible to flooding become impassable; 

• the number of times that each edge is traversed - this can serve as a measure of 

redundancy as each edge is searched only once, the remainder of traversals being a 

component of an access or redeployment path; and 

• the CPU time required to generate the first search path allocation. 

1 2 .4.2 Data Tabulation 

A set of performance measures that capture the overall performance of a search, are tab

ulated for each resource allocation method examined and each problem instance. Within 

these data tables the following abbreviations are used: 

grtst 

smlst 

hgst 

hrs 

NS 

W 

H 

S 

ND 

* (x) 

greatest 

smallest 

highest 

hours 

night searching 

subject is capable of walking out with the searchers 

helicopter retrieval of the subject 

stretcher retrieval of the subject 

non-detection of the subject 

the losLregion needed to be allocated x times before subject detection resulted 

- when unannotated the subject was detected upon the first allocation 

The results and analysis for each problem instance are now presented. This is followed 

by an analysis of the relationship between clue and subject detection, and a comparison 

of the performance of each of the four resource allocation methods. 
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1 2 . 5  Problem Instance A 

The first problem instance incorporates a subject moving by a random path, without 

confusion. The path of the subject is generated by the parameters: 

• PAT HTY P E = random; 

• CONFUSION = FALSE; 

• SPATHSTART = 27; 

• SPATHLENGTH = 5. 

The path begins from the exterior of the TI at vertex 27 and moves through three 

regions; one edge and two triangles. Specifically, the path is described by: 

vertex path: 

region path: 

initial POA values: 

27 - 2 - 29 - 19 

0 - 141 - 17 1  

0.000 - 0.012  - 0.016 

where the region labels identify: ridge edge(27,2) , triangle(2,12 ,29) , triangle(29,37, 19) .  

The region in which the subject is located, triangular region 171 ,  has a density of 

level 4 and an area of 0 .089 km2 The region can be searched to 50% POD in ideal search 

conditions, selecting the quickest direction, in 5.65 hours. Three inorganic clues are laid in 

regions 0 and 141; these comprise 6% of the total clues, the remainder being organic. The 

search operation is conducted under the weather conditions described in weather scenario 

one. The subject is initially responsive and uninjured (START ...RESPONSE=TRUE, 

START JNJURED=FALSE) . 

The intended route of the subject is unknown (KNOW=FALSE) , hence the search 

base selected under the external base criterion is located at vertex 27 and the base location 

interior to the convex hull is located at vertex O. 

1 2 . 5 . 1  General Results for Problem Instance A 

The performance of each of the resource allocation methods detailed in Section 8.8.5 is 

now examined with respect to the time taken to detect the subject under this problem 

instance. The search outcomes resulting from the paths constructed by each of these 

four methods are detailed in Table 12 .3 for deployment from the interior base and in 

Table 12 .4 for deployment from the exterior base. 

When the benchmark resource allocation method is used to determine the resource's 

search paths, both the strategy of searching throughout the night and the strategy of only 

searching in daylight hours are considered. Ranking the resource allocation criteria in 



Table 12.3: Resource allocation methods for problem instance A from the interior base located at vertex O. 

Method Time of PO A/oaLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection completion detected detected losLregian region allocate 

Benchmark 
least hrs, NS 40.399 0.038 0 - 37.812 - 0.00 25 W 
index, NS 40.491 0.038 0 - 37.904 - 0.00 26 W 
grtst hrs, NS 82.490 0. 102 3 74.867 79.034 4. 167 0.00 53 W 

grtst hrs, no NS 57.608 0.037 0 - 54.732 - 24.0 21  W 
index, no NS 57.614 0.040 0 - 54.738 - 24.0 22 W 
least hrs, no NS 63.896 0.043 0 - 61 .309 - 24.0 25 W 
Single Task 
POS 34.055 0. 133 9 10.686 3 1 . 1 15 20.429 0.00 20 W 
PSR 40. 175 0. 147 3 28.790 37.504 8.714 0.00 26 W 
search priority 40.419 0. 139 3 29. 126 37.832 8.706 0.00 24 W 
Path Scan 
PSR 33.786 0.089 3 28.282 30.653 2.371 0.00 20 W 
search priority 34. 177 0.125 3 16.558 31 .301 14.743 0.00 20 W 
POS 58. 155 0. 148 3 32.030 55.484 23.454 0.00 36 W 

Primary Area 
hgst degree exit vertex 16.933 0.022 0 - 12 .939 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 33.690 0.035 0 - 30.556 - 0.00 20 W 
search priority 39.998 0.037 0 - 37.057 - 0.00 24 W 
smlst search & access hrs 40. 146 0.037 0 - 37.270 - 0.00 24 W 
PSR 40.330 0.037 0 - 36.760 - 0.00 24 W 
smlst access hrs 57.690 0.037 0 - 54.556 - 0.00 36 W 
POS 64.677 0.037 0 - 61 .047 - 0.00 40 W 
hgst elevation - 0.045 0 - - - 82.8 93 ND 



Table 12 .4: Resource allocation methods for problem instance A from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO A/oaLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
index 16.244 0.073 9 8.421 13.262 4.841 0.00 8 
grtst hrs 57.905 0.040 0 - 54.862 - 0.00 35 
least hrs 64.246 0.045 0 - 61 .556 - 0.00 39 
index, no NS 16.244 0.073 9 8.421 13.262 4.841 0.00 8 
grtst hrs, no NS 57.699 0.039 0 - 54.572 - 24.00 20 
least hrs, no NS 58.249 0.038 0 - 55.559 - 24.00 20 
Single Task 
POS 32.773 0. 137 9 10.486 30.000 19.514 0.00 19 
search priority 40.565 0.159 9 23.596 37.875 14.279 0.00 24 
PSR 40.648 0 .180 9 30.298 37.958 7.660 0.00 24 
Path Scan 
search priority 34.533 0. 120 3 15 .767 31 .843 16.076 0.00 20 
PSR 64.287 0.074 9 35. 120 61 .597 26.487 0.00 35 
POS 64.482 0.156 9 3 1 . 1 18 61 .792 30.674 0.00 37 
Primary Area 
smlst search & access hrs 39.561 0. 1 1 1  9 26.396 36.433 10.037 0.00 24 
smlst a,ccess hrs 39.972 0.031 0 - 36.929 - 0.00 24 
search priority 39.981 0.035 0 - 36.938 - 0.00 24 
POS 40.226 0.037 0 - 37.536 - 0.00 24 
smlst search hrs 40.283 0.034 0 - 37.593 - 0.00 24 
hgst degree exit vertex 40.838 0.034 0 - 36.686 - 0.00 24 
PSR 81 . 154 0.044 0 - 78.457 - 0.00 50 
hgst elevation 135.973 0.0793 9 73.889 132 .000 58. 1 1 1  8.46 85 

Retrieval 
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increasing order of subject detection time results in a consistent ordering for the exterior 

base under both night searching strategies but the ordering that arises from the interior 

base deployment reverses itself between these strategies. 

The method that results in the earliest subject detection (index ordering from the 

exterior base) is also the method to first detect a clue and to detect the maximum number 

of clues. This method allocates the triangular region (2,12,29) on the subject's path, to 

a search resource upon completion of their initial allocation, as an alternative region 

(adjacent to the search resource's position) when all edges in the primary search area 

have already been allocated for searching. Edge regions alone are the specified candidate 

allocation set in the first search period. The edge region (27,2) on the subject's path is 

also searched as part of a redeployment path to the search base that covers unsearched 

edges. The benefit of this diversity stratagem is particularly evident in this instance 

where the initial POA value of this edge is 0.0 and, as such, would make it an unlikely 

candidate for search allocation based on traditional search criteria. Those methods that 

detected no clues were allocated no regions on the subject's path to search. 

In general, one would expect a strategy of night searching to dominate a strategy of no 

night searching due to the increased number of hours available to search. In this respect 

an unexpected result occurs for all criteria when deploying resources from the exterior 

base and for the resource allocation criterion of greatest hours remaining, when deploying 

resources from the interior base. Under these criteria the strategy of no night searching 

actually results in the detection of the subject at an earlier, or exactly the same, time as 

that resulting from night searching. Upon investigation the reason for these results was 

found to be a product of the modelling decision to allow only one resource to search a 

region at a time and the setting of a minimum POD value that must be achievable before 

committing a resource to search a region. In the problem instance described, the region 

in which the subject is located cannot be searched by one resource to a level greater 

than MINPOD (20%), within six hours, in the restricted night light conditions; hence 

the region is not considered a candidate for searching during this period. 

The experimental results show that the POS region criterion is the fastest to detect 

the subject under the single task method from both base locations. The other two criteria 

tested under this method - search priority and PSR - both produce similar results to one 

another and between base locations. Of the four methods tested, the single task method 

produces the most consistent search results, independent of base location. 

Search operations were simulated for the path scan method over three region criteria 

and three resource criteria. The results of these simulations are detailed in Table 12.5 and 

Table 12.6 for each base location. It is interesting to note that, when deploying resources 

from the interior base, the region criteria, when ranked in order of subject detection time, 
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maintain the same ordering irrespective of resource criterion. This observation does not 

hold for the exterior base. The PSR region criterion produces superior results when 

resources are deployed from the interior base, while the search priority criterion is the 

better performer when deploying resources from the exterior base. The resource selection 

criterion that results in the quickest subject detection over all criteria and base location, 

is the greatest number of search hours remaining for allocation. The greatest number of 

remaining search hours is, however, not superior for each region criterion over both base 

locations. For example, the index-ordering criterion produces a faster subject detection 

time for the POS region criterion when the base is located on the interior of the TIN. 

When the base is located on the exterior of the TIN, no pattern between resource criteria 

and earlier detection times is evident over the three region criteria. 

Experimental runs for the primary search area method consider each of the region 

selection criteria detailed in Section 8.8.2 . The highest elevation criterion is the worst 

performer across both base locations. Applying this criterion resulted in the only in

stance, across all methods, of subject non-detection, and detection of the subject after 

he became unresponsive and required stretcher-retrieval from the search area. Search 

priority was the criterion that performed the most consistently, irrespective of the search 

base location, while the other criteria tested tended to favour deployment from one lo

cation. The majority of criteria detected the subject faster when deploying from the 

exterior base. The criterion that resulted in the greatest diversity in subject detection 

times between base locations was the PSR criterion; the difference in these detection 

times was 40.8 hours. 

Except for the initial allocation of search resources at the commencement of the 

search operation, where all resources are located together at the base, the SAR simulation 

usually allocates tasks to search resources individually as they complete their previous 

search path. Hence, the resource criteria parameter is not required for the majority of 

allocations, except at the beginning of a search period when more than one resource is 

inactive and awaiting assignment. Given this, attempts to differentiate search results by 

resource criteria will likely be ineffective unless all resources are allocated their search 

assignments at the same time or the subject is detected within the first period. 

12.5.1 . 1  Hybrid Path Scan Methods 

Hybrid variants of the path scan allocation method were also investigated. These variants 

allocate a resource a search path generated in consideration of two region criteria -

one governing the construction of the first half of the path, the other, the second half. 

Experiments were conducted for paths whose first half was constructed via each of the 

three priority criteria, and whose second half was constructed via each of the criteria 



Table 12.5: Path scan method of resource allocation for all resource criteria, for problem instance A from the interior base located at 
vertex O. 

Method Time of �()J1lost_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

greatest hrs 
PSR 33.786 0.089 3 28.282 30.653 2 .371 0.00 20 W 

search priority 34. 1 77 0 .125 3 16.558 31 .301 14.743 0.00 20 W 

POS 58.155 0 . 148 3 32.030 55.484 23.454 0 .00 36 W 

least hrs 
PSR 34.201 0 .128 3 16.973 31 .325 14.352 0.00 20 W 

search priority 58. 195 0.150 3 32 .617 55.523 22.906 0.00 36 W 

POS 58.231 0. 148 3 32.823 55.559 22.736 0.00 36 W 
index 
PSR 34.042 0.090 3 18.561 31 . 165 12.604 0.00 20 W 

search priority 34.228 0 .131 3 14.817 31 .352 16.535 0.00 20 W 

POS 40.490 0 . 1 12  3 35.448 37.903 2.455 0.00 24 W 
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Table 12 .6 :  Path scan method of resource allocation for all resource criteria, for problem instance A from the exterior base located at 

vertex 27.  

Method Time of �()J1lost_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

greatest hrs 
search priority 34.533 0 .120 3 15.767 31 .843 16.076 0.00 20 W 
PSR 64.287 0 .074 9 35. 120 61 .597 26.487 0.00 35 W 
POS 64.482 0. 156 9 3 1 . 1 18 61 .792 30.674 0.00 37 W 
least hrs 
search priority 40.254 0 . 1 19 3 32.432 37.564 5 .132 0.00 24 W 
POS 40.382 0 .1 12 3 34.488 37.692 3.204 0.00 24 W 
PSR 58.280 0 .155 9 24.453 55.298 30.845 0.00 34 W 
index 
PSR 40.271 0. 125 9 24.238 37.289 13.051 0 .00 23 W 
search priority 40.697 0.171 9 1 1 .443 38.007 26.564 0.00 23 W 
POS 58.026 0.141 3 33. 150 55.044 21 .894 0.00 33 W 
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Table 12 .7: Ranking of secondary selection criteria for the hybrid path scan method for 
problem instance A. 

Criterion Base location Overall Rank 
Interior base Exterior base 

Search priority 2.0 1 .0 1 .5 
POS 1 .7 1 .7 1 . 7  
PSR 3.0 1 .3  2 .2 
Highest elevation 2.7 2.0 2.3 
Smallest access hours 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Smallest search hours 4.0 6.3 5.2 
Smallest search and access hours 5.3 5.0 5.2 
Highest degree exit vertex 6.3 6.0 6.2 

described in Section 8.8.2. Paths were generated from both the interior and exterior 

search base. The results of these experiments are depicted in Table 12.8 and Table 12.9 

It can be seen from these results that, when paths are generated from the exterior 

base, that the hybrid method provides superior detection results to the path scan method 

using only a single region selection criterion for both the initial POS and PSR criteria. 

Some improvement is also noted for the search priority criterion, particularly when the 

second half of the path is constructed with respect to the region having highest elevation. 

The time to visual detection in this instance is less than half that of the non-hybrid path 

and is the best result for visual only searching from the exterior base, for all of the 

methods tested over this problem instance. 

Such improved results are not evident when paths are generated from the interior base, 

except for the POS criterion, where the majority of secondary selection criteria produce 

improved detection times. The paths generated from the PSR criterion, in particular, 

perform poorly with respect to the non-hybrid PSR path, even though the first clue 

was often detected sooner. The earliest clue detection occurred at 10.533 (PSR/highest 

elevation criterion) , almost 18 hours earlier than for the single criterion method. The 

ranking of the secondary selection criteria for both base locations and three initial criteria 

is found in Table 12.7. 

When formulating the hybrid path generation method it was thought that 'packing' 

the second half of the path with search regions which satisfied some minimum time or 

maximum access criterion, would result in higher quality paths, leading to faster subject 

detection. It is then, with interest, that we note that the secondary selection criteria that 

result in faster subject detection are those with a priority component. In fact,  the best 

performer is the search priority criterion that could be viewed as containing the best of 
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both considerations - a priority and a time component. 

12.5.2 Sound Sweep Method 

When the sound sweep search method is used in the first two periods of searching (up until 

18.00) from the exterior search base, the results of the search are detailed in Table 12. 10. 

These results are compared with those obtained by visual searching alone, in Table 12. 1 1 .  

The incidence of clues detected when conducting a sound sweep within these two periods 

is less, due to the probability of clue detection being lower. 

While the benchmark method did not detect the subject while sound sweep searching, 

the time until detection was still faster than when using visual searching alone, except for 

the index ordering resource criterion. This trend of detecting the subject more quickly 

when employing the sound sweep technique is also evident for the single task method, 

and for the majority of region selection criteria for the primary search area and path scan 

allocation methods. 

Sound sweep searching over the first two search periods that is then followed by visual 

searching is more than twice as effective (in terms of time to subject detection) as solely 

visual searching in five (30%) of the methods tested: single task with POS; path scan 

with POS; and primary search area with highest degree exit vertex, PSR and POS. It 

is of particular interest that, in all instances where the POS region selection criterion 

was used, better results were obtained when utilizing sound detection. In each of these 

instances the subject was detected via sound in these initial periods. 

If the status of the subject is altered to be unresponsive from the outset of the oper

ation (START ..RESPONSE = FALSE) , the methods that did not detect the subject 

during the sound sweep phase return the same results as for a responsive subject. Those 

resource allocation methods that detected the responsive subject via sound detection (at 

a time prior to 18.00) do, however, return different and interesting results. These results 

are presented in Table 12 .12 .  One would have expected that the use of a technique which 

relied on the response of the subject for detection to occur would perform poorly in com

parison to the use of a technique that did not require a response, when the subject was 

unresponsive. This is true for the primary search area method with highest degree exit 

vertex criterion, which did not detect the subject before search suspension, but it is not 

the case in all instances. In particular, the primary search area method with POS and 

PSR selection criteria, and the path scan method with POS selection criterion, detect 

the subject earlier when employing the sound sweep technique than when utilizing visual 

detection searching alone. In these cases the region in which the subject is located is 

searched twice, once via sound and once visually, with detection occurring with the visual 



Table 1 2 .8 :  Hybrid path scan methods of resource allocation for problem instance A from t he interior base located at vertex O. 

Region Time of PO Aloot-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
criteria mix visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Search priority / 
POS 34.037 0.093 3 16.754 31 . 161 14.407 0.00 20 W 
hgst elevation 34.080 0 .084 9 10.049 31 .204 2 1 . 155 0 .00 20 W 
smlst access hrs 34. 128 0.095 9 10.049 31 .456 2 1 .407 0.00 20 W 
smlst search hrs 40.056 0 . 120 3 34.055 37. 1 16 3.061 0.00 24 W 
PSR 40.366 0.130 3 29.342 37.779 8.437 0.00 24 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 40.385 0. 1 19 3 34.255 37.797 3.542 0.00 24 W 
smlst search & access hrs 40.577 0 . 120 3 32.187 37.989 5.802 0.00 24 W 
POS/ 
hgst elevation 16.086 0. 108 3 1 1 .397 13. 146 1 .749 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 40.317 0.082 3 34.055 37.646 3.591 0.00 24 W 
smlst access hrs 40.727 0. 149 9 10.653 37.703 27.050 0.00 24 W 
PSR 58.150 0 . 151  3 32. 107 55.478 23.371 0.00 36 W 
search priority 58. 152 0 .151 3 32.766 55.480 22.714 0.00 36 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 58.285 0. 144 3 32.480 54.716 22.236 0.00 36 W 
smlst search & access hrs 64.278 0. 163 3 38.538 61 .607 23.069 0.00 40 w 
PSR/ 
search priority 33.825 0 .121  3 14.681 30.691 16.010 0.00 20 W 
smlst search & access hrs 34. 101 0 .089 3 28.006 31 .225 3.219 0.00 20 W 
smlst access hrs 34. 103 0 .090 7 17.268 31 .227 13.959 0.00 20 W 
POS 34.313 0 . 1 17  3 29.072 30.696 1 .624 0.00 20 W 
highest elevation 34.476 0.140 3 10.533 3 1 .888 2 1 .355 0.00 20 W 
smlst search hrs 40. 150 0 . 116  3 34.291 37.479 3. 188 0 .00 24 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 57.780 0. 134 3 36.567 54.646 18.079 0.00 36 W 



Table 12.9: Hybrid path scan methods of resource allocation for problem instance A from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Region Time of PO Alo.t-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
criteria mix visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Search priority / 
hgst elevation 16.602 0.071 9 9.648 12.605 2.957 0.00 8 W 
POS 33.793 0.047 9 16.018 30.750 14.732 0.00 20 W 
smlst access hrs 34.020 0. 105 9 9.684 30.977 21 .293 0.00 19 W 
PSR 40.814 0 .159 9 1 1 .459 38.124 26.665 0.00 23 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 58.208 0. 134 3 38. 182 55.226 17.044 0.00 36 W 
smlst search hrs 58.247 0.094 2 41 .773 55.265 13.492 0.00 35 W 
smlst search & access hrs 58.407 0. 130 3 37.466 55.424 17.958 0 .00 34 W 
POS/ 
hgst elevation 34.500 0. 135 9 10.440 31 .810 2 1 .370 0.00 18 W 
search priority 40. 177 0. 1 16 3 32.587 37.487 4.900 0.00 24 W 
smlst search & access hrs 40.321 0.081 2 35.726 37.631 1 .905 0.00 24 W 
PSR 56.773 0. 142 3 32.868 54.000 2 1 . 132 0.00 33 W 
smlst access hrs 56.773 0.099 7 22.683 54.000 31 .317 0.00 33 W 
smlst search hrs 61 .938 0 . 1 13 9 35.663 60. 190 24.527 0.00 36 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 64.270 0 .121 9 33.200 61 .580 28.380 0.00 38 W 
PSRj 
search priority 40.233 0 . 1 16 3 34.315 37.543 3.228 0.00 23 W 
smlst access hrs 40.478 0. 137 9 15.931 37.788 21 .857 0.00 24 W 
POS 40.568 0 . 1 11  9 28.731 37.878 9. 147 0.00 24 W 
hgst elevation 40.590 0 .155 9 10. 157 37.899 27.742 0.00 23 W 
smlst search & access hrs 58.053 0 . 174 9 30.157 55.010 24.853 0.00 33 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 58. 182 0.066 9 33.977 55. 199 21 .222 0.00 34 W 
smlst search hrs 62.052 0.219 9 30.254 60. 196 29.942 0.00 36 W 
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Table 12. 10: Sound sweep search method for a responsive subject in the first two periods, for problem instance A from the exterior base 
located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO A/ost-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
subject at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
least hrs 32.773 0.090 3 22.679 30.000 7.321 0.00 19 W 
index 34.022 0 .120 9 10.839 30.979 20. 140 0.00 20 W 
grtst hrs 39.793 0.043 0 - 36.749 - 0.00 24 W 
Single task 
POS 16.046 0.075 7 13.290 14.370 1 .080 0.00 8 W 
search priority 32.773 0.099 3 14.324 30.000 15 .676 0.00 19 W 
PSR 40.688 0. 156 9 17.144 37.998 20.854 0.00 24 W 
Path scan 
POS 16.031 0.031 0 - 12 .207 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 40.452 0.140 9 1 1 .436 37.762 26.326 0.00 23 W 
PSR 40.509 0 . 1 19 9 14.892 37.819 22.927 0.00 23 W 
Primary area 
hgst degree exit vertex 9.842 0.02 1 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 W 
PSR 14.971 0.034 0 - 13. 126 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 16.801 0.036 0 - 13.082 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 39.916 0. 120 9 26. 182 36.000 9.818 0.00 24 W 
search priority 40.823 0.081 9 26. 135 36.695 10.560 0.00 22 W 
hgst elevation 57.810 0.040 0 - 54.766 - 0.00 35 W 
smlst access hrs 58.554 0.171 9 15.981 55.864 39.883 0.00 35 W 
smlst search & access hrs 63.482 0.096 9 48.709 60.354 1 1 .645 0.00 39 W 
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Table 12 . 1 1 :  Sound vs. visual searching strategies from the exterior search base. 

Method Time to subject detection Ratio 
Sound then Visual search 

visual search 

Benchmark, least hours 32.773 64.246 0.510 
Benchmark, greatest hours 39.793 57.905 0.687 
Benchmark, index 34.022 16.244 2.094 
Single task, POS 16.046 32.773 0.490 
Single task, search priority 32.773 40.565 0.808 
Single task, PSR 40.688 40.648 1 .001 
Primary search area, highest degree 9.842 40.838 0.241 
exit vertex 
Primary search area, PSR 14.971 8 1 . 154 0 . 184 
Primary search area, POS 16 .801 40.226 0.418 
Primary search area, smallest search 39.916 40.283 0.991 
hours 
Primary search area, search priority 40.823 39.981 1 .021 
Primary search area, smallest access 58.554 39.972 1 .465 
hours 
Primary search area, smallest search & 63.482 39.561 1 . 605 
access hours 
Primary search area, highest elevation 135.973 57.810 2.352 
Path scan, POS 16 .031 64.482 0 .249 
Path scan, search priority 40.452 34.533 1 . 1 71 
Path scan, PSR 40.509 64.287 0.630 

search. 

As the POD of a sound sweep is calculated with respect to a responsive subject, the 

POD level and subsequent POS value of a search are over-stated when the subject is in 

fact unresponsive. Hence, if the region in which the subject is located is searched via a 

sound sweep and the subject is unresponsive, the POA value of the region is reduced by a 

greater factor than is warranted. This is detrimental as it reduces the relative likelihood 

of the subject still being within the region, hence decreasing the likelihood of the region 

being re-searched. In light of this, the results displaying faster detection times when this 

occurs, over visual-only searching, are even less anticipated. 

An examination of the output of these simulated searches shows that the search paths 

generated by the two region criteria for the primary search area method (which detected 

the unresponsive subject faster when initially employing sound sweep searching) , detected 

clues indicating that the subject had moved in the direction of the losLregion. This 

contributed to higher POA values for the losLregion which was subsequently included 



Table 12 . 12 :  Sound sweep search method for an unresponsive subject for those methods detecting a responsive subject via sound within 
the first two periods, for problem instance A from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AlosLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
subject at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 
Single task 
POS 57.853 0.083 9 10.486 14.370 3.884 0.00 35 H 
Path scan 
POS 40.537 0.062 9 17.900 12.207 (5.693) 0.00 23 H 
Primary area 
POS 33.716 0 .058 9 17.048 13.082 (3.966) 0.00 20 H 
PSR 40.019 0.097 9 26. 1 14 13. 126 (12.988) 0.00 22 H 
hgst degree exit vertex - 0.060 6 109.343 6.000 ( 103.343) 81 .31 92 ND 
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within the primary search area as a candidate for allocation, earlier than when visual 

searching alone was employed. No such clues were detected by the visual-only searches 

where the regions comprising the subject's path were not searched due to low relative 

POA values. The path scan method with POS criterion detected the same total number 

of clues under sound searching as it did under visual-only searching, but detected clues 

that revealed subject movement towards the losLregion at two different stages of the 

search. At the time of the latter detection the relative POA value of the losLregion 

was subsequently higher than its POA value at the same stage of the search under solely 

visual searching. The region was then allocated for searching at that time, with successful 

search detection resulting. 

Four periods of sound sweep searching were also trialled for each allocation method 

from the exterior base, using the search priority criterion for each. These results are 

displayed in Table 12 . 13 for a responsive subject and in Table 12 .14 for an unresponsive 

subject. Under this strategy the detection of a responsive subject is achieved more 

quickly than when sound sweeping for only 2 periods, for all but the benchmark method. 

However, quicker detection occurs for only half of the methods when the subject is 

unresponsive. 

12.5.3 Re-searching Regions 

Further experiments were conducted setting MU LT I P LE = T RU E for each path 

method which, in its general description, does not allow for re-searching of a region 

within the same search period. When this constraint is relaxed the resulting search out

comes for paths originating from the exterior base are detailed in Table 12 . 15 .  Permitting 

re-searching can be viewed as a way to mimic the search of a region at a higher POD level 

than is obtainable from either the use of a target POD level or from the search of a region 

by a single resource. The strategy of re-searching only responds to new information more 

quickly if initial search allocations are completed within the period while further search 

allocation hours are available; in this sense it is distinct from the single task method. 

When re-searching was permitted, the search results for the benchmark method ex

hibit almost identical or superior detection times to those when re-searching was not 

permitted until a later period. No more clues were detected by this process and the first 

clue was detected at the same time as when re-searching did not occur. 

The search paths generated by the primary search area method, when re-searching of 

regions was permitted, resulted in identical or slower detection times for the majority of 

the region criteria tested. The exceptions to this were the PSR and POS region criteria 

that detected the subject faster for all of the methods that used these criteria, when 



Table 12 .13 :  Sound sweep search method for a responsive subject in the first four periods using the search priority region criterion, for 
problem instance A from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AloaLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
subject at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregian region allocate 

Primary area 22.739 0.036 0 - 19.332 - 0.00 12 W 
Single task 27.775 0 . 1 13 2 14.324 24.000 9.676 0.00 16 W 
Path scan 34.623 0 . 126 8 1 1 .436 31 .933 20.497 0.00 19 W 
Benchmark, least hrs 40.586 0.041 0 - 37.896 - 0.00 23 W 

Table 12. 14: Sound sweep search method for an unresponsive subject in the first four periods using the search priority region criterion, 
for problem instance A from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AlosLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
subject at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregian region allocate 

Primary area 33.858 0.038 0 - 19.332 - 0.00 19 H 
Path scan 34.623 0 .126 8 1 1 .436 31 .933 20.497 0.00 19 H 
Benchmark, least hrs 40.586 0.041 0 - 37.896 - 0.00 23 H 
Single task 58.509 0.099 9 14.324 24.000 9.676 0.00 35 H 
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multiple searches of regions could be conducted within the same search period. 

The single task method permits re-searching; however, when this is not permitted 

the resulting subject detection times are detailed in Table 12 . 16  and are similar to those 

that result from permitting re-searching. The only criterion to detect the subject faster 

without re-searching regions within the same search period is the search priority crite

rion. This result is explained by the fact that, unlike the other search results for this 

method, the first clue detected indicated that the subject moved towards the losLregion, 

hence increasing the region's POA value. The total number of clues detected under each 

strategy is the same but the first clue is detected earlier, or at the same time, when 

re-searching is not permitted. This observation is explained by the diversity of search re

gions allocated via this strategy. The time that then elapsed between this clue detection 

and the subsequent allocation of the losLregion for searching, is less for the majority of 

criteria under the strategy of re-searching. 

12 .5.4 Cumulative POS 

Figure 12 .7  through to Figure 12 . 10 depict the probability of having detected the subject 

at the end of each search period for each of the path generation methods when the search 

base is located on the exterior of the search area. The selection criteria employed by 

each method are graphed such that the curve depicted by the solid line is the fastest to 

detect the subject, and the curve depicted by the dashed line, '- - ' ,  is the slowest to detect 

the subject. For clarity the three region selection criteria resulting in the fastest subject 

detection are the only three graphed for the primary search area method. Figure 12. 1 1  

illustrates the POScum curves of the region selection criterion within each of these four 

methods, to first detect the subject. 

Examination of these graphs reveals smaller POScum increases over periods of search

ing which extend throughout the night (indicated by search periods three and four, seven 

and eight, etc. ) .  The flatter curve over these periods is due to the lower POD values 

obtainable under night search conditions. As expected POScum growth is greatest in 

the initial search periods where searchers are allocated to regions with high POA values. 

In the majority of the experiments depicted, the path construction method that 

detected the subject first was also the method with smallest total POScum at the time 

that the subject was detected; the primary area method is the only exception to this 

observation. 



Table 12. 15: Permitting re-searching of a region within the same search period, for problem instance A from the exterior base located at 
vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AlosLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
index 16.152 0.079 9 8.421 13.462 5.041 0.00 8 W 
grtst hrs 39.945 0.040 0 - 36.902 - 0.00 24 W 
least hrs 64.290 0.045 0 - 61 .600 - 0.00 40 W 
Path scan 
search priority 39.824 0. 137 3 32.095 36.781  4.686 0.00 23 W 
POS 40.588 0 .131 3 33.422 37.898 4.476 0.00 23 W 
PSR 63.558 0.124 9 32.640 60. 142 27.502 0.00 37 W 
Primary area 
search priority 39.981 0.037 0 - 36.938 - 0.00 24 W 
POS 39.982 0.037 0 - 36.939 - 0.00 24 W 
smlst search hrs 57.998 0.035 0 - 54.955 - 0.00 36 W 
smlst search & access hrs 58.241 0.034 0 - 54.678 - 0.00 36 W 
PSR 63.659 0. 1 17  9 48.456 60.531 12 .075 0.00 39 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 63.948 0.035 0 - 60.905 - 0.00 38 W 
smlst access hrs 83.489 0.038 0 - 79.050 - 0.00 52 W 



Table 12 . 16 :  Not permitting re-searching of a region within the same search period for the single task allocation method, for problem 
instance A from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of �()i1lost_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregian region allocate 

search priority 34.704 0.044 9 16.346 32.014 15.668 0.00 20 W 
POS 38.343 0 .152 9 10.486 36.090 25.604 0.00 22 W 
PSR 40.762 0. 166 9 16.905 38.072 21 . 167 0.00 24 W 
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Figure 12 .7: The growth of POScum under the benchmark method from the exterior 
base with night searching strategy. 
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Figure 12 .8: The growth of POScum under the single task method from the exterior 
base. 
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Figure 1 2.9 :  The growth of POScum under the path scan method from the exterior base. 
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Figure 12 .10 :  The growth of POScum under the primary search area method from the 
exterior base. 
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Figure 12. 1 1 :  Comparison of the growth of POScum over resource allocation methods 
from the exterior base for problem instance A. 

12.5 .5 Base Location 

When comparing search results between base locations, no one location is shown to lead 

to the detection of the subject faster for the majority of resource allocation methods. 

The path scan method was the only method to detect the subject faster, over all region 

criteria, from a single base location and this occurred from the internally-located search 

base. This observation also held when the basic path scan method was extended to 

hybrid variants. In this instance the search paths generated from the internally located 

search base detected the subject more quickly, when comparing individual region selection 

criteria, for the majority of criteria. In general, the resource allocation methods that 

selected regions for searching from a primary search area detected the subject faster 

when deploying from the exterior base location, while the methods that did not define an 

initial target search area obtained better search results from the interior base location. 

12 .5.6 Method Comparison 

In order to compare the relative performance of the four resource allocation methods and 

the hybrid variants of the path scan method, we compare their best, median and worst 

case solutions to the best solution obtained over all methods. This form of analysis is 
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Table 12 . 17: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance A when deploying from the exterior base. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 1.000 3.565 3.955 48.002 
Single task 2.018 2.497 2.502 7.875 
Path scan 2. 126 3. 958 3.970 29.949 
Primary area 2.435 2 .478 8.371 96.412 
Hybrid - search priority 1 .022 2 .513 3.596 41 .805 
Hybrid - POS 2 . 124 3.495 3.957 29.770 
Hybrid - PSR 2.477 2.499 3.820 2 1 .819 

used as the optimal solution to each of the problem instances is  both unknown and un

obtainable due to the complexity of the problem. The median performance measure was 

chosen over the average performance measure as it is less affected by extreme solutions. 

The ratio to the best solution found is calculated for the best solution for each allo

cation method such that: 

. best path solution 
best performance ratio = 

b 11 I . est overa so utlOn 

The median and worst performance ratios are similarly calculated. 

Comparisons are made for each base location for visual-only searching, and then for 

both visual and sound searching strategies when resources are deployed from the exterior 

base. The best solution obtained by visual searching from the exterior base was the 

detection of the subject at 16.244 when resources were allocated by the benchmark with 

index order resource criterion. When deploying resources from the interior base, the best 

solution obtained was the detection of the subject at 1 6.086 when resources were allocated 

by the hybrid path method. This method generated the first portion of search paths on 

the basis of the POS criterion and the second portion on the basis of the region with 

highest elevation. The performance ratios for visual searching are detailed in Table 12 . 17  

and Table 12 . 18. 

When sound searching is utilized the subject is detected in the fastest time over all 

the methods tested, at time 9.842. This result occurred when resources were allocated 

search assignments by the primary search area method with highest degree exit vertex 

criterion. The performance ratios for the comparison of visual and sound searching 

strategies are detailed in Table 12 .19 and the methods included for sound searching are 

those where the sound sweep method was used in the first two search periods followed 

by visual searching. When the use of sound search techniques is compared with the use 

of visual-only search techniques, a reduction in median and worst performance ratios is 
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Table 12.18 :  Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance A when deploying from the interior base. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range 

Benchmark 2.51 1 2.517 5 .128 42.091 
Single task 2 . 117 2 .498 2.513 6.364 
Path scan 2. 100 2.125 3.615 24.369 
Primary area 1 .053 2.501 - -

Hybrid - search priority 2 .116 2 .490 2.523 6 .540 
Hybrid - pos 1 .000 3.615 3.996 48. 192 
Hybrid - PSR 2.103 2 . 133 3.592 23.955 

Table 12 .19 :  Performance ratios comparing sound and visual searching resource allocation 
methods for problem instance A when deploying from the exterior base. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Sound Searching 
Benchmark 3.330 3.457 4.043 7.020 
Single task 1 . 630 3.330 4. 134 24.642 
Path scan 1 . 629 4. 1 10 4 . 1 16  24.478 
Primary area 1 .000 4. 102 6 .450 53.640 
Visual searching 
Benchmark 1 .650 5 .883 6 .528 48.002 
Single task 3.330 4.122 4 . 130 7.875 
Path scan 3.509 6.532 6.552 29.949 
Primary area 4.020 4.090 13 .816 96.412 

evident, with the only exceptions returning ratios that are approximately equal under 

both search methods. When the best performance ratios are considered this trend holds 

for all but the benchmark method. 

The single task method performs consistently well when the best, median and worst 

performance measures are taken into account, and it has the least variation in subject 

detection times of the methods tested. The primary search area method returns the 

greatest variation in subject detection times across both base locations, and sound and 

visual searching strategies. It is also the only method to fail in detecting the subject. 

The remaining resource allocation methods perform similarly to one another in solving 

this particular problem instance. 
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1 2 . 6  P roblem Instance B 

The second problem instance incorporates a subject moving via a path which is in line 

with the POA values of the TIN and displaying confusion. The path of the subject is 

generated by the parameters: 

• PATHTYPE = poa; 

• CONFUSION = TRUE; 

• SPATHSTART = 27; 

• SPATHLENGTH = 4. 

Referring again to Figure 12.3, the path begins from the exterior of the TIN at vertex 27 

and moves through seven regions, visiting one region twice. The path is solely comprised 

of triangular regions of varying density classification. Specifically, the path is described 

by: 

vertex path: 27 - 17 - 35 - 17 - 35 - 24 - 23 - 10 

region path: 1 16 - 167 - 168 - 167 - 1 30 - 137 - 132 

initial POA value: 0.008 - 0.014 - 0.012 - 0 .014 - 0.006 - 0.010 - 0.0 1 1  

where the region labels identify: triangle (27,32 , 17) ,  triangle ( 17,23,35) ' triangle (35,24 ,17)
' 

triangle (24,35,23) , triangle (24, 15,23) and triangle (23,14, 10) . 

The region in which the subject is located in, triangular region 132, has a density of 

level 3 and an area of 0 .106 km2 . The region can be searched to 50% POD in ideal search 

conditions, selecting the quickest direction, in 53 minutes. Ten percent of the clues laid 

along the subject's path are inorganic. These clues are located within regions 1 16, 168 

and 167. The search operation is conducted under the weather conditions described in 

weather file one. The subject is initially responsive and uninjured. 

In this search scenario the intended route of the subject is known (KNOW=TRUE) 

and represented by: 

vertex path: 27 - 17 - 13 - 20 

region path: 5 - 6 - 17 

where the region labels identify: track edges (27,17) ,  ( 17,13) and ( 13,20) , and form a 

route to the hut located at vertex 20. The initial POA values given for the regions along 

the subject's path are calculated after consideration of the subject's intended route. 

The search base selected under the external base criterion is located at vertex 27, the 

origin vertex of the subject's intended route. The base location interior to the convex 

hull is also positioned at a vertex on the intended path, vertex 13. 
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12.6.1 General Results for Problem Instance B 

Each of the four resource allocation methods are trialled over this problem instance, with 

the search results detailed in Table 12 .20 for the exterior base and in Table 12 .21  for the 

interior base. 

It is clear from Table 1 2 .20 that the strategy of searching throughout the night dom

inates a strategy of no night searching. When searching is continuous in this respect, 

successful detection can occur during the night, as is seen for the benchmark allocation 

method with index order resource criterion. Unlike problem instance A, the lost-region 

has a terrain density classification of 3 and can be searched by a single team to the target 

POD level, during the night. 

When allocating search paths by the benchmark method, the most consistent results 

obtained were from the exterior base, while both the slowest and fastest subject detec

tion times were achieved when using the interior base. The fastest time achieved by this 

method was eleven times faster than the slowest time, indicating the great variability 

among the results obtained by the different resource criteria. This detection time was 

the fastest over all four methods and occurred when the lost-region was allocated as 

an alternative region (via Algorithm 8 .5) , adjacent to the searcher's position, when no 

regions within the current primary search area could be allocated within the time con

straints. As the lost-region was not within the defined primary search area at this stage 

of the operation, the advantage of such a strategy is evident. 

Of all the methods tested over this problem instance, the single task allocation method 

performed the best across region criteria and search base location. The same ranking of 

resource criteria, independent of base location, was observed for both this method and for 

the path scan method. An interesting result is observed when allocating search paths via 

the path scan method with POS criteria from the exterior base: this method produced 

a very slow subject detection time, even though the lost-region was actually allocated 

for searching at an earlier time than both the PSR and search priority criteria which 

detected the subject much earlier. Upon examination of the simulation output this was 

found to occur because the end of the search period occurred whilst the lost-region was 

being searched. At this time the resource searching the region was redeployed to the base 

as their remaining useful search hours were less than MINLIMIT. The lost-region was 

then subsequently allocated for searching a further three times before detection resulted. 

Detection did not result in earlier searches due to the POD level of the search and the 

pseudo random number stream governing subject detection. In this respect, the POS 

criterion does not perform as badly as indicated by subject detection time alone. 

The primary search area method was inferior to all other methods over both base 



Table 12 .20: Resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO Alost-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection completion detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Benchmark, no NS 
least hrs - 0.029 6 13.483 - - 133.7 56 ND 
grtst hrs - 0.031 6 13.549 - - 145.5 64 NO 
index - 2.850 6 13.549 - - 145.38 60 NO 
Benchmark, NS 
least hrs 58.874 0.023 5 13.483 57.776 44.293 0.00 36 W 
index 76.800 0.021 6 13.549 75.679 62. 130 0.00 48 W 
grtst hrs 80.809 0.029 5 13.549 78.589 65.040 0.00 52 W 
Single task 
search priority 14.557 0.025 0 - 13.864 - 0.00 8 W 
PSR 17.030 0.025 0 - 15 .800 - 0.00 9 W 
POS 39.418 0.018 5 13.483 38.079 24.596 0.00 24 W 
Path scan 
PSR 15 .449 0.024 0 - 12 .892 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 15 .885 0.010 3 14.419 12.797 (1 .622) 0.00 8 W 
POS * (4) 130.940 0.008 6 13.483 12.533 (0.950) 8.46 80 S 
Primary area 
POS 74.543 0.025 5 8.238 72.870 64.632 0.00 48 W 
search priority 76.831 0.025 5 7.599 75.710 68. 1 1 1  0.00 48 W 
smlst search & access hr 1 12.351 0.028 6 8.669 108.601 99.932 0.00 74 H 

smlst search hrs 128.014 0.026 6 7.341 126 . 1 13 1 18 .772 8.46 78 S 
PSR 152.029 0.029 7 7.341 150.176 142.835 20.46 89 S 
hgst elevation 155.734 0.035 5 26.882 151 .650 124.768 20.46 86 S 
smlst access hrs - 0.024 8 9.374 - - 81 .99 93 NO 
hgst degree exit vertex - 0.022 7 22.290 - - 82.24 93 NO 



Table 12 . 2 1 :  Resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the interior base located at vertex 13 .  

Method Time of PO A/osLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
grtst hrs 9. 157 0.020 0 - 8.609 - 0.00 4 W 
least hrs 76.844 0.023 5 13.924 75.663 61 .739 0.00 48 W 
index 104.241 0.033 5 18.305 102.437 84. 132 0.00 70 H 
Single task 
search priority 14.620 0.024 0 - 13.665 - 0.00 8 W 
PSR 21 .266 0.024 0 - 18.331 - 0.00 13 W 
POS 41 . 169 0.017 5 13.924 38.987 25.063 0.00 24 W 
Path scan 
PSR 13.913 0.022 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 16.084 0.008 4 14.017 12.331 ( 1 .686) 0.00 8 W 
POS 35.875 0.010 5 13 .924 30.887 16.963 0.00 20 W 
Primary area 
search priority 70.427 0.019 5 9.410 66.856 57.446 0.00 45 W 
POS 86.615 0.028 5 8.828 84.331 75.503 0.00 56 W 
PSR 126.668 0.035 5 9.676 1 14.707 105.031 8.46 78 S 
smlst search & access hrs 129.482 0.031 6 8.738 127.974 1 19.236 8.46 79 S 
hgst degree exit vertex 131 .008 0.024 6 9.061 129.396 120.335 8.46 81 S 
smlst access hrs 131.722 0.027 6 21 .  775 128.703 106.928 8.46 82 S 
smlst search hrs 150.308 0.034 5 9.676 132.000 122.324 20.46 83 S 
hgst elevation 153.792 0.032 5 22.307 151 .280 128.973 20.46 86 S 
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locations. This was particularly true for the exterior base where two region criteria -

highest degree exit vertex and smallest access hours - failed to detect the subject, and 

in fact failed to allocate the losLregion for searching at any stage of the simulated 

SAR operation. In the instance where the smallest access hours criterion was used, this 

failure resulted from the losLregion never being an element of the primary search area 

and hence, never being a candidate for allocation. When the highest degree exit vertex 

criterion was used, the losLregion was a component in the primary search area once, near 

the conclusion of the search, but was not selected for allocation based on this criterion. 

When clues are detected, a greater time elapses between initial clue detection and the 

allocation of the losLregion for searching, for the two methods which allocate regions for 

searching from a primary search area: the benchmark and primary search area methods. 

This is explained by the losLregion not featuring as a component of the primary search 

area until just prior to allocation, at which time its POA value has increased to a level 

which warrants its inclusion. 

No clear advantage resulted from selecting either the interior or exterior base for all 

methods. However, for the majority of methods, the quickest detection time over each 

of the criteria tested occurred when allocating search paths emanating from the interior 

base. The exception was the single task method, and in this case the best detection 

times achieved from each base were very similar, with detection occurring at 14.557 

when routing from the exterior base and at 14 .620 when routing from the interior base. 

When hybrid variants of the path scan method are used to generate the search paths, 

the search results obtained are detailed in Table 12 .23 for deployment from the exterior 

base, and in Table 12.24 for deployment from the interior base. When analysing the search 

results arising from the exterior base deployment, we see that using search priority and 

POS as the initial generating criterion resulted in quicker detection times and fewer clues 

being detected than the non-hybrid method, for all secondary criteria. This was true for 

only some of the paths generated from the PSR criterion. However, when the time of 

initial allocation of the losLregion is considered as the performance measure, rather than 

the subject detection time, the paths generated by the POS criterion actually allocated 

the losLregion at a later time than the non-hybrid method. 

When resources are deployed from the interior base the hybrid path generation 

method is also superior to the non-hybrid method for all secondary criteria under the 

search priority criterion and for all, but one, criteria under the POS criterion. As in the 

exterior base results, the PSR initial generating criterion only produced improvements 

over the non-hybrid method for approximately half of the secondary criteria. Those cri

teria that did not show improvement in the detection time of the subject did, however, 

allocate the losLregion for searching at an identical time to the non-hybrid path method. 
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Table 1 2.22: Ranking of secondary selection criteria for the hybrid path scan method for 
problem instance B .  

Criterion Base location Overall Rank 
Interior base Exterior base 

Search priority 2.0 2 .3 2 .2 
PSR 1 .3 3.0 2 .2  
Smallest search hours 3.0 4.0 3 .5 
POS 4.0 3.3 3.7 
Highest degree exit vertex 3.7 3.7 3 .7 
Smallest access hours 5.0 2.3 3.7 
Highest elevation 3 .7 4.3 4.0 
Smallest search and access hours 5 .3 5 .0 5.2 

Comparison of the hybrid variants between search base locations shows a close similar

ity in subject detection times, with no one location detecting the subject faster over all 

secondary criterion. 

The rankings of the secondary selection criteria for both base locations and three 

initial criteria are detailed in Table 12 .22. The secondary criteria that result in faster 

subject detection are those with a priority component, which mirrors the results obtained 

for problem instance A. 

12.6.2 Path Scan Heuristic 

FUrther computational experiments were conducted for the path scan heuristic from 

the exterior base restricting the candidate region set to the primary search area 

(P RI M ARY ...AREA) , relaxing the constraint on the re-searching of a region within 

the same period (MULTIPLE), and varying the criteria for resource selection 

(RESOURCE_CRITERION). The results of these experiments are detailed in Ta

ble 12 .25, Table 12.26 and Table 12.27 respectively. 

From Table 1 2.25 it is evident that the subject is detected faster when regions to 

be allocated for searching are not constrained to only those which comprise the primary 

search area. In stating this conclusively we disregard the result produced by the POS 

criterion without primary search area restriction due to the failure to detect the subject 

on the first search of the losi-region which was interrupted at time 18.000 when the search 

resource was redeployed to the search base. All paths generated from regions comprising 

the primary search area detected the subject on their first search of the losi-region, at 

times greatly exceeding 18 .000. 

When re-searching a region is permitted within the same search period, the search 



Table 12.23: Hybrid resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AlosLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

PSR/ 
smlst access hrs 13.210 0.022 0 - 12 .255 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 13.973 0.021  0 - 13.018 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 14.378 0.023 0 - 12.081 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search & access hrs 16.609 0.024 0 - 12.965 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 17.390 0.013 2 16.701 12 .309 (4.392) 0.00 8 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 22.601 0.025 0 - 20.084 - 0.00 12 W 
hgst elevation 28.363 0.026 0 - 25.673 - 0.00 16 W 
Search priority / 
hgst elevation 13.566 0.023 0 - 12.61 1 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst access hrs 13.616 0.023 0 - 12.660 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 13.714 0.022 0 - 12.759 - 0.00 8 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 13.751  0.022 0 - 12.796 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search & access hrs 13.754 0 .022 0 - 12 .799 - 0.00 8 W 
PSR 13.760 0.023 0 - 12.805 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 15.848 0.025 0 - 12.000 - 0.00 8 w 
POS/ 
hgst degree exit vertex 14.038 0.012 2 13.483 13.083 (0.400) 0.00 8 W 
search priority 22.528 0.012 4 13.483 20.01 1 6.528 0 .00 12  W 
PSR 22.645 0.011  4 13.483 20.128 6.645 0.00 12 W 
smlst access hrs 28.009 0.01 1 4 13.483 25.438 1 1 .955 0.00 16 W 
hgst elevation 45.530 0.019 5 13.862 42.720 28.858 0.00 27 W 
smlst search & access hrs 45.597 0.022 5 13.710 36.499 22.789 0.00 28 W 
smlst search hrs 45.609 0.022 5 13.483 42.644 29. 161 0 .00 27 W 
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Table 12.24: Hybrid resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the interior base located at vertex 13 .  

Method Time of PO A/osLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

PSR/ 
search priority 13.449 0.023 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst access hrs 13.694 0.022 0 - 12.576 - 0.00 8 W 
hgst elevation 13.913 0.022 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 13.913 0.021 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 14.886 0.022 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 15 . 104 0.023 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search & access hrs 22.297 0.025 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 12 W 
Search priority / 
hgst elevation 13.449 0.022 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 13.567 0.022 0 - 12.449 - 0.00 8 W 
PSR 14.239 0.023 0 - 12 .331 - 0.00 8 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 15 .612 0.025 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search & access hrs 15.621 0.025 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 16.084 0.025 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst access hrs 16.084 0.025 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 w 
POS/ 
PSR 22.712 0.012 4 13.924 20.208 6.284 0.00 12 W 
smlst search hrs 27.852 0.013 4 13.924 24.917 10.993 0.00 16 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 28.771 0.013 4 13.924 25 .892 1 1 .968 0.00 16 W 
smlst search & access hrs 28.783 0.013 4 13.924 25 .904 1 1 .980 0.00 16 W 
search priority 32. 158 0.016 4 13.924 30. 734 16.810 0.00 20 W 
smlst access hrs 32.355 0.014 4 13.924 30.931 17.007 0.00 20 W 
hgst elevati� 41 .400 0.017 5 13.924 36.674 22.750 0.00 24 W 
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results detailed in Table 12.26 are inconclusive in showing dominance of this strategy 

over that of no re-searching. In particular, the first time that the losLregion is allocated 

for searching had a maximum deviation of half an hour across all search strategies and 

all criteria tested. 

Table 12.27 displays the search outcomes that arise when generating the search paths 

via the three different resource criteria. Once again the losLregion was first allocated at 

a similar time across all of the paths, with a maximum deviation of approximately 55 min

utes. In this respect no criterion stands out as being clearly superior to the others, with 

the search results being further obfuscated by the number of multiple losLregion alloca

tions necessary to achieve subject detection in half of the experiments. This was necessary 

for all of the experiments using the smallest hours criterion, where the losLregion was 

allocated as the last region in the search path and was often not searched before the 

resource was redeployed to the base at the end of the search period. 

12.6 .3  Sound Sweep Method 

The sound sweep method of searching was employed in the first two periods of searching 

for a selection of resource allocation methods. The methods selected were those that 

detected the subject fastest under each of the four path generation methods for visual 

searching alone when resources were deployed from the interior base. This set of allo

cation methods consisted of: benchmark with greatest number of available search hours 

criterion, single task with search priority criterion, path scan with PSR criterion, and 

primary search area with search priority criterion. The search results arising from the 

use of sound sweep searching in these initial periods were compared with those when 

visual searching alone was used, over both weather scenarios. The results of these exper

iments are recorded in Table 12.28 with Wl representing weather scenario one and W2 

representing weather scenario two. 

The subject was responsive throughout the first two periods and, when the sound 

sweep method was used, was detected during these periods via sound detection in all 

but one case. The instance where sound detection did not occur was under the adverse 

weather scenario for the single task method; in this case visual detection of the subject 

resulted soon after weather conditions improved and searching re-commenced. 

The use of sound sweeping in the first two search periods detects the subject faster 

than visual searching alone for all but one instance; the benchmark method under weather 

scenario one. In this respect the experimental results are similar to those obtained for 

problem instance A. The greatest improvement in subject detection times when utilizing 

sound detection was seen for the primary search area method. In this instance the subject 



Table 12.25: Primary search area restrictions for the path scan allocation method, for problem instance B from the exterior base located 
at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO Alo8t-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

No Primary Area 
PSR 15.449 0.024 0 - 12 .892 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 15.885 0.010 3 14.419 12.797 ( 1 .622) 0.00 8 W 
POS * (4) 130.940 0.008 6 13.483 12.533 (0.950) 8.46 80 S 
Primary Area 
PSR 74.977 0.026 5 8.271 73 .615 65.344 0.00 48 W 
search priority 74.543 0.025 5 8.699 73.007 64.308 0.00 48 W 
POS 74.543 0.026 5 8. 186 73.187 65.001 0.00 48 W 

Table 12.26: Re-searching options for the path scan allocation method, for problem instance B from the exterior base located at vertex 
27. 

Method Time of PO Alost-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

No multiple searching 
PSR 15.449 0.024 0 - 12.892 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 15.885 0.010 3 14.419 12.797 ( 1 .622) 0.00 8 W 
POS * (4) 130.940 0.008 6 13.483 12.533 (0.950) 8.46 80 S 
Multiple searching 
PSR 14.747 0.023 0 - 12.898 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 17. 145 0.026 0 - 12.415 - 0.00 8 W 
POS * (3) 76.870 0.011  4 13.483 12.533 (0.950) 0.00 47 W 
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Table 1 2. 27: Resource criteria for the path scan allocation method ,  for problem instance B from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AlosLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Greatest hours 
PSR 15.449 0 .024 0 - 12.892 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 15 .885 0.010 3 14.419 12.797 ( 1 .622) 0.00 8 W 
POS * (4) 130.940 0.008 6 13.483 12 .533 (0.950) 8.46 80 S 
Smallest hours 
PSR * (2) 23.710 0.025 0 - 12.61 1 - 0.00 12 W 
search priority * (2) 22.430 0.01 1 4 14.264 12.000 (2.264) 0.00 12 W 
POS * (3) 70. 147 0.011  5 13.483 12 .606 (0.877) 0 .00 43 W 
Index 
PSR 15.404 0.024 0 - 12 .848 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 17.954 0.011  4 14.381 12.000 (2.381) 0.00 8 W 
POS * (4) 130.805 0.009 6 13.483 12.561 (0.922) 8.46 80 S 
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was detected ten times quicker under adverse search conditions by sound detection, more 

than five days before detection occurred via visual searching alone. For all methods visual 

searching alone under adverse search conditions detected the subject more slowly than 

under more favourable conditions. 

An unusual result obtained by these experiments was the faster detection times that 

resulted from sound sweep searching under adverse conditions over those resulting from 

more favourable conditions. The losLregion was allocated via an alternative region strat

egy (using Algorithm 8.5) in the first search period, when using the benchmark method 

under adverse conditions, but it was not allocated until the beginning of the second 

search period under the more favourable conditions. The alternative region allocation 

resulted from all edges within the primary search area having been already searched, and 

the selection of the losLregion was determined from the search resource's position and 

the predicted POS values of the regions adjacent to that position. Hence, the selection 

of the losi-region for searching under this scenario was a product of the set of regions 

comprising the primary search area, the time needed to search each of these, the relative 

positions of the resources and the simulation rules developed to govern resource alloca

tion. The result highlights the advantage of diversifying the search to regions outside of 

the primary search area, particularly when adverse weather conditions are predicted. 

When allocating search tasks to resources under the path scan and primary search 

area methods the lost-region was allocated at the same time under both search conditions 

and the later detection time of one over the other was a result of the composition of the 

primary search area, for the primary search area method, and the resource to which the 

losLregion was allocated to and their total search allocation, for the path scan method. 

Thus the results, while unexpected, are a result of the interaction between differing 

search duration times under the different search conditions and the resource allocation 

rules built into the simulation model. 

12.6.4 Intended Path Knowledge 

When the intended route of the subject is known, as in this problem instance, the POA 

values of the search regions are adjusted to reflect this information by the procedure 

detailed in Section 5 .3.5. In this problem instance the first four regions comprising the 

subject's actual path have vertices in common with the intended path and consequently 

have their historical POA values (those values originally attached to each region in the 

TIN) increased. The subject then moves away from the intended route, resulting in a 

lower POA value for the losi-region than if the historical POA values had been used 

without taking into account knowledge of the subject 's intentions. Hence, it would be 



Table 12.28: Comparison of selected resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the interior base located at vertex 13,  

under visual and sound sweep searching for both weather scenarios . 

Method Time of PO AlosLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
detection at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 
Benchmark,grtst hr 
visual sweep, W1 9. 157 0.020 0 - 8.609 - 0.00 4 W 
sound sweep, W2 9.722 0.020 0 - 9.401 - 0.00 4 W 
visual search, W2 9.756 0.019 0 - 8.940 - 0.00 4 W 
sound sweep, W1 15 .397 0.027 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
Single task, 
search priority 
sound sweep, W1 9. 182 0.022 0 - 9.007 - 0.00 4 W 
visual search, W1 14.620 0 .024 0 - 13.665 - 0.00 8 W 
sound sweep, W2 55.925 0 .025 0 - 54.500 - 40.54 12  S 
visual search, W2 58.232 0.025 0 - 57.232 - 39.79 13 S 
Path scan, PSR 
sound sweep, W2 10.672 0.021 0 - 6.331 - 0.00 4 W 
sound sweep, W1 1 1 .053 0.021 0 - 6.331 - 0.00 4 W 
visual search, WI 13.913 0.022 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
visual search, W2 59.404 0 .025 0 - 54.500 - 38.73 12 S 
Primary area, 
search priority 
sound sweep, W2 13.269 0.022 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
sound sweep, W1 17.409 0.023 1 8.867 12.331 3.464 0.00 8 W 
visual search, WI 126.668 0.035 5 9.676 1 14.707 105.031 8.46 78 S 
visual search, W2 143.847 0.029 2 8.784 140.409 131 .625 94.33 41 H 
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anticipated, that if the searches were simulated again with the subject's intended route 

not being taken into account, the subject would in fact be detected faster. The search 

results from the exterior base (vertex 27) under these conditions can be found in Ta

ble 12 .20. It can be seen from comparing these results with those of Table 1 2.20 that 

for all path generation methods but one (benchmark with least hours) ,  the subject is, 

indeed, detected faster when the subject 's intended route information is not taken into 

consideration. 

The single task method again performs the best of the four methods and the primary 

search area method, which is highly dependent on the POA distribution in the forma

tion of the primary search area, performs markedly better for all but the POS region 

criterion. The paths generated via the primary search area method with smallest search 

hours criterion are in fact almost ten times quicker than when intended knowledge is 

incorporated. The subject is detected by all methods within three days compared with 

the six days needed by the slowest detection method when planning the search based on 

known intention. In general, fewer clues are detected without route knowledge, which is 

also to be expected. 

When the intentions of the subject are not considered, the interior base location shifts 

from vertex 13 to vertex O. The results from these simulated searches are detailed in Ta

ble 12 .30 and again show improvements over those searches planned with respect to the 

intended path, for all but the benchmark method with greatest hours. Marked improve

ments in subject detection time are again seen for the primary search area method, with 

the greatest improvement being a factor of 12.5 for the smallest search hour criterion. 

The subject is detected within two days by all methods, compared with the six days 

needed to detect the subject, in the worse case, by those methods incorporating intended 

route knowledge. The search results are also superior to those achieved under the same 

planning information from the exterior base. 

As the interior base location is shifted when the POA values are not adjusted to 

account for the subject's intended path, experiments were also conducted fixing the base 

at the original location, vertex 13. The results of these trials are recorded in Table 12 .3l . 

When these results are compared with the results from base 13 that take into account 

the subject's intentions, it can be seen that the subject is detected faster by the majority 

of path generation heuristics. The fastest time, over all allocation methods, is still found 

under knowledge of the intended route, for the benchmark method with greatest hours. 

However, this is an anomaly in the context of all results, with the fastest detection 

time for all other methods deploying from base 13 being found without intended route 

knowledge. The worst case detection times under these two search planning scenarios 

are almost equal at approximately 153 hours. Again, fewer clues are detected under no 
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route knowledge. 

Comparisons can also be drawn between the two interior base locations when the 

subject's intentions are not considered. Such comparisons reveal an overall superiority 

of the base location at vertex 0, where the subject was detected within two days by all 

methods. However, the benchmark method performs slightly better for paths generated 

from vertex 13. The most significant differences in detection times were observed for the 

primary search area method, with quicker detection times resulting when positioning the 

base at vertex 0, including the fastest subject detection time of 8.983 for the search prior

ity criterion. The faster detection times that resulted from paths generated from vertex 

° validates the base positioning algorithm (detailed in Section 1 1 .2 . 1 )  which selected this 

location over vertex 13, based on the POA distribution and shortest path structure of 

the TIN. 

12.6 .5 Method Comparison 

We now compare the relative performance of each of the four resource allocation meth

ods and the hybrid variants of the path scan method. Relative performance ratios are 

calculated as for problem instance A. The best solution for this problem instance is the 

detection of the subject at 9 . 157 by paths generated by the benchmark method with the 

greatest remaining resource hours criterion. This result was achieved when deploying 

resources from the interior base. When resources are deployed from the exterior base, 

the best solution obtained is the detection of the subject at 13 .210 by paths generated 

by the hybrid path scan method. This method creates the first portion of the search 

paths via the PSR criterion and the second portion of the search paths via the smallest 

access hours criterion. These two results are used as the value of the best solution in 

calculating the performance ratios for resource deployment from the interior and exterior 

search base locations, respectively. The performance ratios of each resource allocation 

method and base location are presented in Table 12.32 and Table 12.33. 

The hybrid path scan method with search priority criterion was the best performer 

for this problem instance, with low best, median and worst performance ratios for both 

base locations as well as having the least variation in detection times. The hybrid path 

scan method with PSR criterion also performed well, while the search priority region 

selection criterion achieved the best results over all methods. 

The primary search area method was the poorest performer of the methods tested hav

ing the highest best , median and worst performance ratios irrespective of base location, 

and the highest variation in detection times, including the only subject non-detection, of 

all methods. The worst performance of the method when successful detection did occur 



Table 1 2.29: Resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the exterior base located at vertex 27, when no intended route 
know ledge is known. 

Method Time of �()J1lo8t_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
index 14.977 0.016 2 13.822 12.000 ( 1 .822) 0.00 8 W 
grtst hrs 15.712 0.016 2 14.468 12 .000 (2 .468) 0.00 8 W 
least hrs 74.543 0.028 6 9.059 72.642 63.583 0.00 48 W 
Single task 
search priority 12 .955 0.033 0 - 12.000 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 12.955 0.029 0 - 12 .000 - 0.00 8 W 
PSR 15.892 0.034 0 - 15.282 - 0.00 8 W 
Path scan 
PSR 14.069 0.032 0 - 12.034 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 14.579 0.034 0 - 12.000 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 17.2 1 1  0.014 4 13.483 12 .000 ( 1 .483) 0.00 8 W 
Primary area 
smlst search hrs 12.955 0.015 2 12.744 12 .000 (0.744) 0.00 8 W 
smlst search & access hrs 13.257 0.031 0 - 12 .301 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 14.380 0.016 2 13.483 12.000 (1 .483) 0.00 8 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 26.758 0.030 0 - 25.339 - 0.00 16 W 
hgst elevation 28.781 0.030 0 - 27.001 - 0.00 16 W 
smlst access hrs 52.176 0.024 5 8.232 48.840 40.608 0.00 32 W 
POS 69.872 0.024 6 8.236 66.497 58.261 0.00 44 W 
PSR 74.543 0.026 6 7.341 72.321 64.980 0.00 48 W 



Table 12 .30: Resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the interior base located at vertex 0, when no intended route 
knowledge is known. 

Method Time of PO A/osLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
grtst hrs 16.052 0.031 0 - 12.556 - 0.00 9 W 
least hrs 16.972 0.014 4 14 .150 12.556 ( 1 .594) 0.00 9 W 
index 16.972 0.016 2 15 .645 12 .556 (3.089) 0.00 10 W 
Single task 
POS 10.399 0.028 0 - 9.350 - 0.00 4 W 
search priority 1 1 .491 0.033 0 - 9.982 - 0.00 5 W 
PSR 16.044 0.033 0 - 14.833 - 0.00 10 W 
Path scan 
POS 10.399 0.028 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 W 
search priority 1 1 .572 0.032 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 W 
PSR 13.822 0.032 0 - 12.972 - 0.00 8 W 
Primary area 
search priority 8.983 0.023 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 W 
PSR 10.996 0.013 2 10.445 6.556 (3.889) 0.00 4 W 
POS 1 1 .360 0.013 2 10.552 6 .556 (3.996) 0.00 4 W 
smlst search & access hrs 1 1 .821 0.028 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 W 
smlst search hrs 12 .004 0.029 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 W 
smlst access hrs 12 .290 0.009 4 8.375 6.556 ( 1 .819) 0.00 4 W 
hgst elevation 28.227 0.031 0 - 25.246 - 0.00 16 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 46. 135 0 .036 0 - 43.490 - 0.00 28 W 



Table 12.31 :  Resource allocation methods for problem instance B from the interior base fixed at vertex 13 ,  when no intended route 
knowledge is known. 

Method Time of PO Alost_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
least hrs 14.698 0.016 2 13.924 12.335 ( 1 .589) 0.00 8 W 
index 14.733 0.016 2 13.924 12.331 ( 1 .593) 0.00 8 W 
grtst hrs 15.831 0.032 0 - 12 .331 - 0.00 8 W 
Single task 
POS 10.319 0.029 0 - 9.614 - 0.00 4 W 
search priority 13.918 0.032 0 - 13.225 - 0.00 8 W 
PSR 16.316 0.033 0 - 15.467 - 0.00 8 W 
Path scan 
PSR 13.449 0.031 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
search priority 14.698 0.034 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
POS 46.239 0.015 5 13.924 12.331 ( 1 .593) 0.00 28 W 
Primary area 
search priority 13.918 0.032 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search & access hrs 14.333 0.032 0 - 12 .331 - 0.00 8 W 
smlst search hrs 15.956 0.017 2 14 .151 12 .331 ( 1 .820) 0.00 8 W 
PSR 15.988 0.031 0 - 12.331 - 0.00 8 W 
hgst degree exit vertex 22.223 0.030 0 - 18.873 - 0.00 12 W 
POS 70.414 0.030 5 8.002 66.839 58.837 0.00 44 W 
hgst elevation 130.857 0.042 6 22. 105 129.756 107.651 8.46 80 S 
smlst access hrs 153.473 0.042 6 9.218 150.502 141 .284 20.46 88 S 

� o 00 
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Table 12 .32: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance B when deploying from the exterior base. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 4.457 5.814 6 . 1 17  2 1 .935 
Single task 1 . 102 1 .289 2.984 24.861 
Path scan 1 . 169 1 .202 9.912 1 15 .491 
Primary area 5.643 10.600 - -
Hybrid - PSR 1 .000 1 .257 2. 147 15 . 153 
Hybrid - search priority 1 .027 1 .041 1 .200 2 . 282 
Hybrid - POS 1 .063 2 . 120 3.453 3 1 .571 

Table 1 2 .33: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance B when deploying from the interior base. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 1 .000 8.392 1 1 .384 95.084 
Single task 1 .597 2.322 4.496 26.549 
Path scan 1 .519 1 . 756 3.918 2 1 .962 
Primary area 7.691 14.224 16.795 83.365 
Hybrid - PSR 1 .469 1 .519 2.435 8 .848 
Hybrid - search priority 1 .469 1 .705 1 .756 2.635 
Hybrid - POS 2.480 3. 143 4.521 18 .688 

was the detection of the subject at a time sixteen times slower than the best solution. 

The benchmark method also performs poorly overall, with relatively high median and 

worst performance ratios from both base locations. The obvious exception to this general 

performance is the method's detection of the subject in the fastest time from the interior 

base. This resulted from the search strategy of allocating an adjacent region to a resource 

for searching when no candidates were available for selection from the primary search 

area. In this respect the quality of the solution achieved is a result of this strategy rather 

than resource allocation by the benchmark method. The methods that restricted the 

set of regions which could be allocated for searching to a primary search area performed 

poorly in comparison to those which did not. 

1 2 . 7  Problem Instance C 

The third problem instance incorporates a subject moving by a random path, without 

confusion. The path of the subject is generated by the parameters: 

• PAT HTY P E = random; 
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• CONFUSION = FALSE; 

• SPATHSTART = 4; 

• SPATHLENGTH = 4. 

The path begins from the exterior of the TIN at vertex 4 and moves through six regions; 

two edges representing streams and four triangles of density classification 4. Specifically, 

the path is described by: 

vertex path: 

region path: 

initial POA value: 

4 - 6 - 19 - 6 - 4 - 6 - 8 

55 - 148 - 169 - 1 13 - 147 - 47 

0.000 - 0.016 - 0.015 - 0.000 - 0.006 - 0.000 

where the region labels identify: stream edge (4,6) ,  triangle (6,22 ,19) ,  triangle ( 19,36,6) ,  

triangle (4,6,8 ) ,  triangle (4,6,29) and stream edge (6,8) . 

The region in which the subject is located in, edge region 47, is a predominantly 

shingle stream bed with a density classification of 2 and a length of 712m. The average 

time needed to search the edge under ideal search conditions is 39 minutes. Inorganic 

clues are positioned within regions 148 and 1 13, and comprise 4% of the total number of 

simulated clue placements. The search operation is conducted under both the weather 

conditions described in weather file one and those conditions described in weather file 

two. The subject is initially unresponsive. The intended route of the subject is unknown, 

hence, the search base selected under the external base criterion is located at vertex 27 

and the base location interior to the convex hull is located at vertex O. 

12.7.1 General Results for Problem Instance C 

The search results for each resource allocation method under weather scenario one are 

detailed in Table 12.34 and Table 12.36 for an externally and internally positioned search 

base, respectively. When the search is conducted under less favourable weather conditions 

(weather scenario two) the resulting performance measures are detailed in Table 12 .35 

and Table 12.37 for an externally and internally positioned search base, respectively. 

The subject was detected by all methods except for the benchmark method under the 

greatest and least remaining search hours resource selection criteria, in adverse condi

tions from the interior base, and the primary search area method with highest elevation 

selection criterion, from the exterior base under weather scenario one. As the subject 

was unconscious the retrieval method was via helicopter when the subject was detected 

in favourable conditions, and via stretcher-carry otherwise. 

It can be seen that no clues at all are detected under the adverse weather scenario. 

Under these search conditions the organic clues degrade, reducing their detectability, and 
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the attainable POD level of the subject, and consequently the clues, is also reduced. Few 

clues are also detected under the more favourable weather scenario, and when this did 

eventuate, it was often after the losLregion was scheduled for searching, with the clue 

being detected within the losLregion prior to subject detection. The primary search 

area method was the only resource allocation method to detect clues outside the region 

in which the subject was located, with the losLregion being scheduled for searching 

within 2 hours of such a detection. 

Conducting the search operation from the exterior base resulted in the best overall 

subject detection time for each resource allocation method, under both weather scenarios. 

Over all of the resource allocation methods, the primary search area method, despite 

detecting clues outside of the losLregion, was consistently the worst performer. However, 

it was also the method that exhibited the most consistent detection results over the 

individual region selection criteria tested within each method. 

The index ordering resource selection criterion resulted in the best detection times 

for the benchmark method and performed equivalently to the greatest remaining search 

hours criterion for all experiments but deployment from the interior base under adverse 

search conditions. The selection of the region with greatest PSR value was the region 

criterion that resulted in the fastest detection of the subject over the single task and path 

scan allocation methods. 

An analysis of Table 1 2.34 through to Table 12 .37 results in the ranking of region 

criteria for the primary search area method displayed in Table 12.38. The access and 

search duration criteria, on the whole, performed better than the priority based criteria. 

This observation is similar to that obtained for problem instance A, with the exception 

of the search priority criterion, but dissimilar to problem instance B where the priority 

based criteria detected the subject more quickly. 

Utilizing a night searching strategy results in no search down time under weather 

scenario one. Under weather scenario two, however, down time occurs for all cases where 

the subject was not detected prior to 16.543, the time that weather conditions deteriorate 

to level 4. Two hours prior to the onset of these conditions search resources are recalled 

to the base and remain inactive until conditions improve. Visibility is also hampered 

under the difficult conditions simulated and searching is not executed during periods of 

limited visibility, such as the time between nightfall and dawn. 

When hybrid variants of the path scan method are used to allocate search tasks from 

the exterior base under both weather scenarios, the results are displayed in Table 12 .39 

and Table 12 .40. The ranking of the secondary region selection criteria is the same for 

the POS initial path criterion, across the two weather scenarios, and very similar for 

the search priority criterion. The PSR initial criterion returns identical results for all 



Table 12.34: Comparison of resource allocation methods for problem instance C under weather scenario one, from the exterior base 
located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO A/ost-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection completion detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
index 1 1 .964 0.203 1 1 1 . 788 1 1 .589 (0. 199) 0.00 6 H 
grtst hrs 12.332 0.203 1 12. 156 1 1 .958 (0. 198) 0.00 6 H 
least hrs 60.331 0.000 0 - 59.883 - 0.00 35 H 
Single task 
PSR 7.838 0.000 0 - 7. 174 - 0.00 4 H 
POS 28.564 0.000 0 - 27.494 - 0.00 16 H 
search priority 60.557 0.000 0 - 60.067 - 0.00 36 H 
Path scan 
PSR 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
POS 1 1 .771 0.205 1 1 1 .595 1 1 .462 (0. 133) 0.00 4 H 
search priority 16.427 0.000 0 - 12 .000 - 0.00 8 H 
Primary area 
smlst search hrs 36.622 0.200 1 36.446 35.653 (0.793) 0.00 20 H 
smlst access hrs 37.712 0.000 0 - 36.554 - 0.00 24 H 
PSR 37.984 0.000 0 - 36.509 - 0.00 24 H 
POS 42.985 0.205 1 42.659 41 .992 (0.667) 0.00 24 H 
smlst search & access hr 43.265 0.202 1 43.023 41 .864 ( 1 . 159) 0.00 24 H 
hgst degree exit vertex 60.584 0.000 0 - 59.963 - 0.00 38 H 
search priority 66.447 0.010 2 64.812 66 .033 1 .221 0.00 40 H 
hgst elevation - 0.000 0 - - - 81 .56 92 ND 



Table 12.35: Comparison of resource allocation methods for problem instance C under weather scenario two, from the exterior base 
located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO Alost_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
grtst hrs 12 .239 0.000 0 - 12 .033 - 0.00 6 S 
index 12 .239 0.000 0 - 12.033 - 0.00 6 S 
least hrs 133. 136 0.000 0 - 132.232 - 91 .20 30 H 
Single task 
PSR 7.839 0.000 0 - 7. 174 - 0.00 4 S 
search priority 129.430 0.000 0 - 129.227 - 92.27 29 H 
POS 135.226 0.000 0 - 134.512 - 92.62 35 H 
Path scan 
PSR 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
POS 1 1 .722 0.000 0 - 1 1 .479 - 0.00 6 S 
search priority 60.278 0 .000 0 - 54.500 - 38.83 12  S 
Primary area 
smlst search hrs 61 . 136 0.000 0 - 60.232 - 38.63 12 S 
search priority 84.577 0.000 0 - 84. 174 - 50.96 2 1  S 
hgst elevation 85.042 0.000 0 - 84.045 - 51 . 12  20 S 
smlst search & access hrs 133. 136 0.000 0 - 132 .232 - 91 .40 30 H 
POS 133. 136 0.000 0 - 132.232 - 91 .70 30 H 
PSR 133. 136 0.000 0 - 132.232 - 92.46 30 H 
smlst access hrs 135.804 0.000 0 - 133. 187 - 91 .74 35 H 
hgst degree exit vertex 158.066 0.000 0 - 157.552 - 91 .83 51  H 



Table 12.36: Comparison of resource allocation methods for problem instance C under weather scenario one, from the interior base 
located at vertex O. 

Method Time of PO A/ostsegion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected losLregion region allocate 

Benchmark with NS 
index 12.419 0. 197 1 12.243 12 .045 (0. 198) 0.00 9 H 
grtst hrs 12 .420 0.203 1 12.244 12 . 152 (0.092) 0.00 8 H 
least hrs 43.773 0.201 1 43.531 42.656 (0.875) 0.00 26 H 
Single task 
PSR 8.174 0.000 0 - 7.361 - 0.00 4 H 
search priority 10.250 0.204 1 10.075 9.982 (0.093) 0.00 4 H 
POS 44.830 0.000 0 - 43.907 - 0.00 28 H 
Path scan 
PSR 8. 174 0.000 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 H 
POS 12.521 0.000 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 H 
search priority 23.998 0.000 0 - 12.816 - 0.00 12 H 
Primary area 
hgst degree exit vertex 25.278 0 . 120 1 25.036 24.589 (0.447) 0.00 14 H 
smlst search hrs 43. 181 0.224 3 40.847 42.556 1 .709 0.00 25 H 
smlst search & access hrs 43.379 0.201 2 41 .418 42.623 1 .205 0.00 26 H 
POS 54.678 0.000 0 - 54.338 - 0.00 33 H 
smlst access hrs 54.790 0.000 0 - 54.479 - 0.00 35 H 
search priority 55.485 0.000 0 - 54.866 - 0.00 36 H 
PSR 55.806 0.000 0 - 55. 187 - 0.00 36 H 
hgst elevation 73. 141  0.000 0 - 72.589 - 0.00 47 H 



Table 12.37: Comparison of resource allocation methods for problem instance C under weather scenario two, from the interior base 
located at vertex O. 

Method Time of }J()J1lost_region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection completion detected detected lost-region region allocate 

I Benchmark with NS I 
index 12.229 0.000 0 - 1 1 .836 - 0.00 6 S 
grtst hrs - 0.000 0 - - - 65.54 23 ND 
least hrs - 0.000 0 - - - 65.54 22 ND 
Single task 
PSR 8 .175 0.000 0 - 7.361 - 0.00 4 S 
search priority 127. 120 0.000 0 - 126.500 - 95.47 30 S 
POS 132.842 0.000 0 - 132.533 - 96. 18 32 S 
Path scan 
PSR 8.175 0.000 0 - 6.556 - 0.00 4 S 
search priority 55 .656 0.000 0 - 54.500 - 40.79 1 1  S 
POS 84.502 0.000 0 - 84. 101 - 53.43 2 1  S 
Primary area 
smlst search & access hr 132.704 0.000 0 - 132. 165 - 94.59 31  S 
smlst access hrs 133. 1 29 0.000 0 - 132.506 - 94.61 33 S 
POS 133.435 0.000 0 - 132.815 - 95. 1 1  34 S 
search priority 133.718 0.000 0 - 132.843 - 94.1 1  32 S 
PSR 140.710 0.000 0 - 139.543 - 95.60 34 H 
hgst elevation 152.055 0.000 0 - 151 .543 - 95.48 52 H 
hgst degree exit vertex 152.055 0.000 0 - 151 .543 - 96. 14 52 H 
smlst search hrs 157.737 0.000 0 - 151 .543 - 96.36 52 H 
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Table 12 .38: Ranking of region criteria under the primary search area method for problem 
instance C. 

Criterion Rank for weather Rank for weather Overall rank 
scenario one scenario two 

Smallest search hours 1 .5 4.0 2 .8 
Smallest search and access hours 4.0 2.5 3 .3  
Smallest access hours 3.5 4.5 4.0 
POS 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Search priority 6.5 3.0 4 .8 
Highest degree exit vertex 3.5 7.0 5 .3 
PSR 5.0 5.5 5.3 
Highest elevation 8.0 4.5 6.3 

secondary criteria, with these search results being identical to the non-hybrid variant . 

Again, no clues were detected under weather scenario two and the only clues detected 

under weather scenario one were found within the lost region itself, just prior to subject 

detection. 

The criteria used to select the second portion of the search path were ranked in order 

of subject detection time. These ranks are recorded in Table 12 .41 .  In every case, the 

fastest hybrid variant of each of the path construction methods detected the subject 

either quicker than, or in identical time (PSR criterion) to, the non-hybrid variant. This 

improvement in detection time is most significant for the search priority criterion under 

adverse weather conditions, where the detection time of the fastest hybrid path was 

almost six times faster. The highest elevation and highest degree exit vertex criteria 

were the poorest performing secondary criteria and often failed to improve upon the non

hybrid path scan method. The majority of secondary criteria did generate search paths 

that resulted in improved subject detection times, with the smallest search hours criterion 

performing the best for this problem instance. Consistent with problem instances A and 

B, the priority-based criteria performed well. 

12 .7.2 Weather Scenarios 

When the search is conducted under the adverse weather conditions described by the 

second weather scenario, the search results are quite distinct from those when good 

search conditions exist, and do not merely represent a multiplicative scaling in search 

duration time. 

When the search results for good weather conditions are examined it can be seen 

that all subject detections occurred under weather level 2 conditions and prior to the 



Table 12.39: Comparison of hybrid resource allocation methods for problem instance C under weather scenario one, from the exterior 
base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO A/ost-region Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Search priority / 
smlst search & access hrs 9.984 0.203 1 9.809 6.000 (3.809) 0.00 4 H 
smlst search hrs 1 1 .034 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
POS 14.726 0.000 0 - 12 .266 - 0.00 8 H 
smlst access hrs 15 .667 0.000 0 - 12 . 178 - 0.00 8 H 
PSR 23. 132 0.200 1 22.890 19. 187 (3.703) 0.00 12 H 
hgst elevation 32 .698 0.201 1 32.439 32.306 (0. 133) 0.00 18 H 
hgst degree exit vertex 44.576 0.000 0 - 12 .000 - 0.00 28 H 
PSR/ 
POS 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
search priority 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
smlst search & access hrs 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
smlst access hrs 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
smlst search hrs 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
hgst elevation 7.838 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
hgst degree exit vertex 7.838 0 .000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
POS/ 
smlst search hrs 9.743 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
PSR 10.163 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
smlst search & access hrs 10 .571 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
search priority 10.802 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 H 
smlst access hrs 22.258 0.000 0 - 19.316 - 0.00 12 H 
hgst degree exit vertex 30.494 0.205 1 30.289 30. 1 10 (0. 179) 0.00 17 H 
hgst elevation 32.244 0.205 1 32.068 3 1 .852 (0.216) 0.00 18 H 



Table 12.40: Comparison of hybrid resource allocation methods for problem instance C under weather scenario two, from the exterior 
base located at vertex 27. 

Method Time of PO AloBLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection detection detected detected lost-region region allocate 

Search priority / 
smlst search & access hrs 10.062 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
smlst search hrs 10.089 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
PSR 14.485 0.000 0 - 12.000 - 0.00 8 S 
POS 57.068 0.000 0 - 54.500 - 38.83 12 S 
smlst access hrs 57.068 0.000 0 - 54.500 - 38.72 12  S 
hgst degree exit vertex 57.383 0.000 0 - 54.500 - 39.00 12  S 
hgst elevation 57.408 0.000 0 - 54.500 - 38.88 12 S 
PSR/ 
POS 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
search priority 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
smlst search & access hrs 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
smlst access hrs 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
smlst search hrs 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
hgst elevation 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
hgst degree exit vertex 7.839 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
POS/ 
smlst search hrs 9.744 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
PSR 10. 163 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
smlst search & access hrs 10.572 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
search priority 10.914 0.000 0 - 6.000 - 0.00 4 S 
smlst access hrs 64.053 0.000 0 - 61 .440 - 38.86 16 S 
hgst degree exit vertex 78.944 0.000 0 - 78.000 - 49.57 16 S 
hgst elevation 134.779 0.000 0 - 133.619 - 90.93 32 H 
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Table 12.41 :  Rankings of secondary selection criteria for the hybrid path scan method 
from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Criterion Weather Scenario Overall Rank 
One Two 

Smallest search hours 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3 
POS 1 .3 1 .7 1 .5 
Search priority 1 .7 1 .7 1 .7 
Smallest search and access hours 1 .7 1 .7  1 .7  
PSR 2.3 1 .7  2.0 
Smallest access hours 3.3 3.3 3.3 
Highest degree exit vertex 4.7 4.3 4.5 
Highest elevation 4.7 5.0 4.8 

simulated weather deterioration at 74.54 hours. When searching is conducted under 

the more changeable and extreme weather conditions described by the second weather 

scenario, the subject was detected under weather level 3 conditions in the majority of 

cases. In the remainder of cases the subject was detected between 139.54 and 166.54 

hours, under weather level 2 conditions. The subject remained undetected during the 

periods of extreme weather (level 4) as searching was suspended until search conditions 

improved. 

It is interesting to note that, even under the scenario of adverse weather condi

tions, some heuristic methods detected the subject slightly earlier than under the more 

favourable weather scenario, i. e. , detection occurred earlier in level 3 weather conditions 

than in level 2 weather conditions. As the heuristic governing the selection and allocation 

of search regions for searching is identical for both scenarios and the traversal times are 

a factor of one another, this result may appear unusual. In general, if the allocation 

method used detected the subject prior to weather conditions deteriorating to level 4 at 

16.54, under the second weather scenario, the time to detection was quicker or practically 

identical to the detection time under better weather conditions. This observation was 

valid for either base location. In those instances where detection occurred at an earlier 

time and under more difficult search conditions, this behaviour is explained by a combi

nation of two factors - the allocation of the losLregion as a component in a redeployment 

path and the detection of a clue under favourable weather conditions. In experiments 

where the losLregion was allocated as an edge in a path redeploying the resource to 

the base at the end of their useful searching hours, this occurs at a similar time under 

both weather scenarios. When a clue was detected within the losLregion, prior to the 

subject, under favourable search conditions, a delay was encountered whilst this fact was 

communicated to search management. 
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A much larger range in subject detection times is seen under adverse weather condi

tions. This range is equal to 150.2 hours from the exterior base and 149.6 hours from 

the interior base. These ranges are more than twice the ranges observed under more 

favourable search conditions ( i. e . ,  58.7 hours from the exterior base and 65.0 hours from 

the interior base) . Such differences are largely accounted for by the amount of search 

down time required under each scenario. When the weather is favourable the search 

is continuous, while the search is temporarily suspended when the weather conditions 

reach level 4 or light conditions are poor (level 3 weather conditions during the night 

period) , under the less favourable weather scenario. The duration of these suspensions 

are recorded in Table 12.37 and Table 12 .35, and can result in the loss of up to 96.36 

hours of searching. 

When the search down time is subtracted from the time of subject detection the 

results are recorded in Table 12.42 and Table 12.43 for each base location. Methods that 

failed to detect the subject under either scenario are not included. These results record 

the actual search time that elapsed before the subject was detected. When compared 

with the search time that elapsed before detection under the conditions described by 

weather scenario one, fewer searching hours were needed in the majority of instances by 

the second weather scenario. This result is unexpected given that searching under this 

scenario is executed under less favourable conditions, or exactly the same conditions for 

searches exceeding time 139.5, and with some regions flooded, limiting access routes. 

These results can be partly explained by the fact that searching executed under 

the extreme conditions (prior to 139.5) does not extend into the night, while searching 

under the more favourable conditions does. Lower relative POD levels are applied to 

searching during the night and the predicted POS values are subsequently less. In each 

instance where the search duration until subject detection was less for weather scenario 

two and the actual time of that detection was greater than under weather scenario one, 

night searching was utilized. However, the magnitude of some differences in the search 

duration time between the two weather scenarios and the failure to detect the subject 

under one set of search conditions whilst detection occurs under the other set, is not 

explained solely by the ability to search at night. In such instances it would appear that 

subject detection is instead dependent upon whether or not a search resource requires 

deployment from a position on the TIN that results in the redeployment of the resource 

through the losLregion. 

The PSR region criterion is the criterion that detects the subject the fastest under 

adverse weather conditions for both the single task and path scan methods. The superi

ority of this criterion is particularly evident for the single task method where the subject 

is detected in two to three hours from the commencement of the operation, compared to 
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Table 12.42: Comparison of subject detection times between weather scenarios when 
deployment is from the exterior base located at vertex 27. 

Search Method Search Duration Until Difference 
Subject Detection Factor 

Scenario One Scenario Two 

benchmark, NS, index 1 1 .964 12.239 1 .023 
benchmark, NS, grtst hrs 12.332 12.239 0 .992 
benchmark, least hrs 60.331 41 .937 0 .695 
single task, PSR 7.838 7.839 1 .000 
single task, POS 28.564 42.606 1 .492 
single task, search priority 60.557 37. 160 0.614 
path scan, PSR 7.838 7.839 1 .000 
path scan, POS 1 1 .771 1 1 .722 0.996 
path scan, search priority 16.427 2 1 .448 1 .306 
primary area, smlst search hrs 36.622 22.506 0.615 
primary area, smlst access hrs 37.712 44.064 1 . 168 
primary area, PSR 37.984 40.676 1 .071 
primary area, POS 42.985 41.436 0 .964 
primary area, smlst search & access hrs 43.265 41 .736 0.965 
primary area, hgst degree exit vertex 60.584 66.236 1 .093 
primary area, search priority 66.447 33.617 0.506 

Table 12.43: Comparison of subject detection times between weather scenarios when 
deployment is from the interior base located at vertex O.  

Search Method Search Duration Until Difference 
Subject Detection Factor 

Scenario One Scenario Two 

benchmark, NS, index 12.419 12.229 0.985 
single task, PSR 8 . 174 8 . 175 1 .000 
single task, search priority 10.250 31 .650 3 .088 
single task, POS 44.830 36.662 0.818 
path scan, PSR 8.174 8 . 175 1 .000 
path scan, POS 12.521 31 .072 2.482 
path scan, search priority 23.998 14.866 0.619 
primary area, hgst degree exit vertex 25.278 55.915 2 .212 
primary area, smlst search hrs 43. 181  61 .377 1 .421 
primary area, smlst search & access hrs 43.379 38. 1 14 0.879 
primary area, POS 54.678 38.325 0.701 
primary area, smlst access hrs 54.790 38.519 0.703 
primary area, search priority 55.485 39.608 0.714 
primary area, PSR 55.806 45. 1 10 0 .808 
primary area, highest elevation 73. 141 56.575 0.773 
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the greater than five days of searching required by the other criteria. The PSR criterion 

does not perform as well when a primary search area is defined. In this instance no 

criterion performs significantly better over both base locations. The utilization of the 

index resource criterion is clearly superior for the benchmark allocation method. 

1 2.7.3 Method Comparison 

The relative performance of each of the four resource allocation methods is now compared 

for each base location and weather scenario. The performance of the hybrid path methods 

is included in these comparisons when resources are deployed from the exterior base. Best, 

median, and worst performance ratios are calculated, as in the previous two problem 

instances. 

The quickest time to subject detection under both weather scenarios was found when 

resource allocation was performed by three methods - the single task method with PSR 

criterion, the path scan method with PSR criterion, and the hybrid path scan method 

with PSR as the initial construction criterion. Under weather scenario one the fastest 

detection time was 7.838 from the exterior base and 8 . 174 from the interior base. Under 

weather scenario two the best solution was at time 7.839 from the exterior base and 8 . 1 75 

from the interior base. 

The performance ratios for each base location under weather scenario one are pre

sented in Table 12 .44 and Table 12 .45. Table 12 .46 and Table 12.47 detail the performance 

ratios for each base location under weather scenario two. From these tables it is evident 

that the best worst case performance occurs for the method with the fastest best solu

tion, while the resource allocation method that has the worst best solution generally also 

performs the worst in the worst case. As would be expected, the worst case performance 

ratios are greater under adverse weather conditions. When the four basic path meth

ods are ranked in order of best solution, the same ranking occurs independent of base 

location and weather scenario. When ranked, the single task and path scan methods 

perform equally well, followed by the benchmark method and then the primary search 

area method (which has the worst best solution in all instances) .  

Although the single task method and the path scan method achieve the same best 

solution, the path scan method performs better overall, with both lower median and 

worst performance ratios, and less total variation in detection time. The hybrid method 

with PSR initial criterion is the best performer across all search scenarios, having a best, 

median and worst performance ratio all equal to 1 .000. The primary search area method 

performs the most poorly when considering all performance ratios. The hybrid path scan 

method with initial POS selection criterion also performs well when considering the best 
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Table 12.44: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance C, when deploying from the exterior base under weather scenario one. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 1 .526 1 .573 7.697 48.367 
Single task 1 .000 3.644 7.726 52.719 
Path scan 1 .000 1 .502 2 .096 8 .589 
Primary area 4.672 5.502 - -
Hybrid - search priority 1 .274 1 . 999 5 .687 34.592 
Hybrid - POS 1 . 243 1 .378 4. 1 14 22 .501 
Hybrid - PSR 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 0.000 

Table 12 .45: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance C, when deploying from the interior base under weather scenario one. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 1 .519 1 .519 5 .355 31 .354 
Single task 1 .000 1 .254 5 .484 36.656 
Path scan 1 .000 1 .532 2 .936 15 .824 
Primary area 3 .092 6.696 8.948 47.863 

Table 12 .46: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance C, when deploying from the exterior base under weather scenario two. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 1 .561 1 .561 16.984 120.897 
Single task 1 .000 16 .511 17 .250 1 27.387 
Path scan 1 .000 1 .495 7.690 52.439 
Primary area 7.799 16.984 20. 164 96.930 
Hybrid - search priority 1 . 284 7.280 7 .323 47.346 
Hybrid - POS 1 .243 1 .392 17 . 193 125 .035 
Hybrid - PSR 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 0.000 

Table 12 .47: Performance ratios for visual search resource allocation methods for problem 
instance C, when deploying from the interior base under weather scenario two. 

I Method I Best Ratio I Median Ratio I Worst Ratio I Range I 
Benchmark 1 .496 - - -
Single task 1 .000 15.550 16 .250 1 24.667 
Path scan 1 .000 6.808 10.337 76.327 
Primary area 16.233 16.785 19 .295 25.033 
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Table 12 .48: Clue placement and detectability for problem instance A. 

Subject exit Number 
vertex detectable 

2 6 
141 29 13 3 
171 19 12 0 

and median performance ratios rather than the worst case performance of the method. 

Under weather scenario two the best solution of each method, except the primary search 

area method, detected the subject prior to weather deterioration and search suspension. 

In summary, the hybrid path scan method with PSR criterion produces the most 

superior results for this problem instance, with the PSR region selection criterion per

forming well for all allocation methods not restricting region selection to a primary search 

area. The path scan method is the next best performer over all scenarios. Both meth

ods utilizing a primary search area performed relatively poorly in comparison, with the 

primary search area method being the worst of all methods tested for this problem in

stance. In the worst case the method's performance was twenty times worse than the 

best solution found. 

1 2 . 8  Clue Analysis 

As outlined in Section 5.3. 1 ,  clues are placed within the regions that the subject moves 

through, in proportion to the time that he spends in each. Clue detectability is then 

determined in consideration to the POD level of the search, the variable pod-fraction, 

the type of clue, the past weather conditions, the elapsed time since the clue was formed 

and a pseudo random number input stream, as detailed in Section 5 .3 .3 .  When triangular 

regions are searched to a 50% POD level and edge regions are searched to a 100% POD 

level, past weather conditions are good and pod_fraction = 0.2, the number of clues which 

can be detected by searchers within each region along the subject's path are detailed in 

Tables 1 2 .48 - 12.50, for each problem instance. Under these searching conditions 18% 

of clues are detectable for problem instance A, 12% for problem instance B and 14% for 

problem instance C .  

Upon initial observation, i t  would seem unusual that those resource allocation meth

ods resulting in a greater number of clues being detected, detected the subject at a later 

time (if at all) than those methods which detected few or no clues. These results appear 

to be even more unusual when the initial clues found were detected relatively early in the 
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Table 12.49: Clue placement and detectability for problem instance B. 

Region Subject exit Number Number 
vertex of clues detectable 

1 1 6  17 15 2 
167 35 18 4 
168 17 5 0 
130 24 3 0 
137 23 4 0 
132 10 5 0 

Table 12 .50: Clue placement and detectability for problem instance C .  

Region Subject exit Number Number 
vertex of clues detectable 

55 6 0 0 
148 19 18 2 
169 6 20 4 
1 1 3  4 5 0 
147 6 3 0 
47 8 4 1 

search and a large time difference is observed between the detection of the first clue and 

the time at which the method first allocated the losLregion to a resource for searching. 

These observations are particularly pertinent for problem instance B .  Under this problem 

instance, the primary search area method with PSR criterion and deployment from the 

exterior base is an extreme example of such behaviour, with 142 hours elapsing between 

the initial clue detection and losLregion allocation. 

We now analyse the relationship between clue detection and subject detection over 

each of the three problem instances, beginning with problem instance B .  

1 2 . 8 . 1  Problem Instance B 

Some of the observations of earlier subject detection occurring via methods detecting few 

or no clues can be explained by these methods selecting the losLregion for searching at 

an early phase of the operation, prior to any clue detection having occurred, i. e . ,  the 

losLregion was searched prior to those regions which contained the clues that were able 

to be detected, given the POD level of the region search and the pseudo random number 

streams dictating each clue's detection likelihood. In the majority of cases, however, an 

analysis of the clue detections and subsequent update of the POA value of the losi-region 
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Table 12 .51 :  Clue detection under the benchmark method from the exterior base, under 
night searching and least hours resource criterion. 

Time clue Region clue Vertex subject Previous POA Updated POA 
detected located in exited by of lost-region of lost-region 
13.483 167 35 0.022 0.015 
13.757 167 35 0.015  0.01 1 
14.748 167 35 0.0 1 1  0.009 
15 .442 167 35 0.009 0.007 
40.520 130 24 0.019 0.013 

reveals that the reason for these search outcomes is in fact the nature of the regions in 

which the clues are detected. As outlined in Section 5.3.5, the set of regions that have 

their POA value increased upon clue detection consist of the region in which the clue was 

detected, and the regions adjacent to it in the direction of subject movement. Subject 

movement is defined by the vertex that the subject exited the region by, and hence, the 

adjacent regions are defined as those that have this exit vertex in common. 

When we examine the five clues detected by the benchmark method from the exterior 

base, searching through the night and utilizing the least search hours resource criterion, 

it can be seen from Table 12 .51 that, after each clue detection, the lost-region is less 

favoured. This decrease in the POA value of the lost-region is due to that region not 

being adjacent to the region in which the clue was detected, in the direction that the 

subject was moving in when the clue was placed. Hence, whilst regions adjacent to these 

exit vertices have their POA value increased, the net effect of then normalizing the POA 

regions is that the POA value of the lost-region is decreased. Figure 12 . 12  illustrates the 

relationship between the lost-region, and the regions 167 and 130 in which clues were 

detected in this instance. 

As the losLregion is defined by vertices 10, 14 and 23, it will only have its POA value 

increased as a result of clue detectionl if the clue detected indicates that the subject exited 

an adjacent region via vertex 10, 14 or 23, or a clue is detected within the lost-region 

itself. Upon inspection of the vertex path taken by the subject: 27 - 17 - 35 - 1 7  - 35 -

24 - 23 - 10, it can be seen that this first condition will only arise if a clue is detected in 

the region just preceding the lost-region in the path, triangular region 137 (24, 15,  23). 

Four organic clues are located within region 137, but even though this region is searched, 

these clues are not detected throughout the simulated search operation for this particular 

search method and set of input parameters. When the pseudo random number stream 

IThe POA value of the lost-region will also be increased due to a search without detection of another 
region of the search region graph. 
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Figure 12 . 12 :  Adjacency of the losLregion to regions in which clues are detected. 

that governs clue detection is altered to ensure the detection of two of the four clues 

in region 137, the search results for three levels of the ROCo parameter are detailed in 

Table 1 2.53. 

The time at which the losLregion is first allocated for searching occurs earlier in 

each of these instances than when no clues are detected within region 137. In particular, 

the losLregion is first allocated for searching after the clues within region 137 have been 

detected and prior to any further clues being detected. A ROCo value of 0.6 results in a 

vast improvement in detection time and exhibits one of the highest POA values for the 

losLregion upon detection. The failure to detect the subject for a ROCo value of 0.2 

and the greater detection time resulting for a ROCo value of 0.4, are due to the pseudo 

random number stream governing subject detection rather than a failure to allocate the 

losLregion for searching. 

The same three levels of the ROCo parameter are also trailed for this resource allo

cation method when no clues are detected within region 137; these results are displayed 

in Table 12.52. As all the clues detected within these simulated searches indicated that 

the subject was moving in a direction away from the losLregion, the net effect of these 

discoveries was a decrease in POA value for the losLregion. When the ROCo value is set 

at a lower level, e.g. , 0.2, this decrease in POA value is to a smaller extent and, hence, it 

would be expected that an earlier subject detection time would result than when ROCo 
is set at a higher level. From Table 1 2.52 it can be seen that this is true when comparing 

the detection times of an ROCo value of 0.2 to 0.6 (where no detection occurred for a 

ROCo value of 0.6) but that the pattern is not followed when the ROCo parameter is 

set equal to 0.4. In this instance the losLregion is allocated at the earliest time, with 



Table 12.52: Benchmark allocation method with least hours resource criterion, for problem instance B from the exterior base located at 
vertex 27, under night searching when no clues are detected in region 137. 

ROCo value Time of PO A/osLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection completion detected detected losLregion region allocate 

0.2 69.572 0.026 5 13.483 66.762 53.279 0.00 44 W 
0.4 58.874 0.023 5 13 .483 57.776 44.293 0.00 36 W 
0.6 - 0.025 7 13.483 - - 81 .77 96 ND 

Table 12 .53: Benchmark allocation method with least hours resource criterion, for problem instance B from the exterior base located at 
vertex 27, under night searching when clue detection in region 137 is assured. 

ROCo value Time of PO A/osLregion Number Time 1st Time 1st Time between 1st Down Number Retrieval 
visual at clues clue allocate clue detect & time resources means 

detection completion detected detected losLregion region allocate 

0.2 * (2) - 0.031 9 7.749 12 .000 4 .251 81 .89 95 ND 
0.4 * (3) 99.545 0.021 7 7.749 12.000 4.251 0.00 66 H 

0.6 9.909 0.038 2 7.749 9.361 1 .612 0.00 4 W 
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subject detection following soon after. The reverse pattern is expected when clues are 

detected within region 137, such that a higher ROCo value would result in a greater POA 

value of the losLregian when these clues are detected, resulting in faster detection of the 

subject, and indeed, this is what is observed in Table 12.53. 

Similar clue and subject detection patterns can be seen in problem instance A, where 

if clues are detected within a region that indicates that the subject moved towards the 

losLregian, the subject is generally detected more quickly than if the clues detected 

indicate that the subject moved in another direction. 

12.8 .2 Problem Instance A 

In problem instance A, the number of clues falling within each region along the subject 's 

path is greater than in the other two problem instances ,  as only three regions are moved 

through yet the same total number of clues are placed. A non-organic clue is also located 

within each of the regions, except the losLregian itself. Hence, the likelihood of a clue 

detection occurring within the region directly preceding the losLregian and increasing 

the POA value of the losLregian is greater than for other problem instances. 

When considering the search results of problem instance A, it can be seen that more 

clues were detected when deploying resources from the exterior search base located at 

vertex 27, than from the interior search base located at vertex o. Upon inspection of the 

regions comprising the subject path, this can be explained by the first edge in the path, 

edge (27,2 ) ,  being incident to the exterior search base and being utilized as a means 

of redeploying resources back to the search base. The region is often selected as an 

unsearched edge under the redeployment path algorithm of Algorithm 1 1 .8, despite its 

POA value of 0.0. This region contains the greatest number of clues in the subject's path 

and is also searched to a POD level of 1 .0 ,  as it is an edge. Thus, more clues are detected 

when this region is searched than when the other two regions along the subject's path 

are searched. 

The clues detected within region 0 (edge (27,2)) indicate subject movement away 

from the losLregion and, hence, the POA value of the losLregion is decreased upon 

their discovery. Region 141 however, directly precedes the losLregion. When clues are 

detected solely within region 141 , the time between the first clue detection and the time 

that the losLregian is allocated for searching is less than when clues are first detected 

within region O. This can be observed when examining the single task allocation method 

from the interior base: this method first detected clues in region 141 when allocations 

were made via the PSR and search priority criteria, and first detected clues in region 0 

when allocating via the POS criterion. Subject detection followed clue detection more 
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rapidly under the first instance than the second. 

The single task method is designed to respond more quickly to changing information 

as reflected by the POA values. Hence, it would be expected that this allocation method 

would respond to clue detection quickly, with this being reflected in the subsequent search 

path assignments. When the single task and path scan methods are compared across the 

region criteria, it can be seen that the time between clue detection in region 141 and 

the allocation of the losLregion for searching, is less for the single task method for each 

criteria from the exterior base, and for the search priority and POS criteria from the 

interior base. However, when the PSR criterion is employed from the interior base, the 

path scan method allocates the losLregion more quickly. In this instance the losLregion 

is allocated between clue detections in region 141 to a search resource which becomes 

available for further search allocations. In this respect the method can be viewed, on 

this occasion, as being similar to the single task method, since new search allocations are 

made soon after clue detection. 

1 2 .8.3 Problem Instance C 

In the random subject path of problem instance C, the subject repeatedly moves through 

vertices 4 and 6. As vertex 6 is a vertex of the losLregion, this means that its POA 

value will be increased when clues are discovered in regions 55, 169 and 147, where the 

subject exits through vertex 6, or in the losLregion itself, i. e . ,  in 67% of the regions on 

the subject's path. The primary search area method with smallest search hour criterion, 

from the interior base under weather scenario one, illustrates this behaviour with two 

clues being detected within region 169 prior to the losLregion being allocated, with 

subject detection following soon afterwards. 

An interesting feature of this subject path is that every region on the path has vertex 

6 as a vertex and, as such, has its POA value increased, along with the losLregion, when 

a clue is discovered indicating subject movement through vertex 6. The consequence 

of this is that regions comprising the subject's path are more likely to be allocated for 

searching upon clue detection occurring within these regions, leading to further clue 

detection taking place. 

Even though the percentage of the regions in which clues are located within which, if 

detected, would increase the POA values of the losLregion, is equal to that of problem 

instance A, fewer clues are detected on the whole when simulating a search over problem 

instance C. This phenomenon can be explained by the high concentration of clues laid 

along region 0 (ridge edge (2,27)) which have a greater probability of detection given 

that the edge is searched to a 100% POD level. Hence, when this region is searched it 
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returns a higher number of clues than any other single region over all the subject paths 

considered. The percentage of total clues which are detectable is also less in problem 

instance C compared to problem instance A. 

The schedule of clues detected by those allocation methods to detect clues in regions 

148 or 169 are depicted in Table 12.54, together with the resulting POA value change for 

the losLregion. From Table 12.36 and Table 12.34 it can be seen that the losLregion was 

allocated for searching after the first clue was detected in each of these simulated searches 

and that it was allocated for searching more quickly when clues were first detected in 

region 148 rather than region 169. In these instances the knowledge obtained from the 

clue detection did not increase the POA value of the losLregion. While this result 

is unexpected it is explained by analysis of the search allocations which followed clue 

detection. When clues were detected within region 148 the POA value of the losLregion 

remained at 0.000 but the losLregion was then allocated to a search resource as an edge 

of a redeployment path back to the search base. The losLregion was never a search 

region within the primary search area. When clues were first detected in region 169 the 

losLregion falls within the primary search area and is allocated for searching on that 

basis. Such results highlight the fact that, within this problem instance, the losLregion, 

which has an initial POA value of 0.000 and often a final POA value of 0.000, rarely 

falls within the primary search area, when this is defined. The region is only included in 

this area when its POA value is greater than 0.000 or the region is completely enclosed 

by regions which comprise the primary search area. Hence, when employing a resource 

allocation method that allocates search resources to only those regions within the primary 

search area, the losLregion is searched only when it features as an edge in a redeployment 

path. 

The losLregion is selected both in shortest redeployment paths and in composite 

redeployment paths as an unsearched edge. This exemplifies the contribution that such 

composite paths have in diversifying the search strategy. The losLregion is a component 

in the shortest edge path to the base for 10% of origin vertices; vertices 4, 6, 22 and 36. 

1 2 . 9  Analysis of Resource Allocation Methods 

We now analyse the performance of each resource allocation method over the three prob

lem instances . 

12 .9 .1  Benchmark Method 

The construction of search paths via the benchmark method, varying the resource selec

tion criteria, reveals no particular dominance of one criterion over the others. The ranking 
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Table 12 .54: Clue detection and subsequent POA update for problem instance C when 
clues were detected outside of the lost-region by the primary search area method. 

Region criterion Time of Region Subject Previous Updated 
clue clue exit POA POA 

detection detected in vertex lost-region losLregion 
Interior base 

Smallest search hrs 40.847 169 6 0.000 0.020 
41 .132 169 6 0.020 0.023 

Smallest search & access hrs 41 .418 148 19 0.000 0.000 
Exterior base 

Search priority 64.812 148 19  0.000 0 .000 
64.871 169 6 0.000 0 .010 

Table 12 .55: Ranking of resource criteria for the benchmark method by problem instance. 

Criterion Rank Overall Rank 
Problem Problem Problem 

Instance A Instance B Instance C 

Index 1 .5 2.5 1 .0 1 . 7  
Least remaining search hours 2.0 1 .5 2 .5 2 .0 
Greatest remaining search hours 2.5 2.0 1 . 8  2 . 1  

of the resource selection criteria for each problem instance is detailed in Table 1 2.55. As 

discussed in Section 12.5. 1 ,  the general allocation of search paths to individual search 

resources throughout the simulation, rather than a combined allocation to all resources, 

means that the use of this criterion is mainly limited to the commencement of the oper

ation and, as such, meaningful analysis of this method parameter is not possible. 

1 2 .9.2 Single Task Method 

The three region selection criteria used to generate search allocations via the single task 

method are ranked for each problem instance in order of increasing subject detection time. 

These are then averaged over all the problem instances to achieve the results detailed in 

Table 1 2.56. No one criterion performs better than all others for each problem instance 

and their average performance rank is very similar. 

In order to distinguish how much variation there is in the subject detection times 

obtained by each criterion, the ratio is calculated to the best solution found by the single 

task method for each criterion over problem instance and base location. These ratios 
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Table 12.56: Ranking of region criteria for the single task method by problem instance. 

Criterion Rank Overall Rank 
Problem Problem Problem 

Instance A Instance B Instance C 

PSR 2.5 2 .0 1 .0  1 .8  
Search priority 2.5 1 .0 2.3 1 .9 
POS 1 .0 3.0 2 .8 2 .3 

Table 12.57: Best solution ratios for each region selection criterion for the single task 
method by problem instance. 

Criterion Problem Instance A Problem Instance B Problem Instance C 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior Exterior Interior 
Base Base Base Base Base Base 

PSR 1.240 * 1 . 180 1 . 1 70 1 .455 1 .000 1 .000 
Search priority 1 .238 1 . 187 1 .000 1 .000 7.726 * 1 .254 
POS 1 .000 1 .000 2.708 2 .816 * 3.644 5.484 

are presented in Table 12 .57, with the worst case performance for each problem instance 

identified by an '* ' . These results show that for problem instance A there is little variation 

in the results produced by the individual region criteria while significant variation in 

detection times is observed for problem instance C. In this problem instance there is a 

factor of approximately eight between the best and worst solution. In conclusion, the 

average ranks of each criterion actually obscure the robustness of the PSR criterion, 

which performs the best over all problem instances. 

12.9 .3  Primary Search Area Method 

Each region selection criterion under the primary search area method is ranked in order 

of resulting subject detection time for each problem instance and then assigned an av

erage rank for the three problem instances. This data is recorded in Table 12 .58. From 

this table it can be seen that the smallest search and access hour criterion performed 

consistently well over all problem instances and achieved the top average rank overall 

together with the other criterion that considered both the search hour duration and the 

time required to access a search task, i. e. , search priority. The consistently poor per

formance of the highest elevation criterion may be due to the small range in elevations 

generated for the TIN used in these experiments. 

The ratio of the solution values obtained by each of the eight region criteria, to the 
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Table 12.58: Ranking of region criteria for the primary search area method by problem 
instance. 

Criterion Rank Overall Rank 
Problem Problem Problem 

Instance A Instance B Instance C 

Smallest search & access hours 2.5 3.5 3.3 3 . 1  
Search priority 3.0 1.5 4.8 3 . 1  
POS 5.5 1 .5  4.0 3.7 
Smallest search hours 3.5 5.5 2 .8 3.9 
Smallest access hours 4.0 6.5 4.0 4.8 
PSR 6.0 4.0 5.3 5 . 1  
Highest degree exit vertex 3.5 6.5 5.3 5 . 1  
Highest elevation 8.0 7.0 6.3 7. 1 

best solution values obtained for the method, are calculated and presented in Table 12.59 

for each problem instance. In the cases where the criterion used failed to detect the 

subject, this is indicated by a '- ' .  Such non-detections occurred for each problem instance 

and as the result of the use of three different criteria. The variability of the detection 

times over the three problem instances, when these non-detections are excluded from 

consideration, are within a factor of four. No one problem instance reveals significantly 

greater variability than any other, and the highest elevation criterion is the only criterion 

to consistently display significantly worse behaviour over all problem instances and base 

location. 

12.9.4 Path Scan Method 

The same three region criteria used to generate resource allocations for the single task 

method are also used to generate resource allocations for the path scan method. When 

these are ranked in increasing order of subject detection times for each problem instance 

and then averaged, the results are depicted in Table 12 .60. The results are very similar to 

those obtained for the single task method and the same ordering of criteria occurs. The 

PSR criterion in this case was the best performer for all problem instances, performing 

equally to the search priority criterion for problem instance A. 

As for the single task method, we also calculate the ratio with respect to the best 

solution value for each region selection criterion in order to determine the variability of 

subject detection times between the criteria. Table 12.61 displays these ratios. As for 

the single task method, the PSR criterion is the most robust and dominates both other 
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Table 12.59: Best solution ratios for each region selection criterion for the primary search 
area method by problem instance. 

Criterion Problem Instance A Problem Instance B Problem Instance C 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior Exterior Interior 
Base Base Base Base Base Base 

Smlst search & access hours 1 .000 2.371 1 .507 1 .839 1 . 182 1 .716 
Search priority 1 .0 1 1  2.362 1 .031 1 .000 1 .817 2 .195 
POS 1 .017 3.820 1 .000 1 .230 1 . 174 2 . 163 
Smallest search hours 1 .018 1 .990 1 .717 2. 134 1 .000 1 .708 
Smallest access hours 1 .010 3.407 - * 1 .870 1 .030 2. 167 
PSR 2.051 2.382 2.039 1 .799 1 .037 2.208 
Highest degree exit vertex 1 .032 1 .000 - * 1 .860 1 .654 1 .000 
Highest elevation 3.437 - * 2.089 2 .184 - * 2.893 

Table 12.60: Ranking of region criteria for the path scan method by problem instance. 

Criterion Rank Overall Rank 
Problem Problem Problem 

Instance A Instance B Instance C 

PSR 1 .5 1 .0 1 .0 1 .2  
Search priority 1 .5 2.0 2.8 2.1 
POS 3.0 3.0 2.3 2 .8 

criteria across the three problem instances. If the anomalous result for resource deploy

ment from the exterior base under problem instance B is excluded from consideration, 

the worst case performance ratio again occurs under problem instance C, the problem 

initially predicted to be the most difficult to solve. Over all three problem instances and 

region criteria there is less variation in subject detection times than for the single task 

method. 

12.9.5 Hybrid Path Scan Method 

When the secondary region selection criteria are ranked with respect to the initial se

lection criteria, the results are displayed in Table 12.62. These results show different 

patterns depending on the initial selection criteria. For both the PSR and the POS 

initial selection criteria the remaining priority based criteria perform well in generating 

the second portion of the path while they do not perform so well, relative to the other 

criteria, when the initial portion of the path is generated via the search priority criterion. 

The highest degree exit vertex criterion performs the least well of all secondary criteria, 
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Table 12 .61 :  Best solution ratios for each region selection criterion for the path scan 
method by problem instance. 

Criterion Problem Instance A Problem Instance B Problem Instance C 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior Exterior Interior 
Base Base Base Base Base Base 

PSR 1 .862 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 1 . 000 1 .000 
Search priority 1 .000 1 .012 1 .028 1 . 156 2 .096 2 .936 * 

POS 1 .867 * 1 .721 8.476 * 2 .579 1 .502 1 .532 

irrespective of the initial path criterion. 

When the best solution ratios are calculated for each of the secondary selection crite

rion the results are depicted in Table 12.63. The PSR initial criterion resulted in the least 

variation over all secondary criteria and problem instance, and the use of PSR as the 

secondary criterion in the hybrid path generation also showed relatively small variation 

across the problem instances and weather scenarios. The greatest variations in solu

tions obtained using the secondary criterion occurred under adverse search conditions, 

as would be expected. 

12.9.6 CPU times 

While computing code WClS not written with the intent of achieving great efficiencies, 

the CPU times recorded for each resource allocation method provide a measure of the 

computational effort required by each method to generate the search paths for the initial 

allocation of resources at the commencement of the search operation. The average CPU 

time required by each method over each of the three problem instances is recorded in 

Table 12.64. It can be seen from this data that the method requiring the least com

putational effort is the benchmark method. This result is somewhat misleading as it 

occurs because only edge regions are considered as candidates for searching at operation 

commencement. The computational effort to determine the best search orientation for 

an edge is significantly less than that required to determine the best search orientation 

for a triangular region. In subsequent periods the computational effort required by the 

method is greater. 

The path scan method is the method requiring the greatest computational effort. This 

is expected as the method allocates a resource's entire search allocation for the period and 

the search for the components of this allocation is not restricted to a specified primary 

search area. The single task method, on the other hand, only allocates a single task 

to each resource and subsequently requires a relatively small amount of computational 
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Table 12.62: Ranking of secondary region criteria for the hybrid path scan method by 
initial criterion and problem instance. 

Criterion Rank Overall Rank 
Problem Problem Problem 

Instance A Instance B Instance C 

PSR/ 
Search priority 1 .0 3.0 1 .0 1 .7 
Smallest access hrs 2.5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .7 
POS 3.5 4.0 1 .0 2 .8  
Smallest search and access hrs 3.5 5.0 1 .0 3.2 
Smallest search hrs 6.5 3.0 1 .0 3 .5 
Highest elevation 4.5 5.0 1 .0 3.5 
Highest degree exit vertex 6.5 4.5 1 .0 4.0 
Search priority / 
Highest elevation 1 .5 1 .0 6.0 2.8 
Smallest search hrs 5.0 2.5 2.0 3.2 
Smallest access hrs 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.7 
POS 1 . 5  6.5 3.5 3.8 
PSR 4.5 4.5 4.0 4.3 
Smallest search and access hrs 7.0 5.0 1 .0 4.3 
Highest degree exit vertex 5.5 4.0 6.0 5.2 
POS/ 
PSR 4.0 2 .0 2 .0 2.7 
Smallest search hrs 4.0 4.5 1 .0 3.2 
Search priority 3.5 3.5 4.0 3.7 
Smallest search and access hrs 5.0 5.0 3.0 4.3 
Smallest access hrs 4.0 5.0 5.0 4.7 
Highest elevation 1 .0 6.0 7.0 4.7 
Highest degree exit vertex 6 .5 2 .0 6.0 4.8 
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Table 1 2.63: Best solution ratios of secondary region criteria for the hybrid path scan 
method by initial criterion and problem instance. 

Criterion Problem Instance A Problem Instance B Problem Instance C 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior Exterior Exterior 

Base Base Base Base Base,W1 Base,W2 

PSR/ 
search priority 1 .000 1 .000 1 .316 1 .000 1 .000 1 .000 
smlst access hrs 1 .006 1 .008 1 .000 1 .018  1 .000 1 .000 
POS 1 .008 1 .014 1 .088 1 . 1 23 1 .000 1 .000 
smlst search and 1 .443 1 .008 1 .257 1 .658 1 .000 1 .000 
access hrs 
smlst search hrs 1 .542 1 . 187 1 .058 1 . 107 1 .000 1 .000 
hgst elevation 1 .009 1.019 2. 147 1 .035 1 .000 1 .000 
hgst degree exit 1 .446 1 .708 1 .711 1 .035 1 .000 1 .000 
vertex 
Search 
priority/ 
hgst elevation 1 .000 1 .001 1 .000 1 .000 3.275 5 .705 
smlst search hrs 3.508 1 . 177 1 .011  1 . 009 1 . 105 1 .003 
smlst access hrs 2 .049 1 .003 1 .004 1 . 196 1 .569 5.672 
POS 2.035 1 .000 1 . 168 1 . 196 1 .475 5 .672 
PSR 2 .458 1 . 186 1 .014 1 .059 2.317 1 .440 
smlst search and 3 .518 1 . 192 1 .014 1 . 161 1 .000 1 . 000 
access hrs 
hgst degree exit 3.506 1 . 187 1 .014 1 . 161 4.465 5 .703 
vertex 
POS/ 
PSR 1 .646 3.615 1 .613 1 .000 1 .043 1 . 043 
smlst search hrs 1 .795 2.506 3.249 1 .226 1 .000 1 .000 
search priority 1 . 165 3.615 1 .605 1 .416 1 . 109 1 . 1 20 
smlst search and 1 . 169 3.996 3.248 1 .267 1 .085 1 .085 
access hrs 
smlst access hrs 1 .646 2.532 1 .995 1 .425 2.285 6 .574 
hgst elevation 1 .000 1 .000 3.243 1 .823 3.309 1 3.832 
hgst degree exit 1 .863 3.623 1 .000 1 .267 3 . 130 8 . 102 
vertex 
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Table 1 2.64: Average CPU time (in seconds) for each resource allocation method by 
problem instance. 

Method Problem Instance A Problem Instance B Problem Instance C 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior Exterior Interior 

Base Base Base Base Base Base 

Benchmark 0.63 0.63 0.25 0.30 0.63 0.64 
Single task 0.97 1 .02 0.99 0.99 0.99 1 . 1 7  
Primary search area 3.54 2.44 0.66 0.83 3.72 2.41 
Path scan 6.99 5.83 5.72 6.01 6.91 5.75 

effort. Both the benchmark and primary search area methods require relatively less 

computation time for problem instance B than for the other two problem instances due 

to the lesser number of search regions which comprise the primary search area. 

1 2 . 10 Comparison of Problem Instances 

Problem instance A, where the subject was located in a region of high density that 

required greater search effort to search to a given POD level than the losLregion in the 

other two problem instances, resulted in the slowest best subject detection time of the 

three problems. This problem instance was in fact the most difficult to solve of the three, 

under weather scenario one, a fact contributed to by the search effort required to search 

the losLregion. This was particularly evident when the level of required search effort 

discounted the region from selection during times of reduced visibility. This identified 

a deficiency in the current model to adequately address the search of such a region to 

a minimum POD level within a constrained time frame. This could be overcome by 

permitting further segmentation of the region or modelling multiple resource deployment 

to the region. 

Problem instance B proved to be the middle case of the three problem instances under 

weather scenario one, resulting in slower overall detection times than problem instance 

C, but faster detection times than problem instance A. The worst best solution time of 

any method was, however, worse than that of problem instance A. In general, a greater 

number of clues was detected for problem instance B than for any other problem instance. 

This was due to both the confused movement of the subject that resulted in an additional 

number of clues being laid in the region that was re-visited, and the route intentions of 

the subject being known at the commencement of the search operation. 

Problem instance C, where the subject was located on an edge with a POA value of 
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0.0, resulted in the quickest best subject detection times. When the search was simu

lated under adverse weather conditions the worst performance of the allocation methods 

was greater, as was to be expected. This problem instance illustrated the drawback of 

selecting regions solely from a primary search area when the subject was located within 

a region that was not identified as being a likely region for him to be positioned within. 

The problem also illustrated the benefits associated with the use of search diversifica

tion strategies to solve problems where the POA of the lost-region is low, and where 

subject intentions are non-existent and few clues are detected. These strategies, which 

included the use of redeployment paths over unsearched edges, were particularly effective 

in solving this problem instance where the subject was located on an edge region. 

12. 1 1  Conclusion 

Simulation is a descriptive form of experimentation that permits a number of factors 

to be varied in order to gain understanding of the behaviour of the resource allocation 

methods under differing search scenarios. While we have only conducted preliminary 

analysis over three problem instances, some trends have been identified. These trends 

may apply to most search scenarios in general, while others may be restricted to those 

scenarios that exhibit similar characteristics to those tested. In most instances further 

experimental work would be required to establish this. 

General trends in search strategy that have been identified by this experimental work 

include the dominance of a night searching strategy and the use of the sound sweep 

method in the initial search periods, when the subject is responsive. The detection by 

sound was shown to be particularly beneficial when adverse weather conditions were pre

dicted, with subject detection occurring five days earlier than when visual searching alone 

was used, in one instance. The benefit of the strategy of redeploying search resources 

over unsearched edges was also displayed, with such a strategy diversifying the search, 

and subsequently resulting in clue or subject detection. 

The allocation of a search region adjacent to a search resource's position that returned 

the highest POS of the neighbouring regions when no regions remaining in the primary 

search area were candidates for allocation to that resource, (via Algorithm 8 .5) ,  also 

proved to be beneficial and was another form of search diversification. This strategy 

was most successful when the losLregion was not included in the primary search area. 

Further experimental work is required to establish whether the strategy of permitting 

a search region to be searched more than once in a search period is beneficial. This 

strategy is dependent on both the target POD level, the amount of search effort required 

to search a particular region, and the type of search scenario faced. 
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A preference for not restricting the set of regions for search allocation to a primary 

search area is shown in both the experiments conducted for the path scan method in 

problem instance B, and in the dominance of path methods that do not restrict in this 

way, for problem instances B and C. In particular, all instances where the subject re

mained undetected and the search was suspended resulted from the application of either 

the benchmark or primary search area method, both of which select regions for searching 

from a primary search area. The primary search area method performs the least well of 

all methods tested, with the worst best subject detection time for each problem instance. 

Of the remaining resource allocation methods tested - the single task method, and the 

path scan method together with hybrid variants - no one method was shown to be su

perior for all search scenarios. As was to be expected the single task method was the 

quickest of the methods to respond to changing information, while the path scan method 

required the greatest computational effort of all the methods. The PSR region selection 

criterion was the most robust over the three problem instances, for the path scan and 

single task methods. 

In general, more clues were detected when the subject's intended route was known, 

as in problem instance B .  There was also no evidence from the experiments conducted 

that the benchmark method detected a greater number of clues in its reconnaissance 

phase (first search period) than other methods. It was also shown from experiments 

conducted for problem instance B that it was preferable not to incorporate intended 

route knowledge when the subject moves away from this path and follows the historical 

POA values of the search area. However, in reality it is not possible to know this without 

the benefit of hindsight. Search planning that takes into account multiple scenarios of 

subject movement would address this problem. 
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C H A  P T  E R 13  

Conclusions And Avenues For 

Further Research 

We conclude this study by revisiting the initial objectives of the thesis detailed in Chap

ter 1 ,  examining the degree to which these have been met, and exploring avenues for 

further research. 

1 3 . 1  The Physical Terrain Model 

After considering the DTMs currently used to model terrain we selected the TIN model 

to model a search terrain, constructing it via a constrained Delaunay triangulation. This 

model was selected for its ability to: represent the physical search area by continuously 

connected triangular faces that model terrain variability and provide explicit proximity 

information; provide good visualization of the search terrain; and include existing natural 

features such as regions of vegetation change, streams, tracks and ridge lines. Modelling 

such features as edges in the TIN, via the constrained Delaunay triangulation, lends itself 

to the problem of defining the boundaries of individual search regions in a practical way 

that ensures the similarity of terrain falling within each region. 

A technique for allocating realistic searching and non-searching speeds over the TIN 

model was then developed. This technique calculated traversal speeds between any two 

points on the TIN depending on the type of vegetation and gradient modelled, thus 

distinguishing between 'up-hill' and 'down-hill' traversal. Correction factors were then 

included to adjust these speeds for different weather and light conditions. Such a costing 

model could be manually adjusted to more accurately represent the actual speeds possible 

over terrain which falls under the jurisdiction of a given SAR team, including any special 

'short-cuts' that may exist. 
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The model allows for fast calculation of the time needed to move between locations 

so that this can be accurately incorporated into search planning. By incorporating these 

into a computer model and ensuring that features which provide means of fast access are 

modelled as edges of the TIN, shortest time paths between any two points on the TIN 

can be calculated over the edges of the TIN by a shortest path algorithm such as that 

developed by Dijkstra [160] . This provides an advanced definition of access paths. 

Heuristic methods were developed to address the problem of search region definition 

by utilizing the edges of the TIN as the boundaries of the search regions; hence boundaries 

represent natural terrain phenomena in terms of the constrained triangulation approach 

that is used. The objective of the methods is to form single search regions in a way 

that avoids natural barriers occurring within a region and maintains similar vegetation 

throughout the region, hence reducing search difficulty. The heuristic based on Colwell's 

Trail-based POA method [27] was developed to amalgamate regions of the TIN such that 

an edge representing a track was used as the formation edge of each search region, where 

possible, in order to provide quick access to search regions. 

The methods preprocess a given terrain prior to any search operation, which has 

both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of preprocessing are that it: reduces 

planning time when an operation is commenced; enables accurate search duration times 

to be allocated to each region; enables familiarity of search regions for resources who are 

regularly called upon to search over the terrain; and enables the matching of historical 

lost person behaviour statistics to each region (this requires search regions to incorporate 

areas of similar POA) .  The disadvantages of the preprocessing approach are: unless 

regions comprise areas of similar POA values, ineffective search allocations will result; 

and as the area which can be effectively searched within a given time constraint will 

alter, both with search conditions and the POD level of the search required by search 

management, the size of search regions alters, a factor not accounted for in the static 

preprocessing approach. The development of real-time search region definition, which 

addresses these disadvantages, is an area for further research, as is the programming of 

region definition methods. 

To our knowledge no other physical model for land SAR exists which incorporates 

all of these aspects. We would recommend modelling the search terrain in this way prior 

to a search operation, defining search regions, and assigning each a POA value based on 

historical POA information. A statistical database, such as the SARDAT database devel

oped by Downs and Dolan [43] , could be linked to the model to enable historical subject 

movement data, categorized by subject category, to be used to determine historical POA 

values for each defined search region. This would need to be updated with each search, 

and would provide an invaluable management tool over time. When a search operation 
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is initiated, these POA values can be adjusted in light of information known about the 

subject and his movements. Prior definition of search regions linked to historical POA 

data would speed up search planning. 

The base model could be further enhanced by the inclusion of hazards that exist in 

the search area and the identification of any regions where radio communication could 

not be received. A graphical interface could also be developed to provide real-time visual 

information to search management and, if incorporated with the use of GPS units, would 

enable the progress of search resources to be visually traced. 

1 3 . 2  Visibility, Detection and Clue Modelling 

A visibility model was developed over the TIN, defined in terms of Perkins' 'visibility 

measure' [137] .  This model was defined in relation to the density of vegetation covering a 

region and correction factors were proposed to adjust the distance a search resource could 

see under varying environmental conditions, including searching at night. This model 

was extended to also model the distance a search resource could hear under differing 

environmental conditions and was defined in consideration to Colwell's experimental 

work in trialling the sound sweep search method [20, 25] . While this visibility model 

did not model true 3D visibility over the TIN, this was justified by the close search 

work usually required for searching for clues and the search subject, where the resource's 

concentration is focussed on their immediate vicinity. An avenue for further research 

would be to develop a 3D visibility model over the TIN such as that developed by 

Goodchild and Lee [76] . Such a model would be particularly useful when observation 

points were established to cover given regions of the search area. 

Research into detection models over land, and particularly bush-covered terrain, is 

greatly lacking and is an area which needs to be urgently addressed. Field experiments 

need to be conducted under all types of search terrain and conditions which may be 

experienced so that accurate POD data is available on which to effectively plan searches. 

Given the current lack of such field data, especially for New Zealand conditions, we 

adapted the detection model proposed by Perk ins [137] for his critical separation model 

to generate POD data for a human subject. We then extended this detection model to 

model the detection of a subject by sound. While these models are only approximate, 

they were shown to be reasonable with respect to the field data that is currently available. 

The responsiveness of a subject was also modelled over time to realistically account for 

the subject's deteriorating condition as the period of time spent in the open lengthened. 

Further levels of responsiveness, such as a normal or quiet voice response, could be 

incorporated. 
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The study then developed two methods by which to generate subject motion, includ

ing the modelling of confused behaviour such as that which may result from disorien

tation. The placement of clues was simulated along the subject's path and a model of 

clue detection was developed based upon the visible detection model for a subject. The 

model also took into account the deterioration of organic clues that results over time 

from exposure to the environment. To our knowledge, this is the first such attempt to 

model clues and their detection. 

An algorithmic approach to the update of the subject's location probability distribu

tion upon the discovery of a clue was also developed. Unlike currently used methods of 

POA update, this approach developed an update method which did not rely on human 

input as to the relevancy of the detected clue. The method took into account the cumu

latory nature of a number of clues all detected within one search region which provided 

similar information, rather than considering the information provided by each clue as 

being equally important. An area for further research would be to model the presence 

of confounding clues, not laid by the subject, and the effect these have on information 

gathered and its utilization. Further testing on the appropriate level at which to set the 

simulation parameter ROOa would also be valuable. 

1 3 . 3  Resource Allocation Methods and Search Strategies 

The problem of resource allocation in a SAR operation was shown to be both similar to, 

and unique from, other problems in the literature. In particular, the problem is charac

terized by its dynamism, changing windy traversal costs, spatial and linear traversal of 

regions, multiple resource paths, and multiple conflicting objectives. The problem was 

shown to be NP-complete, requiring heuristic solutions to the problem to be developed. 

The development of heuristic methods of resource allocation comprised two parts; 

those designed to specifically address the reconnaissance phase of the search operation 

and those designed to address the general phase of the search operation. We restricted 

the search of regions in the reconnaissance phase to the edges of the TIN as the regions 

traditionally targeted in this phase, such as tracks, ridge lines and streams, are all rep

resented by edges of the TIN, and huts are placed at vertices of the TIN. No region 

restrictions existed when allocating search tasks to resources in the general search phase. 

The allocation of search tasks to resources in the reconnaissance phase has the tradi

tional objective of collecting information as quickly as possible in order to narrow down 

the search area. We developed resource allocation methods which formalized the cur

rent search techniques used to meet this objective, namely: the search of the subject's 

intended path; the search of any huts and hazard features; a search in the vicinity of the 
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PLS; a perimeter search; and a form of binary search which cuts the subject's intended 

path. The shortest time access paths defined over the edges of the TIN were utilized 

in these methods to ensure fast access to search regions in order to meet the 'hastiness' 

objective of this search phase. 

Further heuristic methods of resource allocation were developed from edge routing 

literature that considered different objectives from those currently used in land SAR. 

In particular, we proposed approaches to allocate a search resource to follow a median 

search path and a hedging search path, where a median searching path allocated regions 

for searching which were 'central' to a primary search area, and a hedging search path 

allocated regions for searching which were 'most different' in nature from those already 

allocated. A hedging search path effectively hedges the current search scenario and strat

egy being followed by search management against incorrect subject location assumptions, 

and additionally provides a minimal response time to regions that are not being searched 

by other resources. 

Additional heuristics were proposed to allocate multiple search paths to resources 

that adapted solution approaches to routing problems in the literature and that were 

based on the allocation of a required set of edges. A special case of the problem was 

also examined where a visibility cover of the search area could be achieved from a vertex 

cover. A minimum weighted matching approach was developed to determine such a cover 

for k search resources. 

The resource allocation methods developed assumed that all resources were initially 

located at a central search base and that access to search regions was via foot. Allocations 

were also static in nature. Further research could include the extension to a dynamic 

response during this search phase and the extension to bilevel routing, where resources 

are initially transferred to the beginning of their search assignment via helicopter or 

4-wheel-drive vehicle. 

The problem of resource allocation in the general search phase was addressed by 

first considering some possible ways of approximating the search of a triangular search 

region. The width strip traversal method was selected for the purpose of our model for 

its ease of navigation and its ability to model parallel sweep motion. Limiting searching 

to individual triangular regions, rather than defining search regions of other shapes, 

has several disadvantages. One disadvantage is the unequal workload required by each 

member of the search team when the traversal method results in the length of ground 

covered by a resource varying with their position in the team. This occurs with the 

width strip traversal method, and is the most pronounced when the triangular region is 

of a size that can be searched in one strip. When the width of the search corridor of 

a search team is greater than the width of the edge that the sweep begins from, closer 
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spacing of resources is required in order to restrict coverage to just the allocated search 

regionj hence searching the region at a higher POD level than the target POD level. In 

real applications it is unlikely that, if search teams comprise only three or four resources, 

a triangular region would be of such a small area that this would occur. Nevertheless ,  

regions which are more rectangular in shape would be  more desirable, and further research 

into ways in which these can be obtained and ways in which natural movement, such as 

those discussed in Section 8.2.5, can be modelled, would be advantageous. 

The problem of allocating search resources to search both edge and triangular regions 

was then addressed in Chapter 8. Heuristic methods were developed which were short

term to medium-term in focus and designed to generate search paths over a planning 

period of fixed time horizon. The allocation heuristics were designed to be general enough 

to cater for any shape of search region and any means of search traversal - all that is 

required is that the time needed to search a region in a particular direction and to a 

given POD level be calculable. 

Two methods for allocating POD levels to regions were considered, in order to de

termine the search duration time of each task prior to the selection and sequencing of 

regions for searching. However, a better understanding of detection capabilities is re

quired before extensive research is conducted on these and other methods of allocating 

POD levels to search tasks. Both single and multiple resource allocation were addressed, 

with a generic path construction heuristic developed for each. Each heuristic ranks a se

lected candidate set of regions for searching based on a given criterion. Regions are then 

chosen for searching based on this ranking, and are inserted into the path of a resource. 

The heuristics are particularly flexible, being governed by a set of parameters that can be 

varied to generate quite distinct paths. Four particular types of paths were generated by 

given sets of parameter values, and were programmed in Cj these were then used in the 

preliminary computational experiments. More extensive experimental work is required 

over different parameter values and search scenarios to determine the specific type of 

resource allocation method best suited to specific instances of the SAR problem. An 

interactive computer package could also be designed which could present several choices 

of resource assignments to search management for their consideration. 

The study then considered the specific attributes of the SAR problem which define 

it as a dynamic, real-time decision problem with stochastic elements. Some solution 

approaches from the literature for such problems were examined in concept form and a 

selection of real-time, dynamic strategies were presented for solving the SAR problem un

der changing knowledge and changing weather conditions. The majority of these strate

gies were not explicitly tested within the preliminary experimental work, and provide 

considerable scope for further development and testing, given the particularly uncertain 
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and changeable nature of a SAR operation. 

13.4 Simulation Model 

A DES model was developed to simulate the planning and execution of a land SAR 

operation, thus providing a flexible environment within which to examine the performance 

of resource allocation methods and search strategies under different search scenarios. 

This model incorporated the terrain, visibility and detection model developed, and a 

selection of the heuristics developed earlier in the study as sub-routines. Further rules and 

heuristics were also developed to address the decisions required by search management 

at each stage of the search operation. In particular, the DES simulates: the positioning 

of the search base; the allocation of search resources; communication between search 

resources and the base; clue detection and information update; subject detection and 

retrieval; resource movement, including rest breaks; the redeployment and recall of search 

resources, and the scaling-up and scaling-down of the operation; flooding of regions under 

adverse conditions, limiting access paths; and the suspension of an unsuccessful operation. 

Resource redeployment was executed in the field via radio communication in order to 

improve the efficiency of the search operation. To our knowledge this is the most advanced 

simulation model developed to date to simulate a land SAR operation. 

Precursory computational experiments were conducted over this model using an artifi

cial computer-generated TIN, a restricted set of parameter values, four resource allocation 

methods, and three search scenarios. The experimental component of this study was pre

liminary only, due to the emphasis on the modelling contribution. The experiments that 

were conducted were designed to investigate some of the main behavioral aspects of the 

resource allocation heuristics under distinct scenarios, rather than exhaustive testing of 

different simulation and method parameter levels. In particular, we examined the relative 

performance of the different heuristics under scenarios described by different: weather 

conditions; subject movement, including knowledge of their intentions; characteristics of 

the region in which the subject was finally located; levels of subject responsiveness; and 

levels of clue detection. 

While the experiments were too limited to reveal conclusive trends, the initial find

ings identified tentative trends. These included the dominant strategies of sound sweep 

searching when the subject was responsive and searching at night, both of which were an

ticipated. The use of sound detection was shown to be especially beneficial in those cases 

where adverse weather conditions were predicted as it provided a much faster means of 

detection, ensuring that the subject was detected prior to the onset of these conditions. 
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The experiments also showed the advantages of diversifying the search to previously un

searched edge regions when redeploying resources, with such a strategy resulting in both 

clue and subject detection in some of the problem instances that were examined. Further 

diversification strategies that allowed for searching outside of a predetermined primary 

search area were also shown to be advantageous, with the two resource allocation meth

ods that did not confine allocations to regions within a primary search area - the path 

scan and single task methods - generally performing better than those methods which 

did. This was particularly evident when the subject was positioned in a region with a 

relatively low POA value or when he had moved away from his intended path. 

Further research is warranted in order to determine at what phase in a search op

eration, and under what types of search scenarios, diversification and intensification 

search strategies are best implemented. Research into problem characterization would 

be particularly beneficial, with the goal of classifying which types of search strategies 

and allocation methods are best applied to different problem types. Specific avenues for 

further experimental research that utilize the simulation model include: 

• examination of the initialization of the target POD level in each search planning 

period and particularly, whether a constant POD level should be utilized over each 

search period with multiple region searching permitted, or whether regions should 

be searched only once in a period but with the target POD level increasing with 

subsequent periods; 

• the applicability of specific resource allocation methods to solving the SAR problem 

for different underlying POA distributions; 

• the performance of sound versus visual searching during the night; 

• experiments conducted over larger networks and models of real terrain; and 

• the use of different types of allocation methods at different phases of the search 

operation, such as when the urgency level of the search increases or when new 

information is gathered. 

The simulation model could also be extended to include such aspects as: the utiliza

tion of air resources for searching; regions where communication is not possible or where 

obstacles to traversal exist; increasing resource levels as an operation develops, as com

monly occurs; explicit modelling of resource fatigue; and the use of sub-bases together 

with permitting the siting of bases at locations other than the vertices of the TIN. 

We consider that the greatest areas for further research would be to extend the 

simulation model and resource allocation methods to the search for a moving subject 

and to the search for a subject who wishes to avoid detection. 
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1 3 . 5  Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study has developed a physical model for a land SAR operation which 

addresses a number of the limitations of the data on which searches are currently planned, 

including: resource traversal times that are calculated with respect to vegetation, gradi

ent and search conditions; determination of shortest time access paths; resource visibility 

restrictions that are determined with respect to vegetation and search conditions; plau

sible models of subject and clue detection; ease of visualization of the search terrain; 

and the clear definition of vegetation breaks and the explicit modelling of linear terrain 

features to facilitate effective and logical definition of search regions. 

Search strategies that respond to the stochastic and dynamic elements of the problem 

have been developed together with search phase dependent, resource allocation methods 

that can be executed in real-time. These strategies fit well within the description of the 

Dynamic Era of search theory identified by Stone [154] . A simulation model was then 

developed which incorporated these components, in order to examine the progress and 

outcome of a SAR operation under different search scenarios. Precursory experiments 

were then conducted over a restricted set of resource allocation methods and simulation 

parameters . 

While the overall objective of this study has been to address a number of the limi

tations of current decision-making involved in planning a SAR operation there remains 

considerable scope for further research, especially further computational experimentation 

examining the performance of various resource allocation methods and search strategies 

over differing search scenarios, SAR problem characterization, the extension of the model 

to incorporate a moving subject, comprehensive field experiments to determine accurate 

sensor detection functions for different search conditions, and the incorporation of sub

ject behavioural information into the terrain model. 

This concludes our investigation into aspects of the SAR problem. Ultimately it is our 

hope that the research presented here will seed further research into land SAR procedures 

which, in time, will result in lives being saved. 
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